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Abstract 
This work is premised on the assumption that the excuses for not 
engaging properly with Carl Andre's corpus will not stand 
forever, and that his art is capable of sustaining considerably 
more attention than it has been afforded to date. Focusing 
predominantly on a select number of works from 1959 (when 
Andre moved to New York City) to 1976 (the year of the media 
orchestrated uproar over the Tate Gallery's purchase of 
Equivalent VIII) this dissertation assesses the singular nature of 
his brand of late modernism. Much to the chagrin of many, few 
US artists of the 1960s aligned themselves so intimately with a 
Marxist cause or thought so carefully about art's commodity 
status. This project takes these facts seriously and attempts to 
approach the art accordingly. The works discussed include 
America Drill (1963), the Equivalents (1966), Lever (1966), 
Gold Field (1966), 5x 20 Altstadt Rectangle (1967), Joint 
(1968), Quincy Book (1973), Twelfth Copper Corner (1975) and 
Manet (1980). 
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Preface 
Carl Andre: Sculptures, Politics, 1959-1976 
A few years back, an editor of an art journal much respected in the 1960s 
confessed he had always been `completely at odds' with Carl Andre. `I liked his 
work and I liked everything he ever said and wrote about his art', he admitted. 
`To this day, when I teach Caravaggio, I use a quotation of Andre's that I flash as 
a slide: "I find in my work a quality of serenity that I find absolutely impossible 
in my life. " Everything he wrote about art was golden. ' Yet what he found 
contemptible about the sculptor was `what he said and wrote about politics. And 
what he did politically. " 
Indeed, in recent times it has not been hard to dismiss Andre's politics as 
extreme and contradictory. For that particular editor, art seemed to be best 
appreciated as a form of escape from the circumstances of one's life -a way of 
attaining a sense of order and clarity that everyday existence is unable to deliver. 
It is a powerful modernist belief, and one to which Andre has subscribed. 
Nonetheless, to categorise Andre's politics as belonging to the turbulence of the 
world from which he drifts free when he makes art strikes me as profoundly 
mistaken. 
This dissertation is an attempt to suggest why. It takes as its focus the 
first third of Andre's career and turns to those years in which it was well 
acknowledged that Andre `stood' for a set of values. `Carl Andre's art is an art of 
protest', wrote one critic in the 1970s. `It grew in America alongside the civil 
unrest that culminated in the campaign for the withdrawal of the United States 
army from Vietnam. '2 Avant-garde art feeds off such mythologies of radicalism, 
and Andre has been no exception. In fact, almost from the moment he started 
exhibiting his work publicly, he clearly defined his work as Marxist and openly 
aligned himself with a Marxist cause. How that ideology comes to manifest itself 
t Philip leider, cited in Amy Newman, Challenging Art: Artforum 1962-1974 (New York: Soho, 
2000), p. 303. 
2 Lynda Morris, 'Andre's Aesthetics', The Listener, vol. 99, no. 2554 (6 April 1978), p. 446. 
2 
in actual practice is not obvious, and sometimes even highly counterintuitive. But 
the account I want to offer is guided by the premise that the real contribution 
Andre makes to our understanding of late modernist art is lost if we choose to 
remain in ignorance of his political convictions. 
Consequently, I devote a considerable amount of space to discussing 
Andre's statements in interviews and in his writings. I should stress, however, it 
is not my aim to merely emphasise the number of times he references Marx, or to 
make much of the fact that once he scripted a mock proposal for a monument to 
Che Guevara, or took out advertising space in 1975 to congratulate the people of 
Vietnam on their victory. 3 Such details are too glamorous. Certainly, I think it is 
significant to know that Andre most likely read the Grundrisse in the early 1970s 
and opposed the War in Vietnam from the very start. But it is perhaps more 
important to come to an understanding that the intensity of his resistance towards 
a culture that turns colonial warfare into daily TV entertainment is also the 
impetus for his antagonism towards his art being seen as a mere part of the 
culture at large. `The same fat surplus which burns in Vietnam feeds us', he 
asserted in 1967, 'Art is what we do. Culture is what is done to us. 'a At times, the 
displays of politically inspired righteousness may have appeared almost febrile; 
yet all the same, Andre's sculpture has to be understood in terms of its exertion 
to withdraw and to detach itself from the surrounding image world. 
In some senses, the emphasis over the years on the extent to which 
Andre's art might be described as `minimalist' has resulted in underemphasizing 
how the works still can be identified with an earlier form of modernism - one 
still informed by the terms used by Clement Greenberg in 'Avant-garde and 
kitsch'. Without the `moral aid' of radical political attitudes, Greenberg writes, 
artists never would have had 'the courage to assert themselves as aggressively as 
3 Carl Andre, 'Dream of the Monument for Che Guevara', Paletten 3 (1968), cover image, 
reprinted in Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts 1959-2004, ed, by James Meyer (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 2005), p. 51. Carl Andre, `Congratulations to the people of Viet-Nam', with Rudolph 
Baranik, C. B. Ilelman, Lucy Lippard, Irving Petlin, Jack Sonenbcrg, May Stevens and Angela 
Westwater, Art-rite, no. 9 (Spring 1975). 
'` Carl Andre, in Barbara Rose and Irving Sandler, 'Sensibility of the Sixties', Art in America, vol. 
9, no. I (January-February 1967), pp. 44-57, p. 49. 
3 
they did against the prevailing standards of society. '5 In his famous account, the 
advance of the avant-garde is described as relentlessly driven by the impulse to 
entrench art on firm standards. But because the culture at large offers only false 
promises and easy escapes, the artist can only sustain the high level of their 
practice by turning their back on society. Assured values are no longer to be 
found in the `subject matter of common experience', but rather in the medium of 
the artist's own craft. 6 Thus, the impetus towards non-representational art can be 
read as a medal of dissent: in the absence of true social values, the avant-garde 
artist has had to forge some of their own. 7 
I do not want to infer that such terms can be mapped point by point onto 
Andre's art, although they do serve nonetheless as a reference point for my 
account here. Andre's minimalism does owe a great deal to that older generation 
of American artists whom Greenberg himself had championed. The difference 
between the abstraction of one of Jackson Pollock's paintings from the 1940s and 
Andre's floor-based sculptures from the 1960s might appear very pronounced; 
yet Andre did think seriously about such works, and fashioned a position towards 
them. `We have a style of painting now', Andre confided to a friend in 1962, 'of 
which Jackson Pollock is still the exemplar, in which the edge of the painting is 
used like a political boundary. '8 The contained, all-at-once intensity of the 
canvas was understood by him to be a means of seizing hold of a segment of the 
world and claiming responsibility for it: `this much I painted, the rest is yours. '9 
Much later, in 1970, he told an interviewer with some pride that once David 
Smith had disclosed to him that he considered himself redder than Mao. 10 In that 
same interview, Andre also referenced Ad Reinhardt, whose Left politics, along 
with his dogmatic assertions of the importance of keeping art distinct from other 
3 Clement Greenberg, 'Avant-Garde and Kitsch', in Art and Culture: Critical Essays (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1961), p. 5, 
Clement Greenberg, 'Avant-Garde and Kitsch', p. 6. 
For an extensive historical analysis of Greenberg's essay, see T. . 1. Clark, 'Clement Greenberg's 
Theory of Art', in Pollock and After: The Critical Debate, 2nd edn, ed, by Francis Frascina 
(London and New York: Routledge, 2000). 
g Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, ed, by 
Benjamin H. D, Buchloh (Halifax, Nova Scotia: Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1980), 
44. 
Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 44. 
10 See Jeanne Siegel, 'Carl Andre: Artworker', Studio International, vol. 180, no. 927 (November 
1970), pp. 175-179, p, 175. 
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forms of social action, strikes me as offering a further crucial role-model for 
Andre. ' 1 
The task then, is to hold in balance Andre's political convictions in 
relation his investment in art's autonomy. Certainly, it should be emphasised that 
his political opinions have never led him to entertain illusions about the efficacy 
of art to inaugurate real social change. His more Maoist claims were often 
intended to make just this point. In 1975, he announced to an audience that the 
truly powerful media in our culture are television and advertising, and that if it 
were the intention to seize political power, then such media deserve to be 
controlled, either with money or `at the point of a gun. ' 
12 A few years later, he 
topped this with the claim that that there could be no hope for a socialist America 
`until we create a Marxist television. '13 Such suggestions are an 
acknowledgement, I think, just how politically inconsequential and thoroughly 
marginalized the fine arts remain in our culture. Only very infrequently did he 
betray that awareness. 
Whereas a considerable number of New York artists from the late 1960s 
channelled their repulsion towards the belligerency of the Johnson and Nixon 
regimes into agitprop, Andre insisted on keeping his art as uncommunicative and 
as free from a legibly political subject matter as possible. He continued to neatly 
arrange works for the insides of whitewashed galleries - in places deliberately 
and wilfully quarantined from the `real world'. In fact, when asked how he saw 
the relation between politics and art in 1970, his response was to suggest 
gnomically that `art' is to `politics' what 'farming' is to `fighting'. Possibly with 
his eyes on the example of the Viet Kong, his reasoning was that farming is 
necessary for sustaining life in just the same way as fighting is sometimes 
11 Jeanne Siegel, 'Carl Andre: Artworker', Studio International, p. 179. For Reinhardt's position 
on art, see his Art-as-Art: The Selected Writings of Ad Reinhardt, ed. by Barbara Rose (New 
York: Viking Press, 1975). See also Michael Corris, 'The Difficult Freedom of Ad Reinhardt', in 
Art Has No History!: The Making and Unmaking of Afodern Art, ed. by John Roberts (London 
and New York: Verso, 1994). 
12 Carl Andre, in 'Nancy Spero', Art-rite, no. 9 (Spring 1975), p. 18. Andre was speaking at the 
panel discussion, 'Perimeters of Protest' at Artists Space, at Wooster Street in New York on 18 
February 1975. 
13 Carl Andre, 'Radical Art: Theory and Practice', Proceedings of the Caucus for Marxism and 
Art at the College Art Association Convention, no. 3 (January 1978), p. 1. 
5 
necessary to protect it. Yet no one but a fool would want to make machine guns 
from potatoes. 14 The analogy is strained, but the point is clear. 
However, Andre's stance does still seem to pull in two directions. On the 
one hand, he consistently displayed a strong commitment to social reality, or 
what we might call his realism about the nature of political power, refusing 
always to accept easy illusions about the logic of the system in which he found 
himself implicated. But this aspiration to disenchant always seemed to stop just 
short of completely doing away with the category `art' altogether; in fact, `art' 
seems to carry an almost mystical valency. Moreover, in his sculptures, these two 
commitments often weigh up against one another with ferocious implications. In 
fact, the most significant moments in Andre's career are perhaps those in which 
these conflicting allegiances become impossible for viewers to ignore. 
One such occasion comes in 1976. By the mid 1970s, Andre's reputation 
had developed to the extent that his sculptures were starting to enter many of the 
larger, national art collections in Europe and elsewhere. When that happened in 
Britain, his art caught the attention of the popular media. Consequently, his work 
was exposed to audiences who had little knowledge or appreciation of 
contemporary art. I begin my account here - with a discussion of the reaction to 
the purchase of Equivalent VIII by the Tate - because the public response threw 
the underlying issues raised by the art into much sharper relief than they had 
been for several years. For the curators who had secured the purchase of Andre's 
sculpture for the Tate Gallery, the work was primarily an exemplary early piece 
by an artist who had contributed to shaping the development of recent art. To an 
uninitiated public, however, Andre's work was nothing but bricks: not art but 
mere bricks. 
Indeed, Andre's sculptures are composed of simple arrangements of 
identical particles of material, which often appear to be requisitioned from the 
realms of construction and manufacturing. However, once these units are 
arranged in the gallery, they are intended to be seen not just as mere materials, 
14 Carl Andre, in `The Artist and Politics: A Symposium', Artforum, vol. 9, no, 3 (September 
1970), pp. 35-49, p. 35. 
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but as `art'. The scenario is so simple it is easy to overlook: it plays off that 
cliched conundrum of not knowing whether or not the fire hydrant in the corner 
of the gallery is part of the display. Although Andre would come to distinguish 
his sculptures from any identification with the Duchampian ready-made (and for 
reasons I will discuss), it was still the doubt and the scepticism he instilled in his 
audiences that deserves our focus. On that age-old modernist question, 'is this 
art? ', viewers simply are obliged to suspend their disbelief. Not all have. 
If Andre obliged viewers to identify his mass-produced, machine- 
manufactured modules as `unique' sculptures, then in equal measure he also 
required that they see these materials literally, without illusions. The bricks, for 
instance, are not representative or symbolic of anything other than what they 
simply are: bricks. I suggest in my account that this commitment to attending to 
objects directly, and without pretensions to see them as surrogates for other 
values, can be related back to his understanding of Marx. Nonetheless, viewers 
are still invited to regard the works in two ways at once - as requisitioned 
materials and as art. In fact, it might well be suggested that the very category 
`art' is one of the last illusions from which Andre refused to withdraw his 
conviction. 
As it happens, though, Andre continued to recycle quite a few social 
givens. But often they seem only to be deployed strategically, with the intention 
of blocking and shutting down other more powerful kinds of mystique and 
illusion. For Andre, though, the main breeder of mystification was clear: it was 
the commodity form. I argue here that the artist's works should be read as closely 
engaged with the way social values are magically accorded to material artefacts 
in a capitalist economy. By simply taking units of material out of circulation and 
placing them inside the art gallery, his sculptures trouble the ease and naturalness 
with which values are ascribed to objects. It is the persistence of the category 
`art', moreover, that enables this to happen. 
As with all artists, then, Andre operates within the law of the market; his 
works have always been sold by private galleries for profit. But at certain 
moments in his career, he does not merely treat the economic conditions of art as 
7 
contingent or external to art proper, but they become the unavoidable subject of 
the work itself. 15 He accomplishes this in various ways, often using strategies of 
his own devising. But essentially the economic vector is always potentially 
emphasised whenever audiences become uncertain about the artistic merit of the 
works to which he has invited them to devote their attention. 'How is it possible, ' 
demand incredulous viewers, `that these materials can assume such fine prices 
simply by being called `art'? ' As I argue in my first chapter, the implications of 
this incredulity are not without political ramifications. 
However, scepticism on the part of viewers can never be sustained 
consistently, and, with time, it gave way to knowing familiarity. Essentially, this 
is the reason why my account concentrates on the years up to the mid 1970s. By 
1978, for instance, Andre's art enjoyed the attention of a major retrospective that 
travelled to no less than nine museums across the United States and Canada. 
There were also major public exhibitions in the Netherlands and in London, 16 
The work did not change, but the terms did. It assumed an institutionalised status 
that rendered its capacity to provoke much less overt. 
* 
The chapters that make up the body of this dissertation each engage with 
particular attributes of Andre's practice and explore them in turn. Certainly, at 
times these might seem to open my account onto other concerns than those 
mentioned here. If the reader wishes to take it that way, then so be it. Broadening 
the references we might bring to an understanding of his oeuvre is, in my mind, 
much required and long overdue. However, I hope that ultimately these added 
ýs See Thierry de Duve, Kant after Duchamp (Cambridge, MA and London: MIT Press, 1997), p. 
350. 
16 Andre's solo exhibition, 'Sculpture: 1959-1977' opened at the Laguna Gloria Art Museum in 
Austin, Texas, on 7 January 1977 (till 22 February). It then travelled to Cincinnati, Buffalo, 
Chicago, La Jolla, Calgary, Berkeley, Dallas, Montreal and reached Boston in 1980. Ono of the 
best reviews of this retrospective is Kenneth Baker's, and his description of Andre's art has 
closely informed my own. See his 'Andre in Retrospect', Art in America, vol. 68, no. 4 (April 
1980), pp. 88-94. Andre's exhibition in the Netherlands was curated by Rudi Fuchs at the 
Stedelijk Van Abbemuseum and was dedicated to his works in wood. In London, his 
retrospective was held at the Whitechapel Art Gallery, under the Auspices of Nicholas Scrota. 
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details only strengthen my presentation of Andre as an artist who is deeply 
concerned with the question of reordering the logic of the commodity economy. 
In the first part, I engage with Andre's investment in memorialisation. In 
Chapter 2, I discuss how his investment in his home city of Quincy, 
Massachusetts, comes to be eulogized by his career as a sculptor. In the 
following chapters, I then focus on works of art in which he made Quincy itself 
the subject of his art. It is easy to dismiss some of these works as tangential to the 
primary trajectory of his practice; but I feel they warrant our attention not merely 
for the insight they offer into the very particular cultural background that informs 
the art, but because they also point to the degree to which Andre's sculpture is 
invested in the task of commemoration. From start to finish, I want to suggest, 
Andre's is a funerary art - an art devoted to storing up and holding onto things as 
a gesture of compensation for that which has been irretrievably lost. The material 
substantiality of his work I take to be a form of restitution for that which is no 
longer bodily present. `Petrification' thus becomes the operative word. 
However, I also stress that these exertions towards the retrieval of the 
past never entertain the illusion of offering up anything other than mere shards 
and fragments. This is the subject of Chapter 3, a study of Andre's small 
collection of photographs, Quincy Book, and Chapter 4, which offers a brief 
history of the role memorialisation plays in the civic memory of the city of 
Quincy itself. `Fragments' are also the focus of my description of his long early 
poem, America Drill, which is the subject of Chapter 5. The shift from discussing 
Andre's sculptures to his poetry invariably requires a different kind of critical 
vocabulary, although Andre's emphasis on memorialisation, loss and attempted 
recovery might be said to be themes that emerge in equal measure in many of his 
sculptures. 
My focus on these subjects serves as the basis for a more formal 
discussion of the appearance of Andre's works in the second part of the 
dissertation. `Placing' and `arranging' are here the key terms, for Andre's 
sculptures are always mere alignments of separate particles: the chosen units are 
not glued or fixed together in any way. In Chapter 6,1 focus on the implications 
9 
of such a sculpture, which is described succinctly by one critic as `arrangements 
of identical units that exist as an art object only when assembled as such in the 
proper context. "7 On the one hand, viewers are made aware that the modules can 
always be dismantled and stacked away, and that the dimensions of the work are 
merely an aggregation of separable units. In that sense, nothing might seem more 
perfunctory and provisional. Yet, on the other hand, Andre arranges them into 
simple configurations that, for the duration of their display, are never variable or 
alterable. These contingencies of the arrangements are made to register, 
phenomenally, as not only `inevitable' but also as laden with a sense of 
`presence'. Turning to early reviews of Andre's exhibitions, I explore how the 
`presence' that critics ascribe to his sculptures might be best understood. 
In Chapter 7,1 offer a description of Andre's Lever, the sculpture that 
was first displayed at the Jewish Museum in 1966, and which comprised of a 
single row of 137 firebricks. I emphasise how the work's title, along with its 
careful positioning within the galleries, served to provoke a sense of the work's 
visual `forcefulness', which was made all the more powerful because it remained 
latent and not manifest. In Chapter 8, I extend my account to a more general 
consideration of the extent to which Andre's sculptures are always spatially 
oriented towards the work's immediate physical surroundings. Famously, this is 
defined by the artist in terms of 'place' -a word that was taken up by many of 
his contemporaries. I base my account on Andre's Joint, a long row of hay bales 
that the artist positioned across the open ground of Windham College Campus, 
Vermont, in 1968. I argue that Andre's notion of place should be understood in 
phenomenological terms: as a perception on the part of a peripatetic viewer that 
the sculpture and the context into which it had been inserted are mutually 
defining. For Andre, place also appears to have been a term that has a close 
relationship to the idea of defining limits and boundaries, and in this chapter I 
explore how the process of determining set parameters for his work could also 
include economic and social factors. Andre's art always focuses attention, in 
other words, on its environing context. I suggest we understand his work in these 
Barbara Rose, 'Problems of Criticism VI: The Politics of Art, Part III', Ar(/orunt, vol. 7, no. 9 
(May 1969), pp. 46-51, p. 46, 
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terms -a practice that seems intent on providing `concrete analyses of concrete 
situations'. 18 
I conclude my dissertation by returning to 1976, and offer an account of 
one such `situation'. It concerns the circumstances surrounding Andre's conflict 
with the Whitney Museum of American Art in the spring of that year. The 
controversy occurred almost exactly at the same time as the uproar in Britain 
over the Tate's purchase of Equivalent VIII, although it should be added that it 
was a controversy of a considerably different order, The cause of Andre's 
antagonism was what he saw to be the failure of the Whitney to install his work 
appropriately. In his eyes, the sculptures in question were mis-placed. Indeed, his 
subsequent, carefully choreographed withdrawal from the exhibition might be 
read as symbolic of his practice in general. The event focused attention on the 
extent to which taking things out of circulation and presenting them in another 
context is for Andre a sculptural activity that is inseparable from his commitment 
to the political. 
's Carl Andre, in 'The Artist and Politics, A Symposium', p, 3S and Jeanne Siegel, 'Carl Andre: 
Artworker', p. 179. The phrase 'concrete analysis of concrete situations' is a quotation from Jean- 
Luc Godard's 1969 film, Pravda. 
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Chapter 1 
1976: 
Pouring ink on Andre's bricks 
He crated them up as they were, drew up assembly instructions, and shipped 
the lot to the grateful Tate. 
Daily Mirror, 16 February 19761 
The outburst of indignation that occurred in Britain in February 1976, when 
the media discovered that the Tate Gallery had purchased Carl Andre's arrangement 
of 120 sand-lime bricks is a phenomenon that has been so successfully mythologised 
and become so much a part of British popular folklore regarding modern art in 
general, that it is tempting to turn away from the whole affair and dismiss it out of 
hand. Certainly, that was Andre's own inclination, since in his opinion the 
controversy had never had much to do with his art at all. 2 To a degree, he was right. It 
had been provoked and perpetuated by agendas that could not have been more 
localised and specific to the country at the time. The work itself, which dates from 
1966 and is known as Equivalent VIII, was purchased by the Tate in 1972, along with 
two further sculptures, Last Ladder and 144 Magnesium Square, and all had already 
been on display to the public more than once without attracting any particular 
attention. In fact, the only reason they were noticed by the press in early 1976 was 
because the works were listed and illustrated in the Gallery's Biannual Report of 
Acquisitions, published the previous year. 3 And had the art collector and critic, 
Douglas Cooper, not conducted a campaign to undermine the cultural authority of the 
Tate, pedantically querying the validity of many of the Gallery's new acquisitions, 
then it is unlikely that the Tate's Report would ever have attracted the attention of 
Philip Mellor, 'What a load of Rubbish: How the Tate dropped 120 bricks', Daily Mirror, 
16 February 1976, p. 1 
2 See Peter Fuller, `Carl Andre on 1lis Sculpture', Art Monthly, no. 16, May 1978, republished in 
Peter Fuller, Beyond the Crisis in Art (London: Writers and Readers, 1980), p. 110. 
3 The Tate Gallery Biannual Report and Illustrated Catalogue ofAcqulsitions, 1972.1974 (Tate 
Gallery, 1975). The entries for the three Carl Andre acquisition are on pp. 73-75. 
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other journalists, and perhaps Andre's sculpture would never have been singled out 
for derision in the way that it was. 4 
All the same, downplaying the whole tale as one that had its origins in 
Cooper's personal quarrel with the Tate does nothing to explain why the general 
public did take the question of this particular sculpture so much to heart. The well- 
thumbed clippings files in the Tate Gallery's library attest to the obsession clearly 
enough: the news of the purchase must have generated about seven to eight hundred 
articles in the national and local papers, not to mention a hefty quantity of radio and 
television coverage. Never before, one might say, had such a discrete number of 
bricks caused so much ink to flow. 
Bile poured forth in other ways as well. It was only a question of days before 
one indignant amateur painter decided to take matters into his own hands by spraying 
the bricks with blue dye - an act of vandalism that led to the work being withdrawn 
for display for the next fifteen months. 5 The sculpture was relegated immediately to 
the Conservation Department and was no longer on display, but this did little to stem 
the immediate indignation of the British public, who continued to. fill the letter 
columns of the daily papers with a relentlessly contemptuous stream of invective. In 
fact, the extent of the expose almost became a story in its own right, with newspapers 
and art journals across Europe and the United States proliferating yet further 
commentaries and discussion on the sheer scale of the outrage. And, for at least the 
next two years or so, the whole `Tate Bricks' affair continued to rumble on and on, 
4 Douglas Cooper's response to the Tate Gallery's Biennial Report was published in Books & 
Bookmen, vol. t (January 1976). A copy of this article is included in Press Cuttings relating to 
Carl Andre in the Hyman Kreitman Research Centre, Tate Britain, London. 
3 See Nicholas Comfort, 'Blue Dye Blacks out the Tate's Bricks', Daily Telegraph, 24 February 
1976 and Ronald Ricketts, `Splashl Those Arty Bricks get the Blues', Daily Mirror, 24 February 
1976. 
The newly-restored Equivalent VIII was re-displayed by the Tate in May 1977, in an exhibit that 
ensured that it was seen within an appropriately 'serious' (i. e. art historical) context. lt was 
displayed alongside Andre's two other Tate Gallery acquisitions, and all three sculptures shared 
space with works by Frank Stella, Donald Judd, Robert Morris, Agnes Martin and Sol LeWitt. 
For a review of the installation, see William Packer, 'Tate Gallery: Carl Andre's Bricks', 
Financial Times, 3 May 1977, p. 3, The much respected Carl Andre exhibition at the 
Whitechapel Art Gallery the following year, (which ran from 17 March to 23 April) was 
motivated by a similar intention of introducing and justifying Andre's entire corpus to the 
British public. 
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For sure, the indignation displayed by the public towards the sculpture was 
just as predictable as it has been in many of the other outrages and scandals that have 
punctuated the history of modem art's reception. A similar phenomenon had occurred 
in Australia just three years earlier, when the National Gallery purchased Jackson 
Pollock's Blue Poles, and it was to be repeated all over again when the National 
Museum of Canada would acquire Barnett Newman's Voices of Fire in 1990.6 In each 
instance, it could be said that a tax-paying public was objecting to the authority of a 
cultural elite to purchase works on behalf of the state for what appeared to be 
unwarranted sums of money, when the artistic value of their acquisitions was taken 
by the public at large to be utterly and entirely minimal. In this sense, it was the 
question of who was legitimately allowed to determine art's value that seemed to be 
at the root of these outrages. Certainly, if you listen to Richard Morphet from the Tate 
patiently explaining in the autumn of 1976 that the reason the Gallery had purchased 
the sculpture for the nation was because 'Andre's standing in the informed sector of 
the art world had been very high', 7 then you might be inclined to agree with one art 
historian who has written recently that the Tate Bricks scandal `primarily served to 
bolster the power and authority of professional members of the artworld. '8 
Of course, all this talk of `professional members' and `elitist cultural 
authority' is the base-note refrain to all art controversies. It could also be said, 
though, that such mutterings of dissatisfaction are not just a phenomenon of the more 
famous and notorious outrages. They are more or less there to be heard in the 
background of almost all discourses and debates within contemporary art: modern 
art's equivalent to radio static. In the case of the uproar over Andre's sculpture, it 
simply reached the point where the interference became so deafening that it was 
impossible to hear anything else above it. Indeed, it is very tempting to treat these 
complaints in these terms - as a mere distortion of genuine artistic and aesthetic 
issues - and try to tune them out altogether. But this inclination is, I think, one that 
6 For an account and discussion of the scandal surrounding the acquisition of Voices of Fire by 
the National Museum of Canada, see Voices of Fire: Art, Rage, Power and the State, ed. by 
Bruce Barber, Serge Guilbaut and John O'Brian (Toronto, Buffalo, London: University of 
Toronto Press, 1996). 
Richard Morphet, 'Carl Andre's Bricks', Burlington Magazine, vol. 118, no. 884 (November 
1976), pp. 762-767, p. 764. 
s Neil Mulholland, The Cultural Devolution: Art in Britain in the Late Twentieth Century 
(Aldershot: Basingstoke, 2003), p. 3. 
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deserves to be challenged, if only because it easily leads to the assumption that high 
art should be exempted entirely from a consideration of the ways in which it is 
socially constituted and disseminated. In fact, one might suggest that to adopt this 
position is to assume naively that art and aesthetics can be discussed as though they 
were a mere series of intellectual debates that have taken place in a complete social 
vacuum. 
In this sense at least, `art controversies' do have the uncomfortable but 
salutary role of reminding those who are professionally trained to cast judgement on 
art that their various adjudications and their practices of cultural legitimation 
invariably are not universally accepted. However, to state this is merely to return the 
topic back once again to some of the most deep-seated and pressing questions about 
art's status in the contemporary world. You merely have to turn to the very first page 
of Theodor Adorno's Aesthetic Theory to read his famous assertion that the only thing 
that is self-evident about art nowadays is that 'nothing concerning art is self-evident 
anymore'. 9 Jean-Francois Lyotard puts the predicament in a complementary way, 
when he remarks that it is an inescapable feature of artistic modernism that the social 
community no longer recognises itself in art-objects; instead they are either ignored 
or rejected as incomprehensible. 10 
In that case, we need to explore further the matter of this so-called public 
`rejection'. In various passages in Aesthetic Theory, for instance, Adorno argues that 
the ridiculousness and incomprehensibility of modernist art is recognised best by 
`philistines' a generic term that he reserves for those individuals in society who 
display a complete indifference, or hatred even, towards `aesthetic comportment'. 12 In 
his commentary on Adorno, Frederic Jameson also takes up this point and suggests 
that for Adorno, it was not that philistines simply do not understand art, but that they 
understand it far too well. What they object to is that the promise of pleasure, that art 
should supposedly always offer, simply does not exist in modernist artworks in a 
9 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (London: Athlone, 1997), 
t. F° 
Jean-Francois Lyotard, `The Sublime and the Avant-Garde' in The Inhuman; Reflections on 
Time, trans. Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel Bowlby (Cambridge: Polity, 1991), p. 101. 
"Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 119. 
12 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 241. 
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form which is available for immediate consumption. 13 In Adorno's modernist 
aesthetics, the most socially responsible art is that which keeps the idea of true and 
full social happiness alive by profoundly denying its present existence. 14 Thus, in a 
counter-intuitive move, Adorno accords the figure of the philistine `an ignominious 
measure of justification, ' for he sees their refusal of modern art as a gesture which has 
a social import that cannot be overlooked. is And it is perhaps for this simple reason, 
then, that the more uninformed and `populist' reactions to Carl Andre's Equivalent 
VIII ought to be cause for serious consideration. The forcefulness of the repudiation 
of his work throws into sharp relief the extent to which the sculpture dissents from 
popular expectations about what an artwork should accomplish. But more 
importantly, by not fulfilling these expectations, it also could be said to raise almost 
by default the question as to how Andre's practice does aspire to an alternative and 
distinct notion of pleasure and happiness. In short - to use Adorno's vocabulary - it 
points to the extent to which his art embodies an ideal of utopian fulfilment. 
To turn to these questions is also, then, to inaugurate a discussion of the ways 
in which Andre's art does identify quite self-consciously with an artistic vanguard. 
Indeed, this was a subject especially visible at the very beginning of his career, in the 
days before his sculptures acquired credibility in the eyes of the artworld, or 
possessed a ready and reliable market value. Andre's correspondence with John 
Myers, the director of the Tibor de Nagy Gallery, which was the first gallery to 
represent him, displays all the artist's ambivalences clearly enough. The tensions 
were never personal, but they did seem to come to a head just before he left them in 
13 See Frederic Jameson, Late Marxism: Adorno, or, The Persistence of the Dialectic (London, 
New York: Verso, 1990), pp. 152 and 147. For an alternative discussion of the cultural category 
of the philistine, and one that dissents from Jameson's gloss on Adorno's account, see Dave 
Beech and John Roberts, 'Spectres of the Aesthetic' and 'Tolerating Impurities: An Ontology, 
Genealogy and Defence of Philistinism', in The Philistine Controversy (London: Verso, 2002). 
By focusing their attention on this figure which they regard as a haunting, persistent presence in 
aesthetic discourse, they hope to return recent academic interest in the aesthetic to what they 
regard as a more Marxist preoccupation, one that concerns conflicting class interests and 
allegiances. Their main point appears to be that all processes of aesthetic legitimation, however 
philosophical or academic, are never cut off or aloof from the very real dynamics of class bias 
and other forms of cultural exclusion. For them, they write, 'the concept of the philistine is 
peculiarly well-placed, as the definitional other of art and aesthetics, to bring to bear on art and 
aesthetics the cost of their exclusions, blindnesses and anxieties. [... ] The philistine refuses to 
take a disinterested stance towards a culture which stands as a judge over the philistine's 
? leasure without the philistine's consent, ' (p. 45). 
4 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 153. 
15 Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 119. 
January 1967. "' On the one hand, Andre seems thoroughly committed to making art 
in order to yield a surplus value tör both the gallery and for himself, yet in no way 
was the work intended to be easily saleable either. `MY WORK IS NOT SAI_FAILTý. 
IN 'I'I II l''X"T'RI MF. ', he pronounced defensively in one letter, shortly aller he had 
received a statennent indicating that he was now over $575 in debt to the gallery: IT 
IS MIF: ANT TO BF l)IFTFICTJLT AND C'IIAI. T. I: NGING TO MYSELF ANI) 
OTI II': lts'. I" I lern:, `difficult' and 'challenging' means, more or less, being 
unsaleable. And, at that stage, they were not especially easy to sell. Financially, 
neither Myers nur Andre seem to have benefited especially well lionm their 
partnership. At his solo exhibition in April 1966 none of his eight brick sculptures 
had been purchased, and only one o7f the six small magnet sculpture's in the adjacent 
routit Icfi the gallery as sold. 
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I* (ail Andre, letter tu l'ihr, r dc Nagy and John Myeis, 20 January 1967, Artists' Files, Fihor dc 
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Letter to 'I'ibor dc Nagy, 3 I'CI)ruary I11671'ß 
In f; ict, Myers Only parted with a mere Ii; indtul of'relatively small works 
during the entire two years the Gallery was representing hinr. At the time of his first 
one-person exhibition with the Gallery hack in 1965, Andre had pronounced with 
I)tichampian aplomb that he was offering works anyone could make, but nobody, 
Seemed ahlc to huy, "' What was irr sale, in other words, was not his unique talent, 
brit purely the novelty of his elementary arrangements. Rut it would take some 
considerable art-critical persuasion before collectors \Voulll be willing to rite out 
cheques fier materials they could easily purchase and then build I'm themselves. 
Yet before purchasers and critics would slowly convince themselves that 
Andre was not merely an mtigem icorºs trickster, Andre hint, elFwas never for a moment 
prepared to compromise his art by making SCLIII)ttIICs that would prove more 
ingratiating to the tastes of the tic Nagy (; allcry's regular customers, or, fr timt 
Artists' Files, (ihor dc Nagy ( j, illcry Papers. 
Carl Andre, in Uarhara Rusc. ' Ali(' Arg', :11 in Aint rica, vol. 53, no. 5 (Sepicniher 1965), 
pp. 57-61), 1). 67. 
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matter, fier Myers. Witham dismissing his accomplishments, it seems fair to say that 
Myers essentially had always been committed to an art that was in his words 
`mysterious' or 'encharntin ; ': ultimately it was this kind ol'work that his gallery 
preferred most of all to promote: Andre, on the other hand, was very clear that his 
sculptures simply did not fulfil , uch expectations: 'I IIAV( ('OMIý TO I t. 11 ', he 
wrote to Myers and Tibor Nagy, "I'I IA'L' YUl JR I IFART RI? L ON(IS TO POETRY 
ANt) A KIND 01 POFTIC ART WI II('I I IS ALIFN 'I'O MY OWN. 'I'I IF IMAGE 
OF TI IF GAIT FRY WI ll('I I RIý. F'L EC'TS YOUR TASTE ANI) STYLI` IIAS NO 
FA('I"'I"1'I IA'l' I COtII. I) ('A11 REFLECTIVE OF MY OWN'. " But it is not just a 
matter of delining a difference in style that is at stake here: all this demarcation and 
distancing has just as much to do with what we might loosely call `class affiliations'. 
For Andre, it is a way of'articulating that his sculpture is simply not intended to he a 
beguiling arrtefirct. Certainly, they can he purchased, yet they are intended always to 
dissent from yielding themselves entirely to the expectations of purchasers. They 
disappoint. They aim to remain aloof and withdrawn, in which aloofness stand, for a 
certain 'unavailability'. 
I'Iºese tcrnºs will need to he CIanlied and expanded, but liar the tine heiºu 
Simply v4arºt to emphasise that irrespective ofwhether or not Andre's sculptures ari, 
sold as coºmmoditie-s, they are intended to possess a value that remains distinct from 
ti cc . )OIui Iirrnarei Myra, /raeAin"t (hu AI, ii ve/lims.. I l. i/ic in the New Y(wk Ar, I4'nrld 
( Leimtun: I"harnrti and I ludscm, 1983) . 
Mycrs had started out as an organiser of a prolessional 
nºaritinetle theatre liar children, along will Tibor Nagy, who was, I Iwigarian by birth I"heir lint 
I)el I rnºance was a Pueblo Indian Ihiry slury `inspired by Max Fnist's enchanting Collection nt 
Kaulima Dulls. ' (p. ýtht. 
ail Andre, I elte"i It lullt \I}rrti, uudateti, pu, ', l ly . 
') I; inu, uN I'to: '.: 1rIi. is' I ilt ., I iltoi dc 
Napy (i, illcry I'AItrls. 
, giuruleiit I /1/, I9IE4), 1clilatii" 1 'ºb'º 
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commodity exchange. 23 However, it is precisely this question of the resistance of 
Andre's sculptures to easy consumption and assimilation that many of his defendants, 
writing from and within the terms of the artworld, often seem to want to diffuse as 
quickly as possible. The more his work is legitimated as canonical, and the more 
closely the affinities and links get drawn between his works and the likes of those by 
Bernini, Rodin and Brancusi and other `monumental' figures in the history of 
European art, then the harder it becomes to suggest that Andre's work could ever be 
read as politically challenging. 24 The episode of the `Tate Bricks Scandal', on the 
other hand, does at least serve to bring these questions back out into the open with an 
unprecedented ferocity. 
We do not know much about art, perhaps, but we know what we do not like. 
We do not like f30 piles of bricks which cost £4,000 or even £2,000, or even 
f60, taking into account labour, postage and packing across the Atlantic. 
Cambridge Evening News, 18 February 1976 S 
.., market men watched London Brick with more than usual interest, but the 
price shaded to 59 2p on the absence of orders from the Tate Gallery. 
Daily Telegraph, 18 February 197626 
What was it, then, about Andre's sculpture that so incensed the British public? 
Ostensibly, the cause of the popular contempt for Equivalent VIII was simple. It 
23 For an elucidating paragraph on the extent to which it is its 'unavailability' that makes it 
possible to claim that modernist art has a political import, see Jacques RanciBre, 'The Sublime 
from Lyotard to Schiller: Two readings of Kant and their political significance', Radical 
Philosophy, vol. 126 (July-August 2004), pp. 8-15, p. 11. In part, Ranci6re is deriving his terms 
here from Jean-Francois Lyotard, who suggests in one of his lectures that avant-garde art is not 
a genre defined in terms of an end (the pleasure of the addressee), and still less is it a game 
whose rules have to be discovered'; instead it 'accomplishes an ontological task' - one which it 
never entirely completes. See Lyotard's 'Newman: The Instant' in The Inhuman: Reflections on 
Time, trans. Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel lowlby (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991), p. 88. 
24 Kenneth Baker raises this question succinctly in his 1980 review of Andre's large touring 
retrospective. `Carl Andre has had more than a decade of international recognition for his work', 
he writes. 'Knowing that, and knowing the nature of his artistic enterprise, can we any longer 
distinguish the credibility of his work as sculpture from that of the authorities which have 
certified it as art? ' See his 'Andre in Retrospect', pp. 88-94. See also Lynda Morris' review of 
Carl Andre's exhibition at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in 1978, who makes a similar point. See 
'Andre's Aesthetics', p. 446. 
23 Citation from the Cambridge Evening News, 18 February 1976, cited in Carl Andre, 'The 
Bricks Abstract: A Compilation by Carl Andre', Art Monthly, no. 1 (October 1976), p. 24. 
26 'White Paper on Public Spending', Daily Telegraph, 18 February 1976. 
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hinged almost entirely on the Ihct that this rectangular arrangement of'bricks simply 
displayed no evidence of artistic work. To journalists and members of the public who 
had been brought uh to believe that all art should be it Ilia nilcstation Of a profound 
and unique artistic talent, there was nothing about Equivalent 6'111 that distinguished 
it from any generic stack of'bricks you might find at a building site. Morpbet was 
entirely correct, of'course, when lie explained that Andre's firebricks were not just 
any old bricks', and that the artist had chosen a specific type with very distinctive 
qualities and characteristics. - All the same, such claims were entirely beside the 
point liar those who remained adamant that bricks could never he girrt because the artist 
had simply not 'done' anything to them. There was it sense of fi'aurtulence here: if 
Andre's bricks could be art, then this seemed to imply that any bricklayer might be an 
artist. Not very surprisingly, the cartoonists and the tabloid column-writer, found 
plenty to be sardonic about here. 
4 
One 
Advertisement campaign for Whitbread's Heineken, 
h-bruary 1976 
Mur( to the point, however, iI wit'huclt' could have put together Andre's stack 
ol'hricks, Own this begged this qººcstioll as to what exactly was -; o (precious about 
Andre's 'masterpiece' as it was sarcastically dubbed. Just what WW; ºti inimically 
Original' about it in any valid artistic sense'. ' The tiºct that the version purchased by 
the Tale in I972 was not even the 'cýrit; inal', but a I%o) reconstruction, seem d to 
most journalitits to be further evidence that Andre was jest taking the fate i'or ýº rick, '. '"' 
kicli; inI MOrlºIIUI, `(': ºrl Anº1re's Bricks', p. 7(4.1 discuss some ut iliese qualities in ('hapter 7 
on I, t-vcr (1906). 
1ý8 'I'llc ! ": ylIiº'crlritt V/11 that the Talc purchased in 1972 was made hum bricks that had heen 
purchased in 1969. Andre originally had produced eight liyurl'ulonls lot, his installation it Illr 
I ihor dc Nagy (iallery nº New York in April 1966, and since none had sold, nearly all the sand 
22 
Overall, it was not especially (1illicult fier newspaper to make the sculpture stare out 
from the heavily cropped, context-less illustrations as an utterly inscrutable `thing' - 
debased rubbish, in so many words. I') The front cover of the 16 February l)uih' 
Mirror took this to an extreme, printing an image of Equivalenr I'll/ three time, the 
right way up, on its side and upside down, as if they were pretending to wring some 
kind cif visual meaning from it by whatever means possible. 
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WHAT A 
LOAD OF 
RUBBISH 
How the Eile dliuppr. d 
120 bricks 
shot 
dead in 
Ulster 
l)ailj' Mirror, 10 I'ehruar> 1976 
O1 course, it should also he made Clear that the artistic merit cif the work 
would never have mattered one iota, had it not been I, 0r the amount of''ta, N-layers' 
money' that the Tate was believed toi have paid for the sculpture. And because no sum 
time bricks were returned tu the factory. Journalists acquired these facts Ircrnt the (Icsrrthloll of 
1 1534 in The 'lute Gallery's flierrirnr/ Ikcyrnr"t, pp. '73-74. (1 1534 is the Tate's acclnisitirrti 
nnmher fror li(1utr'alent Vll1. ) Infurwatirýn about the status of the bricks had originally been 
derived Teerur ('ai I Andre himself, who had di cussed the work with Ronald Alley, Richard 
Mnrhhet, Simon Wilson, Penelope Marcus and Angela Wcstwatrer at the time of its purchase. A 
recording and transcript of this conversation, which took place on 12 May 1972 at the 'I ate, is 
housed in the Fate (allery Archives. 
11, This aspect of the popular response in Britain It) P'quirrrl('nt I'f/I has been emphasised by 
James Meyer, in Aliuinrafi. +m: An arid Polemics in the , S'i. rtic's (New 
I haven and Conduit: Yale 
University Press, 200 1 ). 1). 192 
"' Philip Mellor, ' What a load of Rubbish: I Iow the Tate dropped I Z(1 bricks'. l)uih Afirrvýi, 
10 February 1976, p. 1. 
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was ever divulged by the (iallery's Trustees, a whole series of-ever inflating 
overestimations filled the newspaper columns: from t400, to £500, to . 
£2,000, to 
£3,000, to £4,000, `i to $6,000 and even, most ww ildly of all, ` 12,000. '' Bither way, it 
was the mismatch between the work's artistic merit and the price paid liºr it that 
provoked the indignation. Because the press was only interested in the mysterious 
monetary value that these bricks had accumulated, the work itself was destined to 
appear utterly disappointing and despoiled in comparison. In ýt way, it is a little like 
the old talc Freud recounts of the gold that the devil has given to his paramours 
turning to excrement alter his departure. " It was not bricks in and of themselves 
which were debased, but the idea that they could he presented as art and sold lör so 
much money that seemed so obscene. In fact, the cuttings are littered with ironic 
references about what such bricks ouchl to have cost, had they been acquired from a 
more seemingly 'respectable' and down-to-earth domestic outlet. £40 to f6 O her 
thousand seem to be about the going rate in Britain at that time. `' But then again, 
even across the articles, price divergences start to appear, and sooner or later the story 
seems to he fuelled mostly by a desire to know the correct and true cost of things /per 
NV. 
See "I hey ust looked like bricks... ', I/it " ltrr, Sheffield, 18 February 197(1. See lilt (iilnnnnr, ' l'rivialis, ttion nl'Art by the fress', Art. Review /977, pp. 19-5I, p. 41). Neil 
Mulholland points out that inuny oI the early newspaper articles equated the "ate's silence on 
the question (II the work', price to the way the sculpture, seen in isolation, simply did 1101 appear 
to supply it, viewers will) all single meaning or lu. stilicalicun. I Iracilincs included, for instance: 
'(iTillery Stonewalls Prick-, Huy', "I'hr l atc's Brick Wall oI Silence: ', and so on See Neil 
Mulholland, Ac ( altoral l)e'volution, li 0 and I,. 157, n. 7. 
Sipnnund Freud, 'C'haracter and Anal Fioticisni', in 7'hh'. 1't, rwlI, tl /: ilirinrr u/ t/rr (weep/etc, 
P., 't'i holnc>ic"u/ Works u/ S'i, t'rrnurtl Freud, 24 Voll, tt'nnv and cd by James Strachey (IAmdon: 
Vintage, 2110! ), IX, p. 174. Cited in Jean . 
Joseph (iou.. \, . S't, n/u 
lie !, 'comet ic"s: , 'liter A1u1; r anti 
! 'reue!, trans.. Icnnillor W iss Q go (Ithaca, NY: (bmcll I lnivei'sity liess, 1990), p. 29. 
" Philip Mellor, 'What a Lead of Rubbish: How the Tole dropped 120 bricks', p. 1. 
/. l/umulrjn! I //I 
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In fact, `the cost of things' was something of a preoccupation in Britain in 
February 1976. Arguably, the national economy was in its worst state since the War. 
Just a few days after the first outbursts of the controversy, the then Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, Dennis Healey, set out his plans for an unprecedented three billion pound 
reduction in public spending. Previous, less drastic cuts in government funding 
simply had been cancelled out by the burden of meeting interest repayments on the 
National Debt. 35 The Government's measures incensed Labour back benchers, who 
regarded the reductions as a more or less direct implementation of Conservative Party 
policies, which they were. In no time at all, public discussion became dominated by 
concerns that pensioners would no longer be able to pay their heating bills, and so on 
and so forth. Economically, these were chilling times. Thus, how efficiently state 
funds were being spent was a question that seemed to matter as never before. 36 And 
the Sunday Times article which took up the question of the Tate's `annual grant of 
£500,000' - the same article that first drew attention to Andre's '120 bricks from a 
brickyard' - was motivated almost entirely by just this. 
37 The headline was `The Tate 
Drops a Costly Brick', and its author, Colin Simpson, wanted to make the Tate's 
acquisition policy read like a chapter in Left-leaning, state-sanctioned fiscal 
irresponsibility. 38 
But the question of the purchase of Carl Andre's bricks provoked monetary 
unease in other senses as well, for it fed almost directly into concerns about rising 
everyday costs. 39 In the first half of the 1970s the annual rate of inflation had 
3S `Public Spending to Rise in next four Years', The Times, 1 February, 1976, p, 1. 
36 For a typical example of the way these debates were articulated in the 1970s, see Big 
Government in fHard Times, cd. by Christopher Hood and Maurice Wright (oxford: Martin 
Robertson, 1981). 
"Colin Simpson, `The Tate Drops a Costly Brick', The Sunday Times, 1S February 1976, p, 53. 38 Neil Mulholland points out that because it was a recipient of public funding, and since it 
sanctioned 'useless' activities, The Tate Gallery became an easy target for critics inspired by the 
new monetarist economics that were emanating from Conservative Party think-tanks, Moreover, 
that the public artworld was also a `quasi-autonomous non-governmental organisation' made it 
all the easier to scapegoat. See The Cultural Devolution, pp. 8-10. 
39 fiere is just one example of what I mean -a few lines from the Sidcup Times from 26 
February 1976, under the headline 'A Fare Raising Question'. "Commuters at Sidcup Station on 
Monday morning condemned the 17 1/2 per cent rail-fares increase as "sheer blackmail ... rotten 
ghastly... shocking". Mrs R. G. South of The Grove, North Cray, calls the increases "ghastly 
sheer blackmail. " But she says, there is no other way of getting to work. [... ] She says the 
Government should spend more on the railways instead of on buying "piles of bricks" (a 
reference to the piece of "art" recently bought for the Tate Gallery. ' 
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accelerated violently 40 Although the retail price index had peaked at 24% in the 
previous year, in February 1976 the rising cost of domestic commodities was still in 
the news practically on a daily basis. For most of that year, inflation levels were still 
running at around the 17% mark. Indeed, in the articles that took up the `Bricks story' 
from where Simpson's article left off, journalists often made it seem as though their 
real horror at Andre's sculpture was provoked by the very thought that bricks, that 
most generically graspable and utilitarian of all objects, might now be worth hundreds 
of pounds each. 
That the media did not display much interest in the other works that Simpson 
singled out for ridicule (which were by Barry Flanagan, Claes Oldenburg, Victor 
Burgin and Gilbert and George) is no doubt because these objects were all, by 
comparison, far from being so immediately and self-evidently recognisable as a plain 
commodity. No doubt they felt positively 'arty' by comparison. But the seeming 
banality of bricks, on the other hand, appeared to have provoked in the public 
imaginary a whole series of uneasy fears and uncertainties about rising prices and the 
daily drastic reduction of the consumer's purchasing power. As the editors of The 
Wall Street Journal put it a couple of weeks later, they could offer the perplexed 
British public no easy answer to that old question as to what art was, although they 
could for sure `see why Britons would be very sensitive over questions of value in 
this inflationary age. Al Maybe they were right. In fact, perhaps it was Punch that 
addressed this the most succinctly, when, in a moment of facetious ingenuity, it 
offered a dystopian depiction of the 1976 `Ordeal Home Exhibition'. Here, visitors 
would be able to peruse an array of banal domestic commodities laid out by the Tate, 
in which all items would be priced with true avant-garde abandon: 
No expense has been spared on this important statement of socio-aesthetic 
parameters as applied to the domestic environment. Top class sculptors 
provide the quintessential image of structural symmetry in a plank, whilst the 
central fluidity of space for living is starkly shown in a puddle of sloppy 
plaster. Expected to draw even bigger crowds is a bin-lid whose exact surface 
area is nr2 and an impression of Rheims cathedral done entirely in self- 
40 See Prest and Coppock's The UK Economy; A Manual ofApplied Economics, 11th Edn., ed. 
by M. J. Artis (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1986), pp. 50- 1. 
41 Editorial, Wall Street Journal, 10 March, 1976. 
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tapping no. 12 galvanized Posidriv screws. Some exhibits for sale at prices 
from 3p to $220,000.42 
In these topsy-turvy times, the machinations of economics were thought best captured 
by the uncertain and seemingly inscrutable values of `way out' art. 
In the lineaments of this moment, then, coursed through as it is by fiscal 
disquiet and various protestations about the necessity for frugality in times of 
economic uncertainty, Andre's investment in a utilitarian, non-art commodity begins 
to look peculiarly resistant. With the utilitarians pulling at the purse-strings, and in a 
climate in which art feels like one expenditure too far, Equivalent VIII does almost 
start to seem like a resiliently oppositional object. Or, to put it another way, in a 
culture that fetishises prices, the work certainly does appear as a peculiar kind of 
counter-investment. But what kind of counter-investment? And what could it be said 
to amount to? 
* 
the aesthetic dimension can serve as a 1... j gauge for a free society. 
Herbert Marcuse, 196943 
Much of this dissertation is concerned with exploring the nature of this 
counter-investment, although I must add that it proceeds in full consciousness that 
any especially quick or forthright claim about the radical nature of Andre's art 
practice is likely to be greeted with considerable coolness in current times. For at the 
moment, the general consensus amongst most art historians and critics who share an 
affiliation with the Left is that Andre's relation to the commercial art marketplace is 
in general far too comfortable for his sculptures to be considered radical. 
However, it needs to be stressed that Andre's art has not always been greeted 
with such indifference. Almost from the moment when he first became a participant 
in debates about contemporary art in the mid-1960s, he was known and respected by 
fellow artists, critics and curators alike as an outspoken Marxist critic. For about the 
42 `The Ordeal Borne Exhibition: Stand 69 Tate Gallery Stand' Punch, 3 March 1976, 
43 Herbert Marcuse, An Essay on Liberation [1969] (London: Penguin, 1973), p. 35. 
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first six or seven years of his artistic career no one questioned his word that, at least 
formally, his work was deeply informed by his politics. Amongst the New York 
communities of artists with whom he had socialised in the mid to late 1960s, he had 
been one of the very few who were actually familiar with Marx's writings: 44 `Carl 
Andre, our resident Marxist', was how Lucy Lippard would later define him. 45 `My 
work is atheistic, materialistic and communistic', Andre himself had claimed in 1966, 
in what is perhaps one of his most famous statements about his practice. `It's atheistic 
because it's without transcendent form, without spiritual or intellectual quality. 
Materialistic because it's made out of its own materials without pretension to other 
materials. And communistic because the form is equally accessible to all men. A6 
Certainly, by the late 1960s a number of socially-engaged critics were 
writing about Andre's sculptures in terms that were deeply informed by Andre's 
own. 47 Take, for instance, Charles Harrison, writing in London in 1969, who 
goes out of his way to claim that Andre's sculptures bear objectively on the 
current cultural situation: 
In a culture where materials are assessed according to their scarcity in 
relation to their usefulness for economic, military or propaganda 
purposes, Carl Andre's series of sculptures involving different metals in 
identical configurations acts powerfully to redress the balance. [... ] Such 
art acts essentially by isolating. The artist focuses our attention upon the 
material in a context which will enable us to see it as he has seen it: not 
in its familiar role or function, but as the potential embodiment of a 
a& changed attitude to life. 
44 Conversation with Hans Haacke, 20 July 2003, New York City. 4' Lucy Lippard, 'Biting the Hand: Artists and Museums in New York since 1969', in 
Alternative Art New York 1965-1985, ed. by Julie Ault (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2002), pp. 79-120, p. 84, 
ab Carl Andre in David Bourdon, 'The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', Artforum, vol. 5, no. 2 
(October 1966), pp. 14-17, p. 17. 
471 am thinking, for instance, of writers such as Enno Develing, Ilead Curator of the Haags 
Gemeentemuseum. See in particular his 'Carl Andre: Art as a Social Fact', Artscanada, vol. 27, 
no. 150-151 (December 1970 - January 1971), pp. 47-49. 48 Charles Harrison, 'Against Precedents', Studio International, vol. 178, no. 914 (September 
1969), pp, 90-93, p. 91. Harrison's text is a discussion of the exhibition 'When Attitudes become 
form', which was held at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London in between 28 September 
1969 and 27 October, and which he had helped curate. The exhibition had transferred from Bern 
and Krefeld, where it had been organised by Harold Szeeman. In both locations, Andre was 
represented with a floor sculpture, which in the exhibition catalogue is listed as 6x 6 Steel Piece. 
The sculpture had also been included in Documenta 4 in Kassel the previous year. 
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I. or I larrison, the work is seen to he endowed with political import because its status 
as art (listmguishes it hrotoundly Brom the utilitarianism oh objects made specifically 
I'm consumption. As such as au autonomous artwork it holds ill) ººn image of that 
which has yet to be accomplished in the political sphere. In Ihct we might say that 
I Iarrison reads the materiality of the work its constituting a kind of ideological 
purgation, such that, in its refined and raw state, the material is left to point, talisman- 
like, towards the possibility of'a new social beginning. `Andre displays the raw 
materials, ' Barbara Rose would later claim, `with which we could transform the 
world, it'we cared to build ýr new order'. 
41' Öl'course, Rose was perfectly willing to 
accept displays oI' idealism in art, so long as they did not amount to wholesale 
interference with the smooth efficacy ot'tlie art world and OHM' Place in It. Rut for 
about one or maybe two years, this is just what it did. 
1ý ýpr ý° 2ýC^ , 
i: 
C! ' 
6. v 6 de,, /laug Steel Lurk, 1968 
I, Barbara Kose, 'A Icctiospective Note', in Carl Aadri, Srulpiui 1959-1977, Exhihitinýn 
Catalogue, ed by David Bourdon, Laguna (iloria Art Museum. Austin. Texas, 1978, p. 11. 
29 
%c) gcriUI rrc'clihililº' willi thc' estuhlishi)! c'ctt, these groups ncrclcýl u'filmous artist as 
, yokCS/? uin. Fortimalc'lº' they had Curl Andre, u sc ul/)tu1' who could have been thc 
darling n/ the vernissage set, but pre,, /erred to corer himsel/'n'ii/, as m ach hair as 
possible and go about dressed in Maoist c overalls flit, on/_º' proper costume jor 
preaching the cultural revolution. 
Barbara Rose, I970"" 
At least unlit the mid I 970s, stich politicised, modernist readings of 
Andre's practice were given increased authority thanks to Andre's prominent 
public persona within the Art Workers' Coalition, with which he had been 
closely involved Irons February 1969 onwards. The AWC (as it was known) was 
a loose group of' "architects, choreographers, filmmakers, museum workers, 
painters, photographers, printers, sculptors, critics, fand) taxidermists etc. ' who 
had come together in the early spring of 1969.51 As a coalition, their political 
aºgcn(lns were varied and diverse, although their' perspective was unctoººhtetlly 
ti, rrried from the general and widespread dissent and opposition to the US-led 
war in Soiithr&st Asia. " Certainly, the student movement also served as an 
,u Barharn Ruse, 'Out of' the Studios, On to the Barricades', Not, York Magazine, Summer I970, 
I). >4-57,1' SS 
I-l\ct, distributed at an Art Wurkcr, ' ('tiulitiun I)eunmst atiutt Oil 10 Milft'll 1909,111 OW 
Muscum of Monlein Art Sculpture Garden the Ilyer is reproduced in Art W iiLers Coal it Ion, 
l)(irwmcriis 11-lanuury-i\p: II 1909), h- IT [or al accuuni ul thus dcnuunsuatiun, ., cc 
I huerese 
Schwari., ' I'hc I'UliIICiiaUim ut the Avant-Garlic, III', Irr in Iinei'ii n. kul. (i I, no. ' (March. 
April 9973), pp 07 71, pp. 70-71. 
flue AWL was not the first artist-led initiatkr tu pu hest openly against the war in Vietnam. 
I he live hutudred artists who put their name beneath it statement calling I'm artists to spea, out 
against the war, printed in the New }irk Fillies in . 
Inne 1 90,5, deserve credit fier that Hut hue Art 
(: ºrl Andre (fill- Icll) : ºI the N ýý 1 uº 1, Art 
Strike sit-ill, on the steps nI the 
\Ictropolitan Museum, 22 \Iav 1970 
10 
important catalyst. ' But their immediate objective was to establish a grcatcr 
democracy within the art world in terms of its display, its distribution, and in 
the dissemination of material resources. Artists, of'whatever race or gender were 
to band together and collectively fight iör due recognition fier artists. 54 
In the short term, their activities focused around ,r can'ihaign of Iohhying 
and picketing the major rpuhlic New York museums most notably the Museum 
of* Modern Art, the Whitney, the Metropolitan and the Guggenheim. The origin s 
Workers' Coalition remains fituntliturmaI for any history of artist-initiated, anti -wwar agitation in 
era of "Johnson and Nixon. For one of the hest historical accounts ttl this kind, see 'I'ltcresa 
Schwart's fiu r articles, "1'Itc l'oliticü, ttion of the . Avant-Garde', published in Ar/ iii ; Inu'rira, 
between 1971 ; lit (1 197-1. Part I is in ý 01. ý9, no, 6 (No vcmhcr-Occember 1971), pp 96-105. Part 
II: vol. 60, no. ' (March-April 1972), pp. 70-79; Part III: vol. i61, irrt. 2 (March-April 1973), 
pp. 69-71 and fart IV: vol. 61, no. I (January-February 1974), hp. 80-84. See also Irancis 
I-rascina, Ai-t, Politics and l)isseli . -lx/it'rr. c" o/ the : 
lit Lr/r in , 5'i. vrit'. s 4inu'rica (Manchester and 
New York: Manchester IJniversity Press, 1999). 
Carl Andre once said, for instance: 'I think in a sense Ihr students have clone it great deal to 
help the artists clarify their Own political position. I think it was the students first, concretely, 
who used, as (Jodlard says in his turne, I'RAVI)A, 'concrete analysis lirr concrete situation,;. ' 
Students saw that they were being exploited by people wwho were not responsible to them 
whatsoever and then they decided ter do something about it. ' See . 
Ic; rnnr Siegel, '('ail Andre. 
Artworkcr', , 1'n olio /ntw"naliunul, 1). 
179. 
'4 11 should he said, however, that tier each member of the AWC, there seems to he at least one 
other who disagreed with their position. For it start, there were those who hrohahly were never 
inclined towards their politics, such as Philip L elder, editor of , -Irt/wow. See his statement ill 
Amy Newman, (hullenL ini, Art: ; lrilonorr, 1902_/974 (New York: Soho, 2000), It 311a. Ilut 
Barnett Newman, (iii instance, saw them as it group of'sell-motivated, career-driven artists 
whose only concern was to coerce the Museum of Mutfern Art into purchasing their work. See 
his letter to the AW(' from II June 1969, in the Art Workers' Coalition Subject I ilc, at the 
Archives ttl "I'he Museum of Modern Art, New York. Lawrence Weiner later claimed lie 
collaborated with the A W(' only 'because I was prim,, up against the war in Vietnam, and they 
were lining ill) against the war in Vietnam. ' Bill lie felt that they mostly wanted 'm iddle-class 
things', such as acquiring more exhibition spacer flout the govcrnmcnt. I Ir was more intemestccci 
in more immediate issues such as setting ill) healthcare provision fier artists. See his Irreview 
with ('arks (inert-a 119951 ill llrnviit' lien , Said. If'/ icings and lirýcv tvý tr. ý u/ Luttv-w t' (l rime n 
1968-2003, col, by Gcrh l iet, ek and Gregor Stcnrtnrich (Ostf iliiern-fruit: I talje ('anti, 21)04), 
PP. 334-3; 5. 
\it ir11: 1i, . \\1 ( -ill if la Icd (It ulunsIra(iun 
at file ! 1uscum of 'Modern Art, in front of 
Picasso's Guernica, 1970 
i\i( Illol&S( ; ºgainsi the i1uscuin of 
Modern Art in file Nluxeum'S ScuIpinre 
Garden, 2O May 1969 
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of the AWC direct-action campaigns are often dated back to 3 January 1969, 
when the artist Takis, dismayed that he was currently being represented in the 
`Machine Exhibition' at the Museum of Modern Art by a small work which in 
his mind was nine years out of date, that he and his group of supporters marched 
into the Museum and took the unprecedented step of 'liberating' it. SS However, 
just as important as this seemingly inaugural act were the angry protests by 
African American artists who were contemptuous of the way their community 
had been reduced to a white American son-et-lumiere fairytale by the 
Metropolitan Museum's latest exhibition, 'Harlem on My Mind', which opened 
a few days later. 56 
In the months that followed, it became more than self-evident to many 
practising artists that, with figures such as the Republican Governor of New 
York, Nelson A. Rockefeller, sitting on Museums' Boards of Trustees, 57 
institutions such as MOMA and the Metropolitan simply were not apolitical, and 
that art was being used by them to cultivate an aura of acceptability and 
ss The full title of the exhibition was 'The Machine as Seen at the End of the Mechanical Age', 
which ran from 25 November 1968 to 9 February 1969. Takis was represented with his Tele- 
Sculpture from 1960, an electromagnet that made two suspended corks pendulate backwards and 
forwards. It should be pointed out, however, that Takis' action in removing the work from 
display was essentially non-political, although the gesture itself was read by many as politicised. 
The typed leaflet that was distributed to gallery-onlookers and the Museum authorities on 3 
January, initialled by both Takis and Willoughby Sharp, records their opposition only to specific 
museum practices. See Subject file `Art Workers' Coalition', Museum of Modern Art Archives. 
For media coverage of the event, see 'Sculptor Takes Work Out of Modern Museum Show', 
New York Times, 4 January 1969, p. 24; John Perreault, 'Whose Art? ', Village Voice, 9 January 
1969, pp. 16-17 and Alex Gross 'artists attack moma', East Village Other, 24 January 1969, 
9, ýG 
The exhibition was intended by the Metropolitan to set impressive new standards in multi- 
media presentation: see, for instance Peter Iielman, 'Harlem on Their Minds', New York 
Magazine, 20 January 11969, pp. 33-34, See also The Metropolitan Museum ofArt Bulletin, vol. 
27, no 5 (January 1969), which contains a number of articles and interviews about African 
American artists and Harlem more generally, However, media reactions were certainly not all 
positive, even from more conservative critics. John Canaday's review is called'Getting Ilarlem 
off My Mind', New York Times, 12 January 1969, p. 1325. For commentary on the various 
reactions to the show, see Grace Gleuck, 'Adam C., Mother Brown, Malcolm X', New York 
Times, 12 January 1969, p. 1326; 'Paintings Defaced At Metropolitan; One a Rembrandt', New 
York Times, 17 January 1969, p. 1; Hilton Kramer, 'Politicizing the Metropolitan Museum', 
New York Times, 26 January 1969, p. B31 and Charles Wright, 'Ilarlem at the Met: For Lap 
Dogs Only', Village Voice, 30 January 1969, p. 17. See also Harlem on My Mind: Cultural 
Capital of Black America, ed, by Allon Schoener (New York: The New Press, 1995). 
"Nelson A. Rockefeller was Governor of New York from 1959 to 1973, and Chairman of the 
Board of the Museum of Modem Art from 1932, a position lie held until 1975. His brother, 
David, became a trustee in 1948; David Rockefeller Jr. remains to this day the principle 
benefactor of MOMA, 
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neutrality fier political and ideological agendas which could not have been Walre 
distanced from those of the artists themselves. 5S 
t%' ( iºiukctiug the (; ala Opening of the exhihilion 
I %ºcntieth Century Art from the Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller C'ollection' 
at the Museum of Modern An, 26 May I96º) 
One ot'the hundreds of flyers and posters that the AWC distributed between 
1 969 and 197 1 anno ccd that: 
Art Workers' Coalition is here to save artists the embarrassment olbeing 
Identified with: 
I) The political amhiticýns of'Nelson A. Rockefeller. 
2) The Trustees ref'the Museum of Modern Art, who assume to 
the detriment of the intellect, energies, and intentions of artists 
that they establish cultural valises. '', 
this was not clearly spellcdl out enough, another leaflet produced li)r the same 
demonstration makcs the same point visually. It shows MOMA as aI lerinctic vase, 
about tee be sliced open by the fiery sword eil tltc Art Worker's Coalition. " In this 
thýfu r/w/lI /lr, . trt it-wlIIS 1 C.,. IItC(I t.. II)C nIcrrtnrtal I)ItiltºsoI)hel '' 5t(titr IS though 
II should he a&I&Ied licit, that fill,, ; iýý; irrnetiti circa 1969 eil the shr1i cvtrnl of Ilrr (iiinlilirii' 
between ntnscunts and the political ruling classes could he seen as the inaugur. niun of the Lint 
rºf institutional critiques that practically dominated advanced art discourses fºr the next quarter 
century. See, for instance, Douglas ('mill) and Louise I. a Irr, On tin' Must""" 's Ruins 
(Cambridge, MA and London: MIT Press, 1993) in P; urtirular p. 13.1 also want to mention 
Gene Swenson here, a critic who laser became it central ligurc of the At Workers' ('trtlitirrn, 
and who perhaps deserves to he seen as one cif the first of his generation tu alert artist, and other 
critics to the sheer extent of Ihr cooptalio n of the t IS art scene. See in )articular his '"Ihr 
Corporate Structure of the American Art World , 
New )wirk Five Press, 25 April, 1968, li. 7. 
Flyer, promoting it cirniunstrahun at ihr Opening of (lie I? xhihition "Twentieth ('eutury Art 
from the Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller ('ollectºtrt' at the Museum of Modern Art, -16 May 1%0, 
AW(' Subject File, Archives of the Muticunº of Meutern Art, New York. Ihr exhibition an until 
I September I %9. 
The - image itself is from one of Michael Meier's illustrations to his 1618 volume on 
alchemical practices Sec. lohnRead, I'hroug/; IhclrintI'to('hivni. vtrt': ilI'roo't. vvu/Ideascý 
l'IV, ona/ith's (London: (i. Bell, I4L 7), fig. 4 and )gyp. 36 37. 
. 
its revolutionary potential will burst l rth only when it has been liberated und set free 
frone its institutionalised shell. 
AT A:. I"I I; IAI HHF, VI(: W UI 
THE E/WBITION 
1WI N11E111 CLN 1 NHV AHl I HUM IM IA 
Ni I'... )N ALDHICH HIJCIFFELLEH 
CIII LCCT III11 
WE INV, ii- 11- 11,1111 ..,.... 1'i, ß ... _ ..... ,.. i i.,.. ..... .,., _ýýi 
ANN( 11vcr, I\1. iv 19611 
For nºany artist,, this political aspiration to liberate art Crom repressive, 
institutional coiilines was interpreted in a prob undly antinoinian direction: what was 
required, it was assumed, Was nothing short r)t'a re-evaluation of' the very forms that 
art should assume. For instance, the critic (iregory Rattcock wrote in an article in the 
summer of 196 9, that, hearing, in Mind the current Political situation, artists should 
work to ensure that their art was oriented and structured in such a way that it cannot 
he cxpluitul by the system nor lend WON) its repressive mechanitatiuns. ' All 
impossible task, you might think, but this soon became a credible objective lür many 
artists. The logic oil he anti-institutionalism ot'this moment was incorporated into 
their own practices, so 111,11 nºariy artists turned lo pr«jccts that were inlcnrletl lo be 
(; egrrry 13uttcoik, `h iciisc and Anti-Art', his A aga: inue, vol. 43, no. 8 (Summer 190), 
pp. 17-19, p. IS. 
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profoundly problematic for institutions to display, or even to market. 62 For a while, 
art's very object-status was thrown into question. Art that was comprised of ideas, or 
mere actions, or holes in the desert, or even the artfully careless distribution of 
worthless or ephemeral materials, was understood, at least by more idealist 
commentators, as a means of evading all institutional capture altogether. Thus, one 
critic wrote of Bill Bollinger's Dust Concept Installation that, 
All of a sudden prominent Minimalists have become conservatives; 
entrepreneurs of the new establishment, but establishment nonetheless. The art 
of the object is a merchandisable commodity. [... ] The objectless artists are 
not burdened with such problems. How do you merchandise dust? Apparently, 
the profit motive is woefully missing. Alas capitalism! Alas, establishment! 
'Dust thou art and unto dust shall thou return. ' Radical abstraction is against 
the very fiber of our acquisitive society. 63 
Such opinions certainly did not work to the advantage of Andre's artistic reputation, 
who has always remained entirely and unrepentantly committed to the production of 
merchandisable commodities. As a result, he spent much of the 1970s on the 
defensive, railing with ever increasing belligerency against the lunacy of the 
assumption that so-called `conceptual' art defied the acquisitive proclivities of the 
bourgeois collector. 
Within the debates that the AWC inaugurated, Andre tended to be the artist 
who stood up for the sheerfacticity of art itself: in his eyes it was this that mattered, 
and it was this that needed to be sustained and nourished, irrespective of the medium 
or form deployed. `The Art Workers Coalition has nothing to do with what your art is 
like', he explained in 1970, `but has a great deal to do with keeping the springs and 
origins of art, which I think are essentially the same for everybody, open and as fertile 
and as productive as possible. 'TM Just as the New Left philosopher Herbert Marcuse 
had expounded in countless pamphlets and lectures throughout the late 1960s, Andre 
also regarded art as having the potential to affirm a radical and revolutionary ideal of 
62 for a discussion of this aspiration, see, for instance, Maurice Berger's discussion of Robert 
Morris' practice in Labyrinths: Robert Morris, Minimalism, and the 1960s (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1989), pp. 74-75. 
u' Ursula Meyer, 'De-Objectification of the Object', Arts Magazine, vol. 43, no. 8 (Summer 
1969), pp. 20-22, p. 21. 
64 Carl Andre in Jeanne Siegel, 'Carl Andre: Artworker', p. 175. 
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freedom, one that the rest of society should learn to emulate. 65 However, these ideals 
were not easily sustained in practice. In many respects, they were best envisaged only 
negatively, in terms of their present absence. `We have failed to convince 
Artworkers', Andre announced to assembled members of the AWC in October 1969, 
that it is futile to recapitulate in the art world the enormities and injustices of 
the American economic system... We have failed to convince Artworkers that 
the profession of art is not a career but a constant witness to the value of all 
life. We have failed to convince Artworkers that the essence of art is 
inspiration and not petty ambition. We have failed to convince Artworkers 
that a myth of quality is no substitute for the fact of art. [... ]66 
Yet however rousing or electrifying such oratory might be, this language was simply 
too idealistic and far-reaching to survive credibly after 1971, when the early energy 
and vehemence of the activities of the AWC began to lose the impetus it had attained 
in its first year. There are a number of reasons for this, and not all deserve to be seen 
as causes of regret. For a start, a number of the smaller-scale demands the AWC had 
made to museums and institutions were realised, 67 and these successes impelled 
certain segments of the Coalition to dedicate their energies to less militant forms of 
collaborative political activity. Moreover, like many coalitions, its original political 
fervour quickly became re-channelled into separate and distinct political groups. The 
most notable included the Women Artists in Revolution, the New York Art Strike, the 
Black and Puerto Rican Coalition, and Artists Meeting for Cultural Change, But there 
were considerably more than this. In short, the more universalising and universalistic 
6s Herbert Marcuse's rhetoric does emerge as a continuous refrain within this cultural-political 
moment of widespread dissent and insubordination within the art world. However, there is little 
evidence to suggest that Andre ever read Marcuse's writings. That said, the mere fact that 
Marcuse was a passionate defender of the radical aesthetic potential of art means that his 
position does resonate in various ways with many of the more visionary claims that Andre made 
in defence. of art and artists. For Marcuse's understanding of contemporary art practice, see in 
particular, An Essay on Liberation, pp. 31-54, 'Art as a Form of Reality' in On the Future of Art, 
ed. by Edward S. Fry (New York: Viking, 1970), pp. 123-134 and Counter-Revolution and 
Revolt (Boston: Beacon Press, 1972), pp. 79-128. 
"Carl Andre, speech to the Art Workers' Coalition, 20 October 1969. Cited in Lucy Lippard, 
'The Art Workers' Coalition: not a history', Studio International, vol. 180, no. 927 (November 
1970), pp. 171-174, p. 174. 
b' In February 1969, the AWC saw the Museum of Modern Art realise their demand for a 
weekly free admission day, See Alex Gross, 'Peoples Day at the Modern', Rast Village Other, 
I1 February 1970, vol. 5, no. 10, p. 16. Also, by the early summer of 1971, an Artist's Reserved 
Rights Transfer and Sale Agreement had been drafted and introduced into the art market by Seth 
Siegelaub and Bob Projansky. It was widely used, and was intended to allow artists to partake, in 
the appreciating value of their works and to provide them with increased moral rights over the 
destiny of their art. This too had always been central to the demands of the AWC. A copy of the 
Agreement was published in Element:: The Newspaper ofArt & Politics, vol. 2, no. 5 (June-July 
1971). 
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rhetoric of 1969 was replaced by other tactical and realisable forms of critique: the 
focus turned to providing particularised socio-political critiques of artworld 
institutions. In fact, the real enduring legacy of the consciousness-raising activities of 
the Coalition was perhaps this: a sober acknowledgement of the sheer extent of 
artists' social cooptation, 
Admittedly, Andre himself had also been an important participant in turning 
the artworld's attention in this direction. `I wouldn't put the artist in front of the 
works of art to explain them but to explain his position in the society, ' he suggested 
in an interview published in November 1970. 'What I'm thinking of is not so much 
integrating the artwork itself into the sensibility of the people, but integrating artists 
in the sociology'. ' 's However, by calling for the need for a critical examination of the 
social conditions which impinge on artists, Andre invariably invited an ever-increased 
scrutiny of the precise extent of his own integration and institutionalisation. For there 
was no doubt about it: by the early 1970s, he was one of the most successful and 
well-represented New York artists of his generation. His numerous complaints about 
the way art was consistently compromised by its institutionalisation began to sit 
uncomfortably with what many saw as the real facts of his own artistic success. At 
any rate, sceptics had little difficulty in inferring that Andre's egalitarian propositions 
might be not much more than self-promotion. For his defendants, however, this 
seemed like an extraordinary virtue on Andre's part. `Ad Reinhardt and Carl Andre, 
two artists who have had the courage to expose publicly the contradictions inherent in 
their own situation, have come in for far more mud-slinging than their weaker 
colleagues', wrote Lippard in 1970, for instance. 69 Yet with time, and as Andre's 
institutional reputation became ever further entrenched, the defences of his practice 
became less frequent and more equivocal. 
b$ Jeanne Siegel, `Carl Andre: artworker', p. 177. 69 Lucy Lippard, `The Art Workers' Coalition: Not a History', p. 174. 
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Consider, I 'Or example, Mel Ranisden's review of a panel discussion on 
politics and art From I97ý. Ramsden recounts how a member ofthe audience at this 
event had asked Andre, who was it participant, why he was insistent On protesting the 
way art was instIt lit ionalisect, when lie still persisted in marketing his work so 
Convent 10tt, tlly via commercial galleries. Anclrc's answer wes perfectly I Mr, thought 
IZairrtid eii, but all the same it did not impress hitn that much either: 'I IC said one can't 
proceed Its Iivc today as if the revolution had already occurred. ' Nonetheless, 
Rauiden adds, `odic: can still do a hit where one can and so one can further ask (and 
this is iirrportant) is Curl Arrrlr"c doing his hit, is lie doing enough? '", 
In the years that followed, and especially in the wake ot'the Tate. Bricks 
coill(t)Versy, this Was a question that was posed with increasing regularity amongst 
critics on hotly side o1'tlhee Atlantic. Hy then, many who were much Inns sympathetic to 
Andre than Ranºsderº were just itching to point out that his professed politics must 
surely be belied by the realities ol'his artistic practice. I'Vei Andre doing enough" It 
was Jeff Perrone who Phrased the matter the most bluntly in an article published in 
. -Iiv/n/"rrnr in I')76. I Ic argued that Andre's Marxism simply was at odds with the 
market value and consumption t)i'his work', since, in his eyes, Marxism \\a", `anti- 
Ihetieal to the idea oFthe privileged fit ish-item. " I (e even went as Or as to suggest 
(\N III) ºº() little rn, tlevolence) that the `liritistr working-class taxpayer' who poured ink 
70 Merl Kalbselen, 'Perinlours, of I'It)kst', the Fror, vol, 1, no. 1 (I`)75), pp. I. ý p. I3 
; ii I I1 I iti in iI e original. 
. _00 
UJ%fWL. IWl" 
Ltoýkýy 
i''J)((.. %u%Ofork(Ic)70) 
installation at I`he ("uggcnheini 
%luseimm, New fork, 1970 
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on Andre's bricks was on to something', because `IpIrecious objects are precious 
objects. ' '71 
lliirty-nürth ( upper ( urdiuul, 1975 
It was an Opinion that was not without its syinpath isers in Britain also. In an 
article by Rosetta Brooks which appeared in Studio International in March 1976, she 
proclaimed that Andre's professions of Marxism and his other various statements 
ahout art simply were no longer radical at al On the contrary, Brooks wrote, what 
was radical was the task of''expusing the naked economic injustice in Andre's ability 
to SCII ILI nits o1'raw materia11, produced by the appropriation of other men's labour, 
fier ýº profit margin which verges on the ludicrous. ' Another prominent I. c(t-leaning 
social critic' who gave voice to this position was Peter Duller. ' ` Fuller, who later wa; 
tu espouse an anti-modernist Right-wing traditionalism, liked to explain how xvilcn he 
had visited Andre's New York gallery in 1978, lie had overheard the gallery-owner 
on the telephone ordering metal plates from a laclory for around $K each, which, once 
Andre had arranged into his latest sculpture, had been priced at $22, (H)0. I. ()r him, 
these `tragical values' were the most striking element to the work. ' Such complaint, 
are still regularly voiced to this day. In Ia ct, Mulholland, whom I yuoled at the start of 
this chapter, approvingly cites from Rosetta Brooks' 1976 essay erbat im, adding Ihat 
JcII 1'criunc, 'Carl Amfre: Art versus Talk",. I'llo rrru, vol. e14, no. 4) (May 
71 Rosetta Itruoks, 'I'Icaswe, No Slttl,; iiis',, S`tui/iu /rrrcn101i na/, vol. 1')I, no W«) (Marih - April 
1976), pp. 15)- 161, p. 156. 
Hic term 'social criti(. ' was I"ullei's 
Peter Faller, 'An Inleivie wills ('ctrl Andre , 
in Ist voml the Crisis irr , lrt, 1). 123. fuller wmtr 
again ahnet his overheard telephone conversation in Andre's New York gallery in YJu' SurirluY 
I e/i 
, r, 'rul, 
lr, 2 April 1989, p. 19. 
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whatever Andre might ever want to claim to the contrary, this was an art that was 
`entirely reliant upon mystification'. 75 
We have always had the choice of either lying through or living through our 
contradictions. Now through the genius of the bourgeoisie we have the chance 
to market them. 
Carl Andre, 197676 
All we can do is keep on working, seeking not the acclaim of an invisible 
posterity, but the qualities of the materials under our own hands. 
Carl Andre, 1962 7' 
Verdicts such as those articulated by Brooks and Mulholland are all too often 
allowed to have the final word on Andre's art, and perhaps further writing on his 
sculptural practice ought to redress these challenges specifically. One way of doing so 
might be to turn these complaints around and suggest that that the very fact that 
Andre's art has served to focus attention on art's status as an object of monetary 
exchange is entirely to its credit, and need not necessarily be taken as its weakness or 
its downfall. More to the point, what exactly does it mean to claim that Andre's art is 
`reliant upon mystification'? For the mysteries of which Fuller and Mulholland speak 
are not so much Andre's specifically, but arguably are the metaphysical subtleties and 
theological niceties of any commercial market. In this sense, to speak of Andre's 
bricks or plates of metal as themselves culpable for the machinations of such an 
economy is in some senses very surprising, for they are no more responsible for their 
monetary value than any other object that happens to become a commodity. `You 
cannot blame the bricks for my art' was how Andre himself put it. 78 
'S Neil Mulholland, The Cultural Devolution, p. 8. Emphasis in the original. 
76 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe, `Commodity and Contradiction, or, 
Contradiction as Commodity', October 2 
(Summer 1976), pp. 100-104, p. 104. 
77 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 18. 
78 Carl Andre, in Peter Fuller, 'An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 129. 
It is perhaps Dan Graham who iurnºulawd the best retort to these kinds of 
challcngcs to Andre's practice. (graham started out as a gallery-owner, but soon gave 
it up Ior cultural criticism and conceptual art, he knew well enough, in other words, 
how difficult it was to extract exchange value from his friends' artistic productions. 
'Throughout 1967 and I96X, he had engaged in a written exchange with Andre, which 
led to a much-admired article on his work for /lrt, ti Magrrim'. ''' Less well-known, 
however, is his short text irr the Italian art journal, A4('/r0. X" The journal had asked a 
numher ol'Amcrican artists whether the present language of artistic research in the 
United States' could 'he said to contest the system'. 81 Graham replied with 1\, \O 
cOncisc and carefully-worded paragraphs, the first of which reads: 
It is assumed that the artist becomes an inevitable participant in the 
l stahlishment with the establishment ofa market value fier his art work. 
Similarly, critical interest acrues from this investiture or from the 
projection of "I future value. `I, 0rnºal' value and cuinniodity value are 
equally derived Irons the language rrf'business intrrcourse: the artist 
makes art the way the business-man remakes Nat nie. Art terms are 
synonymous with mercantile measures Ot'value. The artist functions as 
the catylist in the translörmation of raw material (the coelescence of, his 
ideas and the medium in which he is working) into a Normal good 
"' [), ill Graham, *_ arl Andre'.: irr. ý Mcrýuýrirr, vol. 42, no. 3 (December 1967-January I968), 
pp. 34-35. (irah. un's unliuhlished cxcha: i c with Andre is referenced by Fnno I)evcling in his 
article 'Sculpture as Place, : tit cure/ At asrs, veil. 5, no. R (November 1970), hp. 18-2 1, p. 21, and 
to Nicholas Scrota, ("ii/ Arabi: , 5', rrlpnrrc 19594978, 
Exhibition Catalogue, Whitcchupel Art 
(iallc: ry, London, 1978, unpaginated. I lowever, according tu James Meyer, the exchange is nrM 
believed to he lost. Graham also wrote it poem inspired by Car Andre's first exhihitmm at the 
'I ibor dc Nagy Gallery in April 1965, entitle/ 'Foanis', which wits first published in /' ktcasiorr. c, 
no 2 (1969), pp. 34-35, and is republished in /)uu Graham: Works 1905-2000 (Diisseldorl'. 
Rich(er, 2001), 1). I(IM" 
Dan (irahant, '(', ill the present language ref artistic research in the United States be said to 
contest the systcrtt! ', Alden /4 (June f908), ply. 51-52, h. 5I 
" Robert Smithson's Neoions essay on "I he Lst; thlishrucnt ww, is. , tls( written , r', it rl"Ipl\ tu 
Metro's question. See pp, 47Ah. 
I 
14 .1 iii, , 
li/llidl e'. 1941 ' 
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(goods), the result of his labors being worthwhile (for time is money) 
and serving to fullfll a need or purpose. The highest value, in Michael 
Fried's words, is that the art product possesses 'quality'. 82 
The emphasis that Graham places here on regarding formal and economic values as 
entirely synonymous with each other is highly significant, since it is an assumption 
that is similarly articulated by Andre. Let me give an example. In 1971, Andre was 
invited to travel to California to judge an exhibition of students' sculptures at the San 
Francisco College of Art. Yet when he got there and saw the work laid out before him 
and his fellow juror for adjudication, he announced that he was simply not prepared 
to single out a few select artworks over and above all the others. 83 Instead, he 
entreated that all of them be displayed in their collective entirety. The request was, for 
all practical purposes, honoured. 84 His justification for this refusal to judge was 
published as a terse statement in the catalogue, in which he claimed that the word 
`quality' is only ascribed to certain works of art by galleries and museums in order to 
preserve a commodity market for artworks. Whenever you hear the word 'quality' 
being spoken, he writes, 'understand that the word `commodity' is meant'. 85 For 
Andre and for Graham, then, formal quality and market value go hand and hand. 
The question that Graham now raises in his text, however, is how artists have 
disrupted this equation. He begins by saying that one way in which this has been 
accomplished in the past is through recourse to 'a paradoxical dematerialization 
process', in which the artist 'would sell his spiritual goods in order to survive the 
material pressures of life. '86 Perhaps Graham has a figure like Yves Klein in mind, 
the French Rosicrucian-inspired artist who, in 1958, opened an exhibition of bare 
82 Dan Graham, 'Can the Present Language? ', p. 51. 
ß' The exhibition was the San Francisco Art Institute Centennial Exhibition, January 15 - 
February 28,1971, held at the San Francisco Museum of Art. Andre's fellow juror of the 
sculpture exhibits was Maurice Tuchman, Curator at Los Angeles County Museum of Art. For 
an account of Andre's justification, see Philip Linhares' introduction in the exhibition catalogue, 
San Francisco Art Institute Centennial Exhibition, San Francisco Museum of Art, 1971, 
unpaginated. Andre was not the first to refuse as an artist to put himself in the position of an 
adjudicator over the creative productions of others. See for instance David Smith's letter to the 
Fine Arts Committee of the Board of Trustees of the Carnegie Institute, 26 October 1961, in 
David Smith, ed. by Garnett McCoy (London: Penguin, 1973), p. 209. 
84 Linhares explains in the exhibition catalogue that owing to space restrictions not all the work 
could be exhibited, so they displayed 111 sculptures which were singled out by Maurice 
Tuchman, However, all sculpture entrants were listed alphabetically in the exhibition catalogue, 
85 Carl Andre, 'A Juror's Statement', San Francisco Art Institute Centennial Exhibition, San 
Francisco Museum of Art, 1971, unpaginated. 
Hb Carl Andre, 'A Juror's Statement', p. 51 
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white walls on his thirtieth birthday, magisterially pronouncing the gallery to be 
invested with his `invisible pictorial sensibility'. ' 7 Famously, Klein also had an 
elaborate strategy for allowing these zones for spiritual preciousness to be purchased 
and become a collector's private property -- one that entailed collectors handing over 
little ingots ot'gold in return fier Klein's exquisitely printed certificates of ownership. 
Rut Klein went even further, fier he also concocted a quasi legalistic, quasi-mystical 
ceremony, so that if'a buyer desired to `integrate' themselves fully with the artwork, 
then they would be required to burn their certificate, whilst Klein himself would 
disperse halt'of the gold in gold leaves into either a river or an ocean, in the company 
of four witnesses. " This was the `rite of relinquishnment': the collector who owns 
fully and absolutely Klein's immaterial, pictorial sensibility is also the collector who 
has no tangible proot für his purchase. 
., c: 
.. t c. 
" Secr'l'homtrs Mcl: villcy, 'Yves Klcrn: ('onyutstador of the Void', in Yves A/el, r 1928-002. .4 /? eiio. spt, rirr'r (New York: Arts, 1982), pp. 48-49, and Nan Rosenthal 'Assisted Levitation: 'I'hr 
Art 0I Yves Klein' in the same huhliraUun, pp. 118-119, In his essay, Rosenthal . son ewlrat hedges his bets: on the one hand the exhibition at Iris ('lent in Paris iii April 1956 might he 
regarded 'as one of the hurst explicit hoaxes ut twentieth-century art, ' yet on the other hand, he 
writes, 'it could be seen as a demonstration that 'sensibility' (spirit, aesthetic (juality) ought not 
to he liar sale' (p. 1 I9). 
" Nan Rosenthal, 'Assisted Levitation: the Art ref' Yves Klein', p. I20. 
1'%c-. Klein (left) ptIiui 111 
"I he Lite of 1958 
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Joint, Windham College, Vermont, 1968 
however, Graham also points to a second and more recent means by which 
artists have destabillicd the equation between arts formal and monetary value one 
tlº, ºt is as materially constituted as Klein's subversion is premised on immateriality 
and alchemical whimsy: 8 1' 
Much recent American an, a salient example is the scº. ºIpture. cif Carl Andre, is 
materially based. Andre translates material base into base measure o1'values. 
literally inverting normative value terns for material ones. Bricks, bales of 
hay, slabs of Slate, aluminum or zinc are worth exactly what their market 
value ((Iefined by scarcity of supply and demand) brings. Their sale as art adds 
commission price to gallery and artist (also determined by market paws). The 
Conºrnudfity is f)rocluce, not produced by the artist's handiwork. It possesses 
actual, physically definable qualities as opposed to abstract, imagined or 
critically defined gºullities. 
In diese ternis, then, Andre's practice could not be more removed from that of'an 
artist such as Yves Klein, in that he makes no appeals to extrasensory forces, 
alchemical transrrtutalions or uuric libations. Moreover, Gr, thaiit makes it clear that it 
is simply reut passible for a viewer to envisage an artistic `sensibility' or, tiºr that 
matter, any empirical experiences being expressed or articulated in Andre's discrete 
presentatioils of raw nºaturials, InrA'ad, the. value, that these objects bear are 
detc: rºrºitied simply and exclttsivcly by the qualities of'the materials themselves: the 
C0101.11- and dimensions crf tlc brick,, the bulkiness of time hay hale,, the tactility of the 
slate, the shine of light ott aluniittitºut's scratched stºrfice ,; md so on and so 
butIi. In 
this sense, Antire is I'utf illitºg almost An the I 'ttc / (: 'lenient ( irccnberg's assertion that 
the role of the avant-garde artist was, in effect, to imitate (iod, and to do so by 
In many respects, the. tradition oraIi cuing artistic production with alchemical prºmes is still 
very much alive: see, lirr Instance, James I lkins, Fi'hai 1'aiutin, t,; I', ! torn it) lhimrk churn Oil 
1'(1in1iirg, 1'. chig Me Lm, 1'utn,, c u1 Ah-h nii (Nck% Ymk, and Loudon: Ir wtledge, 11)09). 
1`1) I)an Graham, '(fan the present ImigUa C''', tr. 51. 
{_ ýY 
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creating 'something valid solely on its own terms C... ] something, given, rncreate, 
independent of meanings, similars or originals. '`'' 
slý 
lvý 
. 1ý- sy 
rt" 
a, ý01 
14? 
Itý1ý 
Spill (Scatter Piece) wish canvas bug, 1966 
I iowever, as Graham's statement implies, the `validity' of' Andre's sculptures 
has nothing to do with the artist 'Carl Andre' as such they are simply latent to the 
materials themselves. ' Since Andre had not interfered or altered in any way the 
rawness of' the materials tiom which his art was composed, it is Graham's suggestion 
that his sculptures essentially exempt theºuselve: s from conventional critical 
evaluations premised as they are on notions of artistic quality. And because lötmal, 
artistic value (or '(uality') is said to he tantamount to ascýrihing commodity values to 
works, then the 'value' Andre's sculptures fetch on the open market remains entirely 
irrelevant to their material hose value, which stays untouched. I lay-hales will always 
remain hay-bales irrespective of what they cost. In first, in his tu st article on , '\ndre's 
an, Graham claims that his works are urifuussessihlc by the viewer irr the monetary 
sense, ' if'by 'possession' we n1cnn the some ofan artist being possessed by a vision, 
or of satisfying personal inner needs of the viewer. "" It is in these terms, I think, that 
the potential political import of Andre's artistic practice deserves to he locaited1. 
II'Ihese are subtle ar i. micntti. They are suhtle because we can only understand 
And! -C's SClllptures as constUt11lI119 "1 1)01111 ()I I-eSISt2111CC to C0111I110(ilty UILICS when WC 
approach them from within Ills context llf art and as works ui art where '. Irt' is 
.; ruirirhow assumed tu hC a value that is distinctive and salutary in its Own right and on 
('lenient (; rcen hrrg. 'Avant-garlic and Kitsch', {). 6. 
In due course, Dan ( inthanr carne In question Minimal all forJust this reason. Sec his 
["Ildmon u nt. y (Dan ( irahan), 1909) 
I)an Grabani. 'Carl Andre', p. 34. 
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its own terms, in a way that exceeds other kinds of quotidian and monetary 
preoccupations. It derives from the frisson, then, of seeing and encountering the non- 
artistic and `raw' qualities of Andre's choice of materials within the context of high 
art. In this sense, their capacity to be seen as resistant and critical art objects is reliant 
on the viewer identifying them as somehow part art, part non-art. 
* 
Gold circulates because it has value, whereas paper has value because it 
circulates. 
Karl Marx, 185994 
Andre's first blow to the profit motive consisted of taking the money a 
collector had paid for a commission, buying an ingot ofgold with it and 
giving the gold back to the collector. 
Barbara Rose, 197095 
There is one very early work that highlights this question of 'values' 
particularly clearly. It is a sculpture that bears an especially complicated relation to 
money. The work is made from a single, square slab of eighteen-carat gold, two 
inches by two inches wide and an eighth of an inch thick. A work small enough, in 
other words, to sit in the palm of your hand or lie flat on a tabletop. It is a thing only 
slightly bigger than a piece of jewellery - although its raw, ingot-like form precludes 
it obviously from being used for this function. As a sculpture, then, this is a strangely- 
scaled work indeed. 
The piece is known as Gold Field, a title that associates it with Field, the 
sculpture which had represented Andre at a group-show at the Dwan Gallery in New 
York in October 1966. 
94 Karl Marx, A Contribution to a Critique of Political Economy, trans. S. W. Ryazanskaya 
(London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1970), p. 121. 
95 Barbara Rose, `Out of the Studios, On to the Barricades', p. 55. 
"4(i 
Iw id, 1jI", I. IIialcuu .u '111 , DIN. m (, 
Alt ). 'st 1 ui 1,, f ºkI(JI)(I 1960 
Field is made from 645 tiny rectangular ceramic magnets, hound together by nothing 
other than their own magnetic forrce, which lay directly on the gallery's carpeted floor 
like a gridded, grey mat. ' It had been purchased by Mrs. Vera list, who seems to 
have celebrated the acquisition by promptly asking Andre to make her another inc. 
List had provided him with $300 in advance -- at Andre's request in order that he 
might purchase the materials that he would be requiring Im the work. ''' I lowever, 
Andre (did not labour extensively over these materials: he merely made ar journey to a 
custom jewellery maker in the Bowery, and asked I*Or a pound of'gold to be made into 
a flat square. "' From it letter in the Tibor dc Nagy Files in the Archives of'American 
Art, we even know the supplier: it was I Candy &I IMrº»nn ofMount Vernon, New 
York, 'Fabricators of Precious Metals, Special Metals and Alloys and Refiners of' 
"b For a description of this work and a review of the exhibition in which is was first displaye(l, 
see Annette Michclson's '"I en By Fen: 'Concrete Reasonahleness", :1 rl/oruni, vol. 5, no. 5 
(. lanuary 1967), ph. 30-31, h. 31. 
''' Hic calculations concerning the pricing of Andre's (Io/t/ /'re/i! are to he (annul on a 
hauliwrittcn, untlated note, in Carl Andre's file in theI'ihoi dc Nagy papers. Andre's 
correspondence with T ihrrr Nagy and John Bernard Myers at the l ihrrr dc Nagy ( iallcry is 
dominated by Andre's protestations that he simply did not have the resuurees to buy nrateriuls 
with which to make . sculhtures. 
In a letter front 2(1 September 1966 , 
fror instance, Andre , r"k" 
Myers that he would prefer it if they took `it straight 5U',,, commission with expenses inciulc"nl, rl 
tu sales assumed by the gallery', rather than the 4110, cut with expenses having to he hunlrirýnýrl 
by Andre himself which is the arrºngcnrcnt they themselves were offering. Andie end-, the 
letter by playing the inrhoverished artist earn (which is not to say that it was not true) Right 
now I have no money tier sculpture, photographs, advertising, it hecr ºt the. cinrr, ., rrhýti; ry rides, 
or anything else, ' Needless toi say, Myers was duly impressed and promised Andre not only it 
new show in the spring but also offered to purchase the materials which, as it turned out, 
happened ter he it thousand sand little bricks. Sec Carl Andre, Letter to John Myers, 
0 September I%5, Fibor dc Nagy Papers, Archives of . Anu"rican Art. W, rshing, lnn, I)('. °" Carl Andre, interview with . 
Julia Bryan-Wilson, II I'chruary 2004, cited in 'Julia Bryan- Wilson, 'Art/Work: Minimalism, Conceptualism, and Artistic Labor in the Vietnam W', ur I rr. 
I )(5-tß)75', NO Dissertation, University of California, licrke: ley, 200.1, p. 93. According ui 
Bryan-Wilson, (; rt/rl /Feld is currently owned privately by List's heir, Joshua Mack. 
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Silver, Gold, and Platinum'. 99 Seen in the context of this purchase, the single piece of 
gold that constituted Gold Field was nothing more and nothing less than the quantity 
of gold that could be purchased with $300 in the U. S. in 1966.100 The dimensions of 
the work are determined by this fact alone: the small size of the sculpture is simply a 
reflection on the scarcity of gold as a commodity. 
But gold is no ordinary material: it is not quite of the same order as other 
goods, such as bricks or steel plates. It is, in the words of Marx, `the god of 
commodities'. t01 This is because, above all other resources, gold is arbitrarily singled 
out and ascribed a social validity as the single measure by which all other marketable 
and manufactured objects are to be evaluated, so that the exchange value of all 
commodities is estimated in terms of their imaginary equivalence to a piece of gold. 
Of course, as a commodity in its own right, gold prices go up and down as well, but 
what is never allowed to change, and is set by society at large, is a system of weights 
and measures for determining quantities of gold. And because one ounce of pure gold 
can never be twisted and turned so that it becomes ten ounces, gold allows a ratio of 
values to be fixed as an unwavering standard. 102 
We might suggest - at least provisionally - that Andre's motivation for 
turning Vera List's money into a slab of un-minted gold is an appeal to just this. Just 
the same kind of unchanging and constant standard, in fact, that David Ricardo, the 
nineteenth-century London stockbroker, saw in this yellow metal. For Ricardo, gold 
was an entity `invariable in value', and in his mind a modern monetary economy, 
premised as it is on unfixed and relational values, desperately needed some kind of an 
invariable standard. Without it, he argued, how else could you know that your money 
was worth anything at all? Without all the paper money that was issued by banks 
being backed up by real gold in the vaults, he wrote, our notes `would be exposed to 
all the fluctuations to which the ignorance or the interests of the issuers might subject 
99 Letter from Bandy & Harman to Tibor de Nagy Gallery, 11 November 1966, Tibor de Nagy 
Papers, 
ioo For the benefit of the auditors (if not for the art historians), we should be precise. A 
secretarial jotting at the bottom of the Handy & Harman letter mentioned above suggests that the 
old came to $285.92, The hand-written note mentioned above also confirms this sum, 
01 Karl Marx, A Contribution to a Critique, p. 125, 
102 See Karl Marx, A Contribution to a Critique, p. 108. 
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it. '103 In other words, paper money should always be capable of being converted to 
designated and fixed quantities of gold at the holder's request. 104 And this was the 
means by which paper money retained its security and validity within the United 
States between the 1830s up until August 1971. In 1971, the gold standard was finally 
and unceremoniously jettisoned by President Nixon -- a means of retaining at least 
some semblance of value to the dollar, whose real economic worth had been 
impressively depleted by the exponential costs of fighting for a lost cause in the 
jungles of South-east Asia. 105 
So, in this sense, Gold Field could be taken to be Vera List's original 
investment, merely returned to her in its weight in gold. More specifically, Andre has 
translated Mrs. List's money into the material that backs up the cheque issued to the 
bank -- replacing the sign for the thing itself, returning a mere paper signifier of value 
to the absolute and royal embodiment of raw material value, in and of itself. 
However, there is a considerable irony in this gesture. For although Andre's 
intention might be seen to be motivated by the desire to ground value outside the 
realm of commodified exchange values and, in a way, to demonetarise money, he 
achieves this by mimicking - or even aping - the most fundamental tenets of 
nineteenth-century bourgeois economics. It is as though Andre is turning the terms of 
a bourgeois economy back on itself - against itself. In fact, his artistic practice could 
be said to turn again and again on such part collusions. At one level, his art stakes 
everything on the authority of origins and beginnings and commencements, as though 
each work is a new inauguration, and as if each sculpture holds up the promise of 
turning over a new leaf, wiping the slate clean - or whatever other well-worn 
metaphor you might prefer. At another level, the self-evident material validities to 
103 David Ricardo, The Works and Correspondence of David Ricardo, 11 vols, ed. by Piero 
Sraffa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1951), IV, p. 58. Cited in John Kenneth 
Galbraith, Money: Whence it Came, Where It Went (London: Penguin, 1975), p, 46, Hannah 
Arendt points to the irony of the early-nineteenth century investment in gold in the West, for in a 
society in which all values are otherwise regarded as relative and functional, gold seemed to be a 
way of holding onto and retaining some kind of metaphysical ideal of absolute value. See The 
Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harvest, 1968), p. 188. 
104 For the historical background to Ricardo's economic writings, see Maria Cristina Marcuzzo 
and Annalasa Rosselli, Ricardo and the Gold Standard: The Foundations of the International 
Monetary Order, trans. Joan Hall (London: Macmillan, 1991). 
103 See Kenneth Galbraith's chapter, `Where it Went', in Money: Whence it Came, Where it 
Went, especially pp. 307-310. 
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which his artworks attest are themselves only a more profoundly grounded set of 
socially-sanctioned givens. 
I do not want to make it seem as though my reading of Andre's practice will 
be derived entirely from a single small work such as Gold Field -a work which, in all 
respects, might be thought to be rather an exceptional and atypical sculpture in 
Andre's oeuvre. However, I do want to suggest that the work follows an equivalent 
logic to the majority of Andre's subsequent sculptures. By presenting a small square 
sheet of gold as a work of art, Andre is returning attention to a raw material, as a 
material in its own right. It is a work about gold's physical qualities - its weight, its 
reddish yellow colour, it softness and seeming warmth to the touch, and so on. And, 
inasmuch as this is the focus of his art irrespective of the material to which Andre 
turns, we might suggest that in this work gold is made into a metal just like any other 
raw material. As such, the sculpture could be seen to be a normalisation of gold -a 
way of refusing to set it above other materials as a distinctive standard of values -a 
means of disencumbering it of its monarchical authority over other commodities. 106 
Yet this is not quite the end of the story, for the relation between Gold Field 
and money is more symbiotic than that. In a way, it might be more accurate to suggest 
that if Andre makes gold into a substance like any other raw material, then perhaps he 
also allows all raw materials to become a little like gold. Moreover, the work does 
have a certain air of parsimony to it - of a kind that really does feel exemplary of his 
art as a whole. My reasoning for suggesting this is due to Andre's investment in the 
raw nature of materials. Whatever the material constitution of the resource - whether 
they be bricks, or sheets of metal, or blocks of wood - they are materials that have 
been worked and manipulated by machines so as to have been given a rudimentary, 
regular form. They are 'raw' not because they are unrefined, but because they are 
commodities that are capable of sustaining further transformative processes. They are 
substances that can become socially useful, but in their present form, they are merely 
functional in a latent sense. In other words, these materials are presented as though in 
another context they might have a very distinct social purpose and a sense of practical 
106 see Jean-Joseph Goux, Symbolic Economies: After Marx and Freud, trans. Jennifer Curtiss 
Gage (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990), pp. 30-31. Goux's gloss on Marx's 
Contribution to a Critique has served as an important reference point for in the writing of this 
chapter. 
a. 
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utility, which, by designating them as works of art, is left unfulfilled. In this sense, the 
materials that make up Andre's sculptures have the appearance of being commodities 
that simply have been removed from circulation; they are units of material that have 
been held back and preserved from being used up. We might say that just as an 
archive stores documents for the sake of the future, so Andre's art reserves raw 
materials from further social metabolism. 
I pursue this theme further in my reading of Lever in Chapter 7. But for the 
time being, I simply want to stress that gold does not quite work in these terms. This 
is because gold is the general equivalent of all commodities, and because of this, its 
finished form is much less relevant to its social utility than it is for any other 
commodity. Whereas other materials are manufactured for their functionality and 
their use value, and for which they are used up and consumed, the use value of gold 
can be realised in its raw state. Its use value simply is its exchange value: it has 
inordinate social value because, by convention, it can be exchanged for all things. In 
fact, we might say that gold is exchange value in the guise of a petrified material, 
metallic substance. It is, as Marx says, `wealth in preserved form, ' because, unlike 
other materials, its value is imperishable and fixed, 107 It is, he suggests, re-writing 
Matthew 6, `the eternal treasure which can be touched neither by moths nor by rust, 
and which is wholly celestial and wholly mundane. ' 108 For this reason, then, gold 
lends itself `naturally' to being withdrawn from circulation and being hoarded 
privately -- revered not merely for what it is, but also for all the wealth for which it 
stands. All Andre's art might be said to be caught within just such terms, in spite of 
the extent to which it also aims to depart from this logic. In some senses, it is about 
removing materials from circulation, and cherishing their qualities in their raw state: 
The fact that the pieces I do are unjoined - not in any special relationship to 
one another - leaves the potential free... It seems that if my work has any 
subject matter at all, it is the immense potentiality of the things around us. 1Q9 
Just as gold ingots are given shapes and dimensions which enable them to be easily 
aggregated and transported, yet remain mostly withdrawn from everyday circulation, 
t°' Karl Marx, Contribution to a Critique, p. 127. 
'ßr Karl Marx, Contribution to a Critique, p. 129. 
t04 Carl Andre, in an interview with Sandy ßallatore, `Carl Andre on Work and Politics', 
Artweek, vol. 7, no. 24 (3 July 1976), pp. I and 20, p. 1. 
do Andre develops an art that entails removing other ingot-like units bricks, plates, 
blocks, counters, rods and in turn these materials are presented in discrete Imard- 
like arrangements, as thought they are already a new form ofgold. 
l: qurvuli"lrl. s I-I III, inslaIlation sºt I iI)tO lit. v<i;; ý 4 allery, 19b(, 
In the chapters that follow, I explore Andre's art as a practice that is 
significantly and unülucly concerned with questions ot'cxchange and transformation, 
hetriI, ieation and potentiality. It is a practice that, in many respects, in its efforts to 
strike out at signiticatory practices and to negate them by turning,, rººIptnrc tt) ýº raw 
or Dorr' materiality, ends uh turning. , ºe. ain and again on these issues. In fact, Andre'.; 
practice might he said to aver relentlessly between throwing things into circulation 
and withdrawing thern from circulation, between the task of making equivalences and 
the refusal 01 '1111 such substitutions and exchanges. 
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Chapter 2 
Betrayal: 
('rafting a Quincy Biography 
IQ. I Is the artist u crafismaºt: ' 
A. I Some artists are 1 UM ººot. Sonic' artists reflect Obsolete modes of' 
production 1ºnul' reflect 11w Obsolescence of production us u motte of' 
dividing people into classes. 
Carl Andre, I974' 
'The great new art movement known as low sculpture spread to Britain's 
more discerning building sites yesterday', announced one of the British tabloids 
in February 1976.2 1 l'his new art movement' was of'course - Equivalc'n! 1111l, 
and the spreading of this new phenomenon was nothing more than four 
bricklayers From Edmonton kneeling for the cameras beside their newly 
constructed low' Krick sculptures. 
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' Aiidrea (; Dull, 'I)ialuugucs With Carl Andre', , -Iris A/as, 'azine, vol. 48, no. h (May IY74), pp 27- 
28,1), 28. 
' Donald Walker, 'Artycralty', /)ih, Mirror, 17 February 1976, pp. 2-3. 
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It would be ludicrous to imply such articles were anything other than an 
outright attempt to debunk Andre's art: this two page spread in the Daily Mail 
was, after all, intended to be `a brickbat from the boys on the building site'. But 
something else might also be said to be at stake here. And perhaps we might 
explore this by reflecting further on the motivation that lies behind Andre's 
decision to seemingly limit the skill entailed in his practice to such a level that 
any tradesman might validly feel that their productions require just as much, if 
not more, technical facility. For it could be suggested that the logic behind this 
impulse is not intended to offend or insult, but in some degree might be said even 
to be socially enabling. 
However nebulous the term, `enabling' is, I think, the right word, for 
Andre's sculpture does disrupt the logic that insists on partitioning off those who 
are assigned the privilege of being creative from those who are only entitled to 
`produce'. Jacques Ranciere writes that the discourse of art can recompose `the 
relationship between doing, making, being, seeing and saying. '3 Here, we might 
say, Andre's sculpture challenges the very idea that `art' is precious, difficult and 
exceptional, whilst 'work' is ordinary. It implies, making art can also be an 
everyday simple activity, and in suggesting this, it serves to slice through the 
divisions that apportion different domains of activity to distinct individuals: those 
who are entitled to think, and those who are not. And thanks to this, it might be 
said to contribute to the inclusion of traditional working-class trades within a 
conversation about high art. Were it not for Andre's sculpture, then bricklayers 
and brick manufacturers across Britain would never have engaged the interest of 
the public in the way that they did in the spring 1976. Nor, more importantly, 
would they have had the occasion to voice so openly a pride in the nature of their 
craft and, moreover, publicly express their opinions about the aesthetic appeal of 
the manifestations of their labour. However ironic the various gestures and 
however predictable the humour, there is nonetheless something enabling in this 
realignment of interest in everyday work that Andre's sculpture facilitated in 
Britain in the late 1970s. Furthermore, it reminds us that there always had been a 
certain egalitarian ideal at stake in Andre's practice, an ideal that is perhaps best 
3 Jacques RanciBrc, The Politics of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible, trans. Gabriel 
Rockhill (London and New York: Continuum, 2004), p. 45. 
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theorised in his 1966 claim that his art is communistic `because the forms are 
freely available to all men'. Perhaps here in the popular responses 'to the `Tate 
Bricks' controversy, we catch a fugitive glimpse of this logic manifesting itself. 
However, whether the authoritative accounts of Andre's art that were 
produced during the latter half of the 1970s ever succeeded in placing sufficient 
emphasis on these implications is questionable. In many respects, the matter was 
thoroughly evaded. In fact, incorporated into this two page spread in the Daily 
Mirror is a smaller column which might be thought to undermine many of the 
implications that, albeit inadvertently, the main article raises. To the left of the 
page is an article submitted by a journalist in New York who had managed to 
extract a few quotes from the artist himself. It cites Andre claiming that his art 
was never intended to be a joke or a gesture; instead, Equivalent VIII is 
pronounced by him to be `my best and straightest experience of sculpture. '5 This 
is understandable enough. But in order to validate his use of bricks in particular, 
Andre appeals directly to the authenticity of his own life experience: `My 
grandfather was a bricklayer, ' he adds, `and in my childhood I learned a lot about 
a the craft, 
No doubt this humble statement was Andre's way of articulating his class 
solidarity with those who work as professional builders. It was a means of 
saying, in other words, that he knows what he is talking about. But the 
implications of this recourse to his own biography are considerable, and deserve 
to be thought through in some detail. The allure of biographical explanations is 
always galvanizing, and in Andre's instance it might be said to be especially so, 
since to speak of his early childhood experiences restores personal, metonymic 
associations to a series of otherwise impersonal forms. Here, the reference to his 
grandfather allows Equivalent VIII to become considerably more straightforward 
to understand; in fact, it might be said to provide an audience with something to 
"Carl Andre, cited in David Bourdon, 'The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 17. In 1963, Andre 
articulated a similar aspiration with regards the poetry he was currently composing: `What I want 
to illuminate in my poetry are not those things which only I can see, but those things which any 
man can see. ' See Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962- 
1963, p. 79. 
' Mark Dowdney, 'Grandad was a bricklayer too', Daily Mirror, 17 February 1976, p. 3. 6 Carl Andre, cited in Mark Dowdney, `Grandad was a bricklayer too', p. 3. 
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understand. It gives the work a subject matter and a rationale, which up to now 
seemed desperately lacking. From now on, the sculpture could be explained with 
the claim that the artist resorts to bricks because these are objects with which he 
has been intimately familiar since the days of his childhood. In other words, 
bricks now become `an expression' of a certain aspect of his biographical 
background. 7 
* 
It hardly needs to be pointed out, then, that such biographical readings 
brush away many of the more challenging issues raised by the nature of Andre's 
art. Thus, as a means of exposing some of these concerns, I explore here to how 
the question of `craft' and the question of `biography' intersect with one another 
in the discourses that surround Andre's sculptures. For although these two 
subjects have been evoked in close conjunction with one another, they are not 
necessarily as compatible as they are often made to appear. In fact, the 
`craftlessness' of Andre's sculptures might be said to stand in serious 
contradiction to the way `craft' is often alluded to in relation to his family 
background. And in turn, these tensions pose some serious questions about the 
role biography can play in interpretations and explications of his practice. 
Contrary to some of the dominant art historical accounts, it is not my 
intention to relegate biography entirely from a discussion of his art. In fact, far 
from it, for it is only by engaging closely with the place and circumstances of his 
upbringing that we can gain a better purchase on his sculpture. The question, 
rather, is more the terms in which it is evoked. 
' In the last two decades - it should be added - the widely held belief that artworks 'express' the 
self of the maker has been thoroughly challenged. See in particular, Hal Foster, 'The Expressive 
Fallacy', Art in America, vol. 71, no. 1 (January 1983), pp. 80-83 and 137, Art & Language, 
'Abstract Expression', reprinted in Modernism, Criticism, Realism, ed. by Charles I larrison and 
Fred Orton (London: Harper & Row, 1984), pp. 191-204, and J. R. R. Christie and Fred Orton, 
'Writing a Text on the Life', Art History, vol. 11, no. 4 (1988), pp. 545-64; reprinted in Fred 
Orton and Griselda Pollock, Avant-Gardes and Partisans Reviewed (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1996), pp. 295.314. This latter text has played an important role in informing 
the perspective I adopt in this chapter. 
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First, though, some clarity is required as to what exactly is meant when 
the words `craft' and `facility' are used in relation to the arts. In most walks of 
life, the matter is clear enough: skills are acquired through training and practice. 
Possession of a skill entails a familiarisation with specialised knowledges, be 
they of particular tools, materials or situations, and it is verifiable by assessing 
the competence with which the bearer fulfils a designated procedure. (Discourse 
relating to skills tends to be goal oriented and functionalist through and through. ) 
In fine art, on the other hand, a display of merely technical competence in the 
production of a particular effect is usually considered by those who judge art to 
be wholly inadequate. In the Critique of Judgement, Kant precisely stipulates that 
art can only possess stature and quality when it produces something for which 
there is no determinate antecedent. 8 In fact, as John Barrell points out in his study 
of aesthetics in the eighteenth century, art that was deemed simply to follow the 
rules was regularly considered merely `servile' or `mechanical'. Such art was 
deemed to lack a `soul', presumably because machines are thought not to possess 
such attributes. 9 And in many respects, this discourse has continued to set the 
terms for much art criticism in the twentieth century. Indeed, perhaps this tenet 
has never been adhered to more keenly than within critical readings of abstract, 
modernist art, where results and effects are often achieved using skills that an 
artist has honed in such a way so as to appear absent of skill aItogether. '0 Think, 
8 Immanuel Kant, Critique ofJudgement, trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis and Cambridge: 
Hackett, 1987), section 46, p. 175, but see also pp. 174-189. For further discussion of these 
sections, see J. M. Bernstein, The Fate ofArt: Aesthetic Alienation from Kant to Derrida and 
Adorno (Cambridge: Polity, 1992), pp. 90-93, 
9 John Darrell, The Political Theory of Painting from Reynolds to Nazlitt: The Body of the 
Public' (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986), pp. 14-18. 
1° There is a tendency amongst some art historians to apply the sociological term 'deskilling' to 
the level of skill manifested in an art practice, as does, for instance, T. J. Clark in his account of 
Jackson Pollock's paintings in Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from a History of Modernism (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1999), p. 324. Benjamin H. D. i3uchloh provides a 
gloss on the significance of the word in Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, Yve-Alain Bois and 
Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, Art Since 1900: Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 2004), p. 531. This strikes me as a useful term, and informs my account 
here. I3uchloh describes it succinctly as the 'persistent effort to eliminate artisanal competence 
and other forms of manual virtuosity from the horizon of both artistic production and aesthetic 
evaluation. ' But we should be aware also that such claims of 'deskilling' are always relative 
rather than fixed: a 'deskilled' art practice is always seemingly `un'-skilled only when compared 
to previous artist traditions and cultural expectations. In other words, there is no determinate 
scale of artistic competences, against which works can be measured and that stands for all time. 
For it is often the case in modernist art that the seeming absence of skill requires just as much 
facility to 'pull off as it does to fulfil standard painterly expectations. Jackson Pollock's 
technique of distributing paint without applying a brush to the canvas' surface might be a case in 
point. 
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for instance, ol'('leinent (Ireenberg's wariness towards Willem de Kooning's 
painterly `litcility', and the way he felt inclined to warn the artist ofthe need to 
discern between when he is being 'truly Spontaneous' and when he is working 
only mechanically., 
Andre, however, might be said to have advanced an art practice that is 
premised on the claim that the 'mechanical' in art is equally valid. Likewise, we 
might extend these terms to Andre's close friend, Frank Stella, whose black- 
stripe canvases Andre had watched being painted in his narrow studio at 366 
West Broadway in the late 1950s. What Iirseinuted Andre was the way Stella 
attended to the surfiice olthe canvas with a thoroughly workmanlike 
proceduralisnr, applying exactly the same amount of nmechanical competence and 
expertise as might he required of a protessional house painter. As Stella once 
explained in an interview: 
I just thought about the housepainter thing what is that? That's another 
way of painting; it's essentially (... Ia way olthinking about other kinds 
of art, about other kinds orpainting. Uni it's still pa&ru,, ' putting 
material on a surlace. And when you put it im the wall and use a certain 
kind of tool, you have a certain deadpan way of painting. It seems to me 
it was ecoýnonºicaL It was also direct, which was something that I liked. It 
n ('Ienirnt (_irrrnheag, 'I vices ofan I xhibition of Willem LIc Kooning' I')44J, in ('/', n of 
(; i-co nhi't; t;. 'I/u ('ýý//t iýrl l 11/1u! critic/ nI, ad. by John ( )'Uriau, 4 uls (('Iiic, ago and 
London: University of Chicago Press, I980), 11, pp. 229-230, 
I I; IlII. -IcII: a : It w411 k uQ 
6'eff. ' Tumb, 1959 
N1 illcni (It I\uuuiug 
(: ui s voort Street, 1949-1951 
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was also pedestrian, which personally appealed to nie. I opted to push 
through, to try tör something like a houscpainter's technique. 12 
<s 
ý=' :. 
Lust Ladder, in Slclta's 
studio, c. 1959-1960 
At that time, Andre was also producing his own sculptures in Ste la's 
studio, mostly fi-om large timber beans whose edges and surfaces he had carved 
and sawn into simple, repetitive shapes. In an episode Andre has always enjoyed 
recounting, it was only when Stella ran his halm down the hack of one of' his 
sculptures, incisively pronouncing that the surtäc-e that Andre had not bothered to 
touch was also `sculpture' that Andre came to appreciate that there might he no 
real need whatsoever to interfere with the untouched block. Already its 1`6rnr 
could be deemed sculptural, he realised. " Indeed, Andre always accredited this 
"' Frank Stella, in discussion with Philip Leider during, the symposium, "'f he Current Moment in 
Art", 16 April 1900, broadcast in August 1966 over KPFA Radio, Berkeley, ('A. ('iced in 
Caroline A. Jones, Alachua, in ill(, Studio. ('nrt. wrw iIn the l'u. tru in. . 
4nrrrieuri ; frn. vt (('hicaho 
and London: University of Chicago Press, I996), h. 127. 
1' 'I lie account of' Andre's self-pioclarrnecl revelation whilst working on Last Lachlee has been 
repeated ()It countless tti"castuns. Iltis is how Andre relater! it tu Paul Cummings tit 197 - 
): 'I was 
carving it in Stella's studio on West firoadway. I Ir was adnuring its face it was carved only oil 
one face, the other three faces were not carved. I he looked at it approvingly, then walked around 
it and raut his hand down the hack untouched side uf'the blither, which was about six feet tall, and 
said, "I'liat's sculpture tun. ' And it was lie side I pads t cut. I was very much annoyed with that 
statement at the Urne and put it in the hack of my stind and forgot about it. Bot my gradual 
development was to go away front cutting into the material to use the material itself, ' See Paul 
Cummings, ; 'Ir/iris in Their Quit f1'urc1. s (New York: St Martin's Press, I979), li I9O, and Cal I 
Andre. ('reis: J'c. rr. s 1959-2004, pp. 267-26'). For further renditions (1I this saute naurrative, see 
[)oilie (iust, 'Andre: Artist of" I ransportatloll ", 77rt, 'Lsy)cn ! lote'.,, I?; Ili] y, 196N, h. 3U, t)avidl 
Hornion, 'A Redefinition ol'Senlpturc', in ('rrrl . 
S'rulptrrH' /u5l) /9/; ', Iixhibition 
('. ataluguc. Laguna Gloria Art Museum, Austin, IX, 1978, h. 19 and Fva-Meyer I lernrann, 
'Places and 1'ossibilitieti', in ('oi1,4nd "t'. S'eu/jnetr 1996' Ki"r'/ctrl it /hire, Wö//. v-hrci-i,, at 
F. xhibition ( atalogne, [laus Lange and Ilaus Lsters, Krefeld and Kunstmuscunt Wolfsburg, 1996, 
1).: 12. Dominic Rahtz discusses but /. at/der extensively in 'Literality and Absence ol'Scil in the 
Work of ('art Andre', OxJoie/ Art , 
Journal, vol. 27, net. 1 (2004), life, hI -7K. 
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insight tier leading him to develop a practice that eventually involved merely 
arranging pre-törmed units into simple, geometric törmations, without the use of 
any fixing or bonding materials. 
( u11110lr4N[1 (ill turegroUll(f) (mli (kiost`it tu A%lntli)15 )4 11b (ile AaeIt ýr3; d. 
ii taIIalion at the Tibor de Nagy (: aller), Ne York, April 196. x+ 
II'StetIa looks to house painting as a prototype tot his art practice at this 
moment, then, in his turn, Andre resorts to the rudiments of construction is a 
means Iür making sculpture. In his exhibition at the Tibor de Nagy Gallery in the 
spring of 1965, the three separate works he produced front identical Styrofoam 
beams owe their riillering proportions to the three structuring techniques each 
enmhodies. 14 Within ýº year, however, even an overt display of these knowledges 
tell away, for once Andre started to align identical blocks of material into 
seemingly sell-evident arrangements running along the ground, there was no 
such need bar evidencing structural concerns. Indeed, we might suggest that the 
malt skills required are, in purely practical terrrrs, practically non-existent: they 
are, to put it mildly, vastly tiinipler tu acquire than the variety of artisanal and 
construction knuwled). c rcluirc-l of .r hmi(Ici 
14 In (''uulpouirr/, the work with the lowest elevation (anti the one installed between ('rih and ('&r 
at I'ihor tIe Nagy's) all the four beams on each layer are at right angles to each other, t"onning 
few walls, with the headers and stretchers alternating Bruno one layer tu the next. In (- r-ih, the 
lallest ref the three works, each layer consists of twee blocks, lormitlg opposite sides u1 tlty tit'fu. rrc, 
produclilp, a structure that can he looked through. ('ow (which was installed closest to the 
windows in the dc Nagy installation) difler5 frone the other two in that it consists tu f unly twee 
walls, loaning it right-angled salient, although in its structure it is the graue its ('0111/)0111111 HIC 
two walls interlock at them corner, which ineans that every second wet o crhai gs at the outer 
encl. 'the let-ill 'drein' derives front the French wore) fur Corner. ['ill huller sicscrýptions rýl these 
works. see l: va Meyer-I lerini n, (-'GIrl , 
Malec, 'cwoue 016, pp. 112-117. 
Lever, 1966, installation in `Primary 
Structures' at the Jewish Museum, 
New York, April 1966 
That Andre so enthusiastically embraced what appeared such a 
mechanical rule-following proceduralisrll has hccn understood by most art 
historians to imply that his work simply hears no reference to Iilc experience at 
all. Machine-like regularity is equated directly, in other words, with the 
inanimate and the inert. There is nothing especially surprising about this, für in 
making this association, they are only pursuing the implications cif the claims 
Andre first made about Frank Std la's paintings. In 1959, Stella had been 
included in the 'Sixteen Americans' exhibition at Ilse Museum of Modern Art, 
and, rather than writing it personal statement about his work, he had invited his 
then unknown friend to Iren it lew lines on his behalf. " Andre's words sooll 
assumed a near manifeste) status: 
Preface to Stripe Painting 
Art excludes the unnecessary. Frank Stella has liºund it necessary to paint 
stripes, '! 'here is nothing else ºn his painting. Drank Stclh is not interested 
in expression or sensitivity. I Ic is interested in the necessities of painting. 
Symbols are counters passed aniong people. Frank Stella's painting is not 
symbolic. I fis stripes are the paths of brush on canvas. These paths lead 
only into pal nting. Ih 
" The exhibiIlon 'Sixteen Americanti', cura(ed by I)uruthy MiIlcr, ran Iroll r 16 I)eeenrher IQ51) - 14 February 1960. The show was one ui the series that Miller organised nt the Museum uI' 
Modern Art specifically intended try allow new (iS artists to 'speak lirr themselves'. The first 
such exhibition, entitled 'Anrencatrs', had been in 1942. Following that came 'American 
Realists and Magic Realists' (I943), 'Foniteen Americans' (1946), 'fifteen Americans' (1952) 
und '"Twelve Americans' (1956). The final exhibition euruted according to this furnrnla was in 
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"° Carl Andre, 'I'refitee to Stube t'ainting" , 
iri , S'itwen 4nicrrrun. w, milli , S'turcnrrnis ht rhr ; Irii. w, s 
and Uthcv, s, I'xlrihition Catalogue, eil. by Dorothy C. Millet, The Mu. Srtrm of Modern Art, New 
York, 1951), p. 76. 
Insi: ºIlatiiºn of ; %ººilrc's sculptures 
at St I. uººis Art Gallc ý. 1971 
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An art that is defined exclusively as brush strokes on canvas is essentially 
categorised here as exempting itself from any association with expression and 
sensibility. For most art historians, this has been read as a renunciation of Iived 
experience including, we might add, biographical experience. 
Take, for instance, Rosalind F. Krauss' references to Andre's sculpture 
Level, in Passages in A1n(ler"n S(trl/)liar. 17 Lever consists Of a single line of 
refractory firebricks, purchased straight from a Brooklyn tlictory, and which 
Andre arranged across the floor at the 1966 `Primary Structures' Fxhibition in 
New York. " For Krauss, the most significant implication of such sculpture was 
that it so torcefully resisted the ideal that art needed to be crafted or manipulated 
by the artist pinkelt'. And because the bricks had not been lubricated by Andre, 
she argued that they could not he seen in any way to allude to an inner Iitc of 
f'orm'. "' The phrase `inner life offirm' might be seen here as a reference to a 
sculptor such as I lenry Moore, who had stated specifically that what he wanted 
his sculpture to possess is a fierce, is a strength, is a life, a vitality frone inside it, 
su that you have it sense that the l6r111 15 pressing from the inside trying to burst 
or trying to give tlff'the strength from inside itself, rather than having something 
which is just shaped 1i-0m11 outside and stopped. ''`) 
114,111, N , J\laºre, /isle riiul and 
L. t'teruiuul Forms, 1953-54 
Ros, iliinI I:. Krauss, Puss lI''r. % inc A1O I(' li , 1'c icll)turr (Cambridge, MA and London: rii I Pre, "', 
I977). 
The cxhihitiun 'I'riina y Structtnr,: Yomiger American and British Sculptors' ran from 27 
April - 12 . lunc 1966 at the Jewish MutiArum, 
Nc\k York. 
Rosalind Krauss, Pa smn''c. % in Modern , 1'ccr/p(ccrr, p. 250. 
Iicilry Moore in l"'iveBritish Scu/p! ur..: Uorkand Yulk, cd. by Warren Format (New fork: 
ilussncan, I9(, 4). Reprinted in Hem-i AlOoc( wr Sivil/, (rrrc , ed. 
by Philip 
. 
lames (New Yuck da 
Cahn, I992), p62. 
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Nothing, on the other hand, might seem more lifelessly shaped from the 
outside than a brick: `the fire-bricks remain obdurately external, ' Krauss writes, 
`objects of use rather than vehicles of expression. '2' She also emphasises the 
extent to which works such as Andre's evade even a residual notion of artistic 
composition. Because Andre's Lever is made simply by placing one identical 
unit next to another continuously, it appears to be, she suggests, just `one thing 
after another' - as the artist and critic, Donald Judd, said famously of the stripes 
in Frank Stella's paintings. 22 Moreover, `one thing after another' is for Krauss 
analogous to `days simply following each other without anything having given 
them a form or a direction, without their being inhabited, or lived, or meant. '23 In 
other words, because Andre's materials are not crafted or individually worked by 
him, Krauss was not able to entertain even the possibility that his sculptures 
might pertain to lived experience at all. 
More recently, similar conclusions have been reiterated by Dominic 
Rahtz. In his article on Andre, he emphasises that modes of interpretation that 
privilege the artistic self are frustrated by the artist's deployment of an 
`apparently unthinking and mechanical procedure. '24 The conventional signifiers 
of an artistic self, he writes, which are often manifested through the imaginative 
transformation of materials, are suspended - essentially left in a form that makes 
their import uncertain. However, for him, these claims were certainly not 
undecidable once references are made to Andre's personal biography and to the 
circumstances of his upbringing. 25 In fact, for Rahtz, such willingness on Andre's 
part to explain his sculptures through recourse to his biographical experiences is 
tantamount to a counterstatement, since it effectively reposits the artist's self as 
the privileged term. Accordingly, then, Andre's significance as an artist is 
exclusively premised on the critical implications of his `literalism', and for 
21 Rosalind 13, Krauss, Passages In Modern Sculpture, p. 250. 
22 Donald Judd, 'Specific Objects', Arts Yearbook 8 (1965), p. 82. Reprinted in Donald Judd, 
Complete Writings 1959-1975 (Halifax, Nova Scotia: College of Art and Design, 1975), p. 184. 23 Rosalind 1~. Krauss, Passages in Modern Sculpture, pp. 245-249. 
24 Dominic Rahtz, `Literality and Absence of Self in the Work of Carl Andre', Oxford Art 
Journal vol. 27, no. 1 (2004), pp. 61-78, p. 69. 
2' Dominic Rahtz, 'Literality and Absence of Self in the Work of Carl Andre', p. 61, 
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Rahtz, literalism is utterly incompatible with biography. It simply `cannot be 
seen in terms of a sensibility or a self, he writes. 26 
However, in recent years such a wholesale dismissal of the relevancy of 
artists' biography has also been fundamentally questioned, in particular from 
feminist quarters. For instance, in an article entitled `Minimalism and 
Biography', Anna Chave accuses critics such as Krauss of lauding male Minimal 
artists for their capacity to produce works that efface any consoling trace of the 
biographical subject, whilst also allowing these claims to adorn the status of a 
named persona, 27 For her, this is fundamentally duplicitous, for it effectively 
`protects' male artists from a valid or serious discussion of the ways in which 
their personal biographies have informed their art, 28 Moreover, to be able to 
transcend one's biography is a masculinist prerogative, she argues, and a 
privilege rarely accorded to the women artists who worked alongside their male 
counterparts. 29 Furthermore, by emphasising the extent to which artists such as 
Andre have consistently ventured autobiographical asides, Chave also points out 
that `Minimalism' and `biography' are, at least from the artists' perspectives, 
never quite the incommensurable terms that they have often been made to 
become - at least, that is, within accounts of the kind offered by Krauss and 
Rahtz. 3a 
Chave's protestations against dismissing the relevancy of the 
circumstances of an artist's life are best taken by us as a welcome opportunity to 
think more seriously about the reasons for Andre's various allusions to his 
personal upbringing. We do need to come to a greater understanding as to why 31 
$6 Dominic Rahtz, 'Literality and Absence of Self in the Work of Carl Andre', p. 61. 
z' Anna C. Chave, 'Minimalism and Biography', Art Bulletin, (March 2000), vol. 82, no, I 
(March 2000), pp. 149-163. 
28 Anna C. Chave, 'Minimalism and Biography', p. 158. 
29 Anna C. Chave, 'Minimalism and Biography', pp. 158-59. 
30 Anna C. Chave, 'Minimalism and Biography', p. 149. 
" That is not to say, however, that I find the kind of biographical essentialism Chave espouses 
especially compelling. Often she gives the impression that there are 'lives' that do exist behind 
artworks and that can be recovered without remainder. However, this ignores Roland Barthes' 
fundamental point that the act of reading itself produces an author-figure and that the author or 
artist is incapable of being approached other than through the textual sources they leave behind. 
See Roland Darthes, 'The Death of the Author', in Image Music Text, cd. by and trans, Stephen 
Heath (London: Fontana, 1977), p. 145. Consequently, as J. R. R, Christie and Fred Orton have 
added, the identity of an artist remains inseparable from the various discourse in which they are 
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Andre himself legitimated the use of his biography, and how, in the late 1970s, 
the recourse to the biographical was considerably misinterpreted. 
In fact, Andre might be said to have turned to biography as a means of 
explaining his practice in two ways. Firstly, he made his early upbringing a valid 
point of reference by adhering vehemently to the conviction that all sculpture is 
an attempt to recapture the vividness of one's earliest impressions -a claim he 
has often attributed to Henry Moore. 32 The earliest `sculptural' impressions 
Moore chose to emphasise were very specific: they were of a shaped rock at 
Alwoodley Crags, just north of Leeds, and the slag heaps of the Yorkshire 
mining villages, `which for me as a boy, as a young child, were like 
mountains, 33 
For Andre, who was brought up just south of Boston in Quincy, his 
chosen memories also reflect with telegraphic succinctness the social and 
geographical make-up of the place of his birth. For him, these were the vast 
granite quarries up in the hills behind the city and the `rusting acres of steel 
plates' that lay beside the shipyards `under the rain and sun'. 34 In his extensive 
interview with Paul Cummings from 1972, he explains that, 
there were just acres and acres of these steel plates [.,. J, they were just 
stored there until they were used, until they were bent or formed into 
whatever shape for the hull and deck plates. You can still see it now if 
you go by there, full of these enormous heavy red sheets or blue sheets or 
the color of the steel depending on how long it's been out in the rain or 
what formula the steel is. 35 
scripted, be it art historical, journalistic, legalistic, historical or even 'biographical'. See `Writing 
a Text on the Life', p. 307. Contrary to what Chave implies in `Minimalism and Biography', 
I3arthes writings need not be taken to imply that so-called 'post-structuralism' is single-handedly 
responsible for the wholesale dismissal of the validity of biography. For Andre's own views on 
these matters, see Jean-Claude Lebensztejn, `Eight Statements (on Matisse)', Art in America, vol. 
63, no. 4 (July-August 1975), pp. 65-75, pp. 70-71. 
32 See, for instance, David Sylvester, Interviews with American Artists (London: Pimlico, 2002), 
p. 282, 'An Interview with Carl Andre' in Peter Fuller, Beyond The Crisis in Art (London: 
Writers and Readers Publishing Cooperative, 1980), pp. 133-134, and 'An Interview with Tim 
Marlow', Tate Magazine (Summer 1996), pp. 36-4 1, p. 36. 
" Henry Moore in Five British Sculptors: Work and Talk, ed. by Warren Forma (New York: 
Grossman, 1964); reprinted in Henry Moore on Sculpture, ed, by Philip James (New York: da 
Capo, 1992), p. 53. 
'a Carl Andre, Taped Interview, 1970, in Cuts: Texts, 1959-2004, p. 217. 
ss Carl Andre, Interview with Paul Cummings, in Cuts, p. 81. 
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After Pearl I larhor, the worklorce employed in the shipyards of thre Bethlehem 
Steel C'omhauºy at Quincy expanded to . 12, (XiO, and tor long aller the War's end, 
the yards occupied aro nºd 155 acres of'city land. "' Shipbuilding has dominated 
the city fi)r much of the twentieth century, and no doubt, it dominated Andre's 
childhood as well. But what matters more is the extent to which Andre's 
childhood memories serve to orient the ways his mature sculptures are 
understood. As a very young child lily first recollections are of' materials which I 
use today, steel plates and, on occasion, stone', Andre explained in 1970. ''T'hose 
recollections chid have a great deal ref influence on illy own Style. '' Indeed, 
causes and influences are always best identified retrospectively, sind o er the 
years Andre has been very success 11,1 in fashioning and selecting a biographical 
context that fits his mature sculptural practice like a glove. 
_:. 
°' ti cýViIh ni III II IrdI,, Ili. wurit Ouin Alusmu'{Iu%cii. ý (('fly ul'Ouincy, Ns-l"), pp 
220-244, 
1 faul ('ulniuings, ` fapcd Interview with Carl Andre' 11970], Smithsonian version, p. N. 
The Quincy Yard, ca. 1953 
01 rupee s 1112 lo e ', 1970 
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As Donald Kuspit once Printed out with regards Andre's sculpture, 
validating one's childhood impressions to this extent has always been a staple 
self-justification fier modernist artists It after all, ý. t kind oflatter-day 
primitivism, premised as it is on a notion of inexperience and childlike wonder in 
the lace of the world's freshness. ` f, or Andre to draw attention to his childhood 
is perhaps in his mind ýr means of emphasising and accentuating that his work has 
no real intellectual 'contents'. I lowever, as a claim in its own right, we also need 
to be aware that it not only has the potential to distance Andre's oeuvre entirely 
from a history ref º7iodern, abstract art, but it also accords an inevitability and a 
homogeneity to Andr'e's artistic development that can be considerably 
simplifying. It seems intended to imply that he was born into this world with his 
mature signature style always already in place. It evades altogether the fact that 
between 1959 and 1964, he experimented widely with a diverse variety of artistic 
lbrms. 0) In one interview in the late 196(Is, liar instance, he revealed that he once 
entertained the possibility oh' constructing enlarged versions of simple archaic 
forms 'like gallows and chariots' in ýr fashion similar to some ofRobert Morris' 
works, hut it was trank Stella who dissuaded Itim. `' Indeed, details such as these 
undermine any assumption that the passage From the vividness of'Andre's 
childhood inmpressions to his mature style was as unidirectional as he might often 
want to imply. 
1 , ilarai, 1954) (liUilled (pi,. a), I96I-1942 
I)unald KiispiI, 'Carl Andre', . Irtjr, runr, vol. 
22, no. 60 Fchrnary 1Ir. 71). 
"' MCI kamsrlen in 1975 Iclt that the distinct impression Andre likes to give 'that he was horn 
laying little zinc squares "naturally., so to speak on art-gallery floors' was the result o 'an 
awful neglect of materialism'. See MCI Ilamsden, 'Perinmeters of Protest', `I'hr, Fav, vol. I, no. I 
(1975), I, Ir 133-135. 
a' Carl Andre, Interview with Patricia Norvell, S June 1969. Reprinted in ('mv. /' Is: /95V (k)J, 
1) 15. i. 
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The second reason why Andre justified referencing the details of his 
biography is perhaps equally simple. It rests on the fact that he never seems to 
have wanted to entertain the notion that artworks come into the world of their 
own accord. Contradicting what he sees as Peter Fuller's formalism, he protests 
that it is not artworks that make artworks, but individuals with particular 
experiences and life histories. 41 For him, no doubt, this is the first fundamental 
tenet of a historical materialist account of art production. In his words, a work of 
art is `a product of its society', and is so `because its author, the artist, is a 
product of his or her society. '42 
However, by the late 1970s, Andre's insistence that all art be understood 
as historically specific to the conditions of its moment of production was an 
emphasis easily misinterpreted. It was greeted by certain critics as a green light 
to launch into biographically deterministic accounts: `Andre, like any artist, has 
been influenced to some extent by everything that has entered into his 
experience', announced David Bourdon, essentially paraphrasing Andre's 
himself. But he then goes on to imply that the fact that Andre was brought up in 
Quincy meant that it was inevitable that certain geographical characteristics of 
the place will be manifestly present in his art. 43 
The same might be said of Nicholas Scrota's catalogue essay for Andre's 
Whitechapel Art Gallery exhibition in London, and for Phyllis Tuchman's 
Artforum article, both of which were published in Spring 1978. s Perhaps it is 
pure coincidence, but it is nonetheless striking that both Tuchman and Scrota 
choose to begin their essays with a reference to what the artist called his `Three 
Vector Diagram'. For Andre this was a means of explaining how the work of any 
artist can only come into being if there is a convergence of three factors. These 
were: the objective qualities and constraints of the deployed material, the 
41 See Peter Fuller, `An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 112. 
42 Chantal Pontbriand, 'Carl Andr6: 14 written answers to questions', Parachute 17 (Winter 
1979), pp. 67-68, p. 68. 
a' David Bourdon, 'A Redefinition of Sculpture', p. 17. 
" Nicholas Scrota, Carl Andre: Sculpture 1959-1978, Exhibition Catalogue, Whitechapel Art 
Gallery, 1978 and Phyllis Tuchman, `Background of a Minimalist: Carl Andre', Artforum, vol. 
16, no. 4 (March 1978), pp. 29-33. 
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economic resources available for producing the work, and thirdly, the subjective 
factors, the factors that comprise the empirical details of the artist's life: `one's 
personal history, one's talents, one's skills, the accidents ofone's life genetic 
and environmental influences - the whole thing that composes the individual 
human being' 4S For Andre, it should be enmphasised, all three of the elements in 
this tripartite schema were equally weighted and mutually informing. And again, 
it should be stressed that the diagram had always been a means of providing a 
schematic rationale for outlining his understanding of `the relationship between 
the artist's position in society and the work of art'. ` `' But whilst Serota takes 
these categories as the structuring categories 11w his essay, attending to each 
vector in turn, he seems to end up all the same placing most of his emphasis on 
Andre's `k: xperience and Temperament'. ' 
't '7j a d 
. ý,, krýý 
Three Vector Diagram 
Phyllis Tuchntan, however, does not make any such gestures towards the 
graph's tnlurnºing logic. Instead, she conveniently brushes aside the relevancy of 
the diagram's objective and economic vectors altogether, and focuses exclusively 
on the suhjective, biographical vector., In tact, '1'uchman's article might he Said 
tºº pursue the logic of' biographical causality to such an extent that the reader is 
left with the impression that everything Andre has ever accomplished in his lilt 
deserves to he accredited solely to his childhood upbringing. "' 'I'hren}shout her 
a' Carl Andre, in Jeanne Siegel, 'Carl Andre: Artwnrkcr', p. 177. 
40 Jeanne Siegel, 'CarI Andre: Artworker', p. 177. 
" Nicholas Scrota, `('art Andre', in pagin; ii I 
ýP" Phyllis `fuchman, 'Rackgrrxinrl of a Minimalist: Carl Andre'. p. 30. 
49 Indeed, ( irISCI&r Polkrck's claim that traditional biographical discourse in art history serves try 
ieiirnvc art front historical analysis by representing it solely as the 'expression of the creative 
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article, Tuchman establishes a whole series of tenuous visual analogies between 
various aspects of Quincy and Andre's current practice. She starts by listing out 
the city's distinguishing features, from its granite quarries to Alexander Parris' 
First Unitarian Church, with all the enthusiasm of a tour-guide. H. H. 
Richardson's Crane Memorial Library, for instance, is described as `a bold, 
forthright celebration of materials and geometric shapes, ' with `a facade that 
interacts wonderfully with changing light and weather conditions' - to which she 
appends: `as Andre's sculpture does'. Indeed, you only have to read another 
sentence or two before her real ideals manifest themselves fully: `While the 
library' she writes `is representative of a particular building style, its quality has 
permitted it to transcend time and remain authentically original, something which 
Andre's art aspires to accomplish. '50 Nowhere is there any evidence in her article 
that `authenticity' and `originality' are concepts that Andre's art might be said to 
fundamentally disturb. 
In turn -- and like Tuchman - Nicholas Serota places considerable 
emphasis on Andre's next of kin: `Andre remains', he writes, `close to his family 
and holds them in affection' -a fact that is made to matter because it serves to 
emphasise that the relation between his upbringing and his art is direct and 
immediate. 5' Serota also tells us that Andre's father, who worked as a marine 
draughtsman at the Bethlehem Steel Ship Building Company, is an eminently 
`practical man', and is said to have an extensive workshop in the basement of the 
house `which he built himself, v52 
Tuchman also stresses that it is thanks to the artist's family that Andre 
has 'always been versed in how structures get built'. She too lists out the 
professions of his family members, adding that `his grandfather, a contractor, 
owned a small construction company which put up filling stations, houses, and 
such' and that his 'grandmother's two brothers were blacksmiths. 53 Likewise, 
personality of the artist', is a criticism that might be validly applied here, See her `Artists 
Mythologies and Media Genius, Madness and Art History', Screen, vol. 21, no. 3 (1980), pp. 57- 
96, pp. 58-59, 
so Phyllis Tuchman, 'Background of a Minimalist: Carl Andre', p. 30, 
" Nicholas Scrota, Cart Andre: Sculpture 1959-78, unpaginated. 
31 Nicholas Scrota, Carl Andre; Sculpture 1959-78, unpaginated. 
33 Phyllis Tuchman, `Background of a Minimalist: Carl Andre', p. 31. 
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David Bourdon also feels obliged to state that the men in the týºniily tended 'to he 
in the huilding and metalworking trades. ' 54 Carl Andre is a descendant of a 
tämily ot-crattsnicn' pronounces Paull Cummings in his turn, an assertion that 
seems intent on implying that Andre's art is in some way a testament to a long 
lämily tradition. 
ý; '. 
ýýý:, 
Slone field S'ewlpture, Ilarttord, 1977 (dclail) 
It is hardly necessary to spell out that these biographical accounts Mill 10 
impose a notion 0fartisanal 'crate' on Andre's sculptural practice. Yet whether 
his mature sculptures can he dressed up with an ideal ofartisanal craft ill tills 
fashion is thoroughly questionable. In Dart, even out his own terms, Andre seemed 
extremely aware that his work was a fundamental evasion of all f orºtms of' 
individual, manual skill. Ile tells Peter Fuller in 1978, for example, of'a n1an who 
came up to hier whilst he had been constructing Stone h'iclrl , S'i ulplru'e in 
I lartlörei just the year previously, and who had protested that the thirty-six glacial 
boulders that Andre and his rigging teaºrº were busy positioning into a simple 
tirrnºat10n on a gruhhy strip ref grass in the city centre was certainly not art 
hecause the arrangement displayed no craft'. "" When lie inquired, Andre learned 
that the man who had approached him was a propeller-maker. In conversation 
with hiller, Andre suggests that possibly this resident of I Iartliºrd had simply 
displaced his frustration at technological advancement onto Andre's refusal to 
David Huts Klon, `A RL'(lelinilitrn t)t Sculhhrre', h IH. 
Paul ('rrnunrngs, '('art Andre',. Ir/i. vts irr Avir Own Words (New York: St Martin's Press, 
1979), t,. 173. 
; I' 'An Interview with ('art Anmit', rn Peter Duller, li'vwºd the Crisis in Ail, pp. 121-122. 
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coilipensate in his art 1i0r the general deskilling of'labour in society at large. Alter 
all, in an age in which only a lE w luxury commodities are handmade, art is often 
envisaged as one ofthe lEw remaining practices where personal touch and the 
uniqueness ot'a commodity are presumed still to be highly valued. Andre, on the 
other hand, was well aware that his work simply `reflects the conditions oI' 
industrial production' and that when he hulled his machine-made units from of 
the pallet and pill them On the floor he was not practising any kind of'crafi at 
l lirrcýiýrc, his trt COLl d only he regarded as t continuation cif the 
'rrufi, i t. uIslºit)' that his tämily members practised in the most complicated of 
ways. And while't'uchnian claims that, thanks to what is known of' the 
hrolessions of Andre's lirnºily, Andre's Equivalent Series and his Lever of 1966 
are certainly not a betrayal ol'his tünºily heritage, one might want, on the other 
Pfand, to assun1C quite the apposite. "' In tact, werc one to continue to speak of 
Andre's sculptural (practice in terms of*his investment in his patrimony, then we 
may have to entertain the thought that whereas his practice alight mim to he 
fmºithf'ul to his heritage, then the act ot'dIiscu ssing that patrimony as successfully 
transmitted by his art i nay actually he a betrayal oI'sonic very important aspects 
of'the work itself. 
'An Interview with Carl Andre', in Peter hi I ler, Bevond 11w Crisis in till, pp. 122. 
" Phyllis I'uehnwn, 'Background of ci Minimalist: ('url Andre', p. 31. 
I'q uirulrnl I II 140t. 
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ý, ;, '" 
ý. 
Carl Andre installing /44 Lead Square (behind 144 ; %iagm'sinnr Square, I969 in right hand 
photo) for his solo exhibition at Virginia D%% an (ý. rllery, 1969 
Indeed, the sole aspect of'Andre's hrilctice that could be regarded gis in 
any way related to an ideal of'crafi is the fact that he has always insisted on 
constructing, and handling the materials from which his sculptures are composed 
in person. This should never be overlooked, tor, in many respects, it is the 
clelining feature of'his practice. The very fact that his, works are consistently 
made from separate, identical units means that the sculptures can he assembled 
manually in the gallery; indeed, this element is always retained by him as an 
underlying principle. More importantly, his units are almost always small enough 
to be lifted and installed with ease: 'I am drawn just to what I can handle 
myself, he once said. "' 
There would be no point tier me to do sculptures if I could not come to the 
gallery and put the plates down. It seems such a simple, perhaps even 
tioolish pleasure, but it is why I do my work. If I were to go blind, I could 
still put the plates down. Rut 11 '1 were kept away from the material that 
would he painful. '"ýý 
In Crct, once the sculptures are composed, they are perhaps hest seen ors only the 
lilemory Ol'the I'M and handling of, nraterials that went into their arrangement. 
1 es, Andre's sculpt tires are ni; iyhe hest understood in tire"(, terititi: as a 
mcrntmrcº7t to the ideal 01'CI- lisnranship; it memorial tu the thought 01' 
cunstrucUn} things by hand. Never, though, can they he seen as the enihodnrrcnt 
of any especially living tradition. 
Y, ('arl Andre, in Ana-Maria 'Torre,, 'Interview with Carl Andre', New York Ain, r; 'a: inr, vol. 
5, no. II (November 2000), pp. I-4. Reprinted in Cuts: 7i'rls /95Q-2004, li. 246. 
°n Carl Andre, in Elizabeth L, cbovici anti 'I'hierry Chahanne, 't In entretien aver ('art Andre', 
Paris, July November 1976. Reprinted in Carl Andre, Cuts: 7'rxty 1959-2004,1). 19X. 
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Chapter 3 
Lost Property: 
Between Sculpture and Photography 
LOST-PROPERTY OFFICE 
Articles lost. - What makes the very ferst glimpse of a village, a town, in 
the landscape so incomparable and irretrievable is the rigorous 
connection between foreground and distance. Habit has not yet done its 
work. As soon as we begin to find our bearings, the landscape vanishes 
at a stroke like the facade of a house as we enter it. It has not yet gained 
preponderance through a constant exploration that has become habit. 
Once we begin to find our way about, that earliest picture can never be 
restored. 
Articles found. - The blue distance that never gives way to foreground 
or dissolves at our approach, which is not revealed spread-eagle and 
long-winded when reached but only looms more compact and 
threatening, is the painted distance of a backdrop. It is what gives stage 
sets their incomparable atmosphere. 
Walter Benjamin, `One-Way Street', 1925-261 
Nowhere in Carl Andre's oeuvre does the nature of memorialisation seem 
more pressing a preoccupation than in his Quincy Book. This is a slim collection 
of photographs he published in 1973, on the occasion of two exhibitions in his 
home state of Massachusetts. 2 It might seem surprising to lay so much stress on 
this volume of photos, since Andre's relation to the medium of photography is 
often understood to be fraught and ambivalent. `I hate photography; I hate 
photographs; I hate to take photographs; I hate to be photographed; I hate my 
works to be photographed' - is how he summarised his relation to celluloid in 
1972.3 Nonetheless, it is arguable that Andre has not produced anything before or 
' Walter Benjamin, 'One-Way Street', One-Way Street and Other Writings, trans. Edmund 
Jephcott and Kingsley Shorter (London and New York: Verso, 1979), p. 78. 
Carl Andre (with Gordon I3ensley), Quincy Book, Addison Gallery of American Art, 1973, The 
two exhibitions were 'Carl Andre 'Six Alloy Plains', (March 16 - April 8,1973), at the Addison 
Gallery of American Art at Phillips Academy, Andover, and Carl Andre 'Seven Books': 
Passport, Shape and Structure, A Theory of Poetry, One Hundred Sonnets, America Drill, Three 
Operas, Lyrics and Odes' (March 16 - April 14,1973), at the Institute of Contemporary Art, 
Boston. Quincy Book is not an exhibition catalogue in any conventional sense. It is perhaps best 
described as a freestanding artist publication - cheap and ephemeral, of the kind that many artists 
had been producing since the 1960s. A useful survey of such books is offered in Art-Rite 14 
(Winter 1976-1977), pp. 15-30, There is an entry on Quincy Book on p. 28. 
3 Carl Andre, in Paul Cummings, 'Taped Interview', Smithsonian version, pp. 34.35. Also cited 
in Andre, Cuts: Texts 1959-2004, p. 180. 
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since that is more urgent in its commitment to show and convey the significance 
of'Quincy for him in relation to his sculptrn'al practice, and it seems highly 
signitic, ºnt that the medium in which he chose to accomplish this was the 
photograph. Moreover, since Andre has always emphasised his indebtedness to 
his home city, Quinn' Book might appear all the more remarkable, if only 
because it is hard to look at this volume and not be struck immediately by the 
profound sense of loss that seems to permeate these pages. Quincy Book has, one 
inight say, it certain `incomparable atmosphere'. 
In tact, on the basis of Andre's pictures, Quincy hardly resembles a city 
in any conventional sense at all. It is more a hook of views of the spaces on its 
periphery: the park and the cemetery and the beach, interspersed with depictions 
of places whose character has been inexorably changed by industrial activity. 
The photographs were all taken in winter, and everything depicted whether fill- 
away or close up is shrugging ott'<º Thin layer of thawing!, winter snow. 
Certainly, the wintriness of'the conditions does little to detract from a general 
impression of the bleakness of the depicted scenes. 
Ouin t 3' /fuck, images 4 and 5 
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An absence of any individuals serves also to empliasise the extent to which 
almost all ui these landscapes bear the markings ot'hunºan activity and presence: 
from piles of'sawed logs by the roadside, to grallltl on the blasted rocks in the 
quarries, from paths and 1pri11ts in the Snow, to shards of'discarded scrap metal 
poking out frone the snowy ground in the woods. 
In nr, ºrºy photos, these details ollen quite small assume a cons considerable 
iºnhººt'taºnce; because vV'C' approach iiii, hook in the knººwiedm e" o[('arl Andic's 
other artistic activities (iß was, after all, first produced as a publication fiºr an 
exhibition of six of ltis metal Iloor sculptures at the. Addison (iallery of'American 
Art )4 we ale invariably predisposed to view the objects and indexical traces as 
pertaining in some very significant way to what we know of Andre's sculptural 
preoccupations. We should remember too that at certain exhibitions over the 
years these pictures have been framed as individual prints in conjunction With his 
''I'Ihe works displayed were: , Ihuminniunm-('upper /'luin, C'oppo. -, ti'uc'c'l Plain, Steel-Ala,,,, usnni 
/'1CUi1, AI(i 
,, 'llc'Siru1r-Leurl 
/'lean, Lead-lüir ! 'lair, and Zinc-Aluiuiiiini» l /iiiii, ill I Irons 
Quincy Buck, images 18 and 11) 
Quinn j' Kook, images 2 and 3 
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sculptures. 5 These are images, then, that might he considered to provide a 
particular biographical backdrop for his sculptural practice -a way of staging the 
fact that his sculptures stand in an explicit relation to a definitive place, and are 
intimately linked to the artist's life experience. 
Yet all the same, what of the fact that the pictures themselves render 
Quincy such a desolate and abandoned place'' Donald Kuspit once described 
these pictures as having a certain 'graveyard look', which strikes nie as a good 
way cif putting it. " It is as if'the very aspiration on Andre's part to demonstrate 
and convey the sources of'his sculptural sensibility results in the congealing of 
his origins in this place into a series of petrified and fragmented panoramas. It is 
a curious tension; can the one hand a trenchant investment in Quincy but, on the 
other hand, since the investment seems to be equally in menmorialisation, Quincy 
itself emerges saturated in a sense of loss. This, essentially, is the tension I 
pursue in this chapter. 
5 For instance, at an exhibition at the ('Iocktower at the Institute of Art and I Irhan Resources in 
New York ('ity in the winter of' 19X3, Andre installed it large woik from blocks of Quincy 
granite, whilst framed hhotog, rahhs from the Quinct, Norsk hung on the walls in close proximity. 
Hic exhibition, entitled 'A Memorial to After Ages', rare Irom 17 November - 18 December. The 
SCIIII)I lre'S specifications are not given III the 1987 catalogue of works, but the exhihitiun is 
described by John Russell in The New York Tines, 2 December 1993, p. CI h, and Donald Ktttipit 
in -1rº/wun,, vol. 22, nn. fr (February I9 4), 17.79. Over the years, images from the ()uinºcº' ffnuk 
have also peen on display in conjunction with ;t nunrhe t ul his exhibitions it) public galleries. 
" Donald Kusüit. 'C'arl Andre'.: lii/ordne, h. Ill 
(Mim y I1o'I, ýi . r, {1 mid -4 
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Perhaps our first reference point should not he the ()ºcinc. v Book, however, 
but a series of' black-and-white images that appeared under Andre's nanu in the 
previous year. These had been published by Gregoire M(iiicr and (_; ianfraneo 
Gorgoni, in it volume boldly entitled The Narr Avuntgar le: Lvsues. Jr the Art of 
the Seien//es. I It contains entries on twelve artists, including Joseph ßeuys, Dan 
Flavin, Mario Merz, Robert Morris and Richard Serra. ' Fach artist is represented 
conventionally enough, first with a portrait photograph, then with a series of 
images that show them either installing, producing or herlürmirig their work. It is 
a book of artists 'at work', often making the nºost unspectacular of'activities 
such as driving a forklitt truck or installing Iluorescent tuhes look like they are 
the most heroic events imaginable. 
i': 
(. 'ianfr-. ruro (. orgolli, 1º, ºu IIs ill 001) : ºuel Robert NIorris (righ0 from The New-Irun(L: a "de 
As Mary Kelly might say, we are presented here with an array ofartistic 
practices that first acquired their . ºv 111t-gardc status by disrupting the traditional 
Signifiers ui creative, artislie labour, yet this disruption has been all hißt cancelled 
(irt uuiru Miil lrr, YYr. , 
Ný ýi .Ir rrrt, tirr"cle: 
Is. wrrs u/ 11w Art of the , S't'i tUit,. % (I . oncion: 
Pit II MaII, 
1972). The images were all taken by (iiant'ranco (; orgoni, who worked with a considerable 
number eil autists during this period. Ills most canonical documentary images are perhaps Ihr 
aerial photographs of Robert Smithson's , Spiral 
lettr and his depiction oa1'a gas-masked Richard 
Serra slinging molten lead across Leo (astelli's warehouse. This latter photo appeared on the 
from cover ol'ihe American edition ol'this publication (New York, Washington and London: 
I'raeger, 197 22 ). That the ph otog, raph is so Iamuus i thanks in part to Rosalind Krauss' Iaht 
(Icscrilitio n of'the image in lieu essay in h'rrlrrn"rl , Scro ' Soulptur"c-, 
Exhibition Catalogue, 
Museum of Modern Art, New York, I95(x, lip. I5-39, pp. I5-16. 
ý'File full list (which is all orale) includes kin Flavin, Sul 1. eWitt, ('aal Andre, Robert Morris, 
Robert tinrrtlrsun, Michaud Serra, Keith Sonnier, li*rucc Nauman, Joseph ficuys, Mario Mcri, 
Walter Lie Maria and Michael I Ieiier. 
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out by the relentless attention that has been lavished on the heroic figure of the 
artist. ' 
Even here, the pages devoted to Carl Andre seem to stand apart from this 
logic, for Andre himself has almost entirely succeeded in sidestepping the 
glamorising Y gale of Gorboni's camera. `' Instead, he appears to have convinced 
the photographer to train his camera lens in quite a diflcrent direction, for Andre 
is represented in this volume by five large photographs of seemingly abandoned 
building materials, lying in one of the more industrial districts of'New York. 
See Mary Kelly, 'Re-Viewing Modernist Criticism', Scrrwi hiternuriunul, vol. 22, no.. 1, 
(1981), 1)1), 41-62. Simplifying considerably, Kelly's point is that the logic of the art market is 
such that it invariably acquires that the authorial status for all objects he preserved, irrespective of 
the intention of the work in question So, in the absence ol'the conventional signs of authorship in 
nlinimalisl lind post-ruinitnalist art, the market simply conilmisatecl with an increased 
docuntcntalion of, artists installing their work. (See hp. 5U -S 1. ) In my mind this remains it 
pertinent critique of much art at this historical conjuncture, especially when rellecting on the kind 
rtf images that were prolilerated in the wake of so-called 'process art' and 'iinti-form'. 
"' Almost but not entirely succeeded, fur also included in The Nerv :l i'uwrlgurr/t' is ( ioi oars 
famous close-up portrait of' Andre on p. b 1. "1 he picture is famous because it is one of the most 
well-circulated and well-known images of Andre. I'. ver since about 1968/69, Andre Ihas always 
been exnrnicly camera-shy and, for it lung tulle, this was one of the few images of him that was 
widely known to New York artworld circles. A Itrupos this image, Gorgoni Inter wrote: 'Andre 
was against having his portrait taken, but alter we had known each other for it little while, and I 
had made malty photograph, of' Ills pieces, I ran into hint oil the street one clay when I had Illy, 
camera. 'Uun't worry, ' I told hinr. 'We won't take it big picture, lust it little unc, like an 
identification picture. ' Ile said UK, bill alter just two shots he said no, no, no, and held up his 
hands. He wanted his work to represent him, not a picture of' I is face. But I had Iwo shuts, and 
one of diem was pretty good. ' See (imnlranco (iorgoni, ftevond the ('anva. y (New York. Ku/oh 
10[85), p. U. 
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The pictures show beams and logs, metal plates and eohblestones sitting slacked 
and piled beside empty stretches of street, materials which (lo have a certain 
similarity to the resources he has used on occasion for his sculptural practice. 
The images in The New /1vunlt, 7arde are supplemented by terse, 
programmatic statements by Müller, such as 'Simple , uldition or r nWorimess' oi- 
l Andre has refused to give an a special status (Wexistence. '" Out ofcontext, 
they sound like pat truisms. Rut this last claim that Andre does not give in a 
special status, of'exiytenL. 'r is Certainly provocative as a commentary Oll these 
picture.,, It is, a statement that perhaps wants to imply that there is a noble 
egalitarianism about pulling auf down ail its pedestal to the level of the everyday, 
taking it out of the galleries and hark into the streets, as though delivering it 
'A ii tr at tIic front of /1 w Ne w Irrrot I'l/C, 011 Ir. Q, explain, 111,11 the ralrtIOt S were chtucu 
(Toni te1tIIer's , hurt texts on each of the t\d ye artists, \V Irich come (prior try (iurgoni's sCries of 
photographs. 
Lament jor the Children, Queens, 1976 
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again to the places that first inspired it. It seems like an aspiration to make art 
more down to earth and sociable. But these photographs show all too well that it 
is much simpler merely to make life look like art than to conjure art into Iifc. II' 
entire new segments of the world can be claimed for art, it implies that every 
cityscape is already littered with potential minimal sculptures. Rut the 
photographs themselves seem to attest to another truth: that the inevitable upshot 
of making the streets into a stage for sculpture is that, in the process, the world 
also gets emptied of life. To me, it seems these photos hump the aura out of 
reality like water from a sinking ship' as Walter Benjamin said of some 
somewhat more famous photographs from an earlier era. 
12 
f ugruc 1tg 1, kt 'ui, ilc , \evers, 1924 
It is certainly appealing tºº regard Quinrv Book as accomplishing 
something similar to what Antire inaugurated in The New Aº'airtgarde, albeit 
more on his own terms, and für Quincy and not New York. Indeed, some of the 
photos in Q)ºui, rc 1' Book can almost he read as representations ot'readyniade Carl 
Andre sculptures, lying abandoned around the outskirts ref the city and simply 
wanting to he spotted by the canrrrt's glass eye. Turn to the back of the hook, liºr 
instance, and consider the view of'the rectangular stone blocks seemingly 
protruding out of'the horizon line and hurtling towards the töregrotrnil Over what 
seem; to he a dirty strip of'snow-strewn ground. 
", Walter Benjanun, 'A Sehall I Iistury of PIiotography% in One- II'aw, Streit and Oilier 11'"riiings, 
trans. FiIrnund . 
Jepheoti and Kingsley Shorter (Verso: London and New York, 1979), h. 250. 
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15 limber Line, installation at 
hwtstIialI I)iisscldorf, 1968 
'I'hr sight oftliis low-lying form night put us in mind inimcdiatcly of sonne of 
Andre's long, attenuated sculptures, such as 35 '1'rºuher l. iººe, orJoint. 
Nonetheless, there are also good reasons to be doubtful as to whether Quiºrcvv 
book really can be approached as a hook of photographs oUobjects that resemble 
sonic or Andre's sent plural works if only because the volume is also güll or 
images that do not hear the slightest visual correlation to his art in any sense at 
all. This is also a Volume about Qu/nc't, in a much more general way, and many 
ot'thc images appear inextricably bound up Willi Andre's very particular and 
personal relation to this place. Let this he a proviso. Any account we aim to 
provide liar this hook noels to attend to these aspects as well. 
I lowever, the very fact that we even have to ask what exactly we are 
looking at in these ()rine.! - Book photographs is perhaps the most significant 
distinction between Gorgoni's five images and the ones here. For these pictures 
are entirely lacking in captions ur textual exlplanaºtir)ns or anything fier that 
nutter that indicates how they should be read or viewed. In short, there is a 
deafening absence ofany mediating commentary from start to finish. Apart from 
a 11i11Isy, semi-transparent typed insert that bears only the most necessary tiºrt, 
about the book's production details, there is nothing to this volume other than its, 
1i0rty-eiglºt photos, printed can twelve sheets of photographic paper, Iuilded, and 
bound with two staples. 
Without textual explanations, Qhiinct Hook becomes much less of a 
transparent (h)e"unicnt than it otherwise might he. Moreover, the lack of textual 
llirint"r BooA, image 43 
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additions in Quincy Book does draw attention to Andre's use of the photograph 
as a medium in itself: a way of self-consciously emphasising that this is a 
selection of photographs in booklet form and nothing else. Each image is printed 
on a separate page and fills the entire sheet, which means that as you turn the 
leaves you are made extremely aware that the spine and edges of the book are 
also the frames of the photographs. The images are also square, which provides 
the book as a whole with a distinctively symmetrical format. It seems that any 
description of Quincy Book will have to hold onto these attributes and be able to 
account for these details. In fact, it will have to keep a grasp of the two distinct 
media - sculpture and photography - and ask how they are made to speak to one 
another in Andre's hands, For perhaps it could be said that Quincy Book implies, 
or at least intimates, that there is for him a conversation - at some deep, residual 
level - between his sculptural practice and photography. 
However, to claim that there exists for Andre a relationship between these 
two media does seem to fly in the face of his own frequent assertions that the two 
media do not `speak' to one another in any way whatsoever, and that sculpture 
and photography are diametrically opposed to one another. Take, as a typical 
display of his disdain towards photography his 1968 interview with Willoughby 
Sharp, which appeared in the first edition of Avalanche. 13 At one point, Sharp 
dutifully and academically asks Andre how he sees the relationship between `the 
photograph and the work of art. ' In response, Andre retorts crisply that he thinks 
the photo is 'a lie' - the vehemence perhaps a reaction to the fact that Sharp 
himself was such an inveterate enthusiast for capturing art-world activities in the 
feedback-loops of 'new media'. Andre continues by saying that all our exposure 
to art is nowadays utterly and miserably mediated by magazines and slides, and 
this exposure is pure 'anti-art' because 'art is a direct experience with 
something'. Photography, on the other hand, is 'just a rumour, a kind of 
pornography of art. ' 14 
13 Willoughby Sharp, 'An interview with Carl Andre' Avalanche, no. I (Fall 1970), pp. 18-27, p. 
24, On Andre's relation to photography more generally, see Alex Potts', 'The Minimalist Object 
and the Photographic Image', in [ed] Geraldine A. Johnson, Sculpture and Photography 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp. 181-198. 
14 Willoughby Sharp, 'An interview with Carl Andre', p. 24. 
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"" illuut; ht % Sharp (le1), lilºuing 
file exhibition `l' a rth Art', at 
Cornell University, January 1969 
It is perhaps till- too easy, however, to imply merely on the basis cif what 
he has claimed in interviews that Andre really believes that all photography 
necessarily panders to a degraded sensibility, whilst object-based art exudes a 
splendid and nable tactility one that ot't'ers a direct, unmcdi: sled encounter with 
an entity that is physically present. As Alex Potts has noted, such assertions on 
Andre's part are considerately simplifying, for they belie the subtlety and 
complexity cif' his own sculptures, many of which simply do not prof ter it sense 
of an immediate physical presence in the way that Andre's dichotomy implies. ' 
Moreover, as soon as we consider the ways in which Andre himself has 
ºn, ºddc ICCOUFSe 10 j)hOtOgrahhy, as tier instance in QQuinc. r Book then it Seems 
Immediately apparent that his resistance is not quite as unequivocal as Ile night 
have wanted to imply. " In many respects, this fact alone is enough to make me 
In his article, "l'lie Minimalist Object and the Photographic Image', Polls suggests that this 
absolute dichotomy Andre insists on establishing between sculpture and phcHOgraphy tacitly 
ascribes an tmprohlrniutic material 'presence' to his sculptures, which the actual %%orks 
particularly the niclal Ilnurplales otien seem to t II&I-1nine. (I). 195). Potts argues 111,11 Il le 
c"onthlc. Xity uf'the experience of encountering Anchc's works hinges on just this: that although 
they register as obdurately material things, their Ilatncss , tract horinontality at the same time 
appears to belie this Impression. 
"' Later in 1973 Andre made a second hook of photographs in the same ilinicnsicros and format as 
his Quint llo"A, that documents his large sculptural installation at the Portland Center for (lie 
Visual Arts, entitled /44 /i/arks d'" , 11011c. s. ('I'hr exhibition 
had been on display from IIt ebruar) 
to II March 1973. ) '['Ile volume of images was published several months later and was dedicatee) 
to the artist, Robert Smithson, who had died in a plane accident on 20 July 1973. As installed in 
Portland, the werk itself had consisted of 1-14 stones, taken from it local nterhed, fach slope as 
mounted ein an identical concrete block, and the blocks were spaced at equal distances across the 
floor ol'gallery in a large grid tiirntation. In Andre's photographic representation of the work, 
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think that his objection towards photographs may be directed more at the way 
images tend to be read as identical to the things they represent - and that, thanks 
to his love of powerful metaphors, this point became considerably simplified. In 
this sense, then, we might want to consider Andre's photos in The New 
Avantgarde as an attempt to satisfy an art-market demand for visual images, but 
doing so by providing depictions that evade being read as identical or equivalent 
in any simple way to Andre's sculptures themselves. They are photographs, in 
other words, that block being viewed as transparent documents vis-ä-vis his 
actual sculptures. 17 
Emphasising so earnestly that the photograph is not the same as the object 
it represents might appear a rather banal point, but it is one on which Andre 
staked much. It is a tenet he developed during the course of his written dialogues 
with the photographer and filmmaker, Hollis Frampton, in the early 196äs. 18 
Frampton and Andre had known each other from their school days, and in 1962, 
once Andre had moved into a one-room apartment in Brooklyn with his wife, 
Rosemarie Castoro, Frampton would visit them at regular intervals. 19 For over a 
year, Frampton and Andre would spend occasional evenings engaging in a 
written conversation, each taking turns at a typewriter. The dialogues that have 
survived and which have been published often read like snippets of much larger 
conversations; it may also be the case that those that are in print have been 
considerably edited 20 Nevertheless, what remains provides an illuminating 
glimpse into their thinking. Both defend their own interests - sculpture and 
photography respectively - with ritualised and animated fervour, although it is 
each block and stone has been photographed separately from above. With the exception of the 
first two and the last two pages, there are four such photographs on each page, and, as in Quincy 
Book, the photos bleed right to the edges of the pages. 
"James Meyer points out that many of Andre's sculptures were especially difficult to 
photograph, as they did not possess a clear and distinct form that was especially photogenic. See 
in particular his discussion of Andre's Coin, Crib and Compound in Minimalism: Art and 
Polemics in the Sixties, p. 132. 
'a Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, ed. Benjamin H. D. Buchlob 
(Halifax: Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1980). 
19 Benjamin Auchloh, 'Editor's Note', in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 
1962: 1963, p, vii, 
20 Reno Odlin, who became a close friend of Carl Andre in 1963, implies as much in his review 
of Twelve Dialogues. See his 'Rite of Passage: Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton', Parnassus, vol. 
9, no. 2 (Fall/ Winter 1981), pp. 206-216, p. 207, On Odlin's friendship with Andre, see James 
Meyer's introductory essay to Carl Andre's collected writings, `Carl Andre: Writer', in Cuts: 
Texts 1959-2004, pp. 5-6. 
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noteworthy that Andre's respect li)r Franmpton's preoccupation with the medium 
(if' photography does expand considerably during the course of the dialogues. '' 
I however, it is also noticeable that his appreciation develops Only Once lic call 
grasp the medium ºn terms that he can relate to his own ways of thinking about 
sculpture. 
In short, Andre approaches photography In tl'I'nis of a cut'. In fact, 
questioning 0t'the nature of'cutting appears to have dominated his interests in 
scull)! are for roughly the previous three years. Some ol'his sculptures Moon the 
late 1950s consist of blocks sporting various pored holes or sliced notches; the 
'subject' of these works, one might say, is just as much the tools and devices that 
he has deployed to cut into the body ot'the material as the actual finished icºrm 
itself'. 
. ý:; ý 
Unfilled (Negative Sculpture), 195ä ticiºII iIli Its in Muud, 1959 
Admittedly, such works become less -Cement tüllowirtf; his subsequently well- 
publicised realisation in Frank Stella's studio in 1959 that it might he possible to 
COnSt ICI SCUII)tures ii-uni heu-Hrnier units and blocks, rather than merely curve 
intoº tlreni. Vet, even Ihough Andre came to predicate his mature sculptural 
practice on rent i oiling, into materials, SOIDON'hat counter-intuitively he Still 
persisted in rationalising and defining his sculpture in tens or me rut. In his first 
In (lie lirsl primed dialogue, %ahºch ºs dated 12 October I902, Andre i,, not exactly 
cMniplinºcntary ahmst the artistic merits at photography: 'No one is ready to admit that 
photography is tini. shied in the way culture has managed pretty ouch to finish Imintinu by paying 
2 some odd Mum liar a middling Renthranclt. tics ('arl Andre : uºct I louts fran"un, ]'li'eht 
/)/u/n, t,, ue. v. 1902: I903,1). 15. ('onlrast this to Andrer', respectful words that conclude their 
dialogue several months later, nit 24 I-chruary 1963, p. 74. 
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public statement about his practice in 1965, for example, he writes that rather 
than slicing into the material, `I use the material as a cut in space. '22 
For this reason alone, Andre's occasional references to the word `cut' and 
`cutting' in his dialogues with Frampton acquire a particular significance, and 
perhaps no more so than when he relates it to photography via a passing 
reference to the nineteenth-century German mathematician, Richard Dedekind. 
That Andre was interested and familiar with such areas of knowledge is revealing 
in the first place, attesting as it does to the diversity of his autodidactic reading 
habits. But Dedekind was no doubt of interest to Andre because he is famous for 
defining irrational numbers in terms of cuts. In fact, this insight alone is credited 
by mathematicians as having revolutionised the way in which differential and 
integral calculus can be conceptualised. 23 This is how Andre describes 
`Dedekind's Cut' to Frampton: 
A. number is represented as the partition of a line segment. N can then be 
considered to be the highest value to the left of the cut or the lowest value 
to the right of it. An irrational number may even be assigned to the cut 
itself which is empty, in the sense that the cut a pair of scissors makes 
across a piece of paper is empty, but present and evident. By extension 
one might say that any single perception is a cut across the spectrum of 
stimuli available to us. 24 
Dedekind's Cut offered Andre a metaphor for envisioning perception, which in 
turn would lead him to contrast the way the human eye `cuts across' the visual 
spectrum to the way in which the camera makes its cut. He extends these 
thoughts in a subsequent exchange. On this occasion, Frampton is defending the 
need for a photographer to possess what is tantamount to a good photographic 
`sensibility': 
22 Carl Andre, cited in Barbara Rose, 'ABC Art', Art in America, vol. 53, no. 5 (September 
1965), pp. 57-69, p. 67. 
23 See J. J. O'Connor and E. F. Robertson, `Julius Wilhelm Richard Dedekind' (September 1998), 
http: //www"history. nics. st-andrews. ac. uk/Mathematicians/Dedekind. html, Walter Rudin, 
Principles of Mathematical Rnalysis, 2nd Edn (Tokyo: McGraw-Hill Kogakusha, 1964), p. 9 and 
Richard Courant and Herbert Roberts, What is Mathematics?: An Elementary Approach to ideas 
and Methods (London and New York: Oxford University Press, 1941), pp. 71-72. 
24 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 55. Melissa 
Ragona has explored in depth how Andre's reference to the Dedekind Cut was taken up 
specifically by Frampton in his later filmic work. See her 'Hidden Noise: Strategies of Sound 
Montage in the Films of Hollis Frampton', October 109 (Summer 2004), pp. 96-118, p. 101. 
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Frampton: [... ] No painter or sculptor would wait hours or even days to 
see the results of stroke or cut. The photographic process is a 
recapitulation of a process in the mind of the photographer, which must 
have been carried through to an end before the shutter is released. We say 
among ourselves of a photograph that it is `well seen'. 
The eye is certainly an instrument for testing the finished 
photograph, but it is made by mind and hand ... exactly as the ear 
composes no music. A gray scale from black to white contains all the 
elements of a photograph in exactly the way that a chromatic scale from 
C to C contains all the elements of a musical composition. 
To which Andre responds: 
Andre: Yes, to see is difficult enough. [... ] We all have to learn to see at 
all, and to see well is very difficult. But we must presume that the 
photographer who wishes to practice an art has learned to see and 
continues to learn to see as long as he has sight. Photography certainly is 
not good seeing. Common sight is the cut our eyes make. The 
photographer makes a different but related cut with his camera. These 
distinctions may seem academic, but the very failure of the plastic 
intelligence begins in the confusion between the visibility of things and 
our ability to see them. 25 
In other words, `plastic intelligence' itself depends on not confusing the facticity 
that things can be seen with an actual individual's capacity to see them. `The 
photographer does not see only, ' Andre continues, still correcting Frampton. 
Instead `he makes a cut with an optical instrument of the visible world he is able 
to see. [... ] But he still is required to make this cut of a cut visible by processing 
and printing. '26 For Andre, what separates the camera's lens from seeing with the 
naked eye is the difference between two kinds of cut. And because of this, 
photography is never a surrogate for a real thing in the world, but brings 
something new into existence. As he writes shortly afterwards, `A black and 
white photograph is not a black and white cut of a black and white world. '27 
So, let us move on ten years to Quincy Book, and see how Andre's 
conception of photography is brought to execution. But execution might strike us 
as not quite the right word, since these photographs were never actually taken by 
Andre himself. Instead, they are the work of one of his old art teachers from 
25 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Ilollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962: 1963, p. 70. 
26 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962: 1963, p. 70. 
27 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues. 1962: 1963, p. 72. 
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Phillips Academy, Gordon (Diz) Bensley. Andre had attended the prestigious 
school between 1951 and 1953 on a scholarship programme. In many respects, as 
the publication was conceived to accompany an exhibition at the Addison 
Gallery (the museum affiliated to Phillips Academy) and since Bensley was still 
teaching at the school, it made perfect sense for Andre to turn to him for 
assistance. Moreover, Bensley was a specialist in photography and had the 
photographic skills Andre simply did not possess. Bensley himself, however, had 
very little input in the project: according to him he was simply Andre's assistant 
for the day. He drove Andre to Quincy, and Andre directed him to the places he 
wanted to have documented. Bensley was solely responsible for operating the 
camera, but Andre instructed him precisely on where he should point and exactly 
what he should include within the frame, occasionally even looking through the 
viewfinder himself. 28 The whole exercise took about two hours. 
Bensley used a medium-range camera -a Hasselblad -- which produces a 
two and a quarter inch square negative, which he then developed for Andre into 
eight by eight inch prints - the same size as Quincy Book itself. Andre asked 
Bensley to make as few modifications as possible during the developing stages, 
since for him the aim was not to attain a certain style or to achieve an idealised 
image; the aim was simply to record the places. Moreover, the images were not 
to be cropped: it was the cut of the camera's field of view that would determine 
what was recorded in the image. 
Certainly, the photos that make up Quincy Book do evidence these 
stylistic restrictions. As a body of images, the photographs hardly display much 
compositional consistency, at least of the kind that tends to be admired by 
connoisseurs of high art photography. Flicking through these images, it is 
sometimes hard to know what the subjects of the photographs are at all. Take 
one, for instance, which comes about two thirds of the way through. The 
foreground consists of a bland strip of asphalt, on the right is a flat silhouette of a 
building, the middle-ground is a strip of details crammed behind a fence, whilst 
the rest of the image is sky. Here, you can imagine the fence and the road 
28 Gordon J3ensley, telephone conversation, 13 July 2005. 
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extending almost indefinitely beyond the frame, in a way that makes the 
parameters ofthe photograph feel especially arbitrary. Stanley Cavell writes in 
his hook on photography that the fact ýº camera is essentially an opening in a 
box' is perhaps the best emblem ofthe füct that a camera holding onto an object 
is holding the rest ofthe world away. '"' And since the majority of'the images ºn 
Quin '' ßßn1; lack any internal frames that detract the eye from the blunt edges of 
the photograph, it is made especially clear Io a reader that the remaining world 
has been cut out, sliced uff, discarded. In fact, we might suggest that the 
photographs in this volume are nnlº' united by the Tart that each individual inºage 
is simply a cut from a larger visual continuum. 
We might say, then, that il we art to make sense of Ouinc y Rook as a 
v(duº»e of'l)hOtog ahhs in its own right, then it will also he the way the images 
are spliced together that deserves our attention. We will need to consider how 
each picture is conjoined to its partner on the lacing page, tightly fitting against 
one another in a way reminiscent of how Andre arranges contiguous units in his 
,c ull)tures. 
29 Stanley Cavell, The World Viehei(: Ht'llerlion. % on the Ontology of Film (New York: Viking, 
1071 '-1 Rusilinul Krauss liw, _xplurccl 
C'avcll's thoughts on cropping extensively tiro }i r 
essay (Iii Stteglitz's phologrtph" to I lal hoer, Rosalind Krauss, Yve-Alain Buts ; tncl Hcn(auini 
11. I) Iiuchlolt, Art , ti'in e 190(1 AMdi nu. 'i», . lutwioi/crinism, Post, node, nism (I undom I h: uues 
and I ludson, 2004), 1). 147. Krauss' discussion ol'Sticgliti is developed munch iunrr 1ä11y in her 
essay 'Sticgliti. / Equivalents', October II (Winter 1979), pp. 129-140. 
(hum BoiA, image 22 
() 
Aluminium-Steel Diapole (fi/º{), 1973 
And perhaps we need to look tier the formal comparisons and visual rhymes 
which these pairings sometimes reveal. For instance, here in image 20 we look 
between two obelisks; now, across the page, we see through the aperture ofa 
chain-link fence. I Jere telegraph cables diagonally traverse the sky; now 
Shaped girders are angled over the earth. Cons iderahle attention has been 
devoted to the way these images have been arranged into their particular and 
highly sequential order. 
Quincy Back, iniagt ,o .u iii .' 
/nine j 1I i , A, IIIIag e ti 48 and . 
irr 
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This is especially apparent in the shots Ofthc abandoned, flooded quarries 
in the hills behind Quincy that fill the book's trout section. We see them from 
varying angles, so that there is sonicthing very IiInnie about the way the photos 
pan out and close in. The entire series of inmages sutures the viewer into a 
fractured, shattered landscape of rocks and ice. But it is a landscape that is only 
revealed to us in equally Fragmented, snap-shot glimpses. It is almost as though 
in these photos there is a certain correlation between the nature of these images 
as fragmentary glimpse; and the actual subject matter that the pictures 
themselves reveal. 
I lowcvier, wlºaI should be said of the large quantity of nwnunncnts that till 
these pages? For it is hard to overlook the liºdl that dispersed through Oui, u'r 
Book are also practically a dozen images ref'various kinds of inscribed stone 
memorials. At one level, their presence could be regarded as merely registering 
the fact that Quincy is a place world-renowned for its rich supplies ofgranite, the 
abundance of' this raw material resulting in a sizeable stone-carving industry and 
a city that is nowadays peppered vv ith finely wrought and overly polished 
Incnruri; iIs. IUut Iii gut ºI not also he the case that there is a certain kind of fürmal 
connection to be made between these memorials and the nature of tltc photograph 
ItseII'! 
Quincl, /Soid,. Illiage% }i Aikd 'i 
() { 
Quincy Rook, images 28 and 29 
Indeed, Andre's compulsion to record these inscribed stones from more than 
one angle in some instances night also put us in mind of the ways that 
photography itself functions as a menurialising, preserving medium. Consider, 
I'M- instance, those first few pages in Andre Bazin's book on cinema, in which he 
aligns the celluloid image with other, much more established mnemonic arts. The 
photograph, lie writes, is in embalmer oIlinme' "' 
Certainly, it has been acknowledged that Quiiu Book is a vulumc that 
does open UI) onto questions of memory and memorialisatiun, although 
somewhat ºn, R]CLI ately. In the exhibition catalogue fier Andre's exhibition at the 
Whitechapel Gallery in I978, fier instance, Nicholas Scrota descrihes the 
publication as 'a volume oi, chiltlhOod memories conveyed through photographs' 
a phrase that implies that there ºs an important relation here between the 
medium and mncmic. " Yet how memories are actually transmitted throuwit 
photos is not something that Serota is at all willing to discuss. Instead he merely 
details what the rotates are of`: 'quarries, heaps of granite blocks, monuments, 
headstones, piles o1' lumber and rusting steel plates waiting for use in the 
shipyard'. `' I lowever, this list is telling, for in Quinn Book there are simply Im 
pictures of'rusting steel plates. Certainly, there are several photos nf'stacked steel 
bars, bitt these are bars, not plates and in these scenes there is not rt shipyard in 
sight. 
W Andre Iia m. iIlial is Ciruvriu: ', Irans. I Iugh (iray (IRerkeIcy: University il'C', tliI'"rniu Iren,, 
I967º, p. A Seen No l., inda II tver. ty Rugg, Pirvurin, c' Onrsclrr's: Phoi )garphv & AuNuhin, r; rtr/rh. v 
(('I wago and London: l)niverstty oI C'Iticagu Press, 1()()7), 1)1). 25-27. 
Nicholas Scrota, ('an"l. "ho/n'.. ' eilp)rnrt, /959-7, ß, unpagtnuted. 
Nicholas Scrota, (. url Arrclrr":. 1'wrll, )nrre 1959-78, wtpaginatcd. 
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It seems more likely that Scrota is only repeating Andre's own personal account 
oI, his memories of' Quincy and not describing the book's pictures at all; it is as 
though he wants to read the volume as ýº much more transparent and self-evident 
representation of the artist's boyhood 'im pressions' than it perhaps is. 
I Iowever, Serota's possible misreading does at least al low us an occasion 
to think I irther and with more care about the subtle differences and tension, 
between menuWals, memory and photography in relation to Quincy Book. For, as 
Roland FRarthes has written, the photograph is never in essence' a memory; in 
tüct it actually `blocks memory'. " Harthes, along with many other theorists of' 
the I)hotograplºic image. cnºhhasises that a photo Ads a ºncans merely of' 
Capturing and archivi%g a fleeting instant, a single impression, and petrifying that 
moment forever. A touch of'the linger is all it takes, writes Bentanmin, to fig an 
I, ()[. it seemingly untiniited , iiiimiiit ot'time. 14 Roth IOU 13rnjtnmin sind 
Bill-thcs, there was an inherent violence in tlhe chemical and mechanical operation 
Roland Barflics, ('wm', e Olmc ra: Rell tdon. uzt 1'/wkn, 'rapliv, trans. Richard Iloward (New 
York: Ilill and Wan);, 191; 1), p. 1) 1, 
14 Wallre lirnjantin, llhunllllat, w:. ', frans I larry lohn (bondun: l, ontami, I992), 1). 171. As 
I: (lu; u(lt) (ad. aiel has written in his influential essay im Iltr thane of' the photographic in Waller 
lienjaunin's writings, it is only in sleuth that the hewer of tIil photo is properly revealed, , since 
it is 
only ones the subject of' the image has deceased that the hill force of tltr pliotot; raphic likeness is 
heu iglit Bonne properly to viewers, as the pluotogiaph continues to evoke what simply can no 
lungre be there. 'Since this possibility is exposed at death', Cadaver continues, we can assume it 
exists before death. In photographing someone, we know duet the photograph will survive him 
it begins, even cueing his life, to circulate without leine, Iigining, and ; tnticip iluig his death each 
lints it is looked : it. ' ties Fduurdo Cadaver, 'Wohls o1' I. igh t: I'licscs on the Plu, iog, raphy of' 
Ilistory', 1)iacvitii.,,, vol. _", no. 3-4 11992), pp. 8-1-114, p. 92. This clauii is altirr liindamrntal to 
tiar[hrs' account of the photographic image in ('amerr ()/', curt, a point emphasised by Iaissa 
Manier, /)cull lit 7,011po 'a/ 14sordr1"., in The' le'nkt' n/ AloIerniitt. (/iuudt"luire and 1l uhcr ), 
(Stanford, ("A: Stanford I iniverstly Press, 2001 ), pp. 8_87 
(luüri F' ll"OA, iuia9 40 (Mille I Il4HK, iiuage 34) 
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that results in an image, `not because it shows violent things, ' suggests Barthes, 
`but because on each occasion it fills the sight by force, and because in it nothing 
can be refused or transformed. '35 As Barthes so eloquently describes, the 
photograph drags the viewer back to the ephemeral circumstances of the moment 
when the image was taken: the exorbitant level of detail that celluloid 
involuntarily records precludes the possibility of recollecting the past more freely 
and organically. As such, he suggests, the past jumps out at us from the 
photographic image as unsublimated and forever unforeclosed. 36 
In his recent book on aesthetics and loss, Greg Horowitz explores this 
aspect of the photograph further, offering a comparison of the way the 
photographic image archives the ephemeral instant to the means by which loss is 
commemorated by a stone memorial. 37 His point is that an inscription on an 
upright stone makes no attempt to bring back an impression of the past as it 
really was'. The stone which marks the place where someone lies or where 
something significant occurred evidences that it can never simply make the past 
present again. Yet the very fact that a memorial has been erected in the first place 
is testament to the subjectivity and urgency of the desire on the part of those who 
commissioned it for some more permanent entity to mark the importance of this 
loss. In other words, a stone monument always memorialises the past as lost and 
irretrievable. The snapshot photograph, on the other hand, is by its very nature 
incapable of registering this kind of subjective deprivation: `the photograph', 
writes Horowitz, `enables the look of the past to be present without remainder, 
with no trace of failure, and so leaves no residue of loss in the present'. 38 
35 Roland Aarthes, Camera Obscura, p. 91. For a productive discussion of the relation between 
photography and contingency, see Mary Ann Doane, The Emergence of Cinematic Time: 
Modernity, Contingency, the Archive (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press, 
2002), in particular pp. 10-13, 
36 Roland 13arthes, Camera Obscura, p. 91. 
"Greg Horowitz, Sustaining Loss: Art and Mournful Life (Stanford, CA: California University 
Press, 2001), pp. 140-148. The context of Horowitz's analysis is a discussion of Gerhard 
Richter's extensive cycle of paintings, October 18,1977 (1988). 
34 Greg Horowitz, Sustaining Loss: Art and Mournful Life, p. 144. 
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Quincy Book, images 36 and 37 
Iorowit/'s Claim might also he productively applied to the (}iii ci, Book, 
d ial)! inL us to think further about the particular atmosphere of lifelessness and 
abandonment that haunts its pages. It also points to the extent to which the 
photographs diner here from the way photographic images are normally 
circulated and looked at in our culture. For this publication simply does not 
document episodes from Andre's childhood as might a typical snap-shut album, 
in spite oh'the first that it has often been interpreted in this way. `' Only a very 
, elect number of these photographs are easily transformed into unproblematic 
records from Andre's past, for all of the images document places as they 
appeared in the winter of 1973, twenty try thirty years after he had moved away 
from Quincy for good. To turn to the pictures in rhurncº' Book as visual 
documents from Andre's upbringing is trº presuppose, then, that file scenes 
deNctcd look exactly the same as they did when Andre was growing up. But this 
is only true für certain images in the book, such as the Mietures ormonuniei1ts 
and some of the more established buildings. Other parts cif Quincy especially 
the areas of industrial activity were changed out of all recognition between the 
' For example, in O avid Bourdon's catalogue essay, 'Carl Andre: A Rrdctinition cif Sculpture' 
hunt 197, S, there tie lour image, from the (huim'ly Honk, excerpted in under to provide illustrative 
evidence of Andre's Quincy. Bourdon has ascribed them captions, inhu'tniug us that they 
represent the ' Iatnily gras C', 'AntIru's boyhood Inane', and so on: sec pp. 16-17. No reference is 
made to the tact that these images were only takcu file years earlier. I_ikr\kise, fames Meyer has 
also illustrated Andre's collected writings with four pictures from the Quincy Houk: see Carl 
An irr, (ul. ' I'cu. ý /959- 2004, pp. 78,82,21h an(i 2IV. I Juhike I; uurdon, Meyer does at least 
acknowledge the (Late when these pictures were taken, along with their original source. Yet lake 
Bourdon, his primary intent is the same: these iulages are there tu he regarded primarily as 
transparent Documents onto Andre's origins. Whilst on this matter, it is also \tiorth noting that 
Meyer and Bow-doll (10 not always respect the way the prints have been clopped to the (k1111 l 
Boo/i. This is particularly pronounced in Mrycr's case, as when, tin' example, Ihr photo oI alte 
artist's family boric (which is reproduced on h. 78 elf ('ut, s: 050-200-1) is presented in 
landscape fclrnlat. 
.. 't.. 
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1940s and the 1970s, and the photos in Quincy Book make no effort to evade this 
fact. l, cºr instance, several of the quarries were still active when Andre was 
growing up, but by the 1960s all had closed. So, for these very uncomplicated 
reasons, we can never say that we are shown in these pictures Andre's actual 
childhood impressions made visually present f'Or us before our eyes. Instead, we 
see views of places that no doubt still have strong memories and a strong 
significance for him, but, crucially, the very fact that these photos were all taken 
on the occasion ofa returning to the haunts of Andre's upbringing means that the 
camera is arriving on the scene long after his impressions and experiences were 
fashioned from these places. Therefore, we might say that what is actually being 
recorded is the subjective desire to document the memory, and certainly what is 
not being displayed here are images that can serve as visual substitutes for the 
childhood impressions and experiences themselves. 
Quincy Back, image I 
It is thanks to the very nature of QU1/I t' Book, then, that the phutotraphs 
might be said to assume a certain natural affinity with the status of nºornunienls. 
For, like , tone memorials, Andre's pictures share an awareness Of the hast's 
irretrievability: the sheer extent of the gap between the present and the past. This 
brings me round, finally, to the cover image: fier here the frame of the photograph 
k quite literally filled with an inscribed slah of dark, polished granite. It is almost 
its though the camera is deliberately fitcing up to the stone in order to purchase 
front it some eil its qualities to acquire from it something of the resolutcricss 
with which the granite performs its merºmorialisirtt responsibility. No photograph 
in the entere collection, we might say, seems more heavily invested in 'showing! ' 
where Andre's origins and identity lie. For this stone is the Andre family grave in 
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the Mount Wallaston Cemetery, close to the area of the city where the artist grew 
up. It is the resting place of his grandparents, and, since the mid 1980s, of his 
parents as well. 
But there is something further at stake in this image, for by 
photographing the Andre nomenclature and then reproducing it on the front 
cover, Andre is also inscribing his own name as the author of the book. If 
nothing else, it is a reminder that photographs can always circulate and signify 
independently of their original context. As such, this photograph allows the 
inscription to refer both to the artist's departed family members and back to 
Andre himself. Yet by making the family gravestone speak in this way and by 
appropriating the inscription to his own ends, he is also courting the possibility 
that the headstone will be read as his own grave. Is this an acknowledgement that 
depicting his own life and expressing his own self by means of the photograph is 
also to catch a glimpse of his own demise? Or, is it that Andre's very aspiration 
to convey and demonstrate what for him is most inimically sculptural about 
Quincy leads invariably to the loss even of his own self? 
()t) 
N 
01 
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Quincy Hunk, image iI 
Chapter 4 
Memorials: 
Driven inlu the Past 
Me cjuanA 1hc'iiis Kw/ isrinaiecl me ºm' rniirh tn, l he, t was, n'{icn / 
º1'(1, cr . 
º'ututg child, the cite/hest hai ciroc kq uarrº' in the world in ()uinc_º'. 
Swingle 's Qhrurrº' was something like 756,1M deep, and it was in Iwo 
parts. Acre was a shallower part and then a dcc'/rc'r" part, and there was 
a quite ric"ketº' steel hr"iclire that vverttJi-oru one par! to the other. So volt 
could o tup thence and n a/k across the hrid , 'c, and 
it was quite a 
. sensational thine to walk over this enormous aby. s. And Ihcýº' kept on 
working that quarry heccarsc it seemed that the deeper they Went /01 the 
granite the darker anti f liter if became, and the darker and finer graiii it 
wa, s, the more /ü'hly it º as º aluc di for hrrildingpur polies and /br /irrrural 
111(1111f1)1t'I1/, s. 
Carl Andre, I972' 
Qiiiºrci' Mass onc'e pwul cc'rtlcir cº/grufitc- yºrarifºg ct /iruc'rarl, 
ºººcrn1i/uc'ltrre -4 till my works are u dº"ºnºkeºt c unoc! being cease/essh, 
clºirc, i iººID the past. 
Carl Andre, 1965 2 
't'here IS one harticuliur innagee in Andrr's Quince' b oA that displays the 
close relation between monuments and loss especially clearly, and does so in a 
Way that fill gill he said to iIIuslrale further the extent to which Andre's jlractiýýr i s 
steeped in the specific cultural history ol'Quincy. This is the photo ui the 
('ail Andre, ' Palled Interview- with Carl Andre', Smithsonian version, in Culs: i'evts 1950- 2004, 
(lu l A11,1 r', I rlirr I() Ri iu( hllin, -1 February 1905, in ('ºIts: Tr'vis 1959-20O4, p, 241. 
(IiIlI1t I- IGooh, mi: a :;, SI (lohne' Hook, iiu, ige 32 
monument to the cedar tree, which appears in Quinn' Boo/ in two successive 
images. The first time it is presented close up, so that its inscription is clearly 
visible, and over the page we are shown it from further away a dark silhouette 
in its wooded surroundings. In Quincy, it stands in amongst the trees on the Slope 
of Maypole Hill, a few dozen yards from a quiet residential road, and it is fmni 
this street, Samoset Avenue, that the second photo has been taken. In fact, were it 
not in such ýº solitary location, it might easily he mistaken for a gravestone. 
1640 
Quincy Scal, designed 1888 The first Quincy Seal, designed 1882 
Perhaps the most significant inscription on this granite slab is the seal of 
the city, an engraved version of which is illustrated above, to the left. The seal 
itself contains four dates, which mark the lhur stages o f'Quincy's civic identity 
and chart the city's development from a small Furopean trading post that 
originated in 1625, to a place called Braintree by 1640, to its separation from 
Braintree and the acquisition of its current name in 1792, and finally its 
incorporation of full city status at the end ofthe nineteenth century, in 1888. 
'T'hese dates are positioned around the periphery of a stylised topographical 
nºrrtiI: a lone tree standing on the side of a hare, whale-hacked hill. Behind the 
hill, in the background, are two schooners out at sea. 
I'Iºc origins of the Oiiincy sad date back no further than the end of the 
nineteenth century. It had been designed by a committee, one that had been 
appointed und convened in I M82 exclusively fiºr this purpose. The topographical 
motif had been appropriated from a small etching by (; curse W. Beale, made 
filly years earlier, and which had been illustrated in the Reverend Or, William P. 
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Lunt's Two Discourses Oil Occasion of the Two Hundredth , lnriiversan, of the 
Gathering cif thcc First C'nºigregalicrrrcrl ('hunch, Quincy. 3 
rMr 
wýV 
µ'ý 
iý 
'1. 
ýIl. bý III 
(; curgc W. Beale, Jr., Vic", of Mount WaIIaston, 
ca. 1832 
In 1888, when Quincy became a city, the design had been sharpened up slightly 
and the new historic date was proudly incorporated. Of course, no seal is 
complete without its motto, and Quincy's is emblazoned prominently across the 
sky on afree-floating banner. It is the Latin word, MANET, which in translation 
means it remains'. And in case there is any uncertainty about what it is that does 
remain, the City seal is usually accompanied by a little explanatory maxim. When 
Will lain Churchill Fdwards includes it in his Historic Quinn ', tür instance, lie 
peppers with speech marks, its though it possesses all the venerable authority Of 
an aººurient saying: 
'171c- ! rill remains, connecting flit, p» '. s'oit with flit, past. ' 
7Yic' Cif 11 º'c'nlaiºn. s, continuous in its /ti, 'tnr"' and de i'elnlººuc'ººt, 
'7%tc-. /i"cc spirit of it º rºººuiºn, s. 
`77ºc front' 0/'it reºfuins, and will reinaiºr. /ere%'er. ''' 
I Iuwever, despite all these repetitious assertions of continuity and 
persistence, the explanatory text inscribed on this marker stone has quite a 
(Iif'ferent story tote 'IIFRI? S FOOI) iiIIý ('F: I)AR', we read, 
'IN('ORl'ORA II I) IN THE, SFAI. OF I'I11F: ('ITY OI" QUIN(. '1' ANI) I3l_OWN 
DOWN IN 'I I It,. (iAl F OF NOVIF: MR F, R I 8YK. ' The tree, it transpires, was 
Sec Charles Irancis Adams' introductory historical essay to the Priurcc edition of l/, omir. s 
Alu, v, n '' iV o' l: ', c, tli. sh ('unu(ui (Boston: John Wilson . Sun. 1881), h. 14, n. 1. The suggestion 
to make use cif the aching oh Mount Wallaston with its lonely ceda WWýtis originally stiggestecl by 
the eoniinittce member (icorge W. Morton. Sec William ('hurchill Fddw, trcis, Historic (brine-t 
Afu. ý., ii Imsc t. s, 2nd Fihi. (('ily 01'QUIncy, I957), pp. 113-115. 
William Churchill Edwards, Uistcri r<uincl', p. 115. 
already dead when the seal was designed. In I act, it had died nearly a half'- 
century earlier, but had remained standing until its roots finally gave way in the 
Great Portland Storm of 1998. Nonetheless, when Charles Francis Adams the 
Younger-- the descendant of second President John Adams and sixth President 
John 'Quincy' Adams paid a visit to the dead cedar in 1882, he was able to 
report that it still had a girth of sixty-six inches, despite the fact that its hark had 
long since rotted away. Adams had good reason to be satisfied by the sturdy 
dimensions of the dead cedar. Not only was he an avid arborist he had only 
recently overseen the planting of 5000 trees on his nearby seventeen-acre 
residency but he was also Chairman of the Committee for the design of' the 
Quincy seal. " Adams was sure this great tree must have been standing when 
Captain Wallaston, one ofthe first I? uropeans to establish a settlement here, had 
arrived at this very place in 1625. Moreover, in his opinion, this landscape and 
scenery had remained essentially agrarian and unchanged until only extremely 
recently. 11 w; ºs, then, a profoundly historical landscape. 
I, rutci' Millet, I he Adams residency on I'residenl's IIill 
('bnr! es I ruººci. s .I 
duºn. c Jr., 1 H71) 
Charles Francis Adams, it should he noted, was not a person who was 
inclined to watch change occurring to Quincy with an air ot, calrn 
disinterestedness. When industrial activity (lidl begin to creep ever closer to his 
property, as it did in the I 870~ and I KKOs, he displayed considerable resentment 
Charles Francis Adams, Jr., New English ('antialt, p. 14. 
Sec F, dwarcl Chase Kirkland, Charles Francis Adams, Jr. 1835-/935. The Patrician ut l a' 
(('amhridgc, MA: I larvan. l University Press, I %5), p. 132. 
' Sec Adams, New English ('unarm,, p. 14. 
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and not a little impotent rage. Ironically, however, he was not a complete 
stranger to the forces of modernity. In fact, far from it, for in his professional 
life, he had unfalteringly embraced the socio-economic imperatives of the age, 
serving as Chairman of the Pacific Railroad Company for six years and 
accumulating for himself an impressive cache of property: of farms, factories 
and mines across the States. 8 But for his home life in Quincy, he aspired to 
something quite different. In many respects, he impeccably resembles that 
nineteenth-century persona which Walter Benjamin contemptuously calls an 
`etui-man' - that figure who cushions himself in his soft, domestic interiors from 
the destructive logic of his own socio-economic ventures. 9 
Indeed, Adams' autobiographical and historical writings are full of 
nostalgic rage at the demise of the old Quincy in which his family had performed 
such a prominent role. '° Adams' ancestors had been residents of the town since 
the Revolution, and although he had been active in inaugurating considerable 
improvements over the past decade, he remained essentially committed to 
preserving the town as that which, in his eyes, it always had been: a distinct and 
small community of artisans and farmers. However, by the 1,880s, at least thirty 
granite quarries had been established in the Quincy hills, and the rapid rise in 
mining and other industries had resulted in a considerable population expansion. 
Adams displays little admiration for the 'transient stone-cutters' - the `men of 
foreign blood' who were apparently crowding out the `the Native New 
8 Adams presided over the Pacific Railroad from 1884, until his acrimonious departure in 1890 - 
see Edward Chase Kirkland, Charles Francis Adanis, pp. 81-129. On the extent of his land- 
owning proclivities, see pp. 65-80. 
° Walter Benjamin writes in his essay 'The Destructive Character', in One- Way Street and Other 
Writings, trans. Edmund Jephcott and Kingsley Shorter (London and New York: Verso, 1979), 
that: 'The etui-man looks for comfort, and the case is its quintessence. The inside of the case is 
the velvet-lined track that he has imprinted on the world. The destructive character obliterates 
even the traces of destruction. ' (p. 158), For an extensive discussion of this essay, see Irving 
Wolhfarth, 'No-man's-land: On Walter Benjamin's "Destructive Character"', in Walter 
Benjamin's Philosophy, Destruction and Experience, cd. by Andrew Benjamin and Peter 
Osborne (Manchester: Clinamen Press, 2000). See in particular, pp. 169-170. 
10 The prolific nature of Charles Francis Adams' writings can be gauged by the regularity of his 
contributions to the Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, although he is perhaps 
best recognised for his Three Episodes of Massachusetts History [1892], 2 vols. (New York: 
Russell & Russell, 1965). The third episode, 'A Study of Church and Town Government', is a 
history of local government in Quincy. For the extent of his political conservativism, see in 
particular Chapters XIX, 'The Era of Change' and XXI, 'The Alien Infusion', II, pp, 922-932 and 
pp. 944-960. 
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Fnglander' II In Tact, in the early 1890s he finally moved out Ibr good, disgusted 
that the hills behind his residence were now thoroughly `gutted' 1ior their stone 
and, as he writes, had been `converted into an abomination oI'desolation. ' ' As 
for Quincy itself: in his eyes it had been metamorphosed into a most 
commonplace suburhan municipality' " In short, all that had been distinguishing 
about the town, all its traditions and stable values, had, I'm him, been gradually 
stripped away. 14 
If'Adanns' traditionalism wi in any way representative of the general 
opinions olthe Seal Coiumittec, then we might take this as an indication, at the 
very Icast, or sonic of the assumptions that would play into the scars final 
design. We might inler that the motif'of'the tree on this hill became it means of 
indicating a profound point of connection with Quincy's history. And maybe it 
was just this that needed in their minds to be emphasised in the I KKOs, because it 
was just at this moment when Quincy appeared to be on the verge 0i'becoming 
nnrecognisabIc. More generally, it was the allure of origins and the desire to 
stress ºr monolithic continuity between that first FngIish settlement and their 
current age that perhaps motivated the cumnºilice members to transmit the past 
Charles Francis Adams , Jr., . 
Juice o/ A1u. v. vurlurse us /1/stort', 11, li. 930 and 1). 953. 
('harks Irancis Adams, An AIth / io; rupht' (Roston and New York: I Inughton Mifflin, I920), 
pp 0-"/'. 
Charles Francis Adams, An 4nt"biagrn/, lrt", p. 177. 
('harks Francis Adams, An 4utoh/ogrupln'. 17. R. 
ý. 111fllll' l(alhN N1 11I11pII i111; 1Y1")', 
ca. 1926 
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in this way - all sealed up within a spherical, topographical portal. In this sense, 
the aspirations behind the seal's design are perhaps best understood as a desire to 
wed Quincy's identity exclusively to its capacity to transmit its own past. 
Perhaps an equivalent ambition can be seen as well in the choice of the 
city's motto. `Manet': the monosyllabic adamance of the word alone makes it 
sound as though it is just as much an imperative as a fact, as if Quincy must 
persist at all costs. In turn, the memorial stone could be seen as embodying just 
this sense of obligation. Time may roll on, but at least this solitary slab of granite 
beneath the trees would withstand and resist the change that was felt to be 
occurring all around. 
Indeed, `Manet' no doubt was considered an eminently apt epithet for 
Quincy. After all, there is no escaping the fact that the hills behind the city are 
made of riebeckite-aegirite granite. It is one of the hardest rocks in the whole 
Republic, and although there are deposits scattered across the States, nowhere is 
it so easily accessible for quarrying, or is it present in such fine quality as here in 
the Blue Hills of Norfolk County. `Whatever form Quincy granite is made to 
assume, ' writes George Whitney in 1826, `whether taken rough from its bed, or 
nicely hammered into regular blocks, and made the outer wall of a dwelling, or 
formed into noble pillars, or made to stand, (as it has been, } for monuments to 
the memory of the dead, it is in every way attractive. Some of the quarries seem 
to be inexhaustible, and promise to endure as long as man endures through all 
time. ' 15 
In fact, Quincy granite does often seem to have evoked in the minds of its 
advocates a sense of an immense temporal persistence; it was almost as though 
the urgency with which it was mined was inspired primarily by the very thought 
that what had been uncovered here in Quincy was a material that was beyond 
even the very possibility of decay - as if granite were a means of putting pay to 
time itself. On occasions, this attribute led its proponents to some overtly 
theological musings. When, for instance, the late President John Adams chose to 
15 George Whitney, Some Account of the Early History and Present State of the Town of Quincy 
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Boston, 1827), p. 48. 
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endow Quincy with a temple `1ör the public worship ofGod', he expressly 
stipulated that it he built in stone 'taken from the granite quarries'. 
2.. 
At the ceremony to mark the laying ol'the Temple's foundations in 1827, the 
Chairman of the Building Committee, the I lonorary Thomas Greenleaf, took up 
this point and expounded the material's significance tu all those asscmhled: 
When ages after ages shall have passed away, when all, who are now 
living on earth, and successive generations 10r centuries to conic, shall 
have finished their probation and gone to the unseen and eternal vaorld, 
these walls of granite, we are about to erect, will stand, we trust, amidst 
the revolutions of time, a monument of the interest we felt 1r the worship 
of(iod, and für the accommodation of our successors on the stage of Iife, 
till the stones themselves, of'which it is constructed, shall be crumbled 
Into dust. 16 
Yet despite all his clams about the permanence ol'granite being a testament to 
the spiritual needs of subsequent generations, Greenleat's desire try entertain the 
thought roI'this building's ruination belege it is even erected speaks rrt'a certain 
ambivalence on his part about this material. It implies that granite can only stand 
as a ritctonynr liar it higher, more inimatcrial sense ofeternity, which I'm him is 
considerahly ntrrrc permanent than any earthly building material. For Greenleaf', 
no substance from this world could ever pass into this 'unseen and eternal' 
afterlife. "[herdirre, reminding his audience that this stone will one day have to 
crumple and decay is a means of'stressing its prrrtotinrlly material nature, and 
"° I7 o mas (. teenteal's speech is included in pur appendix tu Whitney's /lissom of Me Town of 
(him i, pp. 63-64. 
First Parish ('horch, Quincy, designed 
by Alexander Parris, dedicated 1828 
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that it is exclusively God - `Him who sitteth on the throne for ever and ever' - 
who remains truly eternal. 
In this sense, granite's extraordinary earthly permanence sits slightly 
uncomfortably within a New England theological imaginary, unswervingly 
committed as it is to the spiritual pursuit of the immortal. However, to turn to this 
Chairman of the Building Committee as evidence of a manifestly unwavering 
conviction in the timelessly eternal might also be slightly misleading. For it 
could also be suggested that Greenleaf's capacity - at least in his rhetoric - to 
sustain an image of the utterly immortal is perhaps not quite as forthright and 
self-certain as it appears at first sight. If you read his speech in its entirety, then it 
is hard not to notice that the very idea of the eternal - as that which exists 
entirely outside time - is all but displaced by his persistent preoccupation with a 
notion of the gradual and incremental improvement of society. On the one hand 
he wishes to claim that this new granite temple will enable a relentless year-on- 
year advancement in the moral worthiness of all society: `Our hearts rejoice in 
the contemplation of the increasing virtue and wisdom of the world'. But on the 
other hand, he compensates for the fact that his own generation will never come 
to see this day by imploring his listeners to become more pious in turn: 
that we may so finish our course on earth, as to enter on our immortal 
destiny with qualifications for ceaseless progress, that, however improved 
our descendants may be, when these walls shall sink beneath the 
desolations of time, we may have reached a measure of improvement in 
that better world above, beyond what they shall have attained under all 
advantages with which they may be favoured. 
Both life and afterlife, it seems, are conceived by this nineteenth-century 
gentleman in terms of a ceaseless movement - as a matter of gradual year-on- 
year improvement. In this sense, we might propose that despite the overtly 
religious tenor to his words, there is maybe something quite secular that is 
directing the score here, and that it is perhaps the very idea of a scientific and 
technological advancement on this earth that is serving as a model and providing 
a form for his image of spiritual progress in life after death. In fact, we might 
read this as evidence of a certain loosening of an absolute conviction in the 
timelessly eternal, of the kind that the sociologist Max Weber identifies, when he 
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suggests that tirith in the eternal is being displaced gradually in the west by ýt 
fäith in the incessant and incremental accretion of finite knowledge. " 
Indeed, it might he said that it is this more secular sind disenchanted 
understanding of time that seems to be remembered by the Quincy motto 'it 
remains'. And in many respects, it was the more retrospective task of remaining 
and remembering that tust became the primary appeal of granite. In tirct, perhaps 
it could be argued that this was its real allure all along, fier essentially it was the 
demand for high-quality stone for Solomon Willard's proposed monument at 
Bunker I Iill in Boston that led to the opening up of large-scale quarrying in 
Quincy. Transporting the three thousand tonnes of dressed stone that the 22I- 
fbot obelisk would require was, of itself, an epic accomplishment. In 1826, and 
at a cost of fifty thousand dollars, a path 1br a railway was cleared. Cuttings were 
dug and iron tracks laid on granite sleepers all the way from the West Quincy 
quarry to a specially built wharf on the Neponset River. Frone there, the vast 
blocks were carried by boat ill) the coast to Boston a distance in total of just 
over twelve miles. 
Iiuul. º'i Ilill INIoninuºui. 
l ha Icsluwn 
17 See Max Weber's 'Science as a Vocation' in From Max Weben Essays in , Snria/a ýv, cal. hvI I. 
11. (icrth and C. Wright Mills (London: Rowle lge & Kegan faul. 194x), pp. I39-1,11 
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ti(LIioll of a neap il-oin 1830 shoising the Qoarry Railway 
irons Booker [fill Quarr) to Ihc Nt'ponul River 
In the Ouiiu Book, , Mutire includes a photograph olthe now overgrown (iranfite 
(tail Incline, which was athled in 1831) tu winch the stones down from the newly 
opened fine I IiII Quarry. 18 The Iwo oh licks on either siele or its track might 
NI ' in(0rnnaliun on the (ir; inito Railway is deri\Cd from an anonymous publication from the 
(ir; inUi Ruilwiiy ('umhany, cntitIC&I /'hr First Railroad in Anivo 'n:. 1 /li, Srurl. u/ thr O/'I gor and 
/h i'rlo/niirw u/ the (; f, 1lnrlr Railway at (JuincI. A/, -1, (Granite Railway ('unipauy, 1920), , ind 
Robert F. SL-1101cS, /'/It, (; ralutc Iluilwut' and its t1S. +ncititt'd I;, Itrr/rris(', c 0 liplihlished 
h1anuticrI1il, Ihr; iintrCc, NIA.: It)63l, Thomas ('rant Nuhhr Library, t )uincv 
look somewhat portentous, but they are there to commemorate that this is, after 
all, the Nation's very first chartered commercial railway. 
The Granite Rail Incline 
ca 1920 
Indeed, it might he said that in Quincy, the business of memorialising and 
the business of modernisation have advanced practically arm in arni. The city 
presides over a long tradition of industrial innovation and progress thanks 
primarily to its enormous investment in granite extraction and in the industry td' 
ºnenurrial-raking. In fact, it. might he said that ii has been its exertion to 
niemrºrialisc that has led to its transtbrnmation, almost as though the city has 
proceeded into the future with its eyes firmly transfixed on the past. And it is this 
symbiosis between traditionalism and transfornºation that is perfectly 
encapsulated in the city's motto, hºr, on the one hand it was granite that 
contributed to the city's ntotlcrnisation and, on the other hand, it is precisely this 
material's characteristics that are called on to accentuate Quincy 's unaltered, 
historical identity. In other words, that which leads to Quincy's change is also 
that which is invoked in order to express its enduring stability. 
It night he suggested, tluºuglº, th. ºt transmitting, the living continuity ()t 
history through recourse tu the characteristics of a dead, inert rock is an 
exchange that conieti at it considerable price. In many respects, the historical 
marker sture that Andre reproduces in his ()riinc. i' Book is nothing hºit it 
Quincy Kook, him. 20 
II? 
testament to this. For what is it other than a gravestone to Quincy's lost origins? 
lt is its fidelity to the absent place where the tree once stood that brings to 
consciousness w forcibly the fact that there once was Something here that has 
now vanished. Once there was a cedar at this place; now that place is tilled with 
a stylised picture of the tree and a short text on a rock. In tact, il' it is going to be 
insisted that the monument connects the past with the present, then it does so 
only by bringing the past hack as an overwhelming absence. As such, the 
inscription MANVf in the city's seal acquires a certain irony when written on 
this particular stone, for what actually remains at this spot IS only itself the 
granite Stolle. 
01C01.11-SC, it should not be törgottcn that the marker was erected only to 
locate and memorialise the tree and the hill because both are represented in the 
city's seal. It Inas been positioned at IIºis spot just of Samrºset Road in order to 
hold onto the . se'al's reff rent at all costs: 
it is there tºr show that the topographical 
image represented in the seal is mere=ly a picturesque generic ini, tge, but does 
; actually refer to the very particular place that it does. ThereFore, we might say 
tli, O this mime is intended to serve primarily as a norm oh validation, in the same 
way as the gold ingot does hier the hank notes that circulate in its place. 
I It)wevcr, it has to be odd that the very dusirc tu build such a monument 
COIL Id also he seen as a refusal to accept that a seal is merely a privileged 161-111 of 
sigttage. Its authority is never exclusively anchored to the location to which it 
Quincy Book, image 32 
might happen to refer, but is field in its capacity to be repeatedly and consistently 
deployed in differing and varying contexts. Indeed, the very fäct that the seal is 
able to still carry meaning, in the absence ol'the landscape that gave it its 
defining features should serve as evidence, at the very least, that its authority is 
wholly located in the realm o! -representation. 'I'Ihis solitary monument, rin the 
other hand, seems to display it considerable discomfort about this feature of 
Sign] I icaUun. 
It is perhaps For this reason that the marker stone could be thought so 
revealing of Andre's own sculptural practice. For essentially, if the monument 
was erected to validate the official signature of'the city, then its ideological and 
civic function is to render the quality of- `remaining' into something visible and 
absolute. After all, it is the seal with its motto that authorises an attribute of, the 
raw material granite to he stamped and inscribed across all forms of the 
city's official discourse, so that the ideal of, gra nite's Permanence and authority 
can he apportioned to it. Indeed, the seal is still used in this wily to this day: it is 
there on Quinsy's official wehsitc, and for many years it has presided Over the 
('hampers of the City Council in the torrar of-a large, imposing roundel. '' 
ý' See www. scstest. eoni/yuincy/cityseal. asp. 
I'hc City (birncil of 1956-57 
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The (luinc) Seal from Quince's 
uflicial V. ebsile (: august 2005) 
This particular monument, then, assumes a considerably ideologically charged 
role, för it is required to mediate between the physical material, granite, and all 
civic discourse. II'we recall the Quincy maxim, the city's fame is predicated On 
the firct that the city endures: its fände and its longevity are synonymous. And 
that the city remains is predicated of the persistent presence of this hill. Uni whet 
is more, since the tree no longer stands, all emphasis has to be placed can this 
remaining hill. Ilowever, granite is always the substance that underwrites this 
economy ofexchanges, substitutions and investments. SO much SO, in first, that 
we might say that in Quincy, geology becomes the city's preferred historical 
metaphor. In this sense, the memorial itself might he said to return this ahtitrart 
quality `remaining' back to the raw material from which the quality derives. 
And perhaps Andre could be said to have acconºplishcd it similar 
returning Ut quality to material when he made it work from ninety-one small 
(>uincy granite block, in 1980 ti>r it New York ýIllery. 21) Fach block was just 
eighteen Indies high and six inches thick, easily lilted with ýi pair ul'gloved 
hands and capable cif beire; gently transported into its chosen arrangement a 
triangular formation with one edpc Ii ash against the wall. The work juts out 
sharply into the room, and the tigzay, hypotenuse with its sharp angles makes it 
clearer than it already is that this sculpture is constituted trotte separate segments 
merely placed adjacent to one another. This work is not it solid entity, nor is it 
'" Paula Cooper Gallery, 26 March - 19 April I98O. I ur Iwo reviews of this exhibition that make 
rel, cleli 'c Iti this work, se John Russell, 'Carl Andre' New York 77nu's, 4 April I98O, li. CI7 and 
John A; lihrry, 'Major Andn', . At a York AItuu: ine, 1.1 April I1)80, pp. 
97-9S 
(/iii#ui U)/%. I lihige 41 
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marking a particular location. 11 has to be reconstituted on every occasion that it 
is displayed: it is both a restitution and a fragmented remainder. 
The sculpture is titled Manet. 
. 11oiler, 1980 
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Chapter 5 
'Realized and Unrealized': 
America Drill 
While the French word, and its derivative in English, citation is linked to 
judgement, and to court appearance, the words quote [and] quotation are 
related to the concept of convention of number and measure (the Latin 
quota `how many, ' `as many), Apparently, to quote, then, originally 
meant to divide into chapters and verses [... ]. Numbering the verses of a 
poem is the same gesture as separating one discourse from another - it 
involves the establishment of practical boundaries and provisional 
entities. 
Claudette Sartillot, 1993 1 
The word `restitution' is generally conceived as the restoration of a state 
that had been deemed lost: it is a returning, a giving-back. It also has the legal 
association of recompense for injuries or loss; restitutio in integrum is the term 
that defines the restoration of an injured party to the circumstances that would 
have prevailed had no injury been sustained. In the previous chapters in this 
section, I have been arguing that such efforts at restoration might be said to 
provide the impetus for much of Carl Andre's practice, and especially so when 
he returned to his Quincy upbringing as a subject for his art. Reading `Quincy' in 
relation to his work, I suggest, allows us to explore his considerable investment 
the question of memorialisation and the transmission of the past. In emphasising 
the term restitution here I want to stress also that this art is powerfully oriented 
by a sense of loss or depletion. But, in Andre's practice, the motor that drives the 
need for recompense in the face of this loss results only in an art composed of 
particles and fragments. Consequently, it is difficult to say that a full and integral 
restoration is ever properly accomplished. In his various works, the joints are too 
loose and the disconnections simply too evident for the reader or viewer to be 
left with any reassuring sense that the restoration is anything other than partial 
and utterly provisional. But in many respects, this is what gives his work its 
' Claudette Sartillot, Citation and Modernity: Derrida, Joyce and Brecht (Norman, OK and 
London: University of Oklahoma Press, 1993), pp. 22-23. 
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import, för it is only hecause the restitution is fragmentary that it accords such a 
powerful and I'orcefül form to the very work - the exertions -- of restoration. 
Indeed, these efforts towards restitution can often appear excessive and 
utterly relentless as in America /Drill, a long poem which dates from the years 
before Andre had succeeded in finding either a gallery or even a Irrum for 
displaying his sculptures publicly. Lacking resources to make much sculpture at 
that time, he turned his attention more towards his poetry, with which, it seems, 
lie had always been engaged. But the poetry lie developed in the early years of 
the 1960s is so un-lyrical and works so effectively against the general standards 
of sense-making, that only a mere handful of' his poems have been discussed in 
much detail. ' America /)rill, R)r instance, seeins to have been almost entirely 
overlooked. But in a sense, this is not entirely surprising, liar it is comprised 
solely of quotations arranged according to ýr pre-ordained number system, and 
runs to forty-three pages in length. At first sight, there is something deeply 
bewildering about the way these ticker-tape ribbons of print herring their curious 
hall=sentences and phrases have been meticulously pasted into their appropriate 
place on the page. In some respects, it might he said it is a poem th, rt huts the 
nature of reading' itself into question. 
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America Drill, Iºal; e I, opening; lines 
Carl Andre, Americo 1Jrill 119631. The poem was first published as a hound, Xerox facsimile as 
part of S'ei en h"uscinulre Books u/ Non , cd. 
by Seth Siegelach, 1969. America lb-ill has recently 
been republished in it colour fiwsl iilcc edition Wes Matteus dc Forme ('ontcnil)urains/ Michele 
1)1cher and Paula ('ocher (iallery, 20t11) 
Most references to Andre's corpus of poems by art critics are motivated by it concern with 
identifying associations between his poems and his scrilptures- Although I discuss some ooh'their 
shared characteristics in the thllowing, chapter, I do not Shaw out the connections between the Iwo 
genres here at least explicitly. To date, I am not aware 01 any extensive commentary on the 
overt historical and political subject matter in the poems. 
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`The law of rights realized and unrealized' are the poem's opening 
words; indeed, justice and legitimacy recur as running themes throughout the 
sources of the poem. The texts range from books on Charles A. Lindbergh, to a 
history textbook on John Brown, to a nineteenth-century account of the 
indigenous Wampanoags from Massachusetts, and Emerson's diaries. But in 
many respects, they are so reflective of Andre's personal interests that ultimately 
the quotations from them are only coherently held together in America Drill by 
the strict, regimenting system that organises and arranges the whole. And 
perhaps at some level this is part of the purpose of the system; it becomes a 
means of assimilating eclectic material into one all-containing totality. Andre's 
mathematical schema might be said to work like a giant sorting machine, 
plucking out quotations, breaking them down into barely recognisable units and 
then mindlessly, mechanically drilling them into long, repetitive strings. Not 
without reason did Robert Smithson call his poems `rigorous incantatory 
arrangements' 4 Here, everything fed into this system seems capable of being 
reduced to an equivalence and rendered endlessly exchangeable. Yet Andre's 
means of cutting his sources down and reassembling them into a homogenised, 
shredded assemblage does deserve to be taken as a form of restitution. It is - 
even according to his own terms -a means of giving a voice to some of the 
injustices that have been exacted in the name of `America'. That the voices only 
drone and hum like machines seems part of the point. However, in order to better 
grasp what is at stake here, at least some familiarisation with America Drill's 
numerous subjects and references is required. It is my aim to suggest that if 
disconnection and fragmentation emerges as the eventual subject of this poem, 
then America Drill also implies that this is a direct consequence of the history it 
has to narrate, 
* 
'Robert Smithson, 'A Museum of Language in the Vicinity of Art' [1968], in Robert Smithson: 
The Collected Writings, cd. by Jack Flam (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of 
California Press, 1996), pp. 79-80. 
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America Drill, frontispiece, page a 
First, let me a senlhle a iiw thoughts on America 1)ui// '. s title, which is 
printed on a separate frontispiece, above the words 'Red Cut White Cut Blue 
Cut'. A 'drill' might connote military training, or a tool irr boring into it solid 
material, and both of these dlcfinitions have mctahhorical associations that arc 
eminently applicable here., Moreover, the term 'drilling' is also used in the 
context ofrailroad freight transportation, and since Andre was working as a 
freight brakeman on the Pennsylvania Railroad in New . 
Jersey whilst composing 
the poem, this could also be a potentially relevant reference point. " Also, in an 
' For example, in Cart An(Ire antI IIoIIis Frampton, /2 l)ruingueýc: 1962-1963, Andre nrcntions to 
I follis Frampton that he has been 'drilling intrr the burden' 01'011C of his source texts. See h. 78. 
Andre had worked on the Pennsylvania Railroad in New Jersey between March 1900 until 
March 1964, when, according trr his own account, he had been involved in a major train wreck 
involving twenty heavily-laden cars (see Andrea (iould, 'Dialogues with ('arl Andre', : lrt, s 
A1agazine, vol. 48, no. ti (May 1974), pp. 27-28,1). 27). It seerar likely that he had taken up this 
line of work partially (Inc to the influence to his close school -friend, Michael Chapman, who was 
already working on the railroads. (tics Nicholas Scrota, C'ai"l ; fi /re:. S'rul/)lu't' /959-/97,1', 
lixhibition Catalogue, 1978, unpaginated. ) In his written dialogue with I lollis Framplon from 
March 1963, he is more exact about the location of where he worked, referencing, the (ireenVille 
Yard. This is near Jersey City and remains one of the major yards of the area, providing it 
connection to New Fnglan(l and Long Island via tlic ('russ I Iarhor car floats. (See Carl Andre, /? 
1962-03, p. 77. ) I lolls I'ratuhlrm also talks of hint 'hringing honte fabricated scrap 
Iron hits picked uh along the tracks: a hook, u spring, hearing halls', which he turned in , stall, 
provisional sculptures. (See Ilollis I'ranrhton, 'Letter to Fnno I)eveling', in Cut-1 Andre 119691, 
Fxhibition Catalogue, 1975, I). t(I. ) Also, in it short paragraph Andre wrote on I_ce L. otano in 
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interview in 1972, he specifically used the word `drilling' as a metaphor to 
describe his artistic practice. His job had entailed, he explained, `shunting cars 
around to sidings of industries and making up trains and, as trains would come 
in, breaking them down, classifying them: the operation of making up and 
breaking down. Drilling, its called. Drilling strings of cars. ' This was very much 
like his work, he suggested, `taking identical units, or close to identical units, and 
shifting them around. '' 
Also significant, perhaps, is the fact that the task of breaking down a 
string of cars from a train is called 'cutting'. One of the jobs of a freight 
brakeman is to use a hand-operated `cut lever' to lift the couple pin and release 
the knuckle in order to separate the cars. Furthermore, a `cut' is also the name 
given to a series of cars that have been coupled together. So in the language used 
on the railroad, the word can refer both to a string of joined cars on a track and to 
the act of separating them. 8 In which case, a `cut' of cars is a term that carries 
with it an awareness that it is always only a provisional sequence of separate 
units that are capable of being dissociated at any time. This also provides some 
insight into why the three sections that comprise this poem might be called 
`Cuts'. But these cuts do not follow after each other - dividing the work into, for 
instance, three `chapters'. Instead, like railroad tracks they run parallel to one 
another through the length of the poem. And since they are named after the 
colours of the Stars and Stripes, we might suggest that the poem implies that it is 
`America' that is being drilled, as though the nation were a series of sortable 
commodities, or a certain allocated tonnage of boxed freight in the shunting 
yard. 
* 
1983, he mentions that she became the recipient of his `massive, brass Pennsylvania Railroad 
switch key [... ] the sign of my authority over those rights of way. ' (See Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts 
1959-2004, p. 134. ) 
7 Carl Andre, `Taped Interview with Carl Andre', 1972, in Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts 1959-2004, p. 
222. 
e There are a number of on-line lexicons of North American railroad terms, but the one I found 
the most comprehensive is from the website of the Brotherhood of Railway Signalmen. See 
www, brs72. org/BRS72. orWDRS-RRTALK. htnil. 
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Union is what it wanted. And it has never felt that union has been 
achieved. Hence its terror of dissent, which does not threaten its power 
but its integrity. So it is killing itself and killing another country in order 
not to admit its helplessness in the face of suffering, in order not to 
acknowledge its separateness. 
Stanley Cavell, 19699 
We might also acquire an insight into the poem's relation to 'America' 
by considering the work's dedication, which reads: 
IN MEMORY OF THOMAS MORTON OF MERRY MOUNT 1625 
Andre's willingness to accredit Morton certainly goes against the grain of most 
evocations of his name within the US literary tradition. The narrative of 
Morton's life has prompted, as one critic put it, only `a body of literature rich in 
false-priests, Machiavellis and anti-heroes. "° Meanwhile, historians have been 
equally unsympathetic: 'a worthless rake", `a born Bohemian and reckless 
libertine, without either morals or religion', '2 `a vagabond, whose presence it 
was impossible to endure'13, are some of the epithets that have been accorded to 
him. However, Morton's name is indelibly associated with the Mount Wallaston 
region of Quincy where Andre grew up, and his reference to him undoubtedly 
has much to do with this local connection. 14 
° Stanley Cavell, 'The Avoidance of Love: A Reading of King Lear', in Must We Mean What We 
Say? [1969] (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), p. 345. 
1° Robert J. Gangewere, 'Thomas Morton: Character and Symbol in a Minor American Epic', in 
Discoveries and Considerations: Essays on Early American Literature and Aesthetics, ed. by 
Calvin Israel (Albany, NY: State University of New York, 1976), pp. 189-203, p. 189. 
11 James Truslow Adams, 'Thomas Morton', in Dictionary of4merican Biography, ed. by 
Dumas Malone, 20 vols (New York: Charles Scribner, 1934), XIII, p. 267. 
12 Charles Francis Adams, Jr., Three Episodes of Massachusetts History, 3 vols (New York: 
Russell & Russell, 1965), I, p. 170. 
" John Gorham Palfrey, History of New England, 4 vols (New York: A. M. S., 1966), 1. p. 233. 
Cited in John P. McWilliams, 'Fictions of Merry Mount', American Quarterly, vol. 29, no. 1 
(Spring 1977), pp. 3-30, p. 13. 
"a Carl Andre has made allusions to Thomas Morton on a number of occasions in poems and 
sculptures. In the spring of 1980, when his large, travelling retrospective ('Carl Andre Sculpture 
1959-1977') made its way to Boston, Andre added a work to the display entitled Merrymount, an 
allusion to the old name of the hillock where Morton established his settlement, and the name of 
the part of Quincy where he was brought up. In the February of that same year, Andre displayed 
two further works at the Lopoukhine Nayduch Gallery in Boston that make reference to this same 
location: Mount Wallaston and Maypole Hill. Maypole Hill is the current name of the hillock: the 
maypole is a reference to Morton's settlement. Again, at an exhibition at Paula Cooper Gallery in 
New York in April 1992, Andre produced another work called Merrymount. During November 
and December 1983, Andre exhibited a large sculpture in Quincy Granite at the Institute of Art 
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In Quincy itself, however, there is very little that ensures Thomas Morton 
remains `in memory', despite the fact he was the first English settler to establish 
a successful base on this section of coastline. In the city's authorised histories, it 
is the sea-captain of the boat on which Morton sailed, and who is known only as 
'Wallaston', who is accorded that privilege. Yet Wallaston's plantation, which 
was established in 1625, proved to be a failure, and after enduring one gruelling 
Massachusetts winter he decided to sail south to Virginia, taking most of his 
indentured men with him. Morton, who had been part of that enterprise, opted to 
remain behind, and it was thanks to him that the settlement eventually became 
sustainable. However, as one historian recently pointed out, there are currently 
only two public memorials to Morton in Quincy: a street-sign listing his 
offences, and the minimal reference on the memorial stone at the base of 
Maypole Hill. '5 That stone is, of course, the granite slab commemorating the 
place where the cedar tree once stood. Tacked on beneath that inscription is the 
phrase, `Nearby was the site of the Maypole erected by Thomas Morton May 
1627'. The 'nearby' is symptomatic, seemingly, of the reticence of Quincy's 
official historians to recall his history with much willingness or precision. No 
doubt, Andre thought otherwise, and we should speculate as to what might be at 
stake in his own memorialisation of Morton. 
Ostensibly, the cause of Thomas Morton's notoriety is thanks to the 
nature of the settlement he established at Quincy and the company he is believed 
to have kept. In 1626 or 1627, at a place close to this hillock, he and some of the 
remaining indentured men from Wallaston's ship built themselves a small 
trading-post, which Morton called `Ma-re Mount'. The name was intended to be 
a Latinate pun, carrying all manner of Elizabethan sexual innuendos, although 
and Urban Resources at the Clocktower in New York, which he named A Memorial to After 
Ages. This phrase derives from a citation from Morton's book, The New English Canaan, which 
was published in 1637. For the source, see Jack Dempsey, ed., New English Canaan by Thomas 
Morton of 'Merrymount': Text and Notes (Scituate, MA: Digital Scanning, 2000), p. 134. In 
1976, Andre had also published a poem with that same title. See his 'From Commentaries: `The 
Hanging of John Brown', 'Duty of Water: Ashile Gorky', 'A Memorial to After Ages', Big Deal, 
no. 4 (Fall 1976), pp. 124-137. 
13 Jack Dempsey, ed., New English Canaan, p. xxvii. 
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with time, it became known simply as `Merry Mount'. 16 There, in 1627 he 
erected an eighty-foot maypole and inaugurated a series of traditional English 
May Day festivities, which included drinking, dancing and close fraternisation 
with the indigenous, Algonquian-speaking natives. 
However, Ma-re Mount soon attracted the disapproval of the Pilgrim 
Fathers, who were encamped several miles to the south at Plymouth. Famously, 
William Bradford later described their revelries at Mare Mount as `the beasly 
practiecies of the madd Bacchinalians' and of Morton as `lord of misrule', 
maintaining `(as it were) a schoole of Athisme. '17 Within a year, they had 
succeeded in arresting and imprisoning him, and in the summer of 1628 he was 
summarily shipped back across the Atlantic. But once in England, Morton was 
immediately released, for under British jurisdiction he had committed no crime, 
and in the New World there was no legitimately independent authority. So, he 
returned to `New England' in the following year, convinced the law of the 
Crown was on his side. In his absence, however, the Puritans, who were now 
under the orders of the recently arrived Captain John Endicott, had felled his 
maypole. Despite this setback Morton soon took up residence again at his old 
camp. It is assumed he carried on as before, until late in 1629, when he was 
recaptured. After a mock trial, he found himself incarcerated in Boston for the 
winter, and once more sent back to England in the spring. This time, though, he 
nearly starved to death during the long journey. However, he survived, and not 
unsurprisingly became one of the most prominent and effective opponents of the 
Massachusetts Puritan settlers during the 1630s. '8 
Although the Puritan perspective on Morton continued to be the one that 
historians preferred to adopt long into the twentieth century, over time there have 
16 See Jack Dempsey, cd., New English Canaan, p. 134 n. 446. Historians and writers have 
tended not to be consistent in their spelling of Merry Mount, sometimes hyphenating it, and 
sometimes writing it as one word, 
l7 William Bradford, History of the Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647,2 vols (Boston: The 
Massachusetts Historical Society, 1912), 11, p. 48 (spelling as in the original). 
11 For histories of Thomas Morton, see Charles M. Andrews, The Colonial Period of American 
History, 4 vols, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1934), 1, pp. 331-34,362-63,406-09, 
Donald F. Connors, Thomas 
. 
Morton (New York: Twayne, 1969) and Jack Dempsey, Thomas 
Morton of Merry Mount: The Life and Renaissance of a New England Poet (Scituate, MA: 
Digital Scanning, 2000), 
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been occasional attempts to defend this figure. Some writers have turned to him 
as a means of establishing a counter-history to the dominant account which 
accredits the Pilgrim Fathers as the nation's true spiritual founders. His 
resistance to the Puritans has often been seen as a humane riposte to their 
cheerless and venomous brand of asceticism. Sometimes, he has been depicted as 
a figure somehow `in touch' with the grandeur of an un-European wilderness and 
its peoples, in a way the Pilgrim Fathers simply were not. (Frequently, it should 
be added, interracial sex plays a considerable role in the discussions. )'9 These, at 
any rate, are the somewhat simplistic terms that have set the parameters of his 
reinstatement. 20 
It may well be the case that Morton appealed to Andre for these reasons. 
The date that Andre accords him in America Drill's dedication - 1625 - records 
the moment Morton is believed to have first reached Massachusetts on Captain 
Wallaston's ship. A date intended to imply, maybe, that his arrival on these 
shores heralds the possibility of a different kind of `America', one that might not 
have led so inexorably to the Salem witch hunts, or Prohibition. 
But there is a further point that deserves to be emphasised here. It 
concerns the way in which renditions of Morton's life often focus attention on 
the very question of the legitimacy of the United States itself. And to consider 
this, we need to ask why it is that Morton is so easy to villainize. After all, for 
every literary or historical allusion to Morton - from Nathaniel Hawthorne to 
Robert Lowell - there seem to be at least two more that feel obliged to vindicate 
his destruction at the hands of the Puritans. 21 In fact, Hawthorne's famous 
version of the tale from the 1930s is a case in point. Endicott is described as `the 
11 'As Morton laid his hands, roughly perhaps but lovingly, upon the flesh of his Indian consorts, 
so the Puritans laid theirs with malice, with envy', writes Dr. William Carlos Williams, for 
instance, in his 1925 discussion of Morton from In the American Grain (London: McGibbon and 
Kee, 1966), p. 80. William's chapter is written specifically in opposition to the moralistic 
judgementalism of Charles Francis Adams Jr who was especially concerned as to whether or not 
Morton respected the dignity on the Algonquian women. See in particular his long introduction 
`Thomas Morton of Merry-Mount', in his edited edition of the New English Canaan of Thomas 
Morton (Boston: Prince Society, 1883), pp. 1-98. 
20 See, for instance, Richard Slotkin, Regeneration through Violence (Middletown, CN: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1963). 
2 See Nathaniel Hawthorne, `The May-Pole of Merry Mount' [1836,371, in Tales and Sketches 
(New York: Library of America, 1981), and Robert Lowell, Endicott and the Red Cross, in The 
Old Glory (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1964). 
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severest Puritan of all who laid the rock-foundation of New England'. His short 
story revolves around how he `rescues' two young revellers from the jaded 
pleasure-seekers who have congregated at Merry Mount22 The tale ends with 
him and his men leading the pair away, and - we are led to presume - in due 
course they too will be transformed into those pious Pilgrim planters who helped 
establish `New England's foundations'. Morton, on the other hand, is generally 
understood as a figure who laid no societal foundations of any kind, and who 
was concerned solely with personal self-interest. Most likely this was far from 
the case. But history has preferred to remember him simply as a libertine - or an 
antinomian. 23 In contrast, and despite the overwhelming evidence of their cruelty 
and vindictiveness, the Puritans are regularly esteemed by historians in the 
United States because they were seen as willing to postpone their personal 
interests for those of the corporate good. 24 And within a certain dominant 
tradition, Morton's life history often becomes an occasion for vindicating the 
necessity of a collective - mostly understood as a fledgling version of the 
`American' state - to thoroughly punish those who refuse to play along, 
5 
Recounting the history of the destruction of Thomas Morton's Merry Mount 
might then be said to become at some level an opportunity for a collective to 
legitimate the use of violence in order to protect its founding ideologies. In fact, 
in Robert Lowell's 1964 play, Endicott and the Red Cross, which was based on 
22 Nathaniel Hawthorne, 'The May-Pole of Merry Mount', p. 370. For a further discussion of this 
tale, see Michael J. Colacurcio, The Province of Piety: Moral History in Hawthorne's Early 
Tales (Cambridge, MA: Ilarvard University Press, 1981), pp. 251-82. 
23 Sacvan IIercovitch argues that what he calls the American Puritan tradition has mostly wanted 
to distance itself from the antinomian impulse within Lutheran Protestantism, since it refuses to 
conjoin its concern with personal salvation to that of the corporate body. l3ercovitch does not 
equate Morton with the antinomians directly, although he does point out that Morton's invectives 
against Puritan theocracy bear a considerable similarity to the antinomian arguments of Roger 
Williams. Were we to convert these terms to the profane realm (in many respects pursuing the 
same logic as 13ercovitch himself), then we might suggest that, at least from the dominant 
historical perspective, Morton's economic and personal self-interest displays an equivalently 
'reprehensible' disinterest in the welfare of the collective whole. See Sacvan Bercovitch, The 
Puritan Origins of the American Self (New haven and London: Yale University Press, 1975), p. 
110. 
24 Max Weber points out that the early history of the North American colonies is dominated by 
the sharp contrast between adventurers who wanted to set up small fiefdoms with indentured 
servants and live as feudal lords, and the specifically middle-class outlook of the Puritans. The 
former, he identifies as representatives of'"merrie old England"', and he compares their outlook 
from that of the Puritans, whose worldly restraint he identifies as advancing the development of 
`a rational bourgeois economic life'. See The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. 
Talcott Parsons (London: Unwin, 1970), p. 173, 
TS See, for example, Perry Miller's passing reference to Morton in his Orthodoxy in 
Massachusetts: 1630-1650 [1933] (Boston: Beacon Press, 1959), pp. 212-213. 
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Morton's altercation with the Puritans, Endicott comes to resemble a Cold War 
politician, a Robert MacNamara figure, who finds himself forced to mete out 
punishment because he knows in the long run it is the `right' course of action. 
But he wishes passionately that right now he could just walk away and leave 
their encampment alone. 26 As it is, he has the Indians shot and Merry Mount 
razed to the ground. 27 
With this in mind, we might suggest that by dedicating America Drill to 
`Thomas Morton of Merry Mount', Andre evokes a figure who thoroughly lost 
out at the hands of the Puritans. And, more importantly, he is also a stock figure 
who falls foul of those dominant fictions for which `America' supposedly stands. 
That should serve as a certain indication of America Drill's libertarian 
sympathies, and it assists in focusing attention on the extent to which the poem is 
concerned with giving a voice to those who have found themselves at the mercy 
of state-legitimated violence. This, at any rate, is what I aim to draw out here. 
* 
[... J the document was always treated as the language of a voice since 
reduced to silence - its fragile, but possibly decipherable trace. 
Michel Foucault, 196928 
In order to gain a purchase on the poem's organisational structure, 
America Drill should perhaps be read in close conjunction with Andre's own 
exegeses. Of course, this is not to suggest that the poem can only be appreciated 
once we know how the system operates in all its detailed particularity. Certainly, 
I suspect few would deny that these repetitive and stuttering strings of words - 
these dispersed gobbets of unattributed speech - assume a particular rhythm and 
become uncannily moving, 
26 With regards to a more general consideration of the way in which a state monopolises its use of 
legitimate violence, see Max Weber, 'Politics as a Vocation', in From A fax Weber: Essays in 
Sociology, trans. H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1970), p. 
78. 
2' Robert Lowell, Endicott and the Red Cross, p. 57. 
2$ Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan Smith (London and 
New York: Routledge, 2002), p. 7. 
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America /)rill, page h 
But fior an account 01`how Andre cvcntLrally arrival at America l)iil! ', s 
singular I'Ornl, we should first turn to one of his regular conversations conducted 
over the keys of' his typewriter with I it)llis l ranºpton. ", In a dialogue I'ronº .3 
March 1963, Andre tells Frampton that fiºr about six years (he is now twe nty- 
seven) he has been in the possession of'a hook called Im/ian Ifi. stnr'r, Bio, 'i lppht, 
and (; em'a/ogv, by F. W. Peirce. `, It was originally acquired, he explains, by his 
li'rend Michael Chapman at one cif Colunihia University's remainder hook sales. 
Both of them had been intrigued by it because it related to the area around 
southeast Massachusetts where they had grown up. In partieººI, r, Andre had been 
engrossed by the extensive account that it contained of'King Philip's War, the 
name that history has accorded the series of'skirmishes that the indigenous 
Wannhanoags, Pocºnntucks, Nihmueks and Nar'ragansetts waged between 1675 
'-) Carl Andre and I Iutlis hallipto n, 'On Wain Poems and ('croseculive Matters', in fliehe 
l)ialo 
, ', u v 
19611961 ph. WAR 
W F, W. Peirce, haha,, 1/isrr, rv, lliugrupliy wut Grtrraingt: I'eila iin to the (inu(l Sac cm 
Afussusoit u/ the Walnpanoug 1 rihe uutl his i)t i t'inlants (Boston: Zerviah (Gould Mitchell, 
1978)_ 
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and 1677 against the English colonists. 31 For Andre, it might seem, this war was 
not only of interest to him as local history, but because it somehow served as a 
means of addressing the questionable legitimacy of the United States itself. `The 
belligerents in King Philip's War were fighting for their lives and for the lands 
which my people came to live upon', he tells Frampton. However, Andre does 
not elaborate much more than this at this stage. Instead he merely goes on to 
explain how, over the intervening years, he has used this book as a source from 
which to compose poems. 32 
Indian History, Biography and Genealogy is relatively small and 
compact, bound in shiny black moleskin with gold lettering on the spine. It was 
published privately by Zerviah Gould Mitchell in 1878, who was herself a 
Wampanoag. She claimed to be directly descended from the Sachem Massasoit 
who had ruled in the Mount Hope region of New England when the Pilgrim 
Fathers had landed on the Atlantic seaboard in 1620. Her motivation for turning 
to publishing were both general and specific: 
My object in bringing this work before the public is not only to show that 
I am a lineal descendant in the seventh generation, from the great and 
good Massasoit, whom both the red and white man now venerate and 
honour, but also to make record of the wrongs which during all these 
generations have been endured by my race. 3 
More urgently, however, she wanted to make record of her rights to the logging 
profits that a certain Josiah Winslow was deriving from a tract of land that had 
originally belonged to the Wampanoag people. Winslow had believed there to be 
no known descendants who might still require remuneration, and it was Zerviah 
Gould Mitchell's express intention to make her identity very much a living 
presence, wryly pronouncing that `when it was thought by him that all the 
" One of the clearest narratives of the war is still to be found in Douglas Edward Leach's 
Flintlock and Tomahawk: New England in King Philip's Mar (New York: Macmillan, 1958). 
Leach's account should be read however in conjunction with Jill Leport's thoughtful socio- 
historical discussion of the war and its enduring legacy on identity politics in the U. S. See Jill 
Leport, The Name of Mar: King Philip's War and the Origins ofAmerican Identity (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1998). 
32 Carl Andre, Twelve Dialogues. 1962-1963, pp. 76-77. " Zerviah Gould Mitchell, `Preface', in E. W. Peirce, Indian History, Biography and Genealogy, 
p. iii. 
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Indians were dead, one was dug right up out of the grave. ' 14 1(er case had failed 
in the Massachusetts courts, and now aged seventy-one, she instead confided her 
status and reputation in the hands of the local, professional genealogist, lk. benc er 
W. Peirce. 
Fhenczer W. Peirce 
Peirce produced lör Mitchell a dense and unwieldy tame, which 
intersperses large wedges of unprocessed documentary material with long, 
personal lectures. Andre describes it as an 'eccentric treasure'-" Ihr hook is 
Subdivided into three cumbersome chapters, followed by the extensive 
genealogical section and eleven appendices. The chapters describe the three 
leaders of the Wamhanoags who are known to western historians Massasoit, 
Wamsutta and Metacom, or King Philip. Peirce also provides an account of the 
tribe's fite from around the time of'the arrival of'the English in 16? 0 to the death 
of'Metacorlm in August 1676, following his ultimately unsuccestifiil but 
nonetheless devastating uprisings against the F'nglish settlers. I Ic constructs his 
narrative from a series of long quotations I, rom well--known sources, such as 
lir'acltbrd's 1/i. S'turt' o/ Me /'lYinorrlh Plantation, MOtrl"l 'S Rc'lrttiaii, and from 
Winslow's 'Good News from New t? ngland' "' The majority of-the book the 
long third chapter is devoted to ýt convoluted account of'Kirtg, Philip's War 
WI sir an accuunl of Zerviah Gould Mitchell and her daughters, sec Jill I. eport's the Name of 
Wwr. pp. 23 I -234. 
Curl Andre, 'On Certain Poems', hu-t'1 e 1)iulul; ues, p. 7b. 
William 13radlürd, Of Pli'mouth 1'lrwlatimi, 1020-1047; Mau, "t's Relation Flit, MIKI-im 
l tllhcrv Or, the. luurvlnl nj the Pilgrims of l'ltvnauth, New 1: `rý, s luuý/, in 162(1((1 lasgow, Inndom: 
W. Collins, 1849); Edward Winslow, 'Good News from New England' in /l/storle. s and 
I1'rimiug. y: Li/ralnvof -lnicriean Puritan Writings, Vol. IX(New York: AMS Press, (')xh). 
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itself. Peirce clasps at details, drawn mostly from Benjamin Church's 1716 
history, so that the overall sense is of a bewildering and bloody list of guerrilla 
scourges and English counter-attacks. 37 
Certainly, Andre's interest in this history is not entirely removed from the 
New England tradition of voicing well-intentioned regret at the fate of the 
indigenous peoples. `We in Massachusetts see the Indians only as a picturesque 
antiquity. Massachusetts, Shawmut, Samoset, Squantum, Nantasket, 
Narragansett, Assabet, Musketaquid. But where are the men? ', railed Emerson in 
1845.38 More recently, however, this elegiac tone has come in for considerable 
criticism, presupposing as it does that the Indians' fate was simply incompatible 
with white man's civilization, and as though their `vanishing' was simply 
inexorable. Brian W. Dippie has argued that the fatalism of this sentimental myth 
simply fails to acknowledge, amongst other things, indigenous Indians who are 
alive in the present - as was, for instance, Zerviah Gould Mitchell in the 1870s. 39 
E. W. Peirce's volume certainly participates in such prejudice, 4° and for all his 
exertions to distance himself from Peirce, it might be suggested that Andre offers 
little that is considerably different from this either. In America Drill, for instance, 
Andre's final quotation pertaining to this source is `whose bones for several 
years unburied bleached in the sun and were washed by the storms till whitening 
the localities of their former habitations'. It is a passage taken from the very start 
of Peirce's Indian History, and refers to the disastrous plague that struck the 
37 Benjamin Church, The History of King Philip's lVar [1716) (Boston: J. K. Wiggin, 1865), 38 Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. by Edward Waldo Emerson and Waldo Emerson 
Forbes, 10 vols (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1909-14), VII, p, 23. Cited in Brian 
B. Dippie, The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U. S. Indian Policy (Lawrence, KS: 
University Press of Kansas, 1982), p. 32, 39 Brian W. Dippie, The Vanishing American: White Attitudes and U. S. Indian Policy, pp. 343- 
353. Howard Caygill makes a similar but more wide-reaching point when he argues that the 
general assumption that indigenous 'traditions' are destroyed by colonial discourses is little more 
than a new form of intellectual colonial administration. See Howard Caygill, 'The Present of 
Tradition', Journal of the British Society of Phenomenology, vol, 26, no. 3 (October 1995), pp. 
293-299, p. 296. 
40 The epigraph to Peirce's Indian History, Biography and Genealogy is a citation from the final 
scene of John Augustus Stone's nineteenth-century melodrama about the demise of the 
Wampanoags during King Philip's War, which bears many similarities to James Fenimore 
Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans. It is called Metamora, or The Last of the IVampanoags and 
ends with the words: 'That king hatte gone to his lowly grave/ [... ] IIis people have passed 
away. ' We might suggest that by voicing this mourning of the Wampanoag extinction, Peirce 
blatantly contravenes the very purpose of the book's genealogy, which was intended to 
demonstrate the Massasoit's continual survival. For an account of the play's remarkable 
popularity in the US during the 1830s and 1840s, see Jill Deport, The Name of War, pp. 192-197. 
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north-eastern Indian tribes several years prior to the English arrival in 1620. 
Historians estimate that nine-tenths of the population of the north-eastern 
seaboard died . 
41 But it could be argued that by terminating with this reference, 
America Drill presents just another version of the claim that the fate of the 
Wampanoags was complete extinction. Indeed, an earlier version of Andre's 
poem was called Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names. 
In poetry, the politics lies first in the order of the words and the quality of 
the names. Yes, calling things by their right names. 
Carl Andre, 196442 
In a letter addressed to his friend Reno Odlin from 1964, Andre had 
written that his first attempt to exploit the lyric potential of Indian History was 
motivated by an aspiration to rescue `the real urgency and the real suffering' of 
the Indians from the greasiness of Peirce's prose. 43 In this preliminary effort, he 
explains, he had collated about seven pages of selections from quotations of the 
indigenous Indians' direct speech. 44 And, in order to hold together `these chants, 
cries, and laments, ' he did nothing more than insert ampersands between the 
passages 45 In a sense, we should perhaps see this as a process of extraction, a 
way of cutting out of all the nineteenth-century moralising in favour of the hard 
evidence of `direct testimony'. 46Ignored, for example, are passages such as this: 
And now was enacted a scene thoroughly brutal in every feature of its 
character, and so disgraceful to the participants, that could I as a faithful 
historian do justice to the truth by altogether omitting each and every of 
its disgusting details I would most gladly do so, if it shames me to reflect 
that I am of the same blood and race with the Englishmen who could 
permit such an audacious outrage against the most ordinary claims of 
humanity and common decency, to say nothing of suggesting and putting 
41 See Jack Dempsey, Thomas Morton ofMerrymount, p. 139, 
Ax Carl Andre, Letter to Reno Odlin, January 5,1964, in Cuts: Texts 1959-2004, p. 192. In an 
interview from 1970, Andre ascribes this epigraph to Confucius. See Phyllis Tuchman, `An 
Interview with Carl Andre', Artforum, vol, 8, no. 10 (June 1970), pp. 55-61, p. 60. 
43 Carl Andre, Apology for `Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names', in Cuts: Texts 1959- 
2004, p, 20). Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962.63, p. 77. 45 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Ilollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues. 1962-63, p. 201. 
"Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-63, p. 199. 
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on foot the commission of the heinous offence. And even worse than all, 
after more than forty years of calm reflection had allowed the exercise of 
sober second thoughts, that he [Church] should boast of the commission 
of the crime as something to be proud of, and for which he expected to 
receive the praises of others, shows such an utter want of all the higher 
qualities, the refined and refining sentiments that distinguish me from 
brutes, the image of God from that of beasts and creeping things, that I 
have no words sufficiently to express my detestation of the act, or the 
contempt that I feel for the man whose heart was base enough to order its 
commission and even to boast of what ought ever after to have caused 
him to hide his face in shame and spend the remainder of his life in a 
repentance that needs not to be repented of. 47 
Also omitted by Andre are any acknowledgement of the historical 
documents embedded in Peirce's book and from which he has mostly acquired 
his chosen quotations. There is no concern, for instance, with how the discourse 
of history itself has come to constitute their authenticity, prioritised them, 
ensured their preservation and allowed for their continual dissemination. 48 This 
is worth mentioning, simply because the very fact these chants and cries have 
been transmitted to us is thanks to the colonists who transcribed them. The 
Indians themselves did not record the events of King Philip's War. 49 In other 
words, Andre is only capable of approaching these historical protagonists and 
attempting to accord their voices with a sense of verisimilitude via the written 
documents of their antagonists. History simply has provided no other means. 5° 
Moreover, as a further observation, we might also suggest that Andre's 
aspiration to isolate and then decontextualise particles of source documents from 
Peirce's text relies on the notion that somehow the very sound of the words alone 
are capable of possessing a meaning that might be recovered. It almost implies 
471:. W. Peirce, Indian History, Biography and Genealogy, p. 159. 
"These, at any rate, are kind of concerns that often appear to preoccupy modern historians. I am 
thinking, for instance, of the kind of distinction that Michel Foucault offers in his introduction to 
The Archaeology of Knowledge. Writing in the late 1960s, he suggests that the traditional 
historical concern with interpreting documents as 'inert objects' that shed light on the events to 
which they refer has given way to a new concern with the document as an entity in its own right. 
In the past, he explains, 'history deciphered the traces left by men, ' whilst now it 'deploys a mass 
of elements that have to be grouped, made relevant, placed in relation to one another to form 
totalities. ' See pp. 7-8. 
49 See Jill Leport, The Name of War, p. 46. 50 This historical predicament is insightfully discussed in Michel Foucault's meditation, `The Life 
of Infamous Men', trans. Paul Foss and Meaghan Morris in Michel Foucault: Power, Truth, 
Strategy (Sydney: Feral, 1979), 
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that the signs themselves contain a privileged connection to their historical 
referent. And, in a sense, it could be argued that wanting to approximate these 
`chants, cries and laments' from written texts to speech is not entirely dissimilar 
in its concern from the way in which the Puritans themselves attended to 
language. For example, Ann Kibbey argues in her discussion of Puritan rhetoric 
that the New England Protestants believed passionately `that written texts were 
in some way fundamentally dependent for their intelligibility on their 
incorporation into speech' because `sound - however transitory and precarious - 
was essential. '5' She goes on to suggest that early preachers were relentlessly 
preoccupied with the wording and phraseology of biblical phrases because they 
were adamant that the acoustic resonance of words themselves possessed a 
privileged relation to spiritual truth. 52 In other words, they believed there was an 
intrinsic meaning to be discovered in the relation between the audible figures and 
their referent. However, Kibbey also points out that although it might be 
assumed this would invariably lead to a concern with the way language relates to 
a material world exterior to itself, this is not entirely the case. In fact, by 
believing that signifiers contain their referents, Puritan rhetoricians were all the 
more inclined to assume that the interplay and juxtaposition of words alone 
could disclose knowledge - and, more to the point, accomplish this in the 
absence of any further explication or supplementary contextualisation, 53 
In turn, we might infer that a similar relation to written language impels 
Andre's reiteration and his decontextualisation of the direct speech of the 
indigenous Indians. His transcriptions might be seen to imply that these words 
convey the pure sense of the matter in and of themselves - as though the words 
and phrases have an underlying significance that only needs to be properly 
fathomed. 54 Of course I am trading in generalisations here, but I say it merely to 
" Ann Kibbey, The Interpretation of Material Shapes in Puritanism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1986), p, 8. 
32 Ann Kibbey, The Interpretation of Material Shapes in Puritanism, pp. 18-19, 
" Ann Kibbey, The Interpretation of Material Shapes in Puritanism, p. 21. 
54 This, in many respects, might be thought true of Andre's poetry in general. In a 1968 
interview, Andre once said that he had always attempted to treat words as equivalent and 
independent elements as much as possible, adding that he also believed with Benjamin Lee 
Whorf that 'the crypto-structures of language carry as much of the message as the semantic. ' See 
Willoughby Sharp, 'Carl Andre', Avalanche, no. 1 (1970), p. 8. Andre's reference to Wharf is 
illuminating, for Wharf was an early proponent of a cultural linguistic relativism, upholding that 
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point out that, although Andre's aspiration to recover the voices and cries of the 
indigenous Indians may be very different in aspiration and intent from those of 
the colonists, his means for accomplishing this are not easily distinguished from 
their own. 
We should also bear this in mind when Andre mines Indian History, 
Biography and Genealogy for a second time. He soon reached the conclusion 
that even his list of cries and exclamations culled from Peirce's text was `too 
unwieldy' for his purposes. " This verdict might strike us as curious. It implies 
he was in search of linguistic units that were compact enough and sufficiently 
self-contained for him to shunt around with ease, and which were not reliant on 
the context of Peirce's text in any form. 'My first insight into my own intentions 
came one night when I was working as a stooge, or independent brakeman on the 
Westbound Hump of the Greenville Yards', explained Andre to Frampton. `At 
three o'clock in the dark morning, I quite suddenly realized that the only 
dissociation complete enough for my purposes was the reduction of Peirce's text 
into its smallest constituent elements: the isolation of each word. s56 However, we 
might also suggest that the only reason Andre is able to assume that isolated 
words still have any association with Indian history at all, is because of a strong 
conviction that words, alone, despite being quarantined from their source, are still 
capable of carrying a meaning. 
Ostensibly, distilling poetry down to just individual words is by no means 
a position that is entirely unique to Andre. In some respects, it could be seen as 
an eminently modernist one. For instance, we might look to William Carlos 
Williams, who also chose to espouse the poetic potential of the single word - 
all languages segment and categorise experiences in differing ways. He was especially interested 
in categorising a language's 'crypto-categories', which he understood as those structures that 
easily escape notice, 'and yet may have profound influence on linguistic behaviour. ' See his 
'Grammatical Categories', in Language, Thought and Reality: Selected Writings of Benjamin Lee 
Whorf, ed, by John B. Carroll (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1956), p. 92. We 
might speculate that Andre perhaps found in Wharf a confirmation for his style of concrete 
poetry, because he understood him as implying that words in their isolation were rich in 
significance, as embedded in them were various deep and hidden strata of socially specific 
information. 
" Carl Andre, 'Apology for 'Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names' [1963], in Cuts: Texts, 
1959-2004, p. 201. 
'b Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and I lollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-63, p. 77. 
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isolated, complete and freed from all grammar. Like Andre, Williams was 
concerned with `that essence which is hidden in the very words which are going 
in at our ears and from which we must recover underlying meaning as 
realistically as we recover metal out of ore. '57 In a discussion of the poems of 
Marianne Moore, he writes that in her poems, `a word is a word when it is 
separated out by science, treated with acid to remove the smudges, washed, dried 
and placed right side up on a clean surface. ' Once it has been isolated in this 
way, Williams explains, it `may be used not to smear it again with thinking (the 
attachments of thought) but in such a way that it will remain scrupulously itself, 
clean perfect, unnicked beside other words in parade. '58 In turn, Andre seems to 
have reached a similar position through a close consideration of the writings of 
Gertrude Stein. He credits her with `returning literature to a size compatible to 
the capacity of the human mouth. ' Her monosyllables and indicative sentences, 
he continues, `are impressive, at least one at a time. And surely the great natural 
poem about anything is its name. '59 
The properties of the proper name became for Andre something of a 
defining tenet. During the winter of 1959 and 1960, it resulted in a poem called 
The Long History. 60 It consisted of all the proper nouns in Peirce's volume, listed 
out in alphabetical order, and is, we might suggest, an attempt to further distil the 
subject from its source, seemingly relieving the words themselves from their 
attachment to Peirce's nineteenth-century thoughts and musings. Certainly, we 
might think that in depriving the words of their context, they lose almost all of 
their capacity to refer, and the words become as neutral as they are on the pages 
of the dictionary, As Roland F3arthes once wrote regarding modernist poetics, 
such isolated words hold forth `only a whole array of reflexes from all sources 
which are associated with it. '6' But here, it is almost as though in freeing up the 
words in this way, Andre intends attention to return to words' non-semantic 
s' William Carlos Williams, The Autobiography of William Carlos Williams (New York: Random 
House, 1951), p. 362. 
s' William Carlos Williams, 'Marianne Moore' [1925], in Imaginations (London: McGibbon & 
Kee Ltd., 1970), pp. 308-318, p. 316. 
3' Carl Andre, Twelve Dialogues, p. 38. 
60 Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 77, 
61 Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero and Elements of Semiology, trans. Annette Lavers and 
Colin Smith, (London: Jonathan Cape, 1984), p. 40. 
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properties - how they sound when spoken by the throat, lips and tongue - and 
that within these properties there is still some residual nugget of significance that 
might be recuperated. 
More to the point here, however, is that Andre's investment in the 
capacity of words to signify on their own and in their isolation is so pronounced, 
that the actual poetic ordering of words becomes insignificant to him. 
Concinnity, in other words, is not his concern. Certainly, it is this that markedly 
distinguishes him from Williams' modernist poetics. For sure, Williams, writing 
on the prose of Gertrude Stein, had admired her feeling for `words themselves': 
a curious immediate quality quite apart from their meaning, much as in 
music different notes are dropped, so to speak, into a repeated chord one 
at a time, one after another - for itself alone. '62 
But ultimately the question that fundamentally concerned him was how to build 
up a poem from strings of isolated words once poetic language had been broken 
down to this primary level. How is it possible to construct a poem from such 
units, he wondered, without merely reproducing the non-poetic, or resorting to 
the prosaic? 
Andre, on the other hand, chose very deliberately to confine himself 
exclusively to the prosaic. `My lyric gift was never very much', he confessed to 
Odlin. 63 Even if it was, he would restrain himself to acrostics. But perhaps we 
should say `indexes', because this essentially is what a list of proper names 
drawn from a volume and arranged alphabetically is. That said, although it may 
resemble an index - or something on the way to being an index - such a list will 
never be able to function as one so long as it remains bereft of its accompanying 
text. The index's sole purpose is referential: it is to convey the reader to a 
particular passage within the body of writing. This it accomplishes by mapping 
the page numbers where the reference occurs against the indexed term. And 
thanks to the quantity of page numbers beside each word, we can also 
immediately tell what the most frequently used words in the book are. But in 
62 William Carlos Williams, 'Gertrude Stein', in Imaginations, p. 345. 
63 Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts 1959-2004, p. 201. 
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Andre's long list of proper nouns, that would never be possible, for each word 
would simply be recorded once, Besides, no index - however extensive - is as 
pedestrian as a mere listing of each and every term contained in the volume to 
which it refers, 
Presuming that Andre wanted to confine himself to a poetry of just `the 
name', that is, a poetry bereft of sentences and grammar, then we might say what 
he required was a system that enabled him to sustain a sense of emphasis and 
stress: something that the seemingly endless list-like nature of The Long History 
simply lacked. Andre's first attempt to accomplish this was to reduce 
significantly the parameters of the poem by restricting himself only to the most 
canonical and significant words. The result was The Short History. 64 But another 
way in which a list - any list - can register that some words are more important 
than others is by repeating them. In fact, even a cursory glance at the pages of 
America Drill reveals that the same words and phrases recur over and over again, 
and the system that Andre would eventually come to develop might be said to 
have been intended to determine the extent of that repetition and variation. His 
intention - if we might call it that - was to fix on a system that ensured that the 
most significant or dominant words from the source text would be repeated more 
than words less frequently mentioned. 
The serial artist does not attempt to produce a beautiful or mysterious 
object but functions merely as a clerk cataloguing the results of the 
premise. 
Sol LeWitt, 196665 
In order to produce a system that allows for an appropriate regulation of 
repetitions, Andre moved away from traditional `literary' territory altogether. 
Instead, he resorted to counting and to algebra, mapping his specifically-chosen 
64 See Carl Andre, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 78. 
61 Sol LeWitt, 'Serial Project No. I (ABCD)', Aspen Magazine, sect. 17, nos. IS-16 (1966). 
Reprinted in Sol LeWitt: Critical Texts, ed. by Adachiara Zevi (Rome, Libri di AEIOU, 1995), p. 
7S. 
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words from Indian History against particular prime numbers. A prime is an 
integer that cannot be divided evenly by any other except itself and one. 
Scattered along the number continuum between 1 and 100 there are twenty-six of 
them: 1,2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31,37,41,43,47,53,59,61,67,71, 
73,79,83,89 and 97. The remaining numbers are the composites, since they are 
composed of potentially many more multiples. For instance, 60, an integer 
especially rich in factors, can be constituted by multiplying 2 by 30,3 by 20,4 
by 15,5 by 12 and 6 by 10. Yet for 61, there are no such factors. And, although 
we are just at the most elementary level of arithmetic, primes have consistently 
fascinated mathematicians because their occurrence amongst composite 
numbers, if not exactly irregular, is nonetheless very difficult to describe. 66 For 
Andre's purposes, this means that if you ascribe a word to a prime number, then 
it would be possible to produce a poem that counted up the number continuum 
using only these `prime words'. Moreover, these select words would recur at 
seemingly uneven albeit controlled intervals. It `possesses its own 
reverberations', as Andre explained to Frampton. 67 
This, essentially, is the rationale for Andre's next poem, King Philip's 
War Primer. It is composed of 26 key words from Indian History, Biography 
and Genealogy, which stand for the 26 primes between 1 and 100. The poem is 
100 lines long, representing the number continuum up to 100. The word `and' is 
assigned to 1, 'Philip' to 2, 'red' to 3, `white' to 5, `English' to 7, and so on, The 
fourth line reads 'and Philip Philip', which equates to 1x2x2, and the sixth line 
`and Philip red', stands for Ix2x3. Reproduced over the page is the poem in 
tabular form, indicating the words' equation to numbers. Andre's choice of key 
words are mapped against the smaller primes, so they recur with much more 
regularity than words that are ascribed to the higher primes. In fact, primes in the 
second half of King Philip's War Primer are repeated only once. 
6b See Martin Gardner, 'The Remarkable Lore of Prime Numbers', Scientific American, vol. 210, 
no. 3 (March 1964), pp. 120-130, p. 120. 
67 Carl Andre, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 78. 
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King Philip's War Primer 
Tabulated to Indicate how Its contents represent prime integers68 
Mapped words (King Philip's War Primer) Prime factors 
I And and 1xI 
2 And Philip 1x2 
3 And red 1x3 
4 And Philip Philip Ix2x2 
5 And white 1x5 
6 and Philip red 1x2x3 
7 and English 1x7 
8 and Philip Philip Philip 1x2x2x2 
9 and red red 1x3x3 
10 and Philip white 1x2x5 
11 and land 1x 11 
12 and Philip Philip red l x2x2x3 
13 and arm 1x13 
14 and Philip English Ix2x7 
15 and red white 1x3xS 
16 and Philip Philip Philip Philip 1x2x2x2x2 
17 and Maasaaiot 1x 17 
18 and Philip red red 1x2x3x3 
19 and child lx 19 
20 and Philip Philip white 1x2x2x5 
21 and red English Ix3x7 
22 and Philip land 1x2x 11 
23 and Wamoutta 1x23 
ba For a facsimile of Andre's poem, see Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues 
1962-1963, pp. 81-84, 
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24 and Philip Philip Philip red 1x2x 2x 2x3 
25 and white white 1x5x5 
26 and Philip arm 1x2x 13 
27 and red red red Ix3x3x3 
28 and Philip Philip English 1x2x2x7 
29 and grievance 1x29 
30 and Philip red white 1x2x3x5 
31 and Weetamo 1x31 
32 and Philip Philip Philip Philip 
Philip 
1x2x2x2x2x2 
33 and red land Ix3x 11 
34 and Philip Massasoit 1x2x 17 
35 and white English 1x5x7 
36 and Philip Philip red red 1x2x2x3x3 
37 and dance 1 x37 
38 and Philip child 1x2x 19 
39 and red arm 1x3x 13 
40 and Philip Philip Philip white 1x2x2x2x5 
41 and widow lx 41 
42 and Philip red English 1x2x3x7 
43 and pistol 1x43 
44 and Philip Philip land 1x2x2x 11 
45 and red red white Ix3x3xS 
46 and Philip Wamsutta 1x2x 23 
47 and fire 1x47 
48 and Philip Philip Philip Philip 
red 
1x2x2x2x2x3 
49 and English English 1x7x7 
50 and Philip white white Ix2xSxS 
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51 and red Massasoit 1x3x 17 
52 And Philip Philip Arm 1x2x2x 13 
53 And Sassamon Ix 53 
54 And Philip red red red lx2x3x3x3 
55 and white land lx5x 11 
56 and Philip Philip Philip English 1x2x2x2x7 
57 and red child 1x3x 19 
58 and Philip grievance 1x2x 29 
59 and Swansea 1x59 
60 and Philip Philip red white Ix2x2x3x5 
61 and drown 1x61 
62 and Philip Weetamo 1x2x 31 
63 and red red English 1x3x3x7 
64 and Philip Philip Philip Philip 
Philip Philip 
1x2x2x2x2x2x2 
65 and white arm 1x5x 13 
66 and Philip red land 1x2x3xII 
67 and Rehobeth 1x 67 
68 and Philip Philip Massasoit 1x2x2x 17 
69 and red Wamsutta 1x3x 23 
70 and Philip white English 1x2x5x7 
71 and Annawon 1x71 
72 and Philip Philip Philip red red 1x2x2x2x3x3 
73 and Alderman Ix 73 
74 and Philip dance 1x2x 37 
75 and red white white lx3x5x5 
76 and Philip Philip child 1x2x2x 19 
77 and English land Ix7xII 
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78 and Philip red arm 1x2x3x 13 
79 and Montaup 1x79 
80 and Philip Philip Philip Philip 
white 
1x2x2x2x2x5 
81 and red red red red lx3x3x3x3 
82 and Philip widow 1x2x 41 
83 and Church 1x83 
84 and Philip Philip red English 1x2x2x3x7 
85 And white Massasoit Ix3x 17 
86 and Philip pistol Ix2x 43 
87 and red grievance 1x3x 49 
88 and Philip Philip Philip land 1x2x2x2xll 
89 and ambush 1x89 
90 and Philip red red white 1x2x3x3x5 
91 and English arm 1x7x 13 
92 and Philip Philip Wamsutta Ix2x2x 23 
93 and red Weetamo 1x3x 31 
94 and Philip fire 1x2x 47 
95 and white child 1x5x 19 
96 and Philip Philip Philip Philip 
Philip red 
1x2x2x2x2x2x3 
97 and murder 1x97 
98 and Philip English English 1x2x7x7 
99 and red red land Ix3x3x1I 
100 and Philip Philip white white 1x2x2x5x5 
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The principle of mapping words against numbers had been inspired, 
Andre explicitly states, by his understanding of Kurt Gödel's famous 
mathematical proof from 1931.69 It is possible that Andre had encountered Gödel 
in the pages of Scientific American, of which, by all accounts, he was an avid 
reader. Certainly, Gödel is prominently discussed in at least a couple of articles 
during the latter half of the fifties and the early sixties. 70 According to Rena 
Odlin, Andre had also read a book on Gödel by Ernest Nagel and James R. 
Newman, which had been published in 1958 and reissued in 1960.7' The text 
remains to this day a classic in mathematical explication. 72 Step by step Nagel 
and Newman show how Gödel's reasoning led him to his monumental 
conclusion that, contrary to the efforts of previous mathematicians, mathematics 
was never capable of reaching any absolute verification of its own consistency. 
Gödel's proof is premised on disclosing a paradox: that no deductive system 
based on axioms would ever be entirely capable of covering all of the theorems 
of mathematics, unless it discredited itself at some point by relying on a 
falsehood. In other words, for every deductive system, there would always be an 
element that would be true only if it was not provable in that system. Thus, no 
system can ever be said to be complete, for invariably it misses a relevant truth. 
Indeed, that the whole edifice of the proof - with all its respective preliminary 
theories, tabulations and deductions - existed only to demonstrate that the 
absolute consistency of mathematics could never be proven seems to have held 
out a considerable appeal for Andre. 73 
In a way, then, the onus of Gödel's proof merely corroborates what is 
undoubtedly already clear: that the system Andre had adopted to determine the 
contents of his poem is itself lacking in a deep inner significance, But what 
64 Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-63, p. 79. In passing, 
it might also be pointed out that a similar kind of cryptography might have been practised by 
Marcel Duchamp, in which numbers were mapped against letters in order to come up with 
inscriptions for his readymades. For a discussion of Duchamp's cryptography, see Molly Nesbit, 
Their Common Sense (London: Black Dog, 2000), pp. 195-200. 
70 See in particular, W. V. Quine, 'Paradox', Scientific American, vol. 206, no. 4 (April 1962), 
pp. 84-96. 
71 Reno Odlin, `Rite of Passage', Parnassus: Poetry in Review', vol. 9, no. 2 (1981), pp. 206-216, 
212. Ernest Nagel and James R, Newman, Gödel's Proof [1958] (London: Routledge, 1989). 
A further discussion of Gödel's Proof intended for a broad readership is Douglas it, Ilofstadter, 
G1ödel, Eseher, Dach: An Eternal Golden Braid (London: Penguin, 1999). 
'3 See Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues: 1962-63, p. 79. 
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enabled him to reference Gödel as a source of inspiration in the first place was 
that Andre had derived from his proof the principle of mapping. This is the idea 
that a serial ordering system can be imposed on material of quite a different 
nature, so that once that material had been ascribed a sign, each mapped element 
is made equivalent to a sign that represents the place it occupies in an abstract 
series. Ultimately, then, mapping is a means of formalisation; it is a way of 
draining expressions of all meaning. And the purpose of this formalisation is to 
construct a system of annotations that conceals nothing and is completely 
transparent. `It reveals structure and function in naked clarity', write Nagel and 
Newman, `as does a Cut-away working model of a machine. '74 It also enables 
mapped terms to be taken apart so as to reveal their inner workings, showing 
clearly all the components from which are composed. So, for instance, once we 
know the terms, a string of words like `and Philip Philip Philip Philip Philip', 
can easily be `decoded' to yield the number 32. Yet whereas for the purpose of 
the mathematical mapping system it is irrelevant what words or signs are 
plugged into the structure, for Andre, it could not matter more. 
Andre's choices as regards King Philip's War Primer are perhaps 
explicable enough, if albeit somewhat banal. Philip is the key protagonist, so he 
is mapped against 2, and thus ensuring that his name will be repeated the most 
number of times. Likewise: 'I assigned "red" to three because it was the color of 
half the belligerents and the color of all their wounds, ' Andre explained. 75 
Presumably `white' is mapped against 5 since it stands metonymically for the 
racial identity of the other half of the belligerents. 76 In fact, the words he chooses 
are mostly all either nouns or adjectives, which allows him to couple them 
together without too much focus being accorded to the question of grammatical 
declension. Also, those words that are not proper names - such as, for instance, 
'a Ernest Nagel and James R. Newman, Gödel's Proof, p. 27. 's Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues; 1962-63, V. 78. 
'b Andre's speedy recourse to skin colour jars considerably with current racial politics. Moreover, 
with regards to King Philip's War itself, Jill Leport has argued that the distinctions between 
indigenous Algonquians and the English was never quite as clear cut as the colonialists often 
desired. This was mainly because by the 1670s a considerable proportion of the indigenous 
peoples were living amongst the English and had adopted European clothing. She also points out 
that since the Mohequans, Pequots and Christian Indians fought alongside the English, King 
Philip's War might also be regarded as a civil war between conflicting indigenous populations. 
See p. xv. 
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`white', `land', `arm' and `fire' - can carry a broad set of associations and 
meanings, which, in due course, Andre would exploit to the full. 
King Philip's War Primer deserves to be taken as the matrix for the Red 
Cut of America Drill: essentially this part of the larger poem is the Primer 
extrapolated. 77 For Andre's next move was to ascribe a phrase or a sentence from 
Peirce's text to each line of the Primer. It is important to register here that in 
introducing larger quotations, Andre is stepping back from composing 
exclusively with single words - an indication, perhaps, that the development of 
his `system' for producing poems is not entirely driven by an inextricably 
reductive logic. Moreover, if producing poems according to the mapping of 
words against numbers might be thought to preclude the possibility that the 
patter of terms it drills out would yield any overarching 'meaning' or 'intention', 
then Andre himself would now appear to be working against this assumption. 
Theodor Adorno once suggested that the composer who uses the twelve-tone 
system can often resemble a gambler, in that 'he waits and sees what number 
appears and is happy if it offers musical meaning. '78 And perhaps the same 
might be said of Andre here. Often the phrases that he accords to each line of the 
Primer are premised on a possible implied meaning or a 'resonance' that he has 
derived from the string of words. Sometimes, his choices are relatively self- 
evident. For instance, for line 2- `and Philip' - Andre picks a sentence from the 
start of Indian History's chapter on King Philip: 'the name of Massasoit's second 
son was Pometacom, but this was subjected to the following variations: 
Pumatacom, Pometacome, and Pometacom. '79 However, for line 64 -'and Philip 
Philip Philip Philip Philip Philip' - Andre opts for the sentence: 'King Philip, 
mounted on a black horse, led his warriors in person, and he never stopped to 
take down bars or open gates, but rode over fences to whatever part of the 
battlefield his presence was most required. '8° Here, the repetitions of Philip's 
name metaphorically connotes the leader's seemingly unstoppable mobility. In 
other words, Andre's system develops to allow for considerably more creativity 
"Although it is not entirely clear from Andre's various explications, it appears that the Red Cut 
of America Drill was at one stage a self-contained poem called Ode on the Disappearance of 
Indian Names. See Cuts: Texts, pp. 119-203. 78 Theodor W. Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music, p. 66. 
'9 B. W, Peirce, Indian History, Biography and Genealogy, p. 51. 
s0 E. W. Peirce, Indian History, Biography and Genealogy, p. 138, 
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and personal inl)iit than might at first be expected, and it is the way in which he 
slic i ns his own interests and agendas into the machine-like flow of the whole 
that cunstitutcs the most si , niticant ash Cct to America Drill. 
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America Drill, page 3 
I (Owever, in order to crank this prime number system into motion again, 
Andre then ascribed each of these IUU ISases to primes. Of course, that vastly 
expanded the poem's dimensions, for it meant that the 1mal sentence ended up 
representing the number 547 the IUt)th prime. The resulting Cut is thus a 
ro1111ting out of'all of'Ihe factor, upwards until that nunther. Andre soon firund 
not unsurprisingly that it would be simply too unwieldy to repeat every phrase 
in its entirety every time it is required as a factor fier a composite rriunrher. so, lür 
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convenience, he abbreviated the phrases. The first time the prime phrase occurs, 
it is repeated in full, and from then on it is shortened synecdochally to just a 
couple of words. Thus, the bulk of the poem is composed of quotations of 
quotations, acting like echoes of the phrases that have preceded it. And as a 
reader, you are left to wade through line after line of fragmentary shards, before 
reaching - often with considerable relief -a passage that possesses a new detail, 
some new facts. 
The seemingly erratic breaks between the words are also part of Andre's 
well-regimented prime number system, for the occurrence of the factor 2 is 
represented with 16 spaces. And because the poem is composed using a 
typewriter, Andre is able to maintain the consistency of these gaps throughout. 
All that he has to do is press the carriage key the correct number of times. That 
means, for instance, that the integer 8 is represented by three units of 16 spaces 
(2 x2x 2), which is equivalent to almost three-quarters of a line. Meanwhile, the 
spaces between words are also rigorously kept to 2 spaces, which is just about 
distinguishable for a reader from the 3 spaces that indicate the separation of 
factors. 
With these details in place, we are now in a position to turn directly to 
Red Cut. This Cut is phased in on America Drill's third page, the first words 
reading: `They -- are -- men -- Indians -- Indians'. Incidentally, this phrase is 
derived from Richard Gardiner's account of the very first encounter between the 
Plymouth Colony and the Wampanoags. It took place on 8 December 1620: 
Vpon a sudden we heard a great and strange cry which we knew to be the 
same voices though they varied their notes, one of our company being 
abroad came running and cryed, They are men, Indians, Indians; and 
withal their arrows came flying amongst vs, our men ran out with all 
speed to recover their armes [... j'81 
"EW, Peirce, Indian History, Biography and Genealogy, p, 4 (spelling as in original), 
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America Drill, page 3, detail 
In . Inrcricu 1>>-ill's Prime number system, however, this exclamatory warning 
will stand in for the numher 3. (In this poem, Andre discards figuring the 
integers I and 2. ) Next comes the number 4, composed as it is of the factors 2 
and 2, and which is represented here by two large spaces that roll over onto the 
following line. 5a prime number is represented with the phrase The -- name 
-- of- - Massasoit's -- second -- son -- was -- Pometacom -- b/rrt -- this -- 
was -- subjected -- to -- the --f, ullowing -- variation", -- 1'uniatar/oni -- 
I'amataconr -- Pometacome -- und -- Pometacom'. (Needless to say, Andre also 
dispenses with the use ofcoml as and lull points in his source text. ) The number 
6 is represented with one large space, standing f)r the factor 2,1«Iloweil by the 
I'rae rent, 'They -- are -- men', which represent the first hall'oI'Gardener's 
exeIaniation and the shortened signifier tör the tüctor 3. Next, because 7 is a 
prime number, we get a new sentence: 'I Ii. s -- race -- wa -- painted -- with -- 
'r---sad--red--like --mr. nrey--, end--oiled --both -- head - and thee - 
that -- he -- looked -- greasily'. In turn, when tirctors of 7 recur, they are 
shortened to just 'sad -- red'. 
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No rule proves itself more repressive than the self-determined one. 
Theodor W. Adorno, 194882 
By now, the logic of the system should be slightly clearer. It continues 
steadily in this fashion, augmenting gradually, accumulating new factors, 
introducing new terms, and only eventually reaching the integer 547 forty pages 
later. The progression is worth spelling out in detail, if only to give some 
indication of the labour-intensive planning and extraordinary meticulousness that 
must have been required for the Cut to be typed out as it is. It entails a certain 
passionless concentration and patience, which, we can only assume, was 
personally satisfying for Andre. `I began Red Cut', he explained in a 
retrospective note from the early 1970s, `out of a sentimental sympathy for the 
fate of the Amerindian but the method of composition supported a poem much 
longer and much better than could have been sustained by my internal 
weeping. '83 Andre was always very aware, I suspect, that the method had a 
certain interest because it was so fundamentally detached and aloof from the 
emotively charged nature of the historical material. It is not an especially subtle 
position, but there again, perhaps that was the point. In some ways, it is because 
the formalisation procedure has the appearance of being so insensitive and 
mechanistic that the subject matter is deemed capable of being accorded the 
urgency and immediacy that it demands. 
In fact, Red Cut originally appears to have stood alone as a work in its 
own right, and became Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names. It is a title 
that almost implies that reading through the poem would enable the names to be 
heard once more, yet only to listen to them vanishing into a swamp of typewriter 
text. In other words, we might suggest that the violence of the relentless 
regurgitation of these historical facts and names is a means of acknowledging 
and reiterating the violence of the history itself. 
Eventually, though, Red Cut came to be amalgamated with the two other 
Cuts that now comprise America Drill. At some level, this only begs the question 
82 Theodor W. Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music (London: Sheen & Ward, 1973), p. 68, 
43 Carl Andre, untitled note, dated 21 August 1973, in Carl Andre, America Drill, 2003, p, f. 
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as to how the three sections of the poem relate to one another, and how the work 
hangs together as a whole. Yet, in many respects, this is far from immediately 
apparent. For a start, it is hard to ascertain even how to read the work in its 
entirety, Ought each Cut to be read separately? In which case, readers have to 
learn to distinguish their vocabularies from one another and to train their eyes to 
read only every third line. Alternatively, should the poem be read aloud by three 
people, each reading the Cuts simultaneously as though America Drill were a 
form of musical score? Certainly, some of Andre's written compositions have 
required such oral performances, which have been fashioned in such a way as to 
allow readers to become conscious of their own words counterpointing against 
the flow of words emanating from the other voices. 84 However, although 
America Drill could no doubt be performed in this way, it is the shared means by 
which the sources are ordered that ultimately might be said to fashion the three 
Cuts into any formal resemblance. 
It is possible to establish some tentative associations between some of the 
source texts that comprise the other two Cuts. But the connections are not 
exactly self-evident. Indeed, even before we consider Blue Cut, White Cut is 
itself constituted from several, entirely anomalous sources. First, there are a 
series of passages from the young Ralph Waldo Emerson's diaries, mostly 
relating to either his erotically-charged fascination with a fellow Harvard 
Student, Martin Gay, or from two fantastical short stories - one about a giant 
who lived in a mountain cave, the other about a journey to a tribe of Pacif ic 
Islanders. 85 
94 See Carl Andre, 'Letter to Reno Odlin, April 22,1964, in Cuts; Texts 1959-2004, p. 206. 
85 In fact, although Andre derives passages from Emerson's journals from the years 1820-24 (In 
May 1822, Emerson was 19 years old), they are occasionally supplemented with citations from 
his 1838-41 journals. These later references mostly refer to his thoughts on poetry, politics and 
art. Indeed, that Andre sympathised with some of Emerson's opinions is evidenced by the fact 
that he cites an Fmersonian bon mot to Hollis Frampton during the course of one of their written 
dialogues. 'Emerson writes in his Journal', recounts Andre, 'that all men try their hands at 
poetry, but few know which their poems are. The poets are not those who write poems, but those 
who know which of the things they write are poems. ' See Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, 
Twelve Dialogues: 1962-1963, p. 40. In America Drill, this aphorism represents the 45" prime. 
Martin Gay, who is the subject of many of the citations derived from the Emerson's early 
journals, entered Ilarvard in 1819. In his senior year, Gay and a further thirty-four of his 
classmates were dismissed for engaging in 'a combination to resist the Authority of the College', 
In later life he became a prominent Boston physician and physicist. See Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph Waldo Eiperson, ed. by William Ii. Gilman, 
George P. Clark, Alfred R. Ferguson, Merrell R. Davis (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1960), 
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I lowever, alter the first 48 primes, the source switches and the remaining 
quotations are derived fror, a high school history textbook, published in 1956. 
The hook itself' called Inciden! At 11(/"/)( i''S FF'ern consists entirely of source 
documents Pertaining to . 
Inhn Brown's fänmous raid on the I lancer's Ferry 
Arsenal in October 1859. Andre works his way through this reader relatively 
methodically, removing salient phrase, in order to narrate his own heavily 
truncated version of' Brown's Iif'c. "o In many respects, deriving his quotes from a 
volume that includes `topics fin' full-length essays and library research' might he 
thought to indicate how unconcerned lie was by this stage with the nature. of the 
history hook itself: what mattered was merely tlrc primacy of'the first-hand 
doclnncntary report. Indeed, we might also conclude that Andre's sympathy fºr 
John Brown's armed crusade to rid the southern states ot'slavery is of a sinnilar 
order to his empathy Im the suflcring ol'the indigenous Massachusetts tribes two 
centurres earlier. Both were insurrections against the injustices 01 "111 illcgitinºaie 
system, both led to considerable slrflcring and loss of Iife and both were 
disastrously unsuccessful. Yet how Andre's selections from Fnierson relate to 
1, h 12. The cdilors also point out that although I,. merson had first included Martin (lay's name, 
he suhseyueutly blacked it out hence the occasional lines in the text. 
"' /ichfeil1 tit /lui/rri ', % / cunt', cd. by Edward Stunt (Iinglewood ('lthi's N. I: Prentice I lull, I956). 
When Andre first arrived in New York in around March 1957, his first joh was its an assistant 
editor , it Prentice. Hall, and it is possible that he came across Ibis publication through his work 
iliac. See Curl Andre, 'Interview with Paul Cummings' 119721, tit l'ot's: TvAr. s: /959.2004, p. 
103. 
M11ap of IIarper's Ferry, from the C'e"n! uºy Magazine-, JuIý IM83, 
and reproduced in Id vsard Stone's uredle st i/ Ilurpe s '. s Ferri', I95 
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Brown's raid, or, 6)r that matter, to arty other section of the poem, is open to 
Personal conjecture. Certainly, we know historically that Emerson later- became a 
Iürcetlrl advocate olemanc[pal ion, and was a passionate supporter olJohn 
lRrrowtn. "' E3ut there are few such means of deriving such Connections Irr>rn wrthin 
the poem itself. 
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I Iu never, there is more to White ('uff than this, 1,61- the passages from 
I: nicrsoºn and : 1nn Incidew at Ilarhors Perri, are inters perse"d With a series of`dirill 
cunrnrands relating tu the priming, loading, Hiring and tlistnuntling of a musket. 
'I'hcsr Andre had derived again Ii-uni Peirce: flow one inglc, but exileniel'y 
A section tr mr one cif Emerson's rallying Speerur., tirr John Brown is inrluLtedi in Stulle"; 
reader. See /iirOtvr, 411 //aq)ei '. c /Fein', h. 186. Fur the c mrplele speech, see Ralph Wult1u 
I': nierson, 101111 Brown: Roston Speech', in '%/lt, Comph'ic Works o/ /? a/ph {ialdu tart, mm, 12 
vuls (Roston and New York: Iluughton Mifflin, 1911, XI, pp. 267-273. 
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voluminous footnote. '' Peirce claims he has located this list of commands in a 
book called Eton 's 7aactics. Ac Coinplcat Boch' o/the Art Mi/itmnv. This was a 
publication that had been reissued a few years prior to the outbreak of King 
Philip's War. Peirce had included it in order to offer a insight into the nature of 
seventeenth-century firearms, but it is highly likely that by the 1670s, weapons 
were more sophisticated than the procedures lör the kind of matchlock musket 
offered here. "' C ertainly these muskets, which the English brought with them to 
the New World when they first arrived at the start of the seventeenth century, 
were so cumbersome and difficult to lire that all soldiers were required to 
perform this type of complicated drill. It was necessary simply in order to avoid 
9u endangering themselves and causing chaos. 
M lchlock muskets, c. 1600-20 
F. W. Peirce, Indian Illstury, Iliugru/rht and Geneulugv, pp. 77-79. 
fly the I66Its, snaphances and flintlock nutskets were considerably more popular. Unlike 
matchlocks, which could only he limed by releasing a lit piece Of corm of, twine unto it Dash-pan 
charged with powder, later muskets generated it spark by it (lint striking it revolving serrated 
wheel. '[liese were considerably more reliable. Set- Ilowarci I.. lilacknuore, British Ali//tart 
I irraurn v: /650-185(1(I, 0nclun: Ilerbert Jenkins, 1%I), li. N. On the use oI'll intlocks and 
sn; ipltances in the Colonies, see Iiarold I.. Peterson, : "trrn. ý anel. 1, ', nur in C'nlc, uiul: Inrcvicw 
II lairisbug, PA: Pennsylvania, 1956), pp. 11-35. 
°' ticee I Iowarcl I.. IUlackntorc, ltnitish A1ilaun, Fireur"ms: /650-1850, h. 18. A good description oI 
how these antis Iunctiun is provided in . 
I. F. I layward, h, 111-ulrc'uu l''irc'ar, n. v (I. 01]c1011: 1 Irr 
Majcesty's Stationery OI'lice, I%9), h. 23. Peterson discusses how dangerous a lit match could be 
in Ilie presence ul'powder, and also how impossible they were to use on windy or rainy days. I Ic 
references an incident in 1609, for example, when Henry Hudson's men were rut up in a light 
with indigenous Indians when the raut 17ut them tuatclics out. (tics Arms and Armur in Colonial 
darreicvr, lip. I4-21. ) l(elcrenced to I'Ii011's commands are a number of required additional 
accoutrements for the tit'ing of tltc" matchlock. f Itese include it ramrod, it forked rest Ili hold the 
weapon steady whilst tiring, and it bandoleer. The bandoleer was it leather strap tram ý\ piep ýkcrc 
suspended around a do/en eylinclerti, containing the necessary materials (irr discharging the 
weapon. Usually these were made from wood, but metals were also occasionally used, l'lie 
h, rnctctleei was also worn lit conjunction wellt it hruuutg flask and it bullet pouch 1I ill i 
description ttl'the use of I indoleems. , cc pp. 61-b I lit Peterson's volume 
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It seems that in White Cut, whenever a factor is required for representing 
a composite number, Andre ascribes to it a command from Elton's Tactics. This 
means that those sentences and phrases deriving from Emerson or from sources 
relating to John Brown's raid only appear in this Cut once. For instance, the 
number 3 is represented with the phrase, `There is a strange face in the Freshman 
class whom I should like to know very much'. But when the factor of 3 recurs, it 
is figured not with a truncated version of this phrase as in Red Cut, but with the 
instruction: 'Stand to your arms' - the first command on Elton's list. The result 
is that the Cut is practically filled from start to finish with these relentless, terse 
instructions: `Put on your bandoleers', `Take up your match', 'Take up your 
rest', `Poise your musket', and so on. But if their originary purpose had been to 
enable soldiers to perform a series of complex actions in a correct and 
regimented order, then mapped against prime numbers, such as they are in 
America Drill, these commands end up in an entirely different sequence and thus 
lose their purpose altogether. Moreover, Andre does not seem to be entirely 
consistent in mapping them from Elton's Tactics against the order of the prime 
phrases. Again, it is hard to fathom his reasoning here. But it does seem that 
once the references shift from Emerson's journals to Edward Stone's Incident at 
Harper's Ferry, then Andre has arranged for the commands from Elton's Tactics 
that recur the most regularly to be the ones that relate to the dismantling of the 
musket, as opposed to its preparation for firing. Thus, phrases such as `Lay down 
your bandoleers', `Lay down your musket' and 'Lay down your rest', start to 
predominate. Invariably, this creates a sense of climax around the middle of the 
Cut. The injunctions to disarm and put down clearly form a dramatic contrast to 
the sentences pertaining to Brown's raid, which mostly concern the taking up of 
weapons and bloody military combat. Perhaps this is evidence that the prime 
number system in the White Cut has been rendered slightly more pliable, so as to 
enable Andre to direct its outcomes and effects more obviously, and to provide a 
certain narrative flow for the whole. 
However, it is the final Cut - the Blue Cut - that perhaps provides us 
with an opportunity to make some provisional comments about America Drill in 
all its segmented unity. For a start, it is this Cut that looks the most regimented 
and machine-like on the page, for it is typed entirely in an upper-case, triple- 
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spaced script. Moreover, the sources that comprise Blue C'ut also possess a clear 
relation to technology and to the machine, in a way that is attuned, in some 
senses, to the systematic logic that arranges the words in this fashion on the 
page. In Red Cut, there is a distinctive charge about the way the method for 
arranging the quotations appears so alien to the nature of the material over which 
it presides. But here in Blue Cut, this seems to be far from the case, for the 
subject matter almost appears to aspire naturally towards this lorm. The result, 
however, is a Cut that is practically impossible to read, resembling as it does 
Some kind of digitalised code. In fact, on the first two pages of'the poem, which 
are made up entirely of this Cut, the lines are so carefully justified and the 
spacing between the words so considerable that at first glance it is hard to know 
whether to read up and down, or across the page. The words seem to be 
collapsing into single letters before the reader has a chance even to read them. 
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This grid-like presentation could only have been produced, of course, on 
a mechanical typewriter. Once, Andre confessed that he had never been able to 
type with more than one finger, `but that made each operation of typing a very 
machine-like act'. 9' Indeed, typewriters have often been described as occupying 
a position somewhere between a tool and a machine. Friedrich Kittler once 
suggested that a technology whose basic action consists of strikes and triggers 
`proceeds in automated and discrete steps', as does ammunitions transport in a 
revolver, or celluloid in a film projector. 92 His reference to loading weapons 
might recall Peirce's citations from Elton's Tactics in White Cut. But here, in 
Blue Cut, the strikes and triggers entailed in the mechanism of transcription itself 
almost entirely consume the subject matter itself. 
The sources for Blue Cut are two books relating to Charles A. Lindbergh, 
whose reputation rests on accomplishing the first solo crossing of the Atlantic by 
plane, and whose flight from New York to Paris in May 1927 rocketed him to 
immediate international fame. The texts are his autobiography, "We ", which he 
had written very rapidly just two months after had accomplished the journey. 93 
By the end of the summer of 1927, just short of two hundred thousand copies 
had been sold. 94 The second publication is an extensive biography of Lindbergh 
by Kenneth S. Davis, which attempts to fathom the aviator's singular 
personality. 95 No man', he writes in one chapter, `prized Reason more nor 
Feeling less. Indeed, his emotional make-up so far differed from most men's that 
what moved them to tears often left him untouched; he was, therefore, given 
credit for amazing displays of self-control on occasions when he merely 
responded in ways most natural to him. '96 In fact, Davis often depicts Lindbergh 
as a figure more at home with machines than with human beings - an individual 
who thrived on the clear, simplistic empiricism of processes of testing, checking 
°1 Carl Andre, 'An Interview with Lynda Morris', 1975, in Cuts: Texts, 1959-2004, p. 212. 
°' Friedrich A. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, trans. Geoffrey Winthrop-Young and 
Michael Wutz (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), p, 191, 
93 Charles A. Lindbergh, "We" (New York: 0. P. Putnam, 1927). 
u^ See Kenneth S. Davis, Charles A. Lindbergh and the American Dream (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1959), p. 235, 95 Kenneth S. Davis, Charles A. Lindbergh and the American Dream. 
96 Kenneth S. Davis, Charles A. Lindbergh and the American Dream, p. 245. 
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and measuring, and who in turn would be driven to distraction by the relentless 
interference of the media and of a clearly infatuated public. 
Davis' bibliography suffers from many of the limitations of' its genre, but 
his reading oil. inclhergh's Iitc is far from thoughtless. We might also insinuate 
that it is it reading that was not also without its influence on Andre's 
understanding of the aviator. Indeed, Andre himselt'rrce described the suhiect of 
the Cut as the triumph cif technique over sensibility'. '' And, perhaps its u means 
of evidencing this, the quotations that comprise l31ue ('ut are considerahly terser 
than those in the other Cuts. Practically all are proper names of' places, 
individuals, engine types and publication titles. It is as though Andre is intent on 
mimicking the logic of* Lindbergh's own preference 1,01. hard I mcts and hoiled- 
down truths. Unlike White Cut, this section of America /)r'i// makes no 
concession to any semblance ot'narralive förm. And Since there is no shortening 
Or substitution when factors are recluirecl for figuring composite numbers, it is 
also the most unrelentingly repetitive. Like the drone ol'an engine, it serves as a 
slow, underlying reliraiu for the whole poem. Moreover, as Andre explained to 
Odlin, the means Ibr selecting words here was also extremely regimented, liºr 
they were mapped between ever enlarging chronological 111111ts. ", They 
commence with the year of' Lindbergh's transatlantic flight 1927 and expand 
outwards incrementally: 1925-1928,1924-1929,1923-1910, and so rin, until ilicy 
just after the Second Wrrrlrl War reach out to the early years of the century and to 
the (late when Davis' narrative more or less conies to a close. In addition to 
97 Carl Andre, . tnierica /)rill, p. U. 
`'" See Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts, 1959-2004, p. 209. 
Charles A. Lindbergh in 1927 Lindbergh's `Spirit oil Si. I . uu1is' 
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this, and in contrast to the other sections of America Drill, Blue Cut progresses 
not up the number continuum, but downwards - from the hundredth prime to the 
number 3. Considering the extra quantity of supplementary drafting and planning 
this must have required, this Cut is perhaps seen as something of a virtuoso 
rendition of his own prime number method. 
But right at the heart of capitalist modernity, we would argue, has been a 
process of endless enclosure. The great work of the past half-millennium 
was the cutting off of the world's natural and human resources from 
common use. Land, water, the fruits of the forest, the spaces of custom 
and communal negotiation, the mineral substrate, the life of rivers and 
oceans, the very airwaves - capitalism has depended, and still depends, 
on more and more of these shared properties being shared no longer, 
whatever the violence or absurdity involved in converting the stuff of 
humanity into this or that item for sale. 
Retort, 200599 
Andre once suggested that the subject of each of the Cuts pertained to 
three racial tragedies: the tragedy of treating territory as property, the tragedy of 
treating persons as property, and the tragedy of everything becoming property. '°° 
Certainly, it is possible to understand the historical moments cited by the sources 
in these terms - from the Wampanoags finding themselves obliged to relinquish 
their land to the newly arrived and ever-acquisitive English, to John Brown's 
vanguard aspirations to terminate slavery, and to seeing Lindbergh as a figure 
swallowed up by the atavistic pressures and predatory forces of his age. In fact, 
we might suggest Lindbergh's sympathy towards the German fascist regime of 
the 1930s is merely the logical progression of his love of clear mechanistic 
solutions - extrapolated from the realm of the technical and applied 
instrumentally to the social. 
I suspect the details of Lindberg's fascination with German National 
Socialism mattered considerably to Andre, who only adds elliptically to this 
99 Retort, Afflicted Powers: Capital and Spectacle in a New Age of War (Versa: London and New 
York, 2005), pp. 193.194. 
i°o Carl Andre, untitled note dated 21 August 1973 and reprinted in America Drill (2003 
facsimile edition) p. f. 
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1973 note that most people are in agreement that Lindbergh's father 'was 
unowned' by the eventual political orientation of his son, 101 Lindbergh Senior 
had been elected to Congress in the 1906 election, and subsequently carved out a 
reputation for himself as a staunch defender of democratic values and social 
justice. 102 Surely it is not a coincidence that it is the title of the first political 
magazine established by Lindbergh Senior which opens the poem. The Law of 
Rights Realized and Unrealized was founded in 1905, and was intended to be the 
official organ of a small land-owning venture for Minnesota farmers, initiated 
with the aim of protecting farmers' profits from distant, East Coast creditors. The 
venture failed. But as Davis points out, the endeavour was evidence of 
Lindbergh's passionate conviction that agriculture is the primary cause of the 
world's energy. Inspired by Marx, he understood human labour to be the source 
of all economic value, whereas property interests and those who control the flow 
of credit are allowed to reap the financial rewards. 103 In fact, Lindbergh's 
sympathy towards works and producers, and his resolute conviction that their 
labour be properly remunerated, are sentiments not entirely dissimilar to those 
later expressed by Andre himself. 
However, I am wary of implying there might be a key that unlocks the 
meaning of America Drill in its entirety, Nor would any historically-based 
explanation be capable of explaining why Andre simply found it necessary to 
curtail reference to each of the subjects referenced in the poem to just handfuls of 
quotations. Or, for that matter, why he felt inclined to cut and drill these word- 
fragments across the length of forty-three pages. But there again, if it is the 
nature of property to requisite, isolate and segment that which was once common 
and shared, then we might suggest Andre's method of appropriating and 
fragmenting historical sources is uncommonly fitting. We might argue that the 
extent to which the poem's system is driven by an objectifying logic that drains 
texts of their singularity to such a degree that they can be rendered equivalent 
and made relentlessly exchangeable is also a quality shared by an economy 
sustained by a logic of ownership and accumulation. The poem articulates, then, 
101 Carl Andre, untitled note, 21 August 1973, America Drill, p, f. 
102 For a useful introduction to C. A. Lindberg's politics, see Bruce L. Larson, Lindbergh of 
Minnesota: A Political Biography (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1973). 
103 See Kenneth S. Davis, Charles A. Lindbergh and the American Dream, pp. 38-41. 
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the impossibility of expressing the 'tragedy' of property in a form that is not 
entirely exempt from that same logic. The implication being, perhaps, that the 
conditions of `knowing' and 'conveying' in the present block the very aspiration 
to envisage circumstances otherwise. America Drill may well have been inspired 
by sincere regret for the injustices of the past, yet the self-imposed repressions of 
its own system requires that this remains forever inconclusive and arbitrarily 
curtailed. 
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Chapter 6 
Particles: 
From quantity to ontology 
Andre represented an early form of the belief that if you got a whole lot 
of identical objects (let's say squares) and put one here and here and 
here and here, then that was a work of art, that was gripping and 
compelling. Carl was a very early advocate - even in his poems - of that 
type of thing. 
Michael Fried, 1987' 
The majority of Andre's poems did not circulate much further than 
amongst his close friends until at least the end of the 1960s. By then, of course, 
he had acquired a significant reputation as an artist, which meant that they 
entered critical discourse as appendages to a body of sculptural work that was 
already considerably more familiar. It would be ungenerous to speculate whether 
the poetry would even have become known had Andre not become a major artist. 
However, it was undoubtedly the interest provoked by the sculptures that led to 
their publication, and the institutions that assumed responsibility for their 
dissemination were almost always the same as those that promoted and displayed 
his sculptures. The early work was published en masse in 1969 as a series of a 
limited edition bound Xerox facsimiles by the Dwan Gallery, where Andre had 
exhibited since 1967.2 The context and the nature of the presentation invariably 
forced on them the status of an artist's publication, and no doubt they were 
collected accordingly. } This was only accentuated later, when in the years that 
1 Michael Fried, in 'Theories of Art after Minimalism and Pop', in Discussions in Contemporary 
Culture: Number One, ed, by Hal Foster (Seattle: flay Press, 1987), p. 79. 
2 Carl Andre, Seven Fascimile Notebooks of Poetry (1960-69), ed. by Seth Siegelaub and the 
Dwan Gallery, 1969. The notebooks included Passport (1960), Shape and Structure (1960-65), A 
Theory of Poetry (1960-65), One Hundred Sonnets (1963), America Drill (1963-1968), Three 
Operas (1964) and Lyrics and Odes (1969). 
3 In some respects, it was Conceptual art that created an appropriately sympathetic climate for 
text-based artistic productions in manuscript and paper form. The Xerox machine was still a new 
technology in, 1969, and it had been embraced enthusiastically by many artists who wished to 
produce small publications cheaply. It is no coincidence either, that the editor of Andre's poems 
was Seth Siegelaub, a figure who was intimately associated with the promotion and exhibition of 
Conceptual art. See 'On Exhibitions and the World at Large: Seth Siegelaub in Conversation 
with Charles Harrison', Studio International, vol. 178, no. 917 (December 1969), pp. 202-203. 
For a further history of his relation to Conceptual Art, see Alexander Alberro, Conceptual Art 
and the Politics of Publicity (Cambridge, MA and London: MIT Press, 2003). 
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Iülluwrci, the original manuscripts of individual poems were exhibited on gallery 
walls or in glass vitrines only further cunt'using and curtailing hic standard 
protocols tier poetry's Cultural distrihution. '' 
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11 is Iýussihlc that the fst m: tnusrripl of one ut Anclre's poems to he offered for sale was the 
single-Inge poem, Nantc'. ': An Op ow /or "I'hre'r Voices (196-7). I'Itts was ilispluyed at Andre's 
second e'sliihition at Uw; ui in her ne w, ly opened New York gallery, which an horn 3 1)eeemher 
tu 1 . 
January 1905. In Liter years, Andre has had exhibitions in which only his poetry was 
(lisplayed. see, for instance, Roberta timuli, '('art Andre, 'Words in the I'urni of Poems', John 
Weher ( ialleiy', 'Ir{/uruni, vol. 1.1 (April IY75), pp. 7. -7-}, fcitcllu Crichton, '('nil Andre at 
I. issun', : Iri In frnnwiionul, vol. I'), no. 7 (September 1975), p. 5I and Harry SeInwahsky, 'C'url 
Andre, Paulo ('upper (inilýry', : Irr/uruni, vol. 1_', no. 5 (January I994), I) Hc). 
III, IIII. II Io II ui Ilro e Ir ,, I, 0 ,, iý2, 
al the ('hinali I, omidaiion, 1%1urfa, 'I'rxas 
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The poems' indebtedness to the typewriter is perhaps responsible for 
many of these decisions. Thanks to their distinctive visual appearance, they 
simply do not lend themselves to being reproduced other than as facsimiles. But 
more to the point, few would deny that these poems have a profoundly concrete 
character that calls out for comparison with his sculptures. s Therefore, it is 
hardly surprising that critics have been so concerned to identify shared features. 
In fact, Carl Andre himself has been more than helpful in facilitating such 
efforts. In 1972 he responded to an interviewer who had asked him how his 
poems and sculptures relate: 
[... ] in a sense my efforts in poetry have been to try and use words as 
bricks, you might say, as separate and not in the structure of grammatical 
form, but without grammar and in a more absolute sense. In that sense of 
isolation that is like the sculpture. [... ] I treat the words as particles. They 
retain their meaning, but retain their meaning as atoms, as particles. 6 
Naturally, this is not the only way that we might identify associations between 
the two bodies of work, which, as we have seen, can be considerably more varied 
and complicated than the terms offered here. Most critics, however, have 
followed Andre's cue and further expanded on the implications of these claims - 
often with much insight.? But here I want to move in an altogether opposing 
direction, taking up Andre's own terms for discussing his poems and in turn 
asking how they might inform our understanding of the sculptures themselves. I 
want to consider the implications of his claim that in both poems and sculpture, it 
is his objective to wrench significance away from the overall unity and return it 
to the single element: the `particle'. This chapter will focus, then, on providing a 
vocabulary for thinking further about the implications of the fact that Andre's 
sculptures are made from separable units. 
S One of the first overt references to Andre's poems was in David Bourdon's article, 'The Razed 
Sites of Carl Andre: A Sculptor Laid Low by the Brancusi Syndrome', in Artforum, vol. 5, no. 2 
(October 1966), pp. 15.17, p. 17. Bourdon alludes to the visual nature of the poetry with a 
quotation from Charles 13oultenhouse: 'By making us "look" at what we "read", the shaped poem 
reminds us that the poem as such is an object among other objects in the world. ' Seep. 108. 
However, John Chandler was the first to describe them in any serious detail. See his `The Last 
Word in Graphic Art', Art International, vol, 12, no. 9 (November 1968), pp. 26-27. 
6 'Carl Andre interviewed by Achille Bonito Oliva', Domus, no. 515 (October 1972), pp. 51.52, 
52. 
The most productive and careful of these readings are those of Dominic Rahtz, 'Literality and 
Absence of Self in the Work of Carl Andre', especially pp. 69-73, and James Meyer's 
introduction, 'Carl Andre, Writer', in Cuts: Texts, 1939-2004, pp. 12-16. 
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I will reveal those atoms from which nature creates all things and 
increases and feeds them and into which, when they perish, nature again 
resolves them. To these in my, discourse I commonly give such names as 
the 'raw material ; or 'generative bodies, or `seeds' of things. Or I may 
call them primary particles, because they come first and everything else 
is composed of them. 
Lucretius8 
From the Epicureans to modern particle physics, particles have been 
understood simply as a minimal unit of magnitude. It was Lucretius who first 
pronounced that the substance of the universe was constituted from atoms, and 
the varied list of terms he uses in the citation above should serve as an indication 
that a particle need not necessarily indicate any specific dimension, substance or 
even a form: it is simply the smallest conceivable unit. Or, more precisely, it is 
merely the point at which further inquiry into even smaller units is no longer 
attempted. For once a quantity is designated `a particle', it implies that no 
capacity exists to detect whether or not it has an internal structure. In fact, if it is 
revealed that substances possess inner components, then it is simply no longer 
possible to call them particles. 9 
Thus, when Andre uses the term, we might say it is a way of indicating 
that the shape, quality and form of his selected units - be they words, bricks, 
metal plates, or blocks - are treated as unquestioningly absolute and fixed. It is 
the point at which no further cuts or subdivisions are made. From these particles, 
the sculpture is then aggregated: 
Well, my general rule is to find a particle (this is one of the most difficult 
things, to find or make a particle), and from that selection or discovery of 
a single particle, create a set of them in which the rules for joining the 
particles together is the characteristic of the single particle, 0 
e Lucretius, On the Nature of the Universe, trans. R. B. Latham (London: Penguin Books, 1994), 
11. 
See, for instance, P. W. Bridgeman, The Way Things Are (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1959), p. 195. 
10 Carl Andre, in `Time: A Panel Discussion', ed. by Lucy Lippard, Art International, vol. 13, no. 
9 (November 1969), pp. 20-23 and p. 39, p. 23. See also Andre's interview with Phyllis 
Tuchuran, Artforum, vol. 8, no. 10 (June 1970), pp. 55-61, pp. 55-57. 
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The very word 'rule' might be thought to attest to the instrumentalist terms with 
which Andre conceives his practice: first, he locates an inert and manipulable 
unit and then he subjects it to a simple operation, so that the linished work is 
merely the evidence of the rule-determining action. But although his statement is 
couched in this language, it is not quite that clear-cut, for what he wishes to 
suggest is that the particles thelnse/ves propose the best means for their 
combination. The rules, in other words, are generated out of'the materials, or, to 
put it differently, they at least remain `true' to the character and nature of the 
individual particle. BY suggesting this, we might think that Andre's account of 
his practice is intended to notably downplay the significance of the appearance of 
the overall configuration. It implies that any set ref units he arranges should be 
viewed as nothing more and nothing less than an arrangement of'hurts a 
composite. Accordingly, this might recall one of his oft-cited slogan; from the 
mid sixties: 'things in their elements and not in their relations. " I It is an 
aphorism intended to remind us that his is a practice predicated on a refusal to 
use fixatives or_joints try hold the particles together. Everything remains 
separable. Indeed, over the years Andre has been more than keen to emphasise 
the discreteness of the parts over the continuity cif the whole, frequently even 
refusing to describe his sculptures as plastic, because plastic' implies 'flowing 
of form'. Instead, his works are `elastics': "elastic' means broken or pre-existing 
parts which can he put together or taken apart without joining or cementing; .P 
Spill (. S'curter Piece) 1400, I li VIII ºtion 
al the Dwan (; aller}', New York, I9Ob-67 
'' (trI Andre, in Dan (irthanr 'Carl Andre', 1). 35. Sec also Lucy R. I. ippard, ' 10 S(ruciturst,; in 
2(1 Paragraphs', in Alinun il: tit. I'. rhihitiun Catalogue, cd. by I: nim I)cveling, Ihag" 
( icnicentrmuscum, 'Ihr I Iaguic, I9OX, I). 26 
Phyllis'fuchrnan, `An Interview willi Carl Andre', 4, i/ 'iw:, vol. H, no. h (. lunc I970), pp. »- 
61, h. 57. 
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From these ternms, we might inlCr that no element of Andre's sculptures 
amounts to anything greater or rnure significant than the rarere total ()I' its 
aggregated parts. Of'course, when compared to many other art practices 
particularly other modernist ones this might strike us as very surprising. 
Contrast, fier instance, the way in which the critic Michael Fried describes the 
welded sculptures of Anthony ('aru. For Fried, the '. juxtaposition' of'the variou' 
components was what mattered most of'all: it was here where the visual import 
of*his sculptures was to be located. The 'I-Reams, girders, cylinders, lengths of' 
piping, sheet metal and grill' all subtly inflect one another, t rmuing what Fried 
called its syntax'. And Im him this was fill' more significant than the identity of 
each item. I' In Andre, however, the intention seems to be toi claim precisely the 
opposite. I Jere, the whole is squarely the sum of'the qualities ol'its independent 
Components. In feiet, it seems there is a positive attempt ein Andre's part to 
thoroughly undermine the very possibility of enabling a viewer to make any of 
the kind of'yualitatively based inferences that Fried ascribes to Caro's work. 
l' Meel Rod Ruin, 1 904) 
All the sane, however, the overall physical iörmaticýn ol'Andre's 
aggregated units should not he understood as dispensable altogether. Andre's 
works are riot like . shop window 
displays, in which items can be taken away one 
MichaL"I I'iicJJ, 'Art and OhjeoIi ucl', "Irt/iwunc, vol. ti, nm Il) (June. I%7), pp. 12-21,1). 20, 
rcpi'inled in Alinnin, al : 'Irt: 'I ("rite al. 9nt/, olo, cj'. I'or a further discussion of Fried's reading ui' 
Anthony ('arc's sculptures, see Alex Polls, the Sc i lpncral Imagination: Figuratne, Modernist. 
Minimalist, ppp 18 1-185. 
AntIuon) Caro, , 11un /i u/ May, 1963 
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by one. Nor, f)r that matter are they like Felix ( ionzalez-Torres' 'giveaway' 
works, in which viewers are encouraged to help themselves to sheets of paper 
11-oni large stacks, or pieces of candy frone piles in the corner. ' In fact, nothing 
could he more opposed to the nature of Andre's sculptures - at least according to 
the terms as he delines them. For he has always claimed the particles alone do 
not make the work: it is the number of units and their arrangement that constitute 
the sculpture. 15 
,üýA -)IItI ci- I ui It,, I Iii1u, 41 (1 ch"r(ui 's Ml º' , Sole) 
I989, exhibited at the (: uggeaheini NI ii iii u, 
New York, 1995 
In cºnc sense, this might strike uS its wholly cc)ntr, ºclictOºy. It implies that 
the overall I01-Illation is deliberately s ll*-evident and is intended to register with 
viewers as lacking any deep significance. But, at the same time, it is wholly 
necessary fier the very identity of the sculptures. It iniplii's, in other words, that 
the sculptures must remain in their fixed arrangcrrrent whenever they are 
displayed, or else they cease to he Andre's sculptures. Consequently, the 
dimensions and the design of' his works acquire a peculiarly emphasised and 
ambivalent status - one tlrart is both crucial and Seemingly nmeaningless. It is this 
tension I wish to explore here. 
` Sec Miwon Kwon, 'Exchange Ilatc. On Ohligatrun anti Reciprocity in Some Art uf'the I')h()s 
uni After', in Work Eth it ,l xhihitiur7 (; rt tlu) ue, erl. by I leiert Mole wnrth, li rltinwre Muscrnn 
(it Art, Mayland, pp. t)"21-4)7. 
" Dhrniel Buren makes this point in relation tu Andre's 3.5 Timber Lint, 1rom 1968. See his 
'Interview with Yves Arnccttallol', irr betalt {67ritc Space: {Bratei' dein AIuveum /9(O-1 976, 
I XIIIIriiron ('atarloguc, Palais ties Beaux-Arts dc Bruxelles, I905, pp. 87-88. 
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spor t` L`ry. Tqrb` 
We might infer, however, that these , tmbivalcnces are all in some way 
related to the status of"the pre-existing number-based programs that Andre 
chooses to deploy. For, just as in Amc'ric"ri /)i'///, where the work's overall 
1,01-111: 11 loll IS deterlllllled by an arithmetic progression that is essentially lacking 
any overarching significance, permutational systems are also much evidence in 
his Three-dimensional work;. "file L'rjliivulent. s From 1966 are the midst obvious 
example. I sere all eight sculptures contain the same number of' units two layers 
of'60 yet each are arranged into different possible permutations. 3 wide by 20 
long, 20 wide by .1 long, 4 wide by IS long, IS wide by -1 long, 5 wide by 12 
Tong, 12 wide by 5 long, 6 wide by 10 long and 10 wide by 6 long. If', however, 
one of'the sculptures were to lose if row of'bricks, then fine Andre the work would 
be as good its destroyed, fier it would no longer relate dither to his original 
conception, or to tile others in the I umerical set. It would cease to he 'an 
equivalent'. I lowever, this only pits an added emphasis on the arbitrariness of 
Andre'. s use of his number system. We nlit ht \vaiit to ask, for instance, why 
factors of'60 were chosen in the first place, or, fu, r that matter, wily certain 
possible permutations were left out by Andre from his series. 10, I'licre seems to 
he no Justific ºtion fier these decisions within the terms of'the numerical system 
itself. Consequently, the Coherency of'the organising concept begins to look 
in('re'asingly like the result of"a series of'capricious decisions on Andre's part, 
our that has been elevated to the status of a fixed and invariable rule and is now 
1VIll1IIy incapable of IC111011titriltlllg its own validity or self-evidence. 
ý`Sie I)a%Id hutnLiun, ' fhc Rai, cd Sites uI'('aFI Andre', p. I7. 
/ yrura/ ii( 1 
1906,1969 
!: 'quivulen! //I 
1966, I96') 
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I Il1. ß, '', N, 10SIA ali+iuu : ýl it I do m dcli Nah i. aIler), iNcsi 1 oils, \lil iI I'ºbb 
I lowever, from Andre's very earliest exhibitions, however, reviewers 
have felt obliged to stress that his sculptures were not oriented solely by the 
abstract, a priori decisions that determined their formations. In Iäct, it soon 
became clear that the works were not mere Platonic forms, whose purpose was to 
redirect attention to the (determining principle. Seeing an Andre sculpture was 
always quite a different thing from experiencing a concept, ' was how one crilic 
phrased it. ' 7 Moreover, it was also evident that certain works or groups of' works 
were carelirlly sited in relation to their surrounding architect tire, which accorded 
them a very distinct spatial quality. "This becomes immediately apparent it vve 
contrast his sculptures to those (rl'Sol DeWitt from around the same (ink. 
I. eWitt's works in about 1966 tend to be visual presentations of simple structural 
pernlutattons, such as his Serial Pi-gjc'c t #l (AB( 7)). 'I he work might otter a 
gallery visitor much that is ol'visual interest, but spatially, it is quite different 
from Andre's sculpture, for it sits on a slightly raised grid. This functions in the 
same wily as a pedestal does tin earlier three-dimensional art, containing the 
work and maintaining, a spatial separatcness between the beholder and the 
sculpture. The work can only he observed I-runl (outside, looking inwards. " 
Andre's E(luiv(dents at the Tibor dc Nagy Gallery, on the (aller hand, did invite 
viewers to walk amongst the 'islands' ul'hricks and to become aware ol'the 
Kurt von Meier, 'I. os Angeles', : 1,1 /nh'rnalmnu/, vol. 11, no, 4 (April I %7), pp. 51-55, p. 51. 
John ('handler also makes it clear that his scuipturc 'has to he sensed. There is as little 
correspondence between conceiving a work of ant and perceiving a work ol'art as there is 
hetwern rntaginintt something and seeing it. I ... 
I To be told that someone has a plan fror a piece 
using 10 xI Syu<u es of caliper in an tS x2 placement is not to have experienced a work of art, and 
another piece utirng the saute elements in a4 .x4 arrangement would 
he a rcry different 
exhcriencc i/ experienced. ' See . 
lohn ('handler, 'The Last Word in (irrt)hic Art', I). 20. 
"I , or Le Will's description of his work, see 'Serial I'n)jcct No. I (Al$c'1))', pp. 75 76. 
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spatial intervals betwcrn the sculpture,. ('ornsegiiently, the surrolInding 
environment, in particular the h uor and the gallery walls, takes on a much more 
pronounced Sig.; nitiC, uicc liar the viewer than 11 sloes lör Sot l_eWitt. 
One OI*the fir"( toi grapple wiIII Sunk 01' lhese aspects Of Ant Ire'ti practice 
was Mel I3ochner. In his 1967 article, 'serial Art Systems: Solipsism, he 
ddescrihed Andre, I)an Flavin and Sol IYWitt as each advancing an an that 
possessed 'a heightened artificiality due to the clearly visible and simply ordered 
structure they use. ' p' Yet, despite his rationalist tone, 13ochner was willing to 
concede that 'artitic ality' could be an e test that is very difficult to articulate 
rationally. '" Apprehending displays of logical 'order' might not necessarily lead 
"' Mel Rechner, 'Set ial Art Systems: Solipsism', : Iris Ala a:, n , vol. 
41, no. !i (Summer 1967), 
kph. 39-43, I). 40. It is intereslintg to rundrare the inure nir; rsurrd and r; u-eful toile of this article to the Iwnthast of 
his review eil 'I'riinary tiU uý lures', published just a yev' earlier. That essay ended with an 
impressive string of claimti. 'I lie 'New Art' of' Andre, I)aim l lavin, Sol LeWitt, Donald Judd and 
Robert SiuitlIsill, he wrote 'deals with the surface Of lll; lttrr and avoids its "heart''. It is 
1111111 'like, not slumt; uieous, exclusive. It does not move. I1his IS roil aii 'art style. '' It will nut 
"wittier" wills the passing season and go away. 11 is not engineering. It is not applianc"c""-. It is not 
Merles., and innpersonal. II will not become academic. It Offers no outline of torinula. It deifies 
everything it asserts. '1"lie implications are astounding. Art no longer need tuetelid to he about 
Life. Inhibitions, elognris and anxieties Of ninrlrrnih century VOMMIce disalppear. Art IS, otter all, 
Nolliing. ' See Mel l hehrer, 'I'rnuary Structures , 
Arts Alai; u:: wt', vol. -10, iii i; (June lU 0), pp. 
t2-3s, h. W. For it inure cynical reading, which seeins practically to Irr u direct response to these 
sentences, see liri, ui U'I )uherty, 'A Platonic Academy Minus Plato: The Future of New l'urk', 
Art and. 1rIi. vis (Sep)Iember 1966), tepriiiteil in Ali»iniul. -lei' A ('ri/ic al. lulhuln"et'. 
Sf1 IV\1'itt, Serial Project #l (AM D), 1966, 
installation at the 1)wan CaIIerY, New York, April 1 460 
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to a sense of self-assurance and inner conviction, in other words. As if to 
emphasise this tension, he begins his account of Andre's works in a 
dispassionate and suitably rationalist spirit, listing off their general 
characteristics as though they are items on a surveyor's checklist. We learn, for 
instance, the sculptures have `density, rigidity, opacity, uniformity of 
composition, and roughly geometric shape. '21 It is also clear, he then explains, 
that the recent work has to lie directly on the ground because Andre has ordained 
in advance that in his units should be held together only by their own weight. 
Furthermore, their low height is `probably due somewhat to the instability of 
unadhered stacks. '22 Every artistic decision, it seems, is capable of being 
explained away in banal and wholly practical terms, as if Andre simply imposes 
the rules and then he carries them through. Or, to paraphrase Sol LeWitt, the 
artist is merely the clerk of his own premise. 23 
But then Bochner abruptly switches register. Visually, he writes, the 
lowness of his new works means that they exist `below the observer's eye-level'. 
This forces viewers to look down on them from above, and the resulting effect is 
of the works `impinging very slightly' into their space. The use of the word 
`impinging' need not necessarily imply anything particularly threatening, yet the 
thought of something encroaching at foot level is at least capable of connoting 
something destabilizing. 24 Certainly, the four accompanying reproductions of 
sections of Andre's installation at the Los Angeles Dwan Gallery from earlier in 
that year only compound that impression. The work was an inverse version of his 
Equivalent series, so that here the forms of these sculptures were left as holes in 
an artificial floor comprising of loose concrete capstones. 25 One of the photos in 
Bochner's article even includes a pair of visitor's legs walking around the empty 
troughs, as if to indicate how, in practical terms, viewers would have to negotiate 
this uneven terrain. For Bochner, it was precisely this kind of physical attention 
21 Mel l3ochner, 'Serial Art Systems: Solipsism', p. 40. 
22 Mel Bochner, 'Serial Art Systems: Solipsism', p. 40. 
23 Sol LeWitt, 'Serial Project No. I (AICD)', Aspen Magazine, reprinted in So! LeWitt: Critical 
Texts, p. 75, 
24 Alex Potts also discusses l3ochner's account in The Sculptural Imagination: Figurative, 
Modernist, Minimalist, pp. 312-313. Potts points out that the lowness of many of Andre's 
sculptures forces the viewer to engage with the work 'at a kinaesthetic as well as a purely visual 
level', suggesting that these works impact as things 'one half feels and half sees'. See p. 313, 
2s The exhibition at the Los Angeles Virginia Dwan Gallery ran from 8 March -1 April 1967. 
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that Andre's works required that. made them `essentially unavoidable' and at the 
sa111C III11C in a multiple Sense pIY'st'll/. ' 
20 
Cuts, 1907, installation al the Ih%au (. iIIciý, I. os . %ugclus, hach 1967 (dclails) 
-09" 
What exactly diel I3ochner mean by 'presence'? ' Alex Potts has suggested 
that a sculptural sense of' `presence' is perhaps best described as both a very real 
aºnd an entirely imaginary quality: 'the "thercness" of a sculpture', he writes, is 
hollº very literal and totally elusive there it is, so much is perlkctly obvious, yet 
what is there! 'ý''TIºis question might have seemed uncannily pressing in relation 
tu the negative spaces in Andre's Los Angeles installation. One critic, Ii,. 
instance, noted how these shallow spaces somehow felt curiously and 
inexplicably tni-entcrahlc. 21 Potts points out that this kind of'tension between the 
'presence' Ittrihuted to a work in contrast to what it actually is besets the 
modern condition of'sculptººre nuºCII more generally. Yet in Andre's case, he 
argues, it almost becomes a defining tcýºture. Most art, he suggests, enables 
Mel Buchner, 'Serial Art Systems: Solipsism', h. 411. 
Alex Potts, 'Paradoxes ofthe Sculptural', p. 57. 
'S Jane I, iviii sinne, 'Carl Andlrr'.. -IrI/iuvm, vol. 5, no. O (May 19u7), pp. 62-63, h. (, '. 
° In his in tick., 'I )ells and I pings', Potts explores this tension in much more detail. I Ir 
speculates that we might raid in the near-hyperhehr critical responses of Kjildeluirc and Rilke 
towards sculpture's obdurate thin} liness some of the tensions that peset all objects that ; irr 
pulrnti, tIIv susceptible to runttuudilieatinn and reilir; ttiun. Potts explores the ways in whirls 
Rilke attempts to accord the s(: ull)turrs 01 Modist with it ticn, r oI auratlic presence, yet he is only 
able Iu aci uniplislt this by displacing a literal ahlprehrnsion of the works as solid objects si, tndinji, 
in our in mediate physical rtnuoniurnt. He can only attend to the sculptures' materiality, in other 
vent,, by imagining its dissolution. I of Putt.,, Rilkes lawasy ol`an uuntedi; Uedl cnmmuniuu 
between viesvei and OhICCt is Ml especially modern orte, for it arUrulaies all aspiration to abolish 
the structural alienation between subject and object in modern rtillurr'. Scidplurc's inherent 
nmutrrialily, oil the other hands i kavs threatens to expose this tantctsy as unattainable, lot it otters 
nu such rettsstn saes sense oI iLicutilicalion with the world ul objects See Alex Potts, 'Dolls ; jIld 
'T'hings' The reitieatloll and disintegration u1'scttllptur0 in Rodin and Milke', in . S'tiýlu it, insight 
('SAMIN uzt in'l and ruhnire in honour n/'l . 
Ill. Gu, uhrirh at 85, cd. by . 
101111 Ottiant (Lotid on 
Phuidon, 1904). 
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viewers to point to specific formal qualities, such as subtlety of composition or 
legible gestures of expression, which stabilise the illusion that there is a 
convergence between the material form of the work and the feelings it evokes. 30 
However, a distinctive feature of Andre's sculpture is `that it is designed to repel 
such mediation, white at the same time making the viewer acutely aware of the 
duality of its presence as fact and fantasy, as a thing out there and a stirring of 
thought and feeling. i3 
The observation that artworks which approach the appearance of simple 
objects might have a surprising affective `presence' had also been the topic of 
Michael Fried's famous essay `Art and Objecthood'. Fried's article was directed 
mostly against Donald Judd, Robert Morris and Tony Smith, yet he certainly had 
Andre in mind as well. 32 For him, however, the kind of presence their works 
possessed was a mere art-affect, one that resulted purely from the fact that they 
were presented in a gallery situation as art. 33 Such works, he inferred, simply 
lacked any inner, intrinsic value that enabled them to exist independently of the 
beholder who confers them with their artistic authority. Consequently, they are 
especially needy in their demand for persistent attention. In one oft-cited 
passage, he wrote: 
Someone has merely to enter the room in which a literalist work has been 
placed to become that beholder [... ] - almost as though the work in 
question has been waiting for him. And inasmuch as literalist work 
depends on the beholder, is incomplete without him, it has been. And 
once he is in the room the work refuses, obstinately, to let him alone - 
which is to say, it refuses to stop confronting him, distancing him, 
isolating him. 4 
30 Robert Smithson makes this same point in his essay 'A Museum of Language in the Vicinity of 
Art'. lie contrasts Lucy Lippard's description of Andre's works as 'rebelliously romantic' with 
Andre's own assertion that his works have no mental or secondary qualities, and that they are 
'solidly "material"". He points out that what is `materialist' for one can easily becomes 
`romantic' for another. But Smithson suggests both views are the same thing: `Both views refer 
to private states of consciousness that are interchangeable. ' See Robert Smithson: The Collected 
Writings, p. 84. 
31 Alex Potts, 'Paradoxes of the Sculptural', p. 61. 
12 Andre is named, along with Ronald Bladen, Robert Grosvenor, John McCracken and Sol 
LeWitt, on p. 19 of 'Art and Objecthood'. 
3' Michael Fried, `Art and Objecthood', p. 16. 
"Michael Fried, 'Art and Objecthood', p. 21. 
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Fried's willingness to see the works of. ludd, Morris, Smith and Andre as 
possessing sohle kind of'animate spirit might strike us as highly exaggerated. Rut 
in his Mind, the very word `presence' suggested this: presence is alter all a 
ý5 quality usually ascribed to people, not things. Moreover, lbr him the works' 
insistent emptiness amounted to a kind of horrifying anthropomorph1sill. I Ic 
points out that although the artists themselves wanted to extract from their work 
any hunmu association, the objects they Constructed cio still possess a residual 
anthroponlorphisnl, simply becausr they are presented as art. They force 
themselves on a viewer as a physical presence, yet refuse to mirror back any 
consoling image of `the human'. Or, to put it differently, the art objects make ýI 
claim on viewers' Interest, but fall to otter any recognisably human dimension in 
relation to that experience. Indeed, as Fried later phrased it, (or him such work 
put the body 'endlessly on stage, hollowed it out, deadened its expressiveness, 
denied its finitude and in a sense its humanness' 30 
Donald Judd, Unfilled, 1965 
In Iüct, tried iiiade clcau. in the final pages of'Art and Ohjecthood' that i1 
was Anthony C'aro'l work that ol'I'crcd for him everything that the torus ot'a 
\lurris or a Judd did rtot. I: ike certain poetry and music, he wrote, C'are's 
sculpt tires 'are possessed by the knowledge ofthe human body, and how, in 
innumerable ways and m cods, it makes meaning. ' n Such works imaged for him 
it world that was considerably less literal and obdurate than daily life 0f1ering it 
k' Fried curruhuratr, this by citing, Tony Smith's statement that 'I didn't think of'thctn Iie. his 
" ciiIt tuiesl its . sculpluic, 
but as Itmscncrs ul a sort. ' See 'Arl mid ()hlrrllwol', p. 19. 
"' Michael hied, '. An Intmdipeuom Io toy Arl ('rilicism', in 1r1 and Uhjt'((ll od. " Es. cuvs and 
I? vi'wn', c (Chicago and London: Univcrsity ut Chicago Press, 1998), h. 42. 
Michael Fried, 'Arl and Ohjecthood', la. ? U. 
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privileged glimpse of a realm more closely contoured for habitation by 
hllllli ns. 
39 
It would he too easy at this point to suggest that it is the exclusive intent 
of Andre sculptures to disenchant the humanist ideals of the likes of Michael 
Fried, and to do so with a resolute and blank display of ohjects that refute 
identification as warm and resonant things. a,, Certainly, this Is ollen flow 1115 
work is presented. Most recently, James Meyer has suggest that even forty years 
a('tcr minimalism's emergence, the antihurnalnist thrust of his work remains alien 
to those who remain attached to an anthropocentric notion ofart, who cannot 
accept the premise of an art that exists in the room with us but does not exist f ui" 
us. '40 't'his may well be partly the case. I lowever to over-emphasise the anti- 
hunlarlltit impulse in Andre's work strikes me as slightly misleading. Certainly, 
Andre's works have umtust no anthropomorphic overtones, and it is all too clear 
that they lack many of the consoling signs we tend to associate with either 
human form or personal touch. As critics have ollen noted, il' freestanding 
sculpture is associated hrinwrily with representations ol'the upright human 
figure, then nothing, surely, could he more anti-figural than the planar extension 
of flat metal plates, symmetrically positioned across the floor. 4I 
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144 Ilrrl, ýný, ýýrrnr . Square, 1909, dcluil 
'" For a reading of ' Mit fl tei trial whICII CXI)kncs the cluestit)n OI the nnthruhunwrlphlc in relntlun 
Ii) modernity mow generally, srr . 
I. M-1. Bernstein, 'Apuria of the Sensible: Art, Ohjrrthnod and 
anlhrupontt>rhhlsnt', In /nlrry, rrltne; I Isua/ ('allure: /': vl, lru"nliu, r. ', in l/rr u/ tht 
ILvtr(il, r& by Ian Itrywuott and IU; trry Sandywc1l (bondun and New York: Kuntledge, 1999). 
Sec Alex Potts. 'Dolls and I hlugý I). 374. 
'o James Meyer, '('ctrl Annlrr: WIilci , nl 
Cuts: li'xts, 1959 2004, p. 17. 
41 This, at any rate, is how thce. I(m-lying horir. ontality of nruc"h of Anclre's scnlhtnrc has ouch 
been discussed. l or instance, I. uc: y I. Iphurcl writes of Iris work 'rejecting the pedestal and telling 
the traditionally anthrolunnurphic stance of heroic vertical sculpture by identifying with riuu hs 
and journeys. ' See h icy R. l . ipparcl, Oec,. Irtt', ('onte'nrporw )' Ail and the Art u/'I'rt'hisboi ' (New 
York: New Press, 1983), 1) U. She makes a similar claim on 1). 123. 
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Nonetheless, we would he mistaken not to see Andre's sculptural Practice 
as motivated by au intention to recover at least some residual element of the 
humanly sensible from the raw materiality of the particles he deploys. Ofcourse, 
in relation to previous art, the level of `human interest' in these forms is reduced 
to a mere residue, or a strained whisper. Certainly, we might think of'it as 
`assiduous renunciation', as David Bourdon put it in 1966 . 
42 Hut I suspect Andre 
hiºnsell'prel rred always to see his work as starting out fror» nothing - From an 
empty ground and then working upwards from this. I low much is needed, 
Andre seems intent on asking, before we are able to devote attention to an object 
and find in it a human significance? The answer, needless to say, is perhaps not 
much. 
144 II(I iirsiulu Square, iustallulion nl 
Iale Modern, 2003 
Essentially, Andre's sculptures strike nic as hest described is an attempt 
tu identity an element of' human caning/iciness in h ri and arrangements that 
might otherwise appear wholly inecmingless. Again, I think our attention should 
turn to the significance ul, ihe role played by the particle. take, Itor instance, a 
work such as 14.1 Aluc; nesiu, n Square fach plate is twelve Oldies by twelve 
inches, and three-eighths cif an inch thick. Whether or not Andre had the supplier 
Lilt tlheni to order, they have been sized) nonetheless I'M- rase ref hatndling. 
Muýrcuver, by choosing to work with particles oi'this , tie, Andre is able to set 
down and position each plate independently, without the use ol'any Norther tools 
"- David Bourdon. "Ilic Itaitd Sites of Carl : Andre', h. I5. 
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or machinery to Intervene between him and the particle. Indeed, what might be 
more humanising in its Intent than this'? `l can only relate nmyselI' in a human way 
to a thing', writes the young Marx, when the thing is related in a human way to 
man. ' 41 Andre's au might be seen, then, as a means of demonstrating that these 
raw materials are in the first place made to serve human needs. This is hardly an 
art that relishes in the sublime heaviness oi`raw substances, as does, for example, 
the sculpture ol'Richard Serra. Especially in his prop works, Serra seems set on 
balancing units so that they form arrangements that register as thoroughly 
precarious. In contrast, Andre's use of materials coulel not appear more Pliant: 
'My work is entirely about units that I can handle without risk, ' lie once said. It 
4a is about 'zero threat. ' 
I Iuwcvcr, to from tu the matter of human dimensions even at this 
nominal level is to raise the suhpect of'scale. The issue is a complicated olle, 
and not entirely easy to determine. Clement Greenberg once dismissed Andre is 
someone who simply lacks '; r sense of pr'oportion', and, although we m fight not 
think this verdict is entirely right, it is as equally hard to assert lie is categorically 
wrong ." 
At any rate, claims that Andre's works do possess an inherent sense of' 
proportion are dillicult to verify. thanks tu his `theory olmasonry' that small 
Karl Marx, 1 ("uironur and /'hilo. si'p/ri, al A1IflU. c(v rl)LS', trans. 'I. B. litm )Mire, in Ahii tý 
unrelnr of Alan, ed by Frich Fromm (New York: hrcciarick Ungar I'uhlishirrg Co, 196I ), It. I . 
Q. 
44 Carl Andre, in Paul ('uninrings, Arlists in their Own Words, p. 196, 
-1 k' ('lenient Greenberg, `An Interview with James Faure Walker', Artsrerihc 10 (. January It) 78), 
pp. 15 -2 I, h. 16. 
! kit jm4,,;. 4 
( or"rrerr Plop, 1909 
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things, in other words, can be aggregated to construct very large things - it is all 
too easy to conclude that potentially the size of his sculptures can become vastly 
disproportionate to the dimensions of its individual units. 46 We might infer then 
that the scale of his works is wholly equivalent to their size: determined merely 
by preordained numerical systems, or by other practical contingencies. A sense 
of a human scale, we might think, is retained only at the level of the module, 
whilst the proportions of the whole simply do not figure in the equation. 
Nonetheless, Andre's sculptures are scaled in a more evident sense than 
this. There is a line in one of W. H. Auden's poems in which he writes of the 
allure of `short distances and definite places', and just such an affinity strikes me 
as equally apparent in Andre's sculptures. 7 Andre once spoke of the fact that it 
is in our inherent nature to measure off all things against the dimensions of our 
own body, reminding his interviewer of the Protagorean claim that man is, after 
all, the measure of all things. 48 Thierry de Duve, on the other hand, has 
suggested that it might be more accurate to say that Andre's use of standard 
modules turns things into the measure of man, `with man defining himself by the 
artefacts that his industry has made, '49 But, in many respects, it is hard to 
distinguish the one from the other; with Andre, both `man' and `product' seem to 
be rendered mutually defining. Certainly, machine-made modules are set out on 
the ground in a way that enables them to be sized-up and surveyed. And it seems 
to me that the intent is almost one of demonstrating physically what the number 
and the dimensions of the units amount to, so that viewers can attest for 
themselves how they add up to a definitive set of proportions. What those 
proportions are seems less important than the fact that they now become palpable 
and recognisable. It allows them to be accorded significance, or a certain 
familiarity: to be seen for what they are. 5° Here it is: 12 by 12 gives a square of 
46 See Carl Andre, in Paul Cummings, Artists in their Own Words, p. 186 and Jean Siegel, ' Carl 
Andre: Artworker', p. 178. 
41 'In Praise of Limestone', in W. li' Auden (Ilarmondsworth: Penguin, 1958), p. 129. 
' Phyllis Tuchman, 'An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 57. 
49 Thierry de Duve, 'Ex Situ', Art and Design vol. 8, no. 5-6 (May-June 1993), pp. 24-30, p. 29. 
50 It is perhaps worthwhile saying a few words here about the difference between size and scale. 
In an essay on the dimensions of Jackson Pollock's paintings, T. J. Clark suggests that size is a, 
literal matter - it entails grasping how big or small a certain object really is, in relation to the 
grasper's physical dimensions. Scale, on the other hand, is always relational and metaphorical, 
and accepts size as a mere effect of representation. 'The size of a map', he writes, 'is a literal 
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144 magnesiLmri plates. Now we are counting ol, one side, now the next, now we 
are walking over its 5urfiicc in search of'the centre (and so on). 
Of course, often the dimensions of any particular sculpture can appear 
thoroughly arbitrary. Fror instance, at the same time as the Equivalent , Series was 
displayed at the Tihor dc Nagy Gallery in April 1966, Andre installed a work in 
a large group exhibition at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in Buston. The 
sculpture was caller! IJ'alkiug Beam. " It was ýI row ofconcrete capstones 
arranged across the fluor from one side of the gallery to the other so that hotlt 
ends touched the walls. The span of the room was 16 feet, and because each 
capstone was eight inches wide, Andre required 24 to complete the work. laut 
when the sculpture was exhibited subsequently, no alteration was made to its 
original length. That (lumber of units remains Invariably and permanently fixed, 
so that the ends of ff'a/kies,, ' Berm, need not necessarily abut the walls. The 
sculpture, we might say, became it gauge für the dimensions of its originary 
location: an indication, perhaps that the contingent dimensions of, tºn exhibiting 
space were ,t means for Andre to deterirline the Composition ut his sculpt lire, in 
precisely the same way as, at other times, he had resorted to ntlº»her-based 
matter, the Scale of ,r map is its literal sirr VIII in rrlaUom tu some other signified , i/e, literal 01 
iruag, inmy'. ('I; uk argues that nuodent art has ritten been intent on [, lying hold of the true size ref 
things and it is this suggestion that nrlinin, my irceount hire. Andre, I think, wants lei make the 
sr/c" of things 'real' and definitive. tiee'1'.. I. ('lurk, `I'ollock's Smallness', in tick. mn Pollock, 
Neu Ap/, rinn hr. c, cal. by Kirk Varnedoc and I'cpe Karmcll, The Museum ref Modern Art, New 
York, I999 Sec Ili patticulnr pp. IS- 17. 
'l , I'he exhibition was called 'Multiplicity', which ran at the Huston Institute of ('ontcmhorary 
Arts tarne 16 April to S . 
lone 1906. 'I'hc exhihitlot I catalogue Shows 1100 installation hhntcýgrnhh art 
the work, only Andre's sketch for the design. I)rawer Oil orthographic isometric graph paper, it 
shows a row of i)hocks running diagonally across the page. Above the low the following, words 
are written in block Prim: `Walkiiig, Beam / Wall to Wall / Concrete Block I)nits / T' x X'' x Ih" 
Nominal'. Andre has named and dated the design in the same print on the bottom hellt. Sec 
Alu/rip/ici(l,, Lxhrhiticm Catalogue, ed. by Molly Ranne"Ils, I('A, husten. 1%6, unlpaginrrted. 
10 ulkiii,, ' Bean:, 1966 
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programmes. But it is also a way of taking a precise span and making it matter: a 
way of forcing attention on `a' length, inviting the viewer to pace it out and 
measure it off. 
It might be said that a significant part of Andre's practice entails 
endowing an otherwise arbitrary or contingent factor with a sense of its inimical 
particularity. One way of illustrating this might be to consider Andre's first 
exhibition in Europe at Galerie Konrad Fischer in 1967 - which was also (it 
should be added) the first exhibition for Konrad Fischer. Fischer, who started out 
as an artist, had at that point never been to the United States, and was almost 
unknown outside his home city of Düsseldorf. Nonetheless, it was his intention 
to establish a gallery for contemporary international art inside Germany. 52 He 
had few funds with which to acquire a large exhibition space, so his gallery was 
a converted passageway between properties on a quiet street running close to the 
city's art museum. The passage was glassed off at either end, the interior painted 
white, and strip lighting was installed down the centre of its arched roof. The 
result was a long, elongated room just under three metres wide and ten metres 
long. For this awkward space, Andre produced an exhibition that consisted of 
just one work that comprised of one hundred steel plates. Each plate was half a 
centimetre thick and its sides half a metre in length. 53 He laid them down across 
the floor in rows of five, leaving only a thin border between the plates and the 
walls. The thin margins around the edges acted almost like quotation marks: a 
way of indicating that the dimensions of the work are 'taken' from those of the 
gallery, and that the sculpture is oriented almost exclusively to this specific 
architectural space. 
52 Fischer did not visit the States until April 1968. See George Jappe, 'An interview with Konrad 
Fischer', Studio International, vol. 181 (February 1971), pp. 68-7 1, p. 68. For a further 
discussion of Fischer and his gallery, see Helga Meister, 'Transportierte Idee', Dilsseldorfer 
Nachrichten, 22 May 1969 and Hans Strelow, 'Konrad Fischer: "Ich erkenne was gut ist"", 
Rheinsche Post, 19 July 1969. See also the catalogue, Austeilung bei Konrad Fischer. Dusseldorf 
Oktober 1967 - Oktober 1992, Exhibition Catalogue, cd. by Dorothee Fischer, Galerie Konrad 
Fischer, 1992, which contains a listing of every exhibition at the gallery up to October 1992. It 
also includes a short text by Carl Andre, 'Footnote to a 25 Year Old Gallery' on p. 3. On the 
more general reception of US art in Germany during the 1960s, see Wibke von Bonin, Arts 
Magazine, vol. 44, no. 5 (March 1970), pp. 52.55. 
" It should be pointed out that Andre has mostly used metric modules when working in, mainland 
Europe. Not all US artists did. In contrast, Mel I3ochner's exhibition 'Measurement: Rooms' at 
Galerie Heiner Friedrich in Munich in May 1969 was resolutely 'imperial' in its deployment of 
feet and inches. 
I3 
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The name cºI'the work was 5x0 Altstadt Kectunglce an indication, 
however, that there were not one but two determining factors governing the 
sculhturc's dimensions. One was, we might say, as abstract as the other was 
concrete. The `Altstadt', ofcourse, is an acknowledgement ot'the particularity (d 
its Düsselclorl' location it recognition that Andre's hot rolled steel plates cover 
twenty-five square metres of, ground in the old part ofthe city. Yet 5x 20 not 
only relcrs to the number and arrangement ril' these rectal plates, but also to Iltis; 
sculpture's relation to it larger series rrl, works. For it is often forgotten that in 
addition to this sculpture Andre also produced a series of Dorther sculptures li-oin 
identical steel units. And, like his l: 'yuinulent series shown at the `I'ihor tic Nagy 
Gallery the previous year, this set of works shared the same number of'particles, 
yet were arranged into ciiflcrent possible configurations. In total, there were live 
sculptures representii ' the factors fier the integer 100: 1 by 100,2 by 50,4 by 
25,5 by 20, and 10 by M. This last lbrmation is a square with sides five metres 
wide, the first a single line of plates 50 metres long, Yet until they were 
purchased, it seems they were not even constructed. 
There is, we might say, something of the logic of the checkerboard about 
this series of works. At one level, S. i ? ll.; Ilota /t Rectangle appears to he a 
celebration of the elementary arithmetical pleasure that only one cif those live 
c, ontigurººtions slots within the walls of'the gallery. "There is a certain neatness or 
( IIcric hour-ad I, ischcr 
at Neubrückstrasse 12, Düsseldorf 
'r % ., 
'il 
. 
Iii, lttill 1ii't i , l, {lt , 
11)(. 
insIallaIion at (. alcº'ic Innrad h%clºcr 
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serendipity to it. As for the other sculptures, these merely remained as 
annotations on a neat drawing, which were pinned to the side of the alcove wall 
by the gallery's fold-down desk. 54 These numerical niceties were far from the 
thoughts of the critics, however, most of whom had never seen Andre's 
sculptures before. Instead, they had merely the title of the exhibition to guide 
them, which was `Ontologische Plastik' - Ontological Sculpture. `A peaceful 
and monumental structure', reported Hans Strelow for the Rheinische Post. 55 
Others were less convinced. 'He might have kept his feet more on the ground 
with the title, though', wrote Georg Jappe for the F. A. Z. 'In these rationalist 
`primary structures', it is undeniable that there is a mystical claim to 
contemplation and to the transformation of space. v56 The ascription of a quality 
of mysteriousness to this arrangement of metal plates might be unqualified, but 
the suggestion that the work transforms space certainly seems right. The work is 
perhaps best seen as an attempt to wrest some kind of spatial significance from 
the abstractions of the rationalised and the industrial module. Or, we might say, 
the work's effectiveness is in bringing two demarcations into conjunction -- a 
permutation from an entirely abstract series and the peculiar dimensions of these 
four walls - and from these two contingencies generating a certain ontological 
significance. In fact, we might describe the work as an attempt to recover 
`contingency' as such from being wholly arbitrary and meaningless. It offers a 
minimal, provisional permanence. 
I am indebted to Brigitte Kolle for pointing this out to me. 
's Hans Strelow, `Hundert Stahlplatten gleich eine Plastik', Rheinische Post, 20 October 1967. 
Sd Georg Jappe, `Bodenplatten und Neon', Frankfurter Allgemeiner Zeitung, 20 November 1967, 
p. 15. 
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Chapter 7 
Matter: 
Potential Unfulfilled 
It is a potentiality that is not simply the potential to do this or that thing 
but potential to not-do, potential not to pass into actuality. 
Giorgio Agamben, 19991 
It seems to me that if my work has any subject matter at all, it is the 
immense potentiality of the things around us. 
Carl Andre, 19762 
Perhaps wisely, Andre never again yoked the word `ontology' to his work 
as he did at Konrad Fischer's in 1967. But a preoccupation with primary entities 
nonetheless continued to feature as a prominent characteristic of the way he 
defined his art. The following year in the Städtisches Museum in 
Mönchengladbach, Andre laid identical metal plates across the floors of each of 
the four galleries - all six units square - and added to the vestibule two further 
squares in the same configuration, joined on one side to form a work of seventy. 
two units. Then, on the front page of the accompanying publication, he included 
the aphorism: 
A MAN CLIMBS A MOUNTAIN BECAUSE IT IS THERE 
A MAN MAKES A WORK OF ART BECAUSE IT IS NOT THERE- 
`IT IS ALL ABOUT MATTER EXISTING', Andre explained in the text that 
followed. `I DO IT BECAUSE I WANT TO SEE IT IN THE WORLD'. 4 Earlier 
that year, Robert Smithson had described Andre as an artist concerned primarily 
Giorgio Agamben, Potentialities: Collected Essays in Philosophy, ed. by and trans. Daniel 
Heller-Roazen (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), pp. 179-180. 
2 Carl Andre in Sandy 13allatore, 'Carl Andre on Work and Politics', p. 1. 
3 Carl Andre, Exhibition Catalogue, ed. by Johannes Cladders, Städtisches Museum, Abteiberg 
Mönchengladbach, 1968, unpaginated. The catalogue takes the form of a limited edition multiple: 
a pocketbook-sized box with a glassine lid, Inside are a few folded pages of script in capital 
letters, comprising his self-interview 'Artist Interviews Himself', along with a length of linen. 
Publications of this nature accompanied all exhibitions at the Stadtisches Museum, and were the 
inspiration of the Director, Johannes Cladders, Andre's exhibition at Mönchengladbach was his 
first in a public museum. It ran from 18 October to 15 December 1968. 
° Carl Andre, 'Artist Interviews Himself, Carl Andre, unpaginated. Andre also makes this claim 
emphatically at a symposium at Bradford Junior College. See Having Been Said., Writings and 
Interviews ofLawrence Weiner 1968-2003, pp. 13-15, p. 15. 
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with the elemental in things', and, in the light of pronouncements such as these, 
we might he inclined to concur. ' Isere, a series of 'symmetrical arrangements of 
half meire square plates 1mm the local Mannesmann-Meer steelwork.. ", become an 
occasion tier demonstrating a primeval and profoundly self-evident truth. `' Matter 
exists. 
`a ý 'ýý 
ý,, 
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<niý. 4, ID 41 
('arl Andre, exhibition publication, 
4tüdlischcs Muscunº, 1968 
Such assertions on Andre's part are always in danger of'sounding 
portentous. In I"act. the react 1011 of sonic ofhis contemporaries in the hilted 
States against the impression of delililt ivencss and itiditihritahiIity that his art 
appeared to embody was considerahle. ' Yet, in many respect ;. 
Ruhcrt Smithson, 'A Si iinlcnt, lliun of the Mind: I,: artll I,, oposalk', . lip/ýýruui, vol, r7, no. I (SeptetIiher I')(18), pp. 44-5(t, IL 4S. RcI1wIIitCd Iii ko/ 'ii "onU%f. s n I/N' ('niloY wi/ 
h. 102. 
r' This aspect ol'Ihe work was also the subject of Ifans Strclow's review of OW L'\Illl)ltlOll. See Ill. "' 
'Appell an (lie Sinne: Ausstellung Carl Andre in Mönchengladbach', Rht'riu. srhi, l'mi, 24 October 
I968. Andre acknowledges the 'Firma Mannesmann-Meer Aktiengesellschaft Wrichengladbach' 
Oil the final pilhc Of his catalogue text. 
In Irartit"ut, u, we might list (amongst others) Robert tirltithson, MCI Buchner and Dan (irahalnt. 
In fact, much of'Smithson's art can he productively read as it categorical rejection of'the , en"C nf' 
presence and seeming self--evidence that many of'Andre's sculptures often uphr-'w' to come"y. In 
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existentialist inclinations are easier to undermine than it is for their motivation to 
be grasped. It seems to me that his emphasis on matter and materialism might be 
better understood if we identify it as having its roots in a Marxist-humanist 
tradition. There seems little purpose in pinning him too tightly to formulated 
doctrines or to specific sources (although it strikes me that publications such as 
Erich Fromm's Marx's Concept of Man might set the right kind of emphasis). 8 
Furthermore, Andre's ontological aspiration to `bring things into the world' 
should also perhaps be seen as allied to a certain strand of modernism that 
invokes an ideal of manufacturing. Jacques Rancie re has suggested that the 
tradition of artists identifying themselves as `producers', which stretches back 
into nineteenth-century France and culminates in the avant-gardes of post- 
revolutionary Russia, is intended to unite `terms that are traditionally opposed; 
the activity of manufacturing and visibility. ' Manufacturing is usually associated 
with lowly, uncreative work, undertaken purely for sustenance. But when artists 
lay an emphasis on `production', both activities come to imply an `act of 
bringing to light. '9 
It strikes me these are helpful terms for considering Andre's exhibition at 
Mönchengladbach. Indeed, the short text Andre wrote for the accompanying 
publication stressed the industrial nature of Quincy, referencing his identification 
with the ship building yards and granite quarries. 10 As for the works themselves, 
we might suggest that since Andre had performed nothing to the steel other than 
merely arrange it on the floors of the museum, his focus on `existence' at this 
most general level does allow for a certain realigning of attention on the plates as 
products of industrial manufacture. Both art and industry cause new `things' to 
come into being. 
an oft-cited interview, he specifically distinguishes himself from Andre by suggesting that his 
works are things, not presences. See 'Interview with Robert Smithson' [1970), ed. by Paul Toner 
and Robert Smithson, in Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings, p. 240. 
B Erich Fromm's widely read Marx's Concept of Man was first published in 1961, It contained 
the first complete translation of Marx's 1844 Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts to appear 
in the United States. 
9 See Jacques RanciBre, The Politics of Aesthetics, p. 44. Andre's interest in the Russian avant. 
garde in particular has often been stressed by Benjamin It. A. Buchlob and Hal Foster. See, most 
recently, Foster's emphasis on the influence of Camilla Gray's The Great Experiment: Russian 
Art 1863-1922 on Flavin, Andre and LeWitt in Art Since 1900, pp. 470-474. The influence of 
Russian art is also stressed by Barbara Rose in her 'A Retrospective Note' in Carl Andre: 
Sculpture 1959-1977, pp. 9-11. 
10 Carl Andre, 'Artist interviews Ilimself, unpaginated. 
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I Iowever, if there is a tradition of modernist artists closely identifying 
with production and nr<<nulacture, then it should he also added that Andre does 
put it under considenºIdc" Imrn mire. Indeed, the urgency with which he often came 
toi insist on his atliliaiimn ov Jill industry and production is perhaps so emphatic 
precisely because he himscI actually appears to make nothing. It might easily be 
suggested, für instance, that rather than bringing something new into the world, 
he merely appropriates industrial materials tier his Own artistic purposes. But, in a 
counterintuitive move, this is an insinuation he has always ferociously resisted. 
Mostly, it has been the example ui Marcel I)uchainp who has enabled 
Andre to insist doggedly that his art has nothing to do with mere appropriation. 
!: specially during the 1970s, Andre could not have been more forthright in his 
ellorts to distinguish his sculptures from any association with the I)uchaºrrpatr 
r'catdymadc. '' [or him, the art content in his sculpture lies in the tier that he 
combines separate particles into arrangements Mai had irrr, cr exi. '<ed /)e/ore, 
whereas in his view I )uchamp's multiples simply brought no new h rms into the 
world. ' 2I low 'ready-Heule' I)uchanmh's sculptures actually were is a ºnatter ol, 
It is Interesting tu mete how many times I)urhiunh's Manie crtrpti it I) in Anclrc anti I: runplrm's 
written dialogues, and how rliflcrcnt Andre's position is towards the artist, in crrnlia"t to his filter 
pronouncements. On two occasions, tier instance, Andre approvingly cites I )tret, ºinp's aphoristic 
detintlion of art as anything meide by nºan'. In fact, in one dialogue lie describes L)urhanrlr's 
Hit r1 lie it heel as one of the greet sculptures of our tinºr. ' )'cc ('an Andre in Carl Andre and 
I Iolli, I'rarupUm, Y'wt-h'e l)uulor, 'ui'c: 11)02- /903, pp. 17, li and 27. 
12 Peter t-oller, An Interview willº ('art Andre', in Peter Duller, Rcrvon l Ihr ('ri. mm. s in "Irt, p. 127. 
, 1lcz: ºndr Itodchenku in 
% orking o%eralls, 1922 
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some conjecture. But according to Andre's reasoning, what (list inguislies his 
works from the (tun(-1 object is that although his products might be industrially 
produced raw materials, the resulting sculptures hear no correspondence to any 
of society's finished commodities. We might suggest his sculpt tires evoke all the 
connotations of serial, industrialised production, but carefully sidestep any 
associations that might make it look like a finished product. 'The materials I use 
have been processed by nianufäcturc but have not been given the final shape of 
their destiny in the manufacturing culture. '"" 'I believe in using the materials of 
society in a fitem that society does not use theta', he exf)lained. ' The plates, the 
tiles, the pricks or the plucks: all arc (positioned into configurations that exist in 
this, way only as, artworks. In contrast, I)uchamh's multiples are 'simply' the 
transferral of'an object from a non-girrt space into the museunr. 16 
Srr, 101 instance, "1 'rimy (1e I )uv r"s areOuui id It I )urhaiup's F011111W11 01' I')1 7 carne to Inc 
It work cif, If in IIis essay '(üvrIt IIc Riches ci Mntt (', use , in 
Ac l)e/icci/ii'c'li, l/ulifci. sIcil Alarcel 
/)ui"hamp, cd. hy'I'liierry de I)tu e (('ancbiiclgc, MA: MI I' university Press, I992). See also 
Dawn Ades, Neil ('us and David I lupkins' useful overview cif tute ready-Hurtles in , i/weal 
l )cc(lcuiu/). (I. unclun: 'I'hanies and I Itidsun, I991)), hh. 140-171. 
Sandy Ball, itcurc, '('at I Andre on Work uni Politics', : Irtuit'eA, vol. 7, no. 24 (3 July 1976), pl), 
I and 2(1, p. I. 
'('arl Andre interviewed by : Achille Benito Oh, ', 11. SI 
See Andue s interview with ('hantal Pouthriand: 'Fourteen Written Answers to Questions', 
Parachute (Winter I ß)7t)), pp, 67-68,1). 67. 
AI, ii It I I)uchauIl ), I'r, r(i--lttiiut illes, 19 14 
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In fact, Duchamp almost becomes for Andre a means with which to 
define his class-affiliations in shorthand. For him, the readymade art object is 
nothing less than 'a fossilization of bourgeois class values'. '7 `The bread on the 
tables of the bourgeoisie is the prototype of all ready-mades', he writes in one 
statement. `It is thought to have been rescued from the state of nature by 
capitalist cunning and dedicated to capitalist consumption by divine right. ' 18 As 
such, ready-mades sever art from any understanding that value derives solely 
from labour, as opposed to mere appropriation. Thus, for Andre, it is a 
vindication of mere exchange value in contrast to use value, haemorrhaging art 
of any affiliation with the ideal of bringing new things into the world. `ART 
THRIVES ON PRODUCTION' he pronounces in a catalogue in 1977, whereas 
`ART DIES OF CONSUMPTION'. 19 He, needless to say, would premise his 
practice on sustaining and nurturing a dream of human productivity. 20 
It is on these terms I want to offer a reading of Andre's Lever: a sculpture 
in which notions of efficiency and production come especially to the fore. The 
work was his contribution to `Primary Structures' in April 1966.21 Thanks to the 
high-profile nature of the Jewish Museum's exhibition, it rapidly became one of 
his most influential sculptures, markedly contributing to his reputation as an 
1' Carl Andre, statement, dated 28 February 1973, in Deurle 11-7-73, Exhibition Catalogue, 
1973, unpaginated. See also his letter to Studio International, vol. 181, no. 980 (March-April 
1976), p. 311. 
's Carl Andre, statement given at the Oberlin symposium, 'The Role of the Artist in Today's 
Society' (29 April 1973), in Allen Memorial Art Museum Bulletin, vol. 30, no. 3 (1973), p. 1, 
reprinted in Cuts- Texts 1959-2004, p. 92. 
19 See his text, for example, 'About Working at P. S. 1', in Rooms. P. S. 1, Exhibition Catalogue, 
Queens, New York, 1976. 
20 The tradition of artists distinguishing themselves from bourgeois trade on the grounds that 
buying and selling causes nothing new to come into existence is a firmly entrenched theme in 
modernist mythologies. Consider, for instance, the scene in flonor6 de Balzac's short story The 
Unknown Masterpiece, in which Frenhofer suddenly realises the failure of his masterpiece, ten 
years in the making. 'I am an imbecile then, ' he exclaims. 'Just a rich man who makes no more 
than what he buys ... I've created nothing! ' See The Unknown Masterpiece and Gambara, trans. Richard Howard (New York: New York Review, 2001), p. 43. 
21 'Primary Structures: Younger American and British Sculptors' was curated by Kynaston 
McShine, and ran from 27 April to 12 June 1966. In total, it featured forty-two artists. 
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artist. " Two months later it was prominently illustrated in Mel Bocliner's review 
in Art AJagu: inc, and it became the I)rincihle subject ofI)avid Bourdon's 
ber the first in-depth account devoted exclusively to the / t/, rum article in Octo , 'I/, / , 
artist. One u1'`the most drastic works' in the exhibition was how he described 
it. '' The scull)ture, which is now housed at the National Gallery of Canada in 
Ottawa, comprises of' 137 firebricks, laid out consecutively in ýº straight row, 
with one side abutting a gallery wall and extending across the floor into the 
room. '5 From end tu cut], Lever is twenty-nine feet in length and just four and ;º 
hall' inches high. In colour, the bricks are straw coloured slightly yellower than 
the crisp whiteness ofthe sand Time bricks Andre had used liar his Egrirvolenris at 
the Tihor de Nagy gallery just tr month earlier. But as installed on the dark 
linoleum tiles of the floor of'the Jewish Museum's Albert A. List building, it cut 
'º crisp swathe through the other exhibits. 
Cover of 'I'riºuur} Structures' 
exhibition catalogue, 1900 
On the media attention that 'Primary Structures' received, sei. Corinne Robins 'Object, 
Structure or Scull)trn-c: Where Are We? ', 4rt, Magazine, vol. 40, no. 9 (September-October 
900), pp. 31-37, pp. 31-34 and . 
lames Meyer. A/inintali. wrr: Art wir/ /'ok'rrnrs irr (! re Si. v7ir. v, p. 1 t. 
2' Mel Uo. Mier, T 6111,11-Y Structures', Arts Alýr, t; r inc, vol. 40, no. K (June. I960), pp 32-. 35, li. 33 
and I)avid Bourdon, "I'he Razed Sites ol'('art Andre: A Sculptor laid lo by the Iirancutii 
Syndriýnte', 
. 'Ir(/w'wrr, vol. 
5, no. 2 (()ctohei 1900), pp 14-17. 
David Uourciuu, "HIC Rated Sites ol'('arl Andre', h. 15. 
Bourdon puts the length of the work at 131) bricks, and consistently lists the Ien'; th cif the work 
as t') ', feet, both in his 1906 , Ir(/in-I'm article and 
ill his catalogue essay 'A Rcdelinition of 
Sculpture', in ('a i/: "Inrlrt': ,' eul/rlure 
1959-1977, h. 27. The caption to Lever *. S 1111pitrillioll ill 
liotirdon's I %0 article lists the work as . 
º(d)" hy 4" by 4", and in McSIiine's essay for the 
cslnhitiun catalogue, he too lists the work as thim'ly fret in length None of these figure, is correct 
According to the National ( iallery of Canada, each blick is .1',; by 8 TX by 2'. inches, and 
aggregated they form it tine of around 34 '-', inches, although the length varies slightly depending 
on how, tightly they pur packed. The 1975 catalogue of'Andre's works inaccan'ateiy lists the 
length of the longest siele (see p. 23). 'I'Itrse distinctions matter, since over the years art historians 
have tended tu repeat one anwther's mistakes. Perhaps the most impressive 'extension' was made 
by Rosalind Krauss. In Art , ti'in ce 
/900, she lists Lever's length as '.. t tour-hundred-foot row' See 
n. 494. 
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/v rv s, IIItIitII'll 10I1 . 1I 'I, 1'1111'Ar1' StrlicItii 's' 7illtl %Irr%ctI 
alung the connecting passageway between (halleries I and 2, 
with ( "crald Laing, ldeuti(y in foregrolmd, Is; nlc NN itkill, Nalqus 
(to left) and Iyluau Kipp's Ann '. s ('cute Manche Ito right) 
As Bourdon explained in his article, Lever was designed liar a specific 
area, Ill a way that made it visible froren two separate vantage Irr itself; 
this i>>ight not sound tour remarkable. Rut arguably, what was unprecedented was 
"I )avid tiuurdtni, "I'hc Karcd Sites ()[Carl Andre', p. 15 
º, 'iniaUaUuo In `111-illial 
Structures' at the Jewish Museum, 
New York, 1966 
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the fact that its lateral spread meant that as it was approached by viewers from 
the exhibition's entrance, it simply was not visible in its entirety. Visitors would 
have approached it from the large main gallery on the ground floor, and, as they 
reached the far side of the room, only two thirds of it would have been 
perceptible at the end of a short connecting passageway. From here, the terminal 
point was nowhere to be seen. 27 This could not have distinguished it more from 
the other sculptures in its immediate proximity. The pink and purple fibreglass 
assemblage by Isaac Witkin and the hollow-looking monolith by Lyman Kipp 
are both as phallically upright, freestanding and self-contained as Andre's is 
horizontally prostrate. Moreover, these two sculptures seem subsumed by the 
intention of creating a dramatic silhouette, which is cast in sharp relief onto its 
surrounding environment. Lever, on the other hand, does not entirely blend into 
its architectural surrounds, but the way it conjugates a net of mediations between 
itself and its location is markedly different. 
In fact, it is tempting even to conjecture that some unaccustomed viewers 
might have hardly recognised it for a work at all. From this angle, it could easily 
have been taken for a floor division of some kind. But the lighting would have 
given the game away soon enough. From the installation photographs, we can see 
the ceiling's appendages clearly: it is sprouting what Brian O'Doherty once 
ironically called that `intensely cultivated garden of features', so ubiquitous of 
1960s modernist gallery 'lids'. 28 We can also see how one spot lamp has been 
especially positioned to illuminate the wall from which Andre's bricks almost 
theatrically appear to protrude. Yet to discover how long this row was, viewers 
had to turn the corner into Gallery 2. Here, the row of bricks continued past a 
supporting column and came to an abrupt halt just a few paces short of the 
doorway. In fact, it is only from this spot where Lever was visible in its entirety. 
27 For a helpful description of the layout of `Primary Structures', see James Meyer, Minimalism: 
Art and Polemics in the Sixties, pp, 13-21. 
28 Brian O' Doherty, Inside the White Cube, The Ideology of the Gallery Space, expanded edn 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999), p. 66, 
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I, º, r, ºu, t: ºII. rºiuu ill 'I'riºuau\ Strurturex' 
and %iewed frone (. allery 2 
What might strike a casual viewer as a work intlilicrcnt to its final 
appearance becomes less so, however, when we take into consideration the 
simple t ºct that there are six different ways of arranging bricks into a line. Andre 
has chosen to have the longcst lace flush against the adjacent brick and the 
longest side flat against the ground, loaning ,t header-course. The ulket of Iltis 
arrangement is that it categorically asserts its alignment with the wall: looked at 
end on, the bricks Icel as though they are stacked out from the wall just as much 
as they register as laid out on the ground. As installed at the Jewish Muscimi, the 
relation between the bricks and the wall might have been further accentuýttCd by 
the I, act that the height ofthe prominent black moulding which runs around all 
the galleries seems to match the height ol`the brick-. I'hr detail might not seem 
especially significant, but it is an indication of tllc c\tent to which the work is 
attuned to the circumstances of its particular placement. 
I)on; º1d1'Jodd, Chutitled, I906, and (Untitled, 1966 
installation al `I'rimarý tiºt'UC Utex' 
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That Lever is aligned in this way also invariably raises genre-related 
questions, To push a three-dimensional object up against the wall, as Donald 
Judd had done in Gallery 5 upstairs at `Primary Structures', serves to stress a 
sculpture's frontality. In fact, Judd's two untitled works might be read as an 
exercise in identifying the perceptual differences between four galvanized iron 
boxes placed on the ground, and an equivalent arrangement attached a few feet 
up the wall. Off the ground, we invariably see the units as protruding outwards, 
as though it is their frontal plane where our visual attention should rest. 
Consequently, the installation does make a nodding gesture towards a two- 
dimensional picture surface. Especially when viewed from the side, we are 
inclined to see the four boxes as having their origins in painting, from which they 
seem to have evolved into their present physical substantiality, Thanks to its 
connection to the wall, then, Andre's Lever also establishes a certain relation to 
painting. But it remains much less reverential of the frontal plane than Judd's 
wall units, almost making a joke of its disproportionate extension into the space 
of the gallery. Certainly, this aspect of the sculpture did not go unnoticed by Dan 
Graham, who wrote that Lever `turned inside out conventional pictorial linear 
perspective'. Instead of a picture's usual projective illusionism of depth, `the row 
of bricks here projected outwards [... ] into real space. '29 Its tacit gesture in the 
direction of painting, in other words, serves to emphasise further a sense of 
Lever's concrete substantiality and presence. 
That one end is locked against the wall and the other simply tails off in 
such proximity to a doorway undoubtedly also gives the row a certain forceful 
directionality. Invariably this makes Lever feel as if it is driving out from the 
wall and is heading in the general direction of the exit. This is especially 
important for its visual impact. It establishes a certain rhythm of ceaseless 
extension and projection that makes the work's cessation feel almost incomplete, 
or irrelevant. As though the sculpture is on its way somewhere, but has yet to 
reach its destination. 
39 Dan Graham, 'Carl Andre', Arts Magazine, p. 34. 
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I. ) ni: 1o Kipp_ -Iiiil .s( tit-it, 
! IIu, che, 1905, 
installed at 'Primary Strict i-c, ', (; IIerý 2, 
with the lip cnd of "Lever %isihlc oil the f: ur right 
Furthermore, as Bourdon also points out, Lever is a work overtly sell'- 
consciou of its own horizontality. The title, lie reports, is a play on both the 
french infinitive 'tºº raise' and the I? nglish word fiºr the loot that Facilitates 
Iifling. It also seems Andre had told . I(ºhn Myers that the title referred to the word 
`levee', which Myers took to mean a holding back, hresunºably of, º river flow. `" 
In which case, we might suggest that the title of'the work is intentionally 
equivocal, toying with conflicting forces and constraints: with the capacity to rise 
up, and yet also evoking a sense cºt curtailnment or restraint. Seen through these 
associations, lever almost becomes endowed with a sense ofhent-ººh 
forcefulness. Of course, in reality we know full well that there is no rigidity 
along its length, so its use as a levering instrument is wholly metaphorical: it is, 
after all, merely I. 17 separate bricks arranged in a line. But because the title 
points towards the possibility ol'an upward (Iirectionality, the work's actual 
ho)rivcºntalily registers as even more accentuated. 
John Myers, Letter toi Dan (hah; nio, I April I%(6 Tipur de Nagy Gallery Papers, Archives 0)1 
Aruerican Art. 
ý, 
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/ever- implies, therefore, a sense of' directionality along both the 
horizontal and the vertical axis. Visually, it gives the impression that it is 
extending outwards from the wall, whilst the title metaphorically toys with the 
possibility of upward lift. Indeed aº sense ofnun-actualised (potentiality Might also 
he a good way cºf dtýscrilýiný the materiality of the bricks themselves. Andre once 
explained that he came on the idea ofusing the bricks fi)r his Equivalents 
exhibition when lie once föund one lying in the street. In particular, he was 
aura ted by its whitcnctis. " But whereas the bricks in the Equivalents were 
originally made from sand-link, a kind of'syntlictic limestone, those that 
comprise Lei eir are lircbricks. They are considerably more expensive and 
nt, rnufäcttu"ed from a particular type of clay, fite they are designed spcc: ifically hr 
refractory purposes. Thus, tOr whatever reason Andre selected than, we shoLII(I 
remember that they owe their characteristics to their caI), ºrity to tiºIlii a very 
precise function: they are a means to u distinct end. Their texture, their mass, 
their resistance to intense }teat, their tendency not to , imll under wide 
te-ºnperatrn'e variation all of'these qualities have been developed so as to 
maximise their efficiency in f'ulf'illing an allotted function in a larger industrial 
process. 
I Io %evcr, by purchasing these firebricks with the specitic intention of 
making a work of girrt Ir irº them , 
Andre liºiled tu r, rhit ºlise of these qu alines. '1'Iºe 
" See Peter Hiller, An Iiilcrview with Carl Andre', p. I29. 
Lever, iutilallaliuu ul the \nlional 
(. iIlery of ( anada, Ottawa 
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bricks are left in their unused pristine condition. In many respects, this pertains to 
practically all of Andre's sculptures. He once proudly told a story of his father 
travelling down to New York in the 1960s to see an exhibition of his metal 
floorplates, and pronouncing that never in all his life had he seen so much 
magnesium at once. 32 No doubt, the response is one Andre thought perfectly 
valid, since it points to the way that the sculptures seem intent on leaving us 
conjecturing what else might be accomplished from these resources. In fact, if we 
continue to think of Lever in this way, then it is almost as though an aura of 
purposiveness descends on this discrete line of bricks; purposiveness itself 
becomes transformed into an end-purpose. 'We don't even realize the 
potentialities, and the innocence of matter', Andre once suggested. 33 `Matter', in 
the most general sense, is thus presented as having been destined for human use, 
but its actual destiny remains undecided: forever withheld, to be grasped only in 
the abstract and always deferred to a future time. In fact, we would do well 
perhaps to understand the significance of the specifically raw nature of Andre's 
materials in just these terms. Their blank surfaces and their general solidity are 
occasions to imagine the possibility of further labour being invested in them. 
'Labour is the living fire that shapes the pattern', writes Marx in the Grundrisse, 
`it is the transitoriness of things, their temporality, their transformation by living 
time. '34 Andre encourages us to envisage this living fire, but only because the 
bricks themselves could not have been withdrawn further from any such 
consuming heat. As it is, they remain inert and unused. 
It should also be noted, however, that Lever's potency and sense of 
directionality was articulated by Andre in gendered terms. In his article, Bourdon 
enthusiastically reports Andre's now notorious claim that most sculpture 'is 
priapic with the male organ in the air. ' In his work, however, `Priapus is down on 
the floor. The engaged position is to run along the earth. '" Perhaps Andre had 
half an eye on Witkin's whimsically phallic sculpture as he said this to Bourdon. 
But his point seems clear enough: his sculpture is not to be seen as a 
32 Carl Andre, in 'Upholding the Bricks', ed. by Ramond Baxter and Mark James Productions, 
London, Channel 4,2 April 1991. 
" Sandy Ballatore, 'Carl Andre on Work and Politics', p. 1. '4 Karl Marx, Marx's Grundrisse, trans. David McLellan (London: MacMillan, 1971), p. 106. 
35 Carl Andre, in David Bourdon, `The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. IS. 
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manifestation o1 cnuasculation, but is CIRIuwcd with what AlcX Potts has called 
`an oddly stabilised phallic presence. ' "' It insinuates a sense ot'a certain reserved 
potency, or a notion oFcontained lower all thi' more lorcelul because it 
remains latent and restrained, as opposed to mmni(e. sted. 
Bourdon, however, seemed especially keen to make the image thoroughly 
literal. In his article, he immediately pointed to Andre's original proposal fier 
Lº'º'er, which was reproduced in the exhibition catalogue in lieu of'a 
rchrodiictioll. 17 Indeed, at this stage, it does seem Andre had planned I'm- tile 
work to continue into the adjacent gallery. So, plugging the sexual cº)nnotations 
for a! I they were worth, Bourdon read the row of bricks as 'coursing through the 
doorway like a 34 1`2460t erection. ''' I however, that seems to miss the point 
entirely, 1,01- 111 1)11111 form, the length of Lever tiºIIs resolutely short cif the 
doorway. In other words, it'Andre saw in his sculpture a Ilºasculmist notion of 
potency', then Lever certainly (tees not evoke That manifestly. More to the point, 
we might suggest Ancire's notion ot'thc work's forcefulness is who/l, reliant on 
the fact it is not re'llise(l physically. 
OA/CK PW. / 1 
onrl Cl 
\ýa 4 x4 94 
. 1/ I, ( 
Diagram for Lever, reproduced in the 'Primar) St to Lures' 
exhibition catalogue 
11' Alex Potts, 7%n, Sculptural lniagiircaliun: Figurative, Aluclrrnisl, Minimalist, h. 113. 
47 Scc /1,,,, I(/, "S'/rsu itrrr. s 
You IIger . Hauiran a/I(I B "iliSh , ti'c"ul1>lu -, I? xhihitiou ('utnlortic, eßt. by, 
Kynastcýn r1cShine, The Jewish h1useum, New York, Ic)(«, (uirhagiuaiccl) 
`' Ihn id I; nurdon, ' I'hc Ra/cd Sitcs of Carl Andre', h. 15 
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In fact, Bourdon was not the only one to want to entertain the possibility 
of Lever's extension beyond its actual twenty-nine feet. Certainly at the time, the 
repetition of any single module in an artwork was understood by critics as 
necessarily implying endless continuation. In many respects, Lever appears to be 
just the kind of art object that Michael Fried had in mind in his attack on literalist 
sculpture. Towards the end of `Art and Objecthood', he pronounced that `being 
able to go on and on, even having to go on and on [... ] seems to be the 
experience that most deeply excites literalist sensibility. '39 He identified minimal 
art with wanting to produce a unitary, `specific object' with precise, coherent, 
and verifiable edges, but believed that minimalism's deployment of discrete 
modules to accomplish this - placing 'one thing after another' - displaced this 
objective. He naturally read the repetition of identical parts (such as firebricks) as 
creating the impression that the units in question could be multiplied ad 
infinitum. For Fried, minimalist object were doomed to always appear 
incomplete. For him, it was just an endless progression, pure temporal or spatial 
extension, with no end term or limit. There was no terminus ad quem to such 
works: no definitive perspective or end-point from which aesthetic judgement 
could operate. 
Likewise, Bourdon himself had implied in his article that repetition 
invariably meant the possibility, of a potentially endless extension. For him, the 
assumption had been planted by Andre's various allusions to the sculptures of 
Constantin Brancusi, in particular to his Colonne sans fin - or Endless Column, 
as it is often translated. Brancusi produced a number of these works throughout 
his life, culminating in the monumental rendering at Tfirgu-Jiu in Romania, 40 
They tended to consist of thick beams that were notched on all four sides at 
equidistant intervals, forming a pattern that consisted of a simple repetition of a 
rhomboid form. The number of units could vary considerably and was not 
especially significant. In fact, it is clearly visible from the installation photograph 
of l3rancusi's exhibition at the Brummer Gallery in New York in 1933, that the 
'9 Michael Fried, 'Art and Objecthood', p. 22. 
40 For a useful account of the various versions of this sculpture, see Francis Naumann, `From 
Origin to Influence: I3rancusi's Column without End', Arts Magazine, vol. 59, no. 9 (May 1985), 
pp. 112.118. According to Naumann, it is at Brancusi's exhibition at the Brummer Gallery in 
New York in 1926 that the name Endless Column is ascribed to the earliest 1918 version of this 
form. 
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length of the three columns has been determined by the height ol'the gallery's 
ceiling. 
(oHslaillill Brancusi, I , a. IIe ('ý, /rrnlýf%, 
isst iIIaliuii al Ih Ih uniuit i l: aII rý', 
New York, 1933-34 
( ir11vII1111111 Iira11C11ti, 
/. 'ºIJNe%. s ('uluººur at 'l'argo-Jiii, 
Romania, 1937 
In liourck)n's article, Brancusi serves nc, t Only as a nue. ans 0t'situatinn 
Lcle, art-historically, but also ot'stre sing the continuity of' Andre's practice. 4 
Just as Andre had started out, Uourclcln explains, by cutting into blocks of wood 
in ways that seem to be ibrnlal paraphrases of'the abstract geometric shape of' 
Bitneu i's Fmflcss ('0lrunrrt, so too is Le 'c'r related to the work 01'th is earlier 
sculptor. 'All I'm doing', he quotes Andre as stating, `is putting Brancusi', 
f arc//c'. ýs Cu/1111111 on the ground instead of' in the air, 
42 Indeed, i f' we consider how 
Hrancusi'5 work was interpreted in the I IS at the time, then it saun hecoilles clear 
that the column was regarded as a work ol'potenfially infinite dinmensions: u 
rultlnln whose elevation really could potentially continue ad in(initunl. lot' 
IIISMInce, the art Illtito111111 Sidney ( ieist, Writing in 1967, suggested tlllrt 011l'4 
" On the te"Iatiunship between Carl Annie's srullrtiires and ('nnstttntill HHranrust's work, see 
Sylvie ('ucllier, 'Brancusi/ Carl Andre: Iinc Oicstion d'espace", in Lis ('s'hit rc du Afustv 
National rl'Ari in i/rrui', ("entre Georges Ptuiipt oti, vol, 47 (Spring 190.1), pp. 79. %. On Ihr 
murr general inthaea of Ui inrusi'S work oil tltr ile'L'lulinrent ul'Atucrtcall , cu! ptrn-c, see Atlicuu 
I. Spear, `firrncrrst and Contemporary Sculpture', Ws Ahr, i azine, vol. 1(, no 2 (Novenihei 
I ß)7I ), pp. ? S- ;I and I. "I C. I& Uaeh, ' lirane"ust ct la Sculpture Anurrirnine ties Armces lit)', to 
Paris Neun ) ork, Fxhibttion ('alaluguc, ('entre ( Ieorge, Pompidou, Paris, 1977, pp, 637-6_lß). 
4' I)avidI Bourdon, ' I'he Razed Sites of ('; trl Andre-', I). I5. 
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Brancusi had fixed the ratio of the dimensions of the rhomboids, then modules 
could be added or suhtracted simply at will. For Geist, who perhaps has his eye 
on recent developments in contemporary art, this was undoubtedly a regression 
simply too formulaic a solution to the sculptural question ot'hroportion. It 
smacked for him of technical prescrihtion. 43 
It is this reading of Endle. ss Column that Bourdon presented when he 
compared Branctisi'5 work to that of'Andre. IIis tacit assumption was that this 
too was an art engaged with the possibility of' potentially endless repetition. For 
instance, he writes that Andre had made a numher cif pyramidal törms of 
mortised wood to which lie adds that like the Endless Column they 'could he 
staked base-to-base to infinity. 'º`º There is no evidence, however, that Andre had 
any such intention. But it is characteristic in that even the most limited repetition 
ot'a geometrical form ir»pIies automatically for Bourdon the possibility of 
aggregation ad infinitum. 
t 
L 
Curl Audit l islalling his 1964 
Reconstruction of Cedar Pit'lT, 1959 
4' Sidney ('eist, 'ürallor"l', Ii! /nrum, vol. 5, no. 7 (March I0t7), pp. I')-26, li. 24. 
44 I)avicl I oiirdoon, "I'hc I(ar. cd Sites i& Carl Andre', li. I5. 
I o. Iucmg L. uI/ees. s ( alninir, lilt I argil-fill 
in Ihr I'etrosani Studios, 1930s 
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In t ict, tier possibility ot, endlc» continuation was never << position Andre 
Ol)e my embraced. Perhaps the clearest evidence of'Andre's position on the matter 
came in 1976, when he responded to ýº hrict'and passing description of Leº'er in 
the March issue of Artforwn by Nancy Foote. In her article, which concerned 
three of'Andre's contemporaries, Foote had made the comment that Andre's 
interests were in the process of continuation: 'the infinite extension possible it' 
whatever' situation lie sets uh were to he continued or enlarged proportionately, ' 
She then claimed that 1. eier's straight Sectional construction 'could consist of 
either more or icwer bricks. '-ºS The assumption may have sounded lair to <ºnvunr 
not especially Iiººniliar with Andre's work, hut in the next edition of the journal, 
the artist reminded readers that Foote's interpretation Of 1. civ)" was, in his ºnind, 
wholly inaccurate, The rebuttal cane in the form of a hand-written 
announcement in capital letters: 4 
.rr 
IN "l tQ ScUL_PTC' 6Y 
IAA N(If 00rE (AR 1 f7)RUrt F-EK 1. ) 
AQk IN MY öP(I ION f AI. SE. ö, 
MISLf' D N(, - (ti (AKL ANDRE 
V r'. .n PIY 7v1 1017 
AFRICA 
aa- 
ýnilrc'' danouncrnicnt nn file 
: Id%i i iiseiuvill page.... ol". -Ir(/oriu, s,, 
April 1970,1). 80 
I' t tilers, however, harf try wait 1 , 01. the 11 1lowin),; edition oI'A! i/i. wulrl for the fuller 
OVI; lllil1loll: 
I have never been concerned with `Ihe process ot'cotnt"Mill ion' or 
inlinitc extension' my works have always been rather peculiar in 
Nancy Ft oIc, `Thrrc Sculptors: Mark ill Snnvcro. Richard Nunas, Charles liinnwcr',. art%nýuýn, 
vol. 14, no. h (March 1 t)76), Epp db-i (, p. U. 
4(, Carl Andre, Announceniriit,. ýli"[/uruni, val. 14, no. 8 (April 1')76), p. U. 
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mostly being fixed in configuration by their cardinalily 1xvi'l. could not 
`consist of more or fewer bricks' as Foote Ihisely asserts because the 
cardinality of Lever ( 137) determines its shape just as much as cio the site 
and shape of' its constituent units. 47 
As in his Equivalent Sein'.,, the number of units is integral to the actual artwork, 
so from his perspective the presumption that more particles could he at dcd or 
subtracted simply fails to acknowledge what the sculpture actually is. 
It does appear, however, that the number o[' units was set by Andre at a 
relatively late stage. Certainly, in the drawing dated from 2 February 1966, it 
does specify only 1Ot) firebricks. By the beginning of'April, however, Andre had 
certainly made it clear to John Myers that the number of bricks would he prime, 
I'm Myers wrote a letter to Dan Graham explaining that the work would contain 
SI brick s. 4 No doubt, the fiel that the line ended up being twenty-nine feet 
long had a considerable amount to do with practical factors. But much more to 
the point is that a number has it conceptual significance, capturing, as Nicholas 
Serota 0ncc I)ut it, Ihc isolation (d a prieme number composed ref-only itself and 
, 49 one. 
Carl Andre, `I. cticr', . -til/i, rum, vol. 14, no. ') (May 11)7b), I). 1). '" I. cuer Ir nii Jon Myers tu Dan (; rahain, I April I%(,, ('art Andre Artists File, I ihor de Nagy 
(iallcry I'al7crs. 
''° Nicholas Serota, C url Antlrt :. 5'rulpture 1959.197 8, unpaginatcd. 
t ipw (iiitiu Hraticusi, t: 'ndle. º. º 
('aliinºn, I rgu-Jiu, 1937 
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However, this only raises the question as to how it was possible for Andre 
to establish an affinity between the authoritatively finite length of Lever and the 
presumed endlessness of a Brancusi Endless Column. Certainly, the equivalence 
is nowhere to be seen if we understand Brancusi's work to be an endless 
aggregation of a module - that much is undoubtedly clear. Yet Andre appears to 
have always wanted to understand the infinitude of the form in a different way. 
In his interview with Phyllis Tuchman in 1970, he describes these columns by 
explaining that they, 
reach up and drive down into the earth with a kind of verticality which is 
not terminal. Before, that verticality was always terminal: the top of the 
head and the bottom of the feet were the limits of the sculpture. 
Brancusi's sculpture continued beyond its vertical limit and beyond its 
earthbound limit, it drove into the earth. 5° 
In some senses his reading is not unlike Ezra Pound's suggestion that Brancusis 
ovoid shapes make `an approach to the infinite byform. 'S' Andre seems to be 
suggesting not that a limitless number of modules could be added to the column, 
but that the form of the sculpture not only contains its volume but also embraces 
limitless space. The distinction is crucial, and in many respects corresponds to 
what Brancusi himself had said a number of years before. 
Even the pyramids end somewhere in a point. [... ] My columns need not 
end anywhere and can go on and on. [... ]I think a true form ought to 
suggest infinity. The surfaces ought to look as though they went on 
forever, as though they proceeded out from the mass into some perfect 
and complete existence. 52 
The form of Endless Column is capable of implying infinity, we might suggest, 
because the work does not conclude in an apex or a pinnacle. It simply lacks a 
terminal feature. The final module is bisected at its widest perimeter, leaving the 
eye not ascending to a vertex, but moving back down its tapering sides to the 
rhomboid beneath. The column's saw-tooth edges then encourages the eye to 
so Phyllis Tuchuran, `An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 61. 31 Ezra Pound, 'Brancusi', The Little Review, vol. 8, no. 1 (Autumn 1921), reprinted in Literary 
Essays of Ezra Pound, ed, by T. S. Eliot (London: Faber and Faber), 1954, p. 444. 
32 Constantin Brancusi, in James Thrall Soby, 'Constantin Brancusi', Saturday Review, 3 
December 1955, pp. 50-51, cited in Anna C. Chave, Constantin . 
Brancusi: Shifting the Aases of 
Art (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1993), p. 269. 
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course up and down its length in such a way that a viewer is not forced to 
confront the fact that the column does not have an end feature. 
In a similar sense, the 137th brick of Lever's row is afforded no more 
significance than are any of the others. Visually, the conclusion to the row 
resembles a seemingly arbitrary curtailment: it is merely the point at which it 
happens to terminate. To consider the dimensions of Lever as infinitely variable, 
however, would detract entirely from its actual physical identity and its 
placement within the room. It would also be to fail to appreciate that there is no 
possibility of extending Lever, but only of knowing that the place of the line is 
not an indeterminate and infinite beyond, but an end in itself. The potential for 
the length to be extended is always present, just as the potential use-value of the 
manufactured bricks is always held in reserve. In both instances, it is the notion 
of possibility that becomes the source of the sculpture's forcefulness. 
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Chapter 8 
Place: 
The Passage Between Cause and Effect 
Andre's evolutionary view of art was summed up years ago by Mondrian 
who said., `true art like true life takes a single road. ' 'Actually, ' says 
Andre, 'my ideal piece of sculpture is a road. 'He thinks of roads that are 
leisurely walked upon or looked at, not as the shortest distance between 
two points quickly traversed by automobile (he does not drive). In the 
future, his ideal sculpture will not necessarily remain on ground level. He 
likes digging very much and awaits commissions to create 'negative 
sculptures, 'earth cavities that probably will resemble the troglodytic 
homes in the Chinese loess belt. 
David Bourdon, 1966' 
No doubt the allusion to the plains of China in the last line of Bourdon's 
article on Andre was intended to sound appropriately obscure. The commissions 
to dig earth cavities never actually materialised, but this matters less than the 
general note it strikes. 2 For it is more than clear from these sentences that 
Andre's conception of sculpture is markedly distinct from most other versions of 
object-based art practice being explored around this moment. Even Bourdon's 
title - `The Razed Sites of Carl Andre' - suggested something of this. It implies 
Andre was not just making objects, but causing `sites'. The reference to razing 
might be thought to have too much of a whiff of militancy to it, but it does 
emphasise well the levelled nature of Andres sculpture. It points to the 
paradoxical nature of the idea of constructing works that rise little higher than a 
half inch from the plane of the ground. Indeed, it also alludes to what soon would 
become the defining feature of Andre's practice: his alignment of sculpture with 
`place'. 
Earlier in the article, Bourdon credits Andre with advancing what he calls 
`the art of zoning. But before describing what this entails, he also explains how 
Andre's understanding of place is preceded by two further concepts: 'form' and 
' David Bourdon, 'The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 17. 
2 There had been a proposal that Andre produced for Philip Johnson that the de Nagy Gallery 
circulated to the Parks Department - it seems without his permission. See Letter from Carl Andre 
to Tibor do Nagy, 3 February 1967, Artists' File, Tibor de Nagy Gallery Papers, Archives of 
American Art. 
3 David Bourdon, `The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 15. 
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'structure'. This, we might suggest, was Andre's way of making his artistic 
development sound logical and coherent a means of demonstrating that his 
present style had not been dreamt 111) over11ight. 4 So, Bourdon first explains that 
Andre had set out "as a wood-carving disciple of Brancusi', sawing and carving 
into large blocks of timber. The concern here was with sculptural form. Then, 
once Andre set aside cutting into materials and started aggregating identical 
standardized units, the focus change(] to 'struc11111-e'. This stage lasted ill) to his 
Styrofoam sculptures at Tibor de Nagy's in 1965. Hut, although these three 
works 'appeared radically simple at the time', Bourdon goes on to suggest they 
were, in relation to what followed, 'needlessly complex'. ' This is because after 
Coin, Crib and Compound, Andre resorts simply to the mere placement of the 
units, exeniplified by works such as I. ei'cr. The only reason the E'quivu/ents were 
two layers high, we are told, was to provide the bricks with sufficient hallast to 
prevent them drilling apart. ) Fssentially, therefore, sculpture as place' is a 
reference to the first that once turn] and structure are discarded as extraneous to 
sculpture, then place is all that remains. 
Sled /. inc Plai,:, 1969, installation at 'l'ate Modern, London, 2003 
David Bourdon, "I'hc Razed Sites of C, rr'I Andre', p. 15. 
Davin Bourdon, 'The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 17. 
David [ ourdnn, "I'he Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 17. 
See Alex Potts, Thr, , 5'nr/pmrir/ luiu, Qritrrlronv F! KlIFUMV, Alnr/rrlir. %I, A/in niultst, h. 322. In thc 
May I%o) issue of Arts Alu, t'n: we, Andre composed a two page spread of seven illustrations of 
his works ruiner the heading, IORM -* STRI (''Il. 1RI': -> Lach photograph was 
prominently dated so that the move Iiom each stage to the next could be clearly verified. See ýo f. 
43, no. 7, pp. 24 25. 
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Yet in these terms, this almost sounds too much like a pseudo- 
Greenbergian account of a medium entrenching itself `more firmly in its area of 
competence'. It makes it sound as if place should be understood as a distillation 
of the uniquely and irreducibly sculptural. 8 But it is widely acknowledged that 
this rejection of form and structure on Andre's part also greatly contributed to an 
extension of sculpture's traditional domains, leading eventually to what Rosalind 
Krauss would later call `sculpture's expanded field'. 9 In fact, the attention on the 
term might be said to mark a significant deflection of attention away from a self. 
enclosed sculptural form towards a more haptic acknowledgement of the 
surrounding environment. For not only does a sculpture of placed elements 
necessarily imply works that are radically horizontal - expanding laterally as 
opposed to vertically - but it also interpolates a very different kind of viewer. 
In an article in 1968, Lawrence Alloway clearly articulated the kind of 
participatory engagement that Andre's works required. Let me cite the passage in 
full: 
Andre's definition (quoted in an article by David Bourdon) of `sculpture 
as place' leads to a physical contact of a kind specifically unlike 
traditional sculpture. His floors of metal plates of a modular sameness are 
meant to be walked on, or boarded if the spectator is prepared to take the 
step. In fact, the reluctance one has about walking over art is revealed by 
the hesitation of spectators around his areas. What he does, in effect, is to 
take possession of the space about his piece (like a sculptural equivalent 
of Air Rights). To move into the zone is different from standing outside 
looking at it, and the difference is a movement of participation, By 
violating our expectations concerning the position and level of art, and by 
being in Andre's case, mysteriously unemphatic, ground-plane sculpture 
brings into the spectator's conscious attention his physical location and 
his doubt (should I step on it? Is this the sculpture? )1 
8 Clement Greenberg, 'Modernist Painting' [1960], in The Collected Essays and Criticism, IV, 
Fp. 85 and 86. 
See Suzaan I3oettger in Earthworks; Art and the Landscape of the Sixties (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles and London: University of California Press, 2002). ßoettger also points out how Andre's 
concern with place led to a land-based art practice. See in particular, p. 77. Rosalind Krauss' 
essay 'Sculpture in the Expanded Field' was published in October 8 (Spring 1979), and reprinted 
in her The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1985). 
1° Lawrence Alloway, 'Interfaces and Options: Participatory Art in Milwaukee and Chicago', 
Arts Magazine, vol. 43, no, 1 (September-October 1968), pp. 25-29, p, 28. 
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Alloway's discussion ofthe way viewer expectations are disrupted by the 
sculptures' extreme horizontality might also remind us of Rohert Morris' much 
cited statement From the previous year: that the art object was now `hut one of 
the terms in the newer esthetic'. " In the past, Morris had written, the textures 
and internal relationships within sculpture had served `to eliminate the viewer', 
because spectators find themselves drawn into the details of the work, thus 
detracting attention From the actual space in which the object exists. But in the 
new sculpture, he continues, the internal relationships are minimised and become 
a function of space, light, and the viewer's field of vision. ' For Morris, this art 
induces viewers to become conscious that they are sharing the same space with 
the object. It also makes them increasingly aware ofthe ambient surroundings. 12 
In other words, by placing an art object in a designated environnment, it activates 
an awareness of the space surrounding it. 
ýrý. 
`S, 
t' 
ý' 
'lei 
I)0 Ili. - ý"Iq, l. ll ,ýi ') ý, 
Andre's locus on Sculpture as place should also be understood as ai ºcans 
of'defining ýI centrif'ugalitalion ofviewers' perception. As AIfuway writes, the 
lateral nature of' much of his work especially his metal plate sculptures 
dc marcate a zone that can he walked on, but the terrain is not physically 
containing or enveloping. It IBIS distinct boundaries, yet because these are at the 
level of viewers' feet, the sculpture registers as wholly continuous with the plain 
of ground. As Andre comments, you Can stand ill the middle of it and you can 
Robert Morris, 'Neues mi Scull)turc Part 2', Ail/rnii,,, vol. 5, no. 4 (I)ccember I966), pp. 20- 
23,1). p. 21. 
12 Robert Morris, 'Notes on ScººI), turc fart 2', p. 2I. 
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look straight out and you can't see that piece of sculpture at all'. 13 The 
parameters of his sculptures are clear, but they function more as thresholds that 
articulate the movements of the viewer rather than barriers that confine and 
restrict. 
To define the distinct spatial qualities of his levelled sculptures, Andre 
often aligned his work not so much with self-contained objects, but associated 
them with the process of moving across horizontal expanses. Occasionally, he 
referenced his experiences of riding cars through the mesh of intersecting 
railroad tracks in the yards of New Jersey, or he spoke of sculpture being like a 
road. But perhaps most famously is the passage in Bourdon's article in which he 
reports that Andre came to the decision that his sculptures should be `as level as 
water' whilst canoeing on a lake in New Hampshire. 14 
This was not the first time that an experience of moving through a 
landscape had been contrasted to the object-based artwork. In 1949, Barnett 
Newman had visited the Miamisburg Mound in Ohio, and had written that here, 
at this place, there are `no subjects -- nothing that can be shown in a museum or 
in a photograph'. Instead, the impression of being there was for him like being 
`inside a picture rather than outside contemplating any specific nature. ' 15 We 
might suggest likewise of the experience of entering and moving through `the 
razed sites' effected by Andre's sculptures. 
In fact, in a similar vein to Newman, Andre's notion of place often seems 
to gravitate naturally towards the rural and the pre-industrial. Just consider, for 
instance, how Bourdon feels obliged to qualify Andre's claim that his ideal piece 
of sculpture is a road. 16 The road Andre appears to be thinking of is far closer to 
a footpath or a rural track than, for instance, the sublime breadth of the New 
Jersey Turnpike as described by the sculptor Tony Smith just two months later. '7 
" Phyllis Tuchman, `An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 57. 
14 David Bourdon, 'The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 17. 
18 Barnett Newman, 'Ohio' [1949], in Selected Writings and Interviews, ed, by John P. O'Neill 
(New York: Knopf, 1990), pp. 174-175. 
16 David Bourdon, 'The Razed Sites of Carl Andre', p. 17. 
"See Samuel Wagstaff, 'Talking to Tony Smith', Artforum, vol. 5, no. 4 (December 1966), pp. 
15-19, p. 19. 
I3 
Whereas Andre has in mind a peripatetic viewer, Smith envisages mere glimpses 
onto 'stacks, towers, funies and colored lights' through the window of a speeding 
car. ' In fiºct, when Andre spoke again of his trinomial definition of`fi)rnm', 
`structure' and `place' in 1970, lie suggests quite explicitly that place was for him 
'a neolithic property', exemplified by 'the countryside of southern England, 
Indian mounds, and things like that'. "' Andre is alluding to the sane kind of 
qualities in these locations that Richard Long had also admired and made the 
subject of his art. For both artists, what seems to have appealed to them was the 
thought of civilisations gradually modifying and working a landscape, so that the 
terrain becomes seemingly choreographed and attuned to the scale of`the humarn, 
who Passes through it Oil 1,001.20 Place is the philosophers all agree a 
profoundly anthropocentric concept. 21 
0 ýý Iý i 
3b Copper Square, 1968 
Smith's account ol'his drive is repeated verbatim by Michael tried, who emphasised in 
particular the sculptor's sense that there was no possibility of' framing, such an experience as art. 
For Fried's discussion, see 'Art and Ohjeethood', h. 111. For a consideration of the way in which 
Fried reads and misreads Smith, sec Anne Wagner 's intrrxluction 'pearling. Minimal Art', in 
Gregory lialtcock, Minimal Art: A Critical 4nfh"1ogv, 2nd f". dii (ßcrkclry, I us Angeles and 
I, ondon: University of ('alifornia Press, I995), pp. 16-17. 
Phyllis "I'uchniaii, An Interview with Carl Andre', I). 55. 
'" ( )n the occasion of an exhibition curried it file White Museum at ('011W 11 I )niversity in 1969, 
Long explained to an aLldiencc at the accompanying symposium that 'most of higland Inas had its 
shape changed practically the whole place, because it has been plonghied over for centuries 
rounded oil. ' See 'Symposium" to 1 wily 411, exhibition catalogue, ed by Willoughby Sharp. 
Andrew Dixon White Museum r)l'Art, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, unpag, inated. 
'' Fdward Casey explicitly argue, this point in ('t'rim, /lark info Place: 'I iuarbA a Kr-ircived 
1! m/c, vtu, rdingof 1/u flair-World (Moouiringtun and Indianapolis: Indiana university Press, 
1993). 11e claims that a sense of ptenituthi that conies ti'onu place is predicated on ºIte capacity of' 
human beings to roam away from their home territory and become placeless, tics lip. xii-xrii. See 
also Martin I heirlegger's much eitert essay from 1954, 'Huiildlrlg Dwelling, 'I huinkiiug', in Porti v, 
Lw, uagc, Pioughl, trans. Albert Ilolstadter (New York: Ilamer Collins, I975), ill particular, 
pp. 147 and IS). 
Richard Long, While Slone Circle, 1977 
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I luwcvcr, there is a cunsiderahie tension between the primarily agrarian 
a.,,,, ciations invoked by the word 'place' and the overtly industrial connotations 
of the materials themselves. The tension is best explored, Ih el, through 
relercnce to Richard Long's indoor sculptures, For like Andre, his works can also 
be brought into the gallery by hand and laid down particle by particle. I lowever, 
his materials (which in the past have included sticks, leaves, mud and stones) are 
all saturated with cultured notions of the natual' and 'nature'. _. Whilst Andre 
has spoken with pleasure that he is the liest to handle units that have otherwise 
been produced and transported only by machines, long has expressed his 
satisfaction with the thought that the materials he gathers From nature have 
sometimes never beret conic into physical contact with humans. "" In Pact, in 
contrast to Andre's sculptures, these works seem to attest to an engagement with 
the world that is essentially and wholly non-industrial. It is almost as though lie 
is fixed on airbrushing out as many rehjrences to modern urban IS from his art 
as is possible. Yet only on very rare occasions has Andre resorted to material, 
whose Forms and dimensions have been shaped and lirshioned organically-'4At 
all other times, the machine-1 tshioned qualities or his sculptures are resolutely 
explicit. 
-ý-- -ý- 
ý. , 
a ;;, 
25 iiIoeA. v and Stones, 1973 
ýrrý' 
Sec Alex Pults, l/u' S'c ulhttii"ul lmag, itiauion. l'ig'uratit'v, Aloderm, l. Alininruli, w, p. 325. 
tirr frier lullet, `An Interview with ('art Andre', h. 122 and tice 'An Inlcrvicrw wUh Richard 
I uni by Richard t'unk', broadcast on I3Ii(' Radio t, 21+ October 1088, in Richard 1,01m, ' 11'alkin, t, 
in ('ir ch'. c, I-xhihitiun Catalogue, Ilayward (iallrry, Lon(ton, 191)1, p. 252 
'4 'I'hr implications 0I'Andre's use of natural turnis in the 1')71), rises a number of questions, 
some of vv hielt are explored in it review of Andre's large installation at the Portland Center of'the 
Visual Arts in early 1973. fire Jan van der Marck, 'Carl /mere', Art in Anuv'it'a, vol, 6I, no .3 
(May-Julie 197,1), "pp, IIII 13 
Stout, t ield . S'eirlpl: ire, 
IIartfurd, 1977 
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However, it could be suggested that the arrangements into which Andre 
aligns his mostly raw, machine-manufactured modules serves as a means of 
naturalising their associations. By equating a notion of 'place' with non- 
industrial landscapes, it might be argued that Andre allows the qualities that our 
culture tends to associate with the physical attractiveness of cultivated, rural 
places to be accorded to these raw, mass produced units. One small episode 
perhaps helps clarify what is at stake. When Long travelled to New York for the 
first time in February 1969, he paid a visit to Andre and Rosemarie Castoro. He 
brought with him a small work he installed in their presence: a set of sticks, laid 
end to end to form a circle on the floor. 25 And, for a group exhibition in May 
1969, Andre made a curiously comparable sculpture. 26 It is a thin line, around six 
feet in length, made from eighteen equally short pieces of bent lead rod, loosely 
laid end to end. The sticks, we might say, have been exchanged for lengths of 
discarded metal; segments of tree branches have been replaced with the 
discarded shards of machine production. Once the exhibition was over, Andre 
sent the work by mail to Long, and gave the sculpture the title Portrait of 
Richard Long. It was his return gift. Similar eviscerated sculptures made from 
lengths of metal, mostly from scavenged sources, soon began to feature regularly 
in Andre"s oeuvre. In April 1971, he lined the floor of the Dwan Gallery with 
such works, or `runs' as called them. To one enquiring journalist, he explained 
that 'the materials aren't found, but they're certainly scavenged - bits of wire or 
metal that have been thrown away, or worn by use or time. They are 
humanised. '27 In fact, we might suggest that all of Andre's sculptures are 
motivated by this impulse to draw out the explicitly 'human' in his materials, We 
might infer, then, that his accentuation of the qualities of place as an attribute of 
landscapes fashioned by agrarian, predominantly non-industrial intervention 
serves for him as one further way of accomplishing this. 
xs Long and Andre had met in 1968 at Konrad Fischer's in Düsseldorf, and remained close. In 
fact, according to Long, it was in response to Andre's encouragement that he came to the US in 
1969. Long described this circle of sticks to me in a letter (19 January 2004). 
24 Andre produced his sculpture for the exhibition 'Number 7' at the Paula Cooper Gallery, from 
18 May to 15 June 1969, curated by Lucy Lippard. The exhibition is described in Lucy Lippard, 
Six Years: The Dematerialization ofthe. 4r1 Object [1993] (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: 
University of California Press, 1997, pp. 100-101. 
27 Carl Andre, cited in Douglas Davis, 'Art by the Foot', Newsweek, 3 May 1971, pp. 84-85. 
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Run's, uistallaliuo al 1)wan 
(; aller), Nov York, April 1971 
I Iuwever, I do not want to imply that the phrase `scull)twe as place' can 
be deleted exclusively as an unimposing insertion of materials into a surrounding 
space. Andre's notion or place should he understood primarily not su nnwh as a 
quality that characterises the appearance of his sculpture,, hilt is also liºr him a 
means of' theorising the phenomenological relation between the works and their 
environment. One way of, pointing in this direction might be to turn tu it short 
text by Richard Serra from 1970. The article is mostly concerned with explaining 
how Serra 's sculptures relate t0 some of the recent debates in three-dimensional 
art. But towards the beginning, he makes a significant point about Andre's 
sculptures. 2ý For him, much recent horizontal art was simply in danger of' 
reiterating conventional pictorial concerns. The current trend of' spreading 
materials laterally over the floor is perhaps not as radical as the artists themselves 
imagine, he implies, fl)r the installation can still he understood as a figurative 
arrangement against an isolating and neutral ground 
"I lowever, he believed 
Andre had come to terms will this problem by revealing the fact ofthe 
operative rationale that allows the work to lind its place. ' 
"' As such, the 
sculpture is perceived by viewers to he the result of a proce. s. s, and not merely it 
pictorial arrangement. This is important, fire it serves as it reminder that Andre's 
Richard Scrra, 'flay it Again, Sam', Arts , 1/u, i, 'cr_irrc, vol. 44, no. 4 (February I970), reprinted in 
Rirh; rrel Scrra, 11'ritin±, '. s Intenieus (Chicago and Lernclan: Utrivrrsrtti of'('Iricago Press, I99"4), 
ýý. 7 
tirrra's argument is inlornrrc) by Allan Kaprow's critique of h ie anti-türm sculptures of Robert 
Morris. tier Kapro 's essay "The Shape ut the Art In rrcmment' 119681 in L. s. savs on thr 
c1' li/airini, ol. "lii and l, i/r, (I; rrkeley and I unciun Im isersrly (O'('aIit nii, r Press, 109 3), pp. 1)() 
Richard tiara, 'f'lay it Again, Sam', I+ /. 
Portrait o/ Richard Long, 
1968 
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emphasis on place is also a means of stressing the facticity of its `placement'. It 
is just as much this as any of the associations the noun itself might connote. 
To explore the process-based aspect to place, I want to turn to the 
occasion when Andre first visited Windham College in April 1968. As is widely 
acknowledged by art historians, the exhibition and the accompanying symposium 
in which he participated were both closely oriented to an exploration of 
sculpture's relation to the term `place'. Arguably, it also resulted in Andre's most 
comprehensive sculptural statement on the subject. Andre, along with Robert 
Barry and Lawrence Weiner, had been invited to the college by Charles Ginnever 
who taught sculpture in the Art Department. 31 During the 1960s, Ginnever had 
developed a distinctive style of freestanding sculpture, which comprised mostly 
of juxtapositions of steel plates in which single acute angles were often the only 
element in contact with the ground. Since he preferred to site these sculptures in 
outdoor, landscape settings - often to dramatic effect -- he was interested to know 
what these three artists would accomplish once the assurances of the enclosed 
gallery setting were not available to them. But the suggestion for them to produce 
works outside for the campus grounds was also motivated by practicalities, for 
Windham College simply did not have an art gallery. Moreover, since the 
Department did not have much in the way of funds, Ginnever suggested that the 
works should be not only temporary, but also made from cheap and ready-to- 
hand resources. 32 In fact, he could offer them only fifty dollars for materials. 33 
Windham College, which occupied a 250-acre purpose-built campus in 
rural southeast Vermont, was a good four and a half hour drive from New York 
City, The installation photographs show some of the buildings - the work of the 
architect Lawrence Durrell Stone - surrounded by swathes of ragged grass and 
3' The exhibition `Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Lawrence Weiner' ran from 30 April to 31 May 
1968. The three had already exhibited together earlier that year at the Laura Knott Gallery at 
Bradford Junior College in Massachusetts (from 4 February to 2 March 1968). There, Andre had 
displayed his 144 Zinc Square, produced for his exhibition at the Dwan Gallery in the previous 
December, and Weiner and Barry had showed paintings. According to Suzanne ßoettger, they 
had been invited by Douglas Iluebler, who taught there. See her Earthworks: Art and the 
Landscape of the Sixties, p. 81. 
32 See Alexander Alberro, Conceptual Art and the Politics of Publicity, pp. 16-17. 
33 See Charles Ginnever, letter to Suzanne Boettger, 4 August 1994, in Suzanne I3oettger, 
Earthworks: Art and the Landscape of the Sixties, p, 82. 
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hare treL . In fact, the college had only occupied the site Ior it few years, and 
some sections of the CanºI)us were , tilI under construct ion. Certainly, each or 
the artists engaged with the question of how to accentuate and respond to the 
particularities of' the site and the terrain, yet nunc of' them could he said to have 
`hcautilied' or adorned the campus grounds in any conventional understanding of 
the term. Nor could it be conceded that they transformed ýº harren tract of land 
inter a site resonant with any particular `sense of'place'. In lhct, if'anything, 
'place', as exemplified by these three artists, attests more try the way They were 
forced to adapt radically to the contingencies of'the situation. Robert Barry, tier 
instance, had planned to use the piece of land between two blocks, but rin arrival, 
lie discovered the area was full of' parke(l bulldozers. So he purchased a btntdle of 
nylon curd and strung it between the Library and the Students' t )nion huilding, 
twenty-tive t et above the ground. The material was chosen about half an hour 
bet re we bought it', he conl ssed. '5 
Robert Barry, unti(kd nylon curd sculptnit, I. a Felice ! feiner, Valdes, Stuh's, Iuint,, 
Win(lhIuu ('ollere, April 196}i Tnr/, Windham College, April I') 
In turn, Weiner chose it piece ot'gr ss that appears to have been used 
fliu t}y its an imp ººnºptºº sports lied between two student dormitories. "fherc, 
with IIiee assistance ººI'sonme ul, the students, he hammered staples and stakes into 
hic hurt at regular intervals and connected therm with surveyor's string, Conning a 
large grid 4 Ien- 1 of squares. Weiner described it as evoking the circumscribed 
1' Windham (allege clu,; rdl in 1978, rcnnained unused I'M scrv'cial years, and since 198S has, been 
thr lio nie (II L inchnark ('allege. 
" Rullerl Barry, in `Syuipuusiurn al Windham l'ý. illrl, r', in ! laving Reeve Said. II'rilings and 
liilrrl'it U'. c uJ Lawrcvh (' II'tcicitv', 1968-2003, li. ? Il. 
2I1) 
outline of the foundations of a new building. "' But when some of the students 
later removed part ofthe stakes so that they could continue to use the grass for 
'7 touch ioothall, Weiner decided it hardly warranted repairing. 
As for Andre: he ordered as many hay-bales Ir ma local firm as his fifty 
dollars would permit, and arranged them into a si i 'Ie r( m, around 274 feet in 
length. For him, hales were sufficiently solid and rectilinear to serve as 
appropriate equivalents to the other particles that he had used up that point. The 
tine started just inside a scruffy spinney ol'woods below the dormitories and 
travelled across open, unmade ground towards the main campus thoroughfare. 
According to Ginnever, the work stayed in place throughout the year. BY the 
tiollowing summer it had decomposed into ', a green linear mount'. "' 
Joint, Windham ('ollvgv, April 1968 N% iii Ih: uu (rºIlL ge tip nºIºo'iwu, A \1'1 ii 1')b8 
(from left In right) Robert Barr), Hais (. rah; ºnº, 
Lawrence Weiner ('art Andre 
I he exhihition itself heul been partly co-ordinated by the freelance 
cr rah r, Seth Siegclauh, and, in order to ensure the event received the attention of' 
the New York artworld, Siegelauh organised an ICCOIIII), Illyillg 'SYMPOSIUM'. "' 
On the I ice of, it, it was not a grand afirir: the audience were mostly students and 
teachers, and the whole event scents to have lasted formally for only around halm 
an hor. Hut thanks to an audio recording and Siegelauh's subsequent eiIbrts at 
promotion, the visit to Windhaar was iiiipressively documented. Soon afterwards, 
16 For u further cieseril, lion of these works, see Suiuan Boetgger, / wtInrnrks: Irv and the 
Lafl(IS(a/, r of ! lre, S'i. tt, e. s, lip. 82-83. 
1; See 'L: arty Work: tntervicw by Lynn (iumpert', in Lawrence Weiner, Having Been Said. 
Writings and Interviews of Lesere, c Weliu r, p. 122. 
rri Letter Lrum Charles (; inneuer, 10 January 2003. 
See Alexander Alherro, Cole ipme / 4, i and the Politics of P, hlictlr', pp. 16-17. 
- ýtf. 
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a number of transcripts of the symposium were in circulation, and Siegelaub's 
photograph of Andre's hay-bales found its way almost immediately into the 
pages of Artforum. 40 
The symposium itself was moderated - at Siegelaub's request - by Dan 
Graham, who inaugurated the proceeding with a few words about the etymology 
of place. The word derived from the Greek word "`plateia", meaning flat or 
broad', he explained. His definition was an acknowledgement perhaps that all of 
the three works openly embraced the horizontal plane. But he also laid 
considerable prominence not only on the fact that the works were all conceived 
for their location, but that the exhibition `involves "placing" as a verb as well as 
a noun. 41 
He then invited the artists to discuss the significance of the word in 
relation to their works. Robert Barry explained he wanted `to use the land, drive 
something into the land, circle it in some way, emphasise it, create something in 
proportion to the buildings around it, to the piece of land itself. 942 Weiner 
suggested also that he wished to heighten a perceptual awareness of the 
surroundings, pointing to the way that quite particular aspects of neighbouring 
building became far more accentuated than before. `It's a matter of what you can 
displace with what you do in this place', he commented. 43 
Like Weiner and Barry, Andre also spoke about the way the work 
shuttled the focus of the viewer from the sculpture to its location and from 
location to sculpture. Yet place and environment ought not to be confused, he 
warned: 
40 Enno Develing, for instance, who curated and organised Andre's solo exhibition at the Ilaags 
Gemeentemuseum the following year, seems to have consulted a copy and cites from it in his 
catalogue essay (Carl Andre, 1969, p. 41). A section of the transcript is included in Lucy Lippard, 
Six Years, " The Dematerialization of the Art Object, pp. 46-48 and the recording itself in included 
amongst the Lucy Lippard Papers at the Archives of American Art. The most unedited 
transcription in print is to be found in Having Been Said., Writings and Interviews of Lawrence 
Weiner, 1968-2003, pp. 16-20, and it is this and the taped recording itself that I have consulted 
here. A prominent reproduction of Andre's work is included in Robert Morris' article, 'Anti- 
form', Artforum, vol. 6, no. 8 (April 1968), pp. 33-35, p. 33. 
41 Dan Graham, 'Symposium at Windham College', p. 16. 
42 Robert Barry, 'Symposium at Windham College', p. 18. 
43 Lawrence Weiner, 'Symposium at Windham College', p. 17. 
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I think it is futile for an artist to try to create an environment, because you 
have an environment around you all the time. An astronaut who slips out 
of his capsule in space has lost his environment: any living organism has 
an environment. A place is an area within an environment which has been 
altered in such a way as to make the general environment more 
conspicuous. Everything is in an environment but a place is related 
particularly to both the general qualities of the environment and the 
particular qualities of the work. 44 
Andre's definition is significant because he makes it clear that there are three 
terms at stake in his account of place. Firstly, there is the environment, which is 
posited as a precondition of life itself, and serves as the horizon within which all 
artworks are an insertion. For him, this disqualifies the need to create all- 
encompassing installations that simulate a total environment. In fact, we might 
read this as an unrepentant defence of his resolutely object-based sculptural 
practice. Secondly, there is the artwork itself, with its own particular qualities 
and material characteristics that distinguish it from its surrounding environment. 
And place emerges as the third term: the alteration to the area that makes the 
environing context more distinct and `conspicuous'. Place, in other words, is a 
combination of the qualities of both artwork and environment. This is important, 
for it implies that to focus on an artwork from the perspective of place is to 
recognise how the work and its context are co-determining. 
It should be noted however, that Andre's account is not a proto-definition 
of what would later come to be known as site-specific art. The concept can be 
traced back to Robert Barry, who emphasised in an interview the following year 
that his installed wire sculptures, similar to the kind he produced for Windham, 
could not be moved without being destroyed. Therefore, the site and the work 
were inseparable. 45 Certainly, Weiner and Andre did not intend their works to be 
reconstructed in a new location either, and like Barry, their sculptures were also 
structurally dependent on their location for their appearance. In fact, the title of 
Weiner's work was later set as Staples, Stakes, Twine and Turf- an 
acknowledgement that the grass and the very ground itself was a fundamental 
44 Carl Andre, transcription of a tape recording of the Windham College Symposium, 30 April 
1968, Lucy Lippard Papers, Archives of American Art. 
as Robert Barry, in Arthur It Rose, `Pour Interviews with Barry, Iiuebler, Kosuth, Weiner', Arts 
Maga: ine, vol. 43 (February 1969), pp. 22-23, p. 22. 
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component of'the work. But neither Andre nor Weiner has ever laid any weight 
on pronouncing his work inseparable and unmovable from the site fier which it 
Wits Conceived at least in the way the word `site-specific' subsequently cane: to 
intl)ly 4c' In t tel, 13<ury', defiººition of'his drin works is primarily a ; lrucluritl 
unC: without the distinct distances , ºrtci elevations between the points from which 
the string is attached, the work would have no defining forth. Yet Im Andre, 
'place' was not an attribute or it definition of an art object in erºtively the same 
way that the term `site-specific' was. The word posits the emphasis more on the 
act of lýercehticýn: place only exists in the presence of'the viewer, and requires it 
viewer. In this sense, il is not nrcces. sai"r/º, defined by the structural inseparability 
of'the artwork from its location. 
ý-ý- .. 
.+ý. 
-ý, d 
To See Andl-c'S row of'hýty-hales from the hersheCCtive of, place, then, 
would he to recognise how the slightly uneven contours of'the ground ((, ()I 
instance) were reflected in the length of the work. In an interview later that same 
I'lle rule the word 'site-spucilicily, has lilayrd in suhscclurnl arl discourse is well discussed by 
Miwon Kwon in One Place alic r Another:. Site-. Speei/ie art and Jot aiinnal Itlrulitt' (('atnhridge, 
MA and London: MIT Press, 23M)2). Site-specilicity is perhaps most intimately associated with 
Richard Serra, howe er, WIR) deployed the word to justify file retention Ot 'l'i/h't/ Ire in I, ederal 
Plai. a in New York, against the aspiration of' the government institutions whose offices bordered 
the site. Douglass Crimp uliiered it coherent account cif Suet's practice in these terms in an essay 
in 1980, when the storm over the status of filled . 
Ire was at its greatest. In tact, ill his essay he 
overtly (listinguishes Serras site-s1)ecitir art front Ancire's sculptures. I IL' acknowledged these 
works are aligned lu their ettviruniuent, hui the cl 'ill acteiistics otthe location are treated too 
abstractly and generally liar ('riu p. See Serra'. s I'uhlic Sculpture h t'delintiig Site Spccifieity' In 
Irichard, idal:. S'cwlpiure, I). 4.1, Subsequently a numta'r o(rontlnVIIIMOts hone lireleise l to see 
Andre's sculpture, as place related rallies drin place , p-111C, tier list inshore, Michael Newltrtil, 
'Recuu Bring , Allchic: 
Remarks Arising frotu the Syuipositill) ', ill furl ; Adre and the Sc icllurcrul 
Imagination, h. S. In my account here, I waist tu suggest That place Cannot he uncierstoo(I 
exclusively in these Terms. 
I : 11ý I riirr \N cinci , . tile/? 
lees, Stake', Joint 
Twine, Turf (detail) 
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year, he explicitly stated that one of the advantages of working with separate 
units was that they naturally follow the lie of the land. 47 To a certain extent, the 
sculpture is rendered compliant, articulated by the physical variables of its 
environment. Yet this alone does not define the extent to which the work 
conjugated `place'. Place is more the process on the part of the viewer of 
attending to the sculpture and its surroundings as mutually defining. Visitors to 
the hay-bales might have recognised, for instance, how the work realigned 
slightly the spatial orientation of that corner of the campus. Rising just a foot 
from the ground and being three feet wide, the line could easily have been 
stepped over. In fact, it was less likely to have registered as a barrier than as a 
slightly elevated path, running across the bare, muddy earth into the woods. 
The name of the work was Joint: a title that no doubt came laden with 
colloquial associations for the students. 48 But the title also referenced the fact 
that the work formed a line that drew together and connected the trees with the 
open ground -a point he emphasised at the symposium. 
49 It encouraged walkers 
to pace out its length. `Most of my works', he suggested in 1970, `have been 
ones that are in a way causeways - that cause you to make your way along them 
or around them or to move the spectator over them. '5° In fact, the hay-bales seem 
to be there in order to allow a consideration of the shift in viewpoint as a visitor 
walks from one side to the other. If walked on, they physically come between the 
viewer and land, mediating and facilitating an impression of the physical 
surroundings. 
Within these terms, we might compare Joint to Richard Serra's large 
expansive outdoor work, Shift. Serra installed the sculpture across a very slight 
depression in fields in Ontario, Canada, between 1970 and 1972. He described 
47 Carl Andre, Avalanche, no. I (Fall 1970), pp. 18-27, p. 23. According to Willoughby Sharp, 
the interview took place in December 1968. See p. 18. 
"s In a conversation in December 2004, Carl Andre told me that the place in the woods where the 
bales ended was strewn with bottles and cigarette butts, suggesting it had been used as a spot for 
`hanging out' and drinking; hence the name Joint. In the recording, the clearly audible laughter of 
the symposium audience when Andre announces the title also implies that they equated it with 
the popular term for marijuana. See `Windham College Symposium', Audio Recording, Lucy 
Lippard Papers, Archives of American Art. 
49 Carl Andre, 'Windham College Symposium', Audio Recording. 
50 Phyllis Tuchman, 'An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 57. 
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the work as establishing a measure: between the viewer and itself, and the viewer 
anal the land. '1 Like"/oi, ºt, it too forms ýº long line, provoking visitors to walk 
along its length. It consists of six long rectangular slab,, placed into) the sloping 
gromid so that their lower ends protrude live I'M From the ground "Ii Ist the 
other end is flush with the hillside. 'These steps relate to a continually shifting 
horizon', explained Serra, 'elevating, lowering, extending, 1iireshortening, 
contracting, compressing, and turning. 12 Rosalind Krauss has pointed out how 
these verbs in Serra's description sIrººngly suggest that the work is not merely 
conceived as an isolatable object that is distinct front the viewing subject. 
Instead, the sculpture itself carves out and determines fier the roaming viewer 
what she calls a place' s' We might say the sane ofAndre's sculpture, for 
Krauss' account captures well the phenomenological dimension of Andre's 
understanding of the term. 
Richard Serra, Shift, I'170-72, King ('ily, Ontario (delails) 
the diititinctiolls between Shi/t and Joint are (highlighted by 
cOIltr"lsting, their titles. The word we might suggest, emphasises the extent 
tu which the work marks gradations (ºI elevation, or the absence of arty fixed 
centre: or clear 16cal point. On the other hand, the title `Joint' I. Octlsed attention 
nrrºre oil the sculpture's extremities, pointing tu the way the scull)turr formed it 
connecting bath between Iwo otherwise separate locations. As Im the parameters 
of -wrra's scullpture: these were set by the artist and .b au 
Jonas ww; IIki17iy parallel 
to one aiiotlier so that they Could just keep themselves in sight, and it was this 
. Spot 111,11 the'll 
became the bounds nies oI the work. "' Bill the length of' Andre's 
Richard Serra, ''Shift', Art Magazine, vol 47, no. 0 (April 1973), reprinted in Itiý Ir; ucl Semi, 
{P'rU tly. r / le'l %'1c'rr'A, t). f. 
Richard Serra, 'Shrill, I) I1 
Rosalind I. Krauss, 'Richard Serra Sculpurrr', in Richarr!, Sc'rt"u , 5'rtt! /aturc, p. 3u '"' Richard Sara, 'Shill', I). 12. 
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Joint was not related to visual sightlines at all. In fact, as Andre revealed in the 
symposium, the length was determined by factors pertaining primarily to the 
material availability of resources. Joint is 183 bales and 274 feet long, yet 
originally, he explains, the hay was intended to come out from the wood and go 
up the gently rising ground until it reached another clump of trees right in the 
middle of the campus. However, as it was, he did not have enough bales to join 
the two groups of trees. A third of them had been delivered already broken up 
and were simply unusable for his purposes -'so we didn't get all the way 
there. '55 Yet no effort was made to locate more bales; instead, the limitation was 
respected and the artwork became a measure of what had been possible within 
the particular circumstances. For Andre, respecting these budgetary restrictions 
was a matter of principle. 'This may sound crass, ' he suggested to his audience at 
the symposium, 'but I think it is rather materialistic in the Marxian sense that you 
can't do something that does not exist for you. ' Moreover, if you do not have 
control of the means of production, he advised, `you can't produce anything, so 
you have to find the means of production that you can control. 06 
In fact, reflecting on what was realisable within the available 
circumstances and resources became a major concern for Andre. By July 1968, 
he began formulating the matter in the following way: 
I work with limits. I find limits the most interesting thing of all in making 
sculpture. I have an imaginary graph, or map upon which there are three 
vectors or three lines of force which create a point where the three 
converge. The first vector is my subjective condition, myself, my own 
history, needs, talents. The second [... ] vector is the physical objective 
condition wherein I work, the kind of location where the sculpture will be 
and whether it is inside or outside. The economic condition is the third 
vector, the economics of travelling to the site and the materials [... ] On 
this imaginary map the vectors don't often intersect: they are usually 
going in opposite directions. Only rarely it comes into being. 57 
ss Carl Andre, in `Windharn College Symposium', p. 18. 
Carl Andre, in 'Windham College Symposium', p. 19. 
"Carl Andre, in Dodie Gust, 'Andre: Artist of Transportation'. The Aspen Times, 18 July 1968, 
p. 313. 
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THREE VECTOR MOb L* 
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is 
ry., "... ry. i ý OOJ[CTIV! VICTOR (ºIt oºýRTitt OF MAT1(R) 
yý yý fosýecýivs VECTOR 
(CAºA{tLiTltt OF ARTisT) 
ßi""""2 " RCONOMIG Vor-TOR 
(Ktto.. *Ct1 AVAILAIL&) 
"CLO URL INDICATES poKle, LT/ OF A*T 
1! -S-70 
CO 
Three I 't' for Model, 1970 
Later Iron) about I')70 onwards he began to present this schenia ill tile 
of a diagram, often irºcluding, it in group-exhibition catalogues instead of 
reproductions of his work, which, at the lime of'printing no doubt remained 
unhuilt. It wits a way of indicating, it seems, that the sculpture had been 
conceived specifically for the event, and at short notice. But what is striking 
about the drawing is the way that it (presents intentions, cause, and effects in stich 
a markedly spatial fashion. The shaded area between the Ihree conver. r in: e. 
vectors demarcates a clear triangular zone, which is easy tu associate with the 
toothrints of many of Andre's sculptrn. es. Moreover, it points attention to the 
extent to which material and economic limitations give the sculpture its 1,01,111, So 
that the artist's personal inclination, become only One of'the Contributing, f tours. 
('un, eyuently, the sculpture as built comes to be presented as the result of a 
series of' possibilities, options and conthrontises: it becomes a measure of the 
cýºntrrýl the artist had Iclt he had been able to wield over the resources available. 
It seems to me that Andre's emphasis on place is not entirely distinct 
Irunº tºis "Three Vector I)iatranº'. In tiºd, we niit; ht suggest that to See /()ill/ I'l-om 
the perspective o[ place entails not merely acknowledging a mutually ºictiniug 
relation between artwork and cnviruººmeººt, but also includes an awareness of 
how the work is coxleterºuined by , uhjeetive, objective and eConunºic vectors. 11' 
we see the work's length an(] material as determined by those täcturs that Il y 
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beyond the artist's control, then we might suggest that the sculpture is the locus 
ol'a series ofmediations between that which causes and that which is effected. 
The extent to which Andre's diagram makes an opposition between 
artistic freedom and practical necessities practically indistinguishable is closest 
perhaps to the Marxist phenomenology of' Maurice Merleau-Ponty. For the 
trench philosopher, causations and effects were never distinct realms. Instead he 
preferred to speak of `situation; ' that provoke us to act. The facts of a situation 
themselves do not have the physical capacity to force an action, he emphasised, 
but they do provide us with the motivations to `take uh' that situation. We 
choose our world and the world chooses us' was his aphorism tier capturing this 
symbiosis between options and circumstances. 5`' A similar sense ol'reciprocity 
also seems to intorm Andre's account of his sculptures. 
Just as the term `situation' becomes for Merleau-Ponty a medium, or a generative 
ground, which contains and articulates ho/iº causes and etfccIs, So too does the 
word `place' serve as a means l or Andre to acknowledge the generalities and 
particularities ol'the work and its surroundings. 
Spending the summer of I% in Aspen, Andre spoke ot'his wi; lr tu 
purchase an acre of land, and move around the stones with it pick and shovel, 
until he 'learned soniettring. ' `I want to work with the material that's on the land, 
" Maurice Merleau-f'unty, /'/wFwnwnulugv of Perception, trans. Colin Smilh (Ruutledge: 
London and New York, 2002), p. 527. See also pp. 301-302. 
59 Maurice Merleau-Panty, P/hnomenologl, n% l'rrcc ption, h. 527. 
I . 't PI 4 '1 e, ,. sIw II, 1908 
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make a work of art out of the acre. '6° As with his aspiration to dig earth cavities 
Bourdon had described two years previously, he never did carry out such a 
project. But it attests all the same to his emphasis on the necessity to engage 
physically and practically with the materials and resources existing in the world. 
It attests to a commitment towards engagement. Once, Andre was asked whether 
he thought the concrete limits of a work of art and its placement had a political 
import for him. Art is a set containing itself and everything else, was his reply. 
`Art is political in the same sense that agriculture is political. No reading of Das 
Kapital will make wheat grow in barren sand. '6' 
fi0 Dodie Gust, `Andre: Artist of Transportation', p. 3B. 
b' Carl Andre, in 'Eight Statements (On Matisse)', Art in America, vol. 63, no. 4 (July-August 
1975), pp. 67-75, p. 71. 
221) 
Page from Passport, I961) 
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Chapter 9 
1976: 
Copper Pieties 
The copper embodiment of the pieties 
Seems hard, but hard like a revolutionary 
With indignation, constant as she is. 
From here you can glimpse her downstream, her far charm, 
Liberty, tiny woman in the mist 
- You cannot see the torch - raising her arm 
Lorn, bold, as if saluting with her fist. 
Barrow Street Pier, New York 
May 1973 
Thom Gunn, 19761 
The Bicentenary of 1976 was not the celebration of grand possibilities that had 
been anticipated a decade previously. The scene of US officials scrambling onto 
helicopters during the panicked evacuation of Saigon just a year earlier was still fresh 
in the public's memory. Back in the mid 1960s Lyndon Johnson had proudly 
inaugurated an `American Revolution Planning Committee' to organise a vast 
international exposition at Philadelphia, and a Bicentenary that would be remembered 
for generations. But the plans had been quietly axed by Nixon. Instead, the officially 
organized events of 1976 were to be much more low-key. There was neither the mood 
nor the funding for grand Federal initiatives. 
But where national investment fell short, the tab was picked up willingly by 
corporate America. The shops spewed forth patriotic merchandise, and the media 
celebrated the orgy of bicentenary consumerism as a welcome boost to the ailing 
economy. 2 In New York, there was a display of tall ships from the nations of the 
world, which was watched by crowds lining the shorelines of Lower Manhattan - and 
by President Ford, who surveyed the spectacle from the decks of an aircraft carrier 
Thom Gunn, `Iron Landscapes (and the Statue of Liberty)', from Jack Straw's Castle (London: Faber 
and Faber, 1976), p. 15. 
2 Christopher Capozzola claims that 250 companies contributed $38.9 million in support of official 
programs. See "`It Makes You Want to Believe in the Country", Celebrating the Bicentennial in the 
Age of Limits', in America In the Seventies, ed, by Beth Dailey and David Farber (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 2004), p. 33. 
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moored offshore. In fact, it has been suggested it was for good reason he did not 
venture into the streets of Manhattan. His refusal only a year earlier to alleviate the 
fiscal cuts that all but bankrupted the city had done little to bolster his esteem in the 
eyes of New Yorkers. 
Of New York's major public art galleries, only the Whitney Museum of 
American Art chose to commemorate the bicentenary with anything attempting a 
vestige of monumentality. It opted to install an exhibition nobly entitled `Two 
Hundred Years of American Sculpture. The excessive breadth of the show is 
indicated by the cover of the exhibition catalogue, which shows a winged and bearded 
Father Time from the Museum of Folk Art superimposed alongside the David Smith's 
angular Cubi Ls The juxtaposition does neither any favours. Incorporating aboriginal 
art, folk art, nationalist statuary, nineteenth-century sculpture, modernist sculpture and 
contemporary art, the exhibition was intended to be the most comprehensive attempt 
to date to survey the sculpture that had been produced within the nation's borders. In 
fact, the catalogue contains no less than seven specially commissioned essays. The 
final contribution is by Marcia Tucker, who brings the historical survey into the 
present with a summation of the preoccupations of the most recent three-dimensional 
art. She combines quotations from Christian Norbert-Schulz, Gaston ßachelard, 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Jean Piaget and Carl Andre to conjure up a heady image of 
contemporary sculpture as primarily concerned with 'places', 'paths' and 'domains'. 6 
In fact, Andre performs a relatively important role in her narrative. His Twelfth 
Copper Corner had been produced specifically for the exhibition, and a full-page 
photograph of this sculpture serves as the essay's frontispiece. 
3 Christopher Capozzola, "'It Makes You Want to Believe in the Country": Celebrating the 
Bicentennial in the Age of Limits', p. 40, 
'200 Years of American Sculpture', Whitney Museum of American Art, 16 March - 26 September 
1976. 
' 200 Years ofAmerlcan Sculpture, Exhibition Catalogue, ed. by Tom Armstrong, Whitney Museum of 
American Art, New York, 1976. 
6 Marcia Tucker, `Shared Space: Contemporary Sculpture and the Environment', in 200 Years of 
American Sculpture, See in particular p, 232. 
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As with many of'Andre's sculptures from the 1970s, Tuel/Il, Copper ('rohleer is 
a flour-based arrangement of'metal plates that takes its orientation lroin tile w, jjjs of' 
the gallery. 7 For around the previous two to three years, Andre had been using similar 
tiiic. d copper sheets 10 rumpOSC works that mostly tended tu lot low ongoing nutucerica1 
series. A work with an equivalent fürnuttiUii but with fewer niHIs had been included, 
lo instance, in his exhibition at the Kun, ihalle Bern in April l975, " whilst the plates 
tür Iii, /'11v//ih (o//wr ('ur"fc'i" lead been shipped over front Italy, where lie had Also 
recently exhibited similar ilcºur-based copper scullmures. 
" In this work, the fifty 
centimeter square plates are arranged in au iangulai Ornat so that the two right 
anl!, lcs sit IILSIº against the base of the walls, whilst the hypotenuse forms it zigzag 
outline that runs reut across the gallery lit (Ile installation photograph, 7'ººvl/(h ('n/)/)('r- 
t 'HI /It'! Seems tu hover mirage- Ilke above the Whitney's dark carpet, sit the plates' 
highly rcllcctivc siii icrs are refracting light uh the chilly expanse ol'thc wall. In 
many ways, it is an awkward and unstable work. Any consoling tinpressiun ººI'the 
' For u consideration U, I'tlir iiul)liC: ttituis ul' An(lrr's use of Ihr wall in the arrangenirnt of his sculpture, 
in Ilir I970s, sec Jeremy (iill)rri-I(ulli''5 rrV ir\V of Andre's exhibition at . 
lohn Weber ( ialiery in 
: lfl/oiiau, vol 12, no. I11 (. June 197-1), I). t+H. 
Carl Andre, K unstliaiie Bern, 21 April -H June 1970, 
"tier Carl Andre in Sandy' Ballaloic, '( art Andre on Work and Politic, ', h. 20. Andre exhibited six 
Seoullores at ( ialleriu (iian him Spero le in Rome, Ir11n1 20 Scptcinhci 18 October I976. 
/ irr////t II /, /' ,(, IIIel, P) l ti. IIst it III n . il 
I he '11 hiiuc '11uscuin of American . 1rß, Ncn 1 url. 
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copper's physical substantiality seems undermined not only by its shimmering surface 
but also by its arrangement. The plates feel reliant both on the ground plane and on 
the blankness of the walls for their orientation, and consequently do not seem to offer 
a confirming sense of either. In fact, it is maybe only the work's sizeable dimensions 
which serve to offset an impression of the sculpture's complete weightlessness. 
Twelfth Copper Corner had been installed for this photograph many months 
before the exhibition opened, and Andre had especially singled out this corner on the 
northwest side of the museum because the space was appropriately neutral and the 
floor sufficiently flat for the full effectiveness of the copper's lustrous surface to 
become fully apparent. Only then could it be said to establish the equivocal interplay 
between itself and its environment of the kind he wanted. 
But behind the institutional walls of the Whitney, not all was well. A major 
row was raging. When Andre paid a visit to the museum in March to see the work two 
days before the opening of `200 Years of American Sculpture', he was astounded to 
find that Twelfth Copper Corner had been installed not where he had arranged for it to 
be, months earlier, but in an opposing corner, against walls that were cluttered by one 
of the gallery's distinctively angular windows and a fire escape. Here, the glowing red 
sign above the exit cast a distracting reflection onto its surface. 10 In fact, Andre 
deemed the space to be wholly inappropriate and immediately demanded that the 
work be moved. Failing that, he asked to withdraw it altogether - which is what the 
museum eventually did. 
However, rather than speak with Andre in person, the Whitney curators 
merely arranged for another of his sculptures they had recently purchased, 29th 
Copper Cardinal, to replace it, By 1976, Andre was a major name, and since he 
figured centrally in the catalogue, no doubt the Whitney felt that at least one 
representative work by him was necessary. For them, 29th Copper Cardinal would do 
fine. It was less sizeable, although considerably longer, and it consisted of the same 
dimensions of copper plates as those used in Twelfth 
Copper Corner. In this sculpture, 
the twenty-nine units are oriented in a single line fourteen and a half meters in length. 
10 See Rosalind Krauss, 'Las Vegas Comes to the Whitney', Partisan Review, vol. 43, no. 3 (1976), 
pp. 467-471, p. 468. 
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But again, however, Andre found their presentation wholly unacceptable, for in order 
to counteract the unevenness of the floor's surface, the curators had installed it on a 
rubber mat. For him of course, this contravened the entire principle that his materials 
be placed directly on the ground, and once more Andre insisted on his sculpture's 
removal from the exhibition. Yet as the Whitney had already purchased this piece, the 
request was not granted. It was, after all, now their property. Consequently, he took 
the draconian measure of writing to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees and asking 
to buy the work back. ' 1 The sums were not paltry either: the work was reported to 
have been purchased for twenty-three thousand dollars, and unnervingly Andre 
offered for it twenty-six. 12 But the Whitney never even responded to his request. In 
fact, he was unable to do anything except make a public declaration that, in his eyes, 
the sculpture was no longer a work of his. And to prove this, he remade 29th Copper 
Cardinal according to precisely the same dimensions and materials, and claimed this 
now to be the true work. He then declared the one owned by the Whitney to be a 
`corpse', and wrote to the museum again, offering them now merely the scrap metal 
price for the copper. 13 Then, in a Courbet-like gesture, he arranged a counter. 
exhibition, displaying the newly requisitioned 29th Copper Cardinal as `liberated 
from property bondage' and Twelfth Copper Corner as 'rescued from mutilation'. 14 
The space in which Andre chose to stage this restitution was hardly an elegant 
one. It was a vacant storage lot on West Broadway, south of Broome. According to 
David Bourdon, who faithfully recounted the whole saga from Andre's perspective 
for the Village Voice, the walls were a `bilious green' and the strip lighting was far 
from sympathetic. 15 The installation photograph shows the six metres of plates of the 
straight sides of Twelfth Copper Corner crammed in at the far end of a long, 
elongated room, with 29`h Copper Cardinal occupying the remainder of the floor- 
space. The walls are not exactly empty of cluttering details either. In fact, there seems 
to be a doorway in the middle of one, just as there had been in the `mutilating' 
11 Carl Andre, in Sandy Jiallatore, 'Carl Andre on Work and Politics', p. 20. 
12 David Bourdon, 'Carl Andre Protests Muscological Mutilation', Village Voice, 31 May 1976, p. 117, 
13 Martha Buskirk, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art (Cambridge: MA: MIT Press, 2003), p, 
27. 
14 See the exhibition announcement card for 'Two Works' (reproduced below), The exhibition was 
organised by Rosemarie Castoro, and ran from 1 May -1 July 1976. See Carl Andre in Sandy 
Aallatore, 'Carl Andre on Work and Politics', p. 20. 
13 David Bourdon, 'Carl Andre Protests Museological `Mutilation', p. 117. See also Thomas 13. liess' 
review, `Carl Andre has the Floor', New York Magazine, 6 June 1976, p. 70 
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installation at the Whitney. But this was not an exhibition intended to demonstrate 
what the ideal viewing conditions for his sculptures should resemble. I Iere, the I May 
opening, date and the handwritten announcement card made the point clearly enough. 
Andre's stance was to be seen is a matter ofan artist's right to determine the way his 
work was displayed, and, if necessary, to expropriate it. 
FREL TtiEOR. Y :A RK OF ART 
IS A WEAPON OF THE- VISIO1J OF 
Thf ARTIST WHO CREATED IT. 
SLAVE°ýY: A 4beK of APT 
IS A TOOL, of THE vi SIaNS OF 
gUYEftS & SGLLERS. 
E&;: F PkAcTI,, E : U)oRKS of AF' I- 
IUSrALLEb To RrVfALTNEIP- I-' 
As IMP64H 3JTS of SCPARATF 
DISTIU[. T VISIaJS OF ART[., 
; ýLAVýýR GA TIS '. I. xA S OF ill 
IWSTALLED AS TROPH19S of*G I' '" 
EL1SL-AVcIU Tb A V15t01J of SALk'-. 
-TWEIF'T1ý GOPPEI2 -- - 
R(! f-u(D Fa-" Muli-ATION AT THE 
W f11TN(Y MUS(J$4 Of AM(RIc. l*J AKT 
ý9.7N GoPPER AýDi 
_ 
LICif RAT ED FRAM PRn PiRry ßou DAGf 
AT T( LMltu(Y MUS(UM Of A. (. -CAN 
AtT'. ZOO YLARS OF AN($CAU LcuL PTUE[" 
CARL ANDRE - Two woRkS 
E I5 wG ST' f3RLADWAY (50. OF PAOOM ) 
np4Nýuýi NAy OnY ýMAy7(, -17UL1 
2I2- 5-- ý9ý1 sa. 1 a+4rc 
Exhibition allutpullcollent Card for 
"T"o Works', May 1976 
As it happens, Andre was not the only sculptor to have been outraged by the 
insensitive installation of his work in `200 Years of' American Sculpture'. 1`' 'I'hc 
previous day Dan Flavin had paid a visit tee the Whitney to see his work, and his 
reaction had been essentially the same. Ile too had contributed a piece that required a 
corner installation. Until/er/., (Io t/hr "imlovillor" o/, {V'lrrrling /'crrc hl, lý, tiºý) is six 
fluorescent tuhes attached to an cm ht-f)Ot square frame, which, once installed, bathes 
the surrounding walls, Ilool. and ceiling in a lush yellow and hink light. But although 
his work was not yet in place, he immediately realised that the impact oh'his sculpture 
"' Rrrhert Morris also wilhdhoww his sculplurc from Ili t, exhibition. According tu the Ncrr )'urA 7''mu's, 
Morris had originally proposed Im aim Xtllt-pound work to he suspended Irony the ceiling, I)III file 
Whitney architects had advised against it. Instead, the Whitney installed one of, his felt scidl)[111cs, hill 
Morris c0111I)LIMed that the work had been turn. See '2 Sculptors Seek to Withdraw Work frone 
Whitney Show . 
Nvmm' York /irnc,, 11 March 1970, p. 43. Sec also Carl R. Baldwin, 'Whitney I' lap: 
More on Artists' "Moral Rights"' Art in America, vol. (4, no. 5 (September-Octoher pp. IIt- 11. 
I el%Ni ('upper Corner and 19th (up/u'r 
('ordinal, installation at 355 West Broadway, 
May 1976 
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would he caricattlr'CCl by a large installation by Lucas Samaras in its Inin1C(diatc 
proximity, which was entirely covered in mirrors. Min thought he saw "Imt the 
designers of the exhibition were up to: they wanted to produce from SanMrrar; ' work 
and his sculpture a synthesis cif their own making, namely `a little miniature ui'the 
I, as Vegas Strip. ' 
I)au I, LIN in, I )IfiNrd: (to nie, "imi, ma(w " u/ 
1J heeling I'eurl: hluw) 
Rosalind Krauss, who had happened tu overhear Flavin's protestations, later 
wrote in Partisan Review that Flavin's verdict was hrohahly about right. As she 
explained, the dircc fors 01'111C Whitney had roºiiinnissionccl Ehe I'hiladeiphia-based 
architects Venturi and Rausch to install '200 Years oi'American Sculpture' a team 
who Iºad Cmahli Iºe(J their reputation witlr the publication several years earlier ol'a 
volume entitled l. Currriirtý /i? m, I, US 1"ý, º, u. ý. 
I' It was they' who had peen given free 
reign to arrange the exhibits according to their own tastes. and in Muss' opinion, 
'thee lessons of Las Vegas were everywhere'. 
I" Quoting train Venturi's writings, she 
draws Out the parallel's between his Celebration 0t'111e intentionally disorienting casino 
architecture of Las Vega and the way he had arranged the exhibition in the Whitney 
Muscºun V; ahlerjeS. `Works of'art were reduced to `uiºiv, ºIetºt signs that flash at one 
another', she report". 'The lightiii , the pI, ºrenieiil, 
the mutual interference, all became 
part oh"au atmosphere ul distraction, a decor through Which one moved as it' in a 
I)an Flavin, eitel in Rosalind Klauss, `I. u, Vegas cum" I) the Whitney', p. 467. 
Rutwrt \e ittIII, I)eiiise Scott Iirown and Steven Izrnour. Learn(im, i,, ' Jinn, Las I e, '; av (l'anihridge, MA 
and bondun N1 i i' Press, 1972). 
'" I(o. saluul t. ratl s, 'I. as Vcgus comes Ios the Whitney', p. 4(7. 
Lucas Samaras, Corridor, I96H 
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trancc. '2) In fact, for her the entire installation had been premised on nothing more 
substantial than Venturi'S unbridled enthusiasm fier the l flishism of the commercial 
logo -, 
[he Whitney's exhibition '200 Years of American Sculpture' serves as an 
OLT; ISitnn 1'01- us to reflect again on the extent to which Andre dissented from an image 
world saturated with the aura of'consummer goods. In a written statement published in 
the art juurnai ()I. /'/, he wrote: 
It is the sorrow and (pity rrt' America that historical consciousness either died 
here or was left Oil the cargo manifest of'the bottoms that breasted this New 
Found Land. Perhaps that is why Liberty stands with her back to us holding up 
her futile light against the uiIs piliedI seas of oblivion. Without a sense of' 
history we Cannot begin to imagine who we are. -- 
Since these words were written in May, the spectacle ofthe Bicentenary celebrations 
might he taken to be perhaps the immediate catalyst Iiºr this inipalience and 
resentnrcnt. Ili, argument is that a culture premised on a commodity economy drains 
; away the possibility u1'there being any real historical memory. I Iistcrrians of 
capitalism have also emphasised this point: that because commodities acquire their 
Rosalind Krinss. 'Las Vegas Comes to the Whitney', h. 470 
Rosalind Krurs 
, 'I. Gºs 
Vegas (wines to the Whitney', pp. 468 and 470. 
Carl Andre in Carl Andre and Jeremy (ilhert-Rolfe, 'Commodity and ('nntradiction, or, 
Contradiction its C'ommodity', Ormlwr 2 (Sommer I')76), pp. 100-104,1). 104, 
Caesar's Palace, Las Vegas, tourist brochure, 1908, 
reproduced in Learning/YONI Lu, s Legos, 1972 
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value without any reference to the process by which they came into existence, it is 
invariable they breed a culture of forgetting. 23 For Andre, to advance a real historical 
consciousness would be to foment a consciousness of class. As it is, however, instead 
`of revolution emerging in the culture of history, we have spectacle mired in the 
narcotizing ooze of publicity. '24 
Andre's stance towards the Whitney may have been hyperbolic, yet the 
extremism is perhaps best understood as a display of frustration at the ineffectuality of 
artists to influence even the way their own art is understood. Even at the level of their 
own creations, forgetting becomes the order of the day. Indeed, ultimately, the 
position of the artist in society was no different from that of a factory worker in 
Detroit, Andre suggested to Bourdon. `The assembly-line worker has no equity in any 
part of his production. Once he receives his wage packet at the end of the week, he's 
completely severed from his production. He can't say what's done with it, and he gets 
no profit or benefit from it. In a similar way, the artist, by receiving money, is severed 
from any connection to the true vision or destiny of his work. '25 As in Marx, Andre 
singles out the intervention of exchange-value as the cause of the severance of the 
worker from their product. In his October text, the terms are even stronger, The living 
fire of the worker's labour, he writes, is stolen by Promethean capital, pocketed by the 
capitalist who walks away in `full ownership of all that has been produced 
materially'. 26 Andre's vehement assertion of his rights as an artist-worker to present 
23 See Richard Terdiman, Present Past: Modernity and the Memory Crisis (Ithaca and London: Cornell 
University Press, 1993), pp. 12-13. Terdiman takes his terms in his account from Lukäcs theorisation of 
reification. 
24 Carl Andre in Carl Andre and Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe, 'Commodity and Contradiction, or, 
Contradiction as Commodity', p. 104 
2 Carl Andre, in David Bourdon, `Carl Andre Protests Museological Mutilation', p, 117, 
z' Carl Andre, in Carl Andre and Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe, 'Commodity and Contradiction, or, 
Contradiction as Commodity', p. 103, Andre's account here is closely informed by Marx's description 
of 'The Buying and Selling of Labour-Power'. The point is that the contract between those who sell 
their labour as a thing, as a commodity, and those who own the means of production has only the 
semblance of egalitarianism. But in essence, the position of the two parties to the contract could not be 
more unequal: 'lie, who before was the money owner, now strides in front as a capitalist; the possessor 
of labour-power follows as his labourer. The one with an air of importance, smirking, intent on 
business, the other, timid and holding back, like one who is bringing his own hide to market and has 
nothing to expect but -a hiding. ' See Karl Marx, Capital, 3 vols, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward 
Aveling (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1971), I, p. 155. However, it should be noted that although 
Andre's account draws its strength from this description, the situation does not exactly fit the artist, 
who never works for an hourly wage or sells their labour, This is an important distinction, and one that 
Jacques Ranciere has wanted to stress, See his The Philosopher and His Poor (1983), trans, John 
Drury, Corinne Oster and Andrew Parker (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2004), 
., .ý ..,. ,. ,,. 
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his art on his own terms should he understood as his compromised means of 
redressing this sense of alienation. 
I 1)(10% I.: ati \ ugas neuu ' lgn', I pj odurctl wIt an imig /rom Lus I rgus, 1972 
Of course, Andre's insistence on his moral authority to determine the way in 
Which his art is displayed always has to remain it compromised position. Moreover, 
Andre's belligerency towards the Whitney Museum might be said to be it reaction to 
his awareness ofa much deeper and irresolvable contradiction. In order to Survive 
practically as an artist, he has to market his works as commodities, yet in terms of 
their physical nature, the sculptures are intended to thoroughly reorder and resist the 
logic of, the commodity fiºrni. 
Indeed, the mark ofthat ret*us, ºI is Andre's exertion tu produce an an that º, 
not identifiable with sign systems per se: 
You may say you wish to slop the traffic on a road. You can put uh a 'STOP' 
sign, or a red Iiglºt, or you can put a laºndmiººc there. I think IIºc list liºrni [IN a 
sign, hut the second is not. It is a phcnomei wi. Works ofart are Fundamentally 
in the class of Ianrlmrncs rather than Signs. 
"['here is no symbolic content toi my work. It is not Iikc a chemical lormiilu but 
like a chemical reaction. A good work of art, once it is offered in display and 
shown to ether people, is a social t11ct. 28 
As Andre made perf'ectly clear to Peter Fuller in I978, he was well aware that it is 
impossible to make works oFart that have no n ensure of signification whatsocver. "ý 
Invariably they commie. Iiiit when he exclaimed toi Jeanne Siegel in I970 that matter 
pp. IM-124. Jeremy (irlbcrt-HolIt also Iwirtts this out in his cxc: hahge with Andre in O to/u r ?. No 
one buys an artist's labour', he writes, 'they huy instead an object which I)roovides provocation or 
satisfaction of a kind they choose tu subsiduc and encourage. ' Uni to this suggestion, Andre adiis a 
quote linen Robert Harry: ''I he collector buys this object, but lie pays Ior the next orte. ' Sic ('arl Armlee 
and Jeremy (iilhrrt-Rolfe, I 'umuutodity and Contradiction, ur, ('( Intiadicti011 as Commodity', I). Irlu. 
Peter hiller, 'An Interview with Carl Andre', h. 128. 
I)udic (lust, 'Andic Artist uf'fransportatuon', p. M. 
Peter fuller, 'An Interview wills ('art Andre', h. 128. 
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as matter `rather than matter as symbol' is a consciously Marxist position, he did so 
out of an awareness that it is capital that forces artefacts to be seen not for what they 
are, but as symbolically equivalent to other things. 30 Not one of our senses, writes 
Fredrick Jameson in a gloss on the first chapters of Marx's Capital, informs us that a 
coat resembles twenty yards of linen. But when both become commodities, then this 
is precisely the equivalence that can be made. It is money, the universal symbolic 
form, that enables the unlike to be deemed the same . 
31 For Marx, ascribing exchange 
values to entities renders their sensuous qualities irrelevant; things become esteemed 
not for what they are but for what they `stand for'. Thus, in his famous example, a 
dealer in minerals sees only the commercial value, rather than the `beauty or their 
particular characteristics'. He has, Marx writes, `no mineralogical sense'. 32 In his art, 
Andre always seems to have wanted to return viewers' attention to the physical and 
`mineralogical' properties of his sculpture for just this reason: `I want wood as wood 
and steel as steel, aluminum as aluminum, a bale of hay as a bale of hay. 33 
However, there is a considerable irony in claiming that Andre's sculptures 
stand for what they are, and that they amount to a wholesale refusal to exist in place 
of another value or thing. This is for the simple reason that the materials to which he 
turns for his sculptures are always themselves mass-produced commodities. The very 
reason he is able to remake 29th Copper Cardinal for his own exhibition on West 
Broadway so effortlessly is because the copper plates were so readily replaceable. 
There was never anything unique about the materials or the arrangement in the first 
place. The only thing that preserved its singularity was the fact it was contractually 
exchanged with the Whitney not as a designate quantity of raw material, but as a work 
of art. Its uniqueness is legitimated solely by the authority of the artist's word. Indeed, 
when he publicly performed his withdrawal of his authorship of the sculpture owned 
by the Whitney by replacing it with a precise replica, he was only essentially 
perpetuating the logic on which his practice is founded. His mature art is predicated, 
we might say, on presenting materials within the context of art that are replaceable 
with identical materials from outside the realm of art. Back in February, the British 
3° Jeanne Siegel, 'Carl Andre: Artworker', p. 178. 
31 Fredrick Jameson, Late Marxism: Adorno, or, The Persistence ofthe Dialectic, pp. 148-149. 
32 Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, in Erich Fromm, Marx's Concept of Atan, p. 
134. 
33 Phyllis Tuchman, 'An Interview with Carl Andre', p. 57. 
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public had peen provoked by Equivalent I'll! to equate the sand-lirne bricks from 
which it was composed with all the other kind of' bricks with which they were 
färniliar. In New York, that sense ofecluivalence was f0rced just one step further. In 
tact, had a gallery-goer been prepared to make the journey across Manhattan, they 
could have seen the two identical lengths of copper plates in one atiernoon. Yet, from 
Andre's perspective, only one was a work of his. In all his art, and by fiat if 
necessary, that which appears to he physically equivalent to other things is to he 
treated as though it were it unique and irreplaceable object. The insertion of'physically 
equivalent forms into the realm ofart becomes a means, then, of'blocking and 
curtailing a more general sense of the equivalence of all things. 
Andre's exertion to reorder the logic of the commodity exchange might he 
regarded as it utopian gesture: an attempt to inmpose an ideal in his art that in society 
has not been f«rthcoming. Indeed, the December 1976 issue o('the small New York- 
based maga/me Art-Ritt carried on its cover a text-based work by Andre, which 
seems to imply as much. W It is it quotation from the section on the fetishism of 
co itn ºdities in Marx's Capital. 
artists" book 
w . ýý1f 
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Cover n/'. 4rt-Rite, Urrenther 1976 
`, ('. tri Andre, ('over, Art-/life I-1 (Winter 1970-77). 
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At first glance, it seems to resemble only a solid square of jumbled letters in the 
centre of the page. But once we have established the direction in which to read, the 
sense begins to become accessible. Nonetheless, the effect of reducing the ease of 
reading reveals and returns the reader to the elements of the alphabet within the words 
themselves. The act of reading for the sense of the sentence is also tempered, we 
might suggest, by our awareness that the fifteen lines are each fifteen letters long, 
resulting in an organisation where particle and whole relate to one another with a 
certain algebraic clarity. No letter can be added or subtracted without destroying the 
coherence of the whole. 
We might infer from this that Marx's sentence has been arranged to inhabit the 
new distributive order to which it refers. As we read, we are forced to concentrate on 
how words themselves are produced - in a way that sets up analogies with the 
material production of which the text speaks. Andre has chosen to quote from one of 
those few moments in Capital where Marx turns his attention from his critique of the 
categories of bourgeois economy, and intimates how a society might be structured 
under a different order. 35 In a communistic society, he is implying, a planned 
economy would require the direct a priori allocation of labour and resources through 
deliberate decisions conducted in the collective interest. 36 Here, we are given an 
indication that perhaps Andre's investment in a clear and rigidly formal structure is an 
attempt to establish a correlative to the ideal of the distribution of goods within an 
egalitarian society. He gives form, within the parameters of his art, to a principle that 
society itself has been unable to deliver. The inalterable order, the uniformity, the 
symmetry: these serve as compensations for the inequality and chronic imbalance that 
characterise life in `the world of commodities'. 37 
However, it strikes me as deeply significant here that Andre's idealising 
gesture begins to look much more like an act of forcing and freezing, rather than a 
" Karl Marx, Capital, p. 51. The key phrase in the original is "... sobald sie als Produkt frei 
vergeselischafterter Menschen unter deren Bewusster planmässiger Kontrolle steht. " 36 See Ernest Mandel, `In Defence of Socialist Planning', New Left Review, no. 159. (September - 
October 1986), pp. 5-38, p. 7 and Theodor Adorno, Negative Dialectics, trans. E. B. Ashton, (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1973), p. 192. 
37 Karl Marx, Capital, p. 43. 
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form of emancipation. 38 Andre's rudimentary technique of breaking his materials 
down and piecing them back together does not entirely instil confidence or a sense of 
assurance. In fact, it is almost as though the very exertion to refashion a system of 
equivalence and relation ends up only reiterating the flattening, the levelling out of 
values that accompanies all rationalisation and commodification. 
If there is any reason needed for continuing to attend to Andre's art, then I 
think it should be for this. He gives us a perspective on the logic of commodity 
exchange, and offers us a glimpse of its atavistic emptiness. `The Seventies lie under 
the crossroads', he writes of 1976, `like a vampire waiting for us in our innocence to 
pluck the stake from out of its heart and return the silver bullet to the masked man. '39 
The Sixties have passed; but the Seventies ... the Seventies are with us still. 
's The words 'forcing' and `freezing' are T. J. Clark's. See his 'Origins of the Present Crisis', New LEfr 
Review 2 (March-April 2000), pp. 85.96, p. 91. 
39 Carl Andre in Carl Andre and Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe, 'Commodity and Contradiction, or, 
Contradiction as Commodity', p. 104. 
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